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MODELLING AND PREDICTIVE CONTROL OF A DRUM-TYPE BOILER
BARBARA MOLLOY
ABSTRACT
Boilers generate steam continuously and on a large scale. Controlling the boiler process is 
extremely difficult - it is a highly nonlinear process, its dynamics vary with load and it is strongly 
multivariable. It is also inherently unstable due to the integrator effect of the drum. In addition, 
boilers are commonly used in situations where the load can change suddenly and without prior 
warning.
Traditionally, boilers have been controlled by Single-Input, Single-Output (SISO) Proportional 
plus Integral (PI) controllers. This strategy does not take into account the interaction of the 
controlled variables or the effect of load on boiler dynamics.
This work investigates whether boiler control can be improved by applying multivariable or 
nonlinear predictive control strategies. Predictive control is a model-based control strategy which 
is chosen for its ability to handle nonlinear, constrained and multivariable systems.
Two nonlinear controllers are developed - a fuzzified linear predictive controller which is based 
upon several linearised models of the plant and and a nonlinear predictive controller, based upon a 
single nonlinear plant model. These controllers are compared both with each other and with the 
conventional PI control strategy.
A detailed first-principles model of the boiler is developed for this work. This is used to simulate a 
boiler plant for controller testing. It is also used to derive a linear state-space model for the linear 
predictive controller. The nonlinear predictive controllers uses a neural network model.
1. Introduction
1.1 Background to Problem
Large-scale steam generation is a complex and expensive process. Boilers consume large 
amounts of fuel and produce considerable amounts of carbon dioxide and other environmentally 
damaging gases. Improving boiler control pays large dividends, in terms of reduced fuel costs, 
reduced pollution, improved safety and an extended plant life-time.
Traditionally boilers have been controlled by PI control. The typical PI controller configuration 
is well understood, however, given the complexity of the boiler control problem, it is likely that 
superior control could be achieved using a more sophisticated control methodology. The boiler 
process is subject to a number o f control problems:
• The boiler process is highly nonlinear - its dynamics vary with operating point. This was not 
a significant problem in the past as it was common practice to operate boilers at their 
maximum capacity only. However, in order to improve efficiency many boilers are now 
operated in cycling mode. For example, a boiler is operated at maximum capacity during the 
day when the demand for steam is high and at half capacity during the night when the demand 
has decreased. In consequence, the control system must be capable of providing good control 
over a range of operating points.
• The boiler process is strongly multivariable. A control system based upon single input, single 
output (SISO) controllers does not account for interactions among the controlled variables 
with the result that the individual control loops must compete with each other in an attempt to 
achieve their individual objectives.
• The boiler process is inherently unstable due to the integrating effect of drum level. Instability 
in drum level, for instance, has very serious physical consequences.
• It is a stiff system - considerable differences exist between the speed of response of the 
controlled variables.
• Non-minimum phase effects exist in both drum and superheater.
• A significant time delay is inherent in the transportation of combustion gases through the 
furnace.
•  Boilers are commonly used in a situation where the load can change suddenly and without 
prior warning.
• The process must operate within tight constraints.
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Various linear controllers have been developed which can address one or more of these problems. 
For example, optimal control can provide improved boiler control performance by virtue of being 
a model-based strategy. A model-based controller has a significant advantage over a non-model- 
based controller in the case of a non-minimum phase system or a system with an integrator. 
Further improvements have been achieved by using multivariable controllers which take into 
account the interactions among the controlled variables. The issue of boiler nonlinearity has been 
addressed by various adaptive and gain-scheduling control techniques which take into account 
that the model dynamics vary with operating point. However, adaptive techniques can present 
additional problems with regard to stability and convergence issues.
1.2 Research Objectives
The first objective of this work is to address all of the boiler control problems in a coherent and 
systematic manner through the use of a nonlinear, multivariable predictive control strategy. The 
second objective is to assess the benefits of this strategy in terms of controller performance.
The benefits of nonlinear control are investigated by developing two types of nonlinear predictive 
controllers and comparing these to the industry standard PI control strategy. The first nonlinear 
controller is based upon several linear controllers and is referred to as a gain-scheduled or 
fuzzified linear controller. This is the traditional method of implementing a nonlinear controller. 
The second nonlinear controller is based upon a single nonlinear model of the boiler and is 
referred to in this work as the nonlinear controller. Many of the advanced, model-based control 
strategies are compared to a PI control strategy only. If the PI control strategy and the advanced 
control strategy are not of similar complexity, this comparison may not provide a useful 
assessment of the performance or potential of the advanced control strategy. In this instance, the 
nonlinear and gain-scheduled linear controller are both based upon a predictive control 
methodology.. Comparison of the nonlinear controller to the gain scheduled linear controller 
highlights the advantages and disadvantages of each of the two nonlinear control strategies.
All the controllers are tested using a detailed, first principles model of a boiler plant. The first- 
principles model is a comprehensive model which includes all the significant plant dynamics and 
has been validated against plant data.
1.3 Contributions of this Thesis
The objective of this work is to make a comprehensive assessment of the performance of a 
nonlinear controller for boiler control. Fundamental to this work is the development of a detailed
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boiler model which can accurately simulate the performance of a boiler plant. A first-principles 
boiler model has been developed which uses the minimum number of simplifying assumptions. In 
particular, the model incorporates the following features:
• Detailed model of combustion process and gas composition, including measurement dynamics
• Improved modelling technique for 'Shrink and Swell' phenomenon
• Improved implementation of water and steam tables
• Non-minimum phase effect in superheater is modelled
• Steam in drum is not assumed to be saturated
The performance of the nonlinear controller is dependent to a large extent on the accuracy of the 
internal controller model and on the optimisation technique employed. Features of controller 
development are:
• Feasibility of using a neural network model for nonlinear predictive control is demonstrated.
• Feasibility of using either gradient search or genetic algorithms to optimise the control signal 
is demonstrated.
• Specification of actuator constraints in the nonlinear controller design.
The success of nonlinear boiler control is measured by comparison with an adaptive or gain- 
scheduled controller of equal complexity. The validity of the comparison has been improved by:
• Development of nonlinear controller and gain scheduled linear controller using the same 
design methodology in order to achieve a meaningful assessment of the nonlinear control 
strategy.
• Improved gain scheduling technique is applied to the linear control strategy. Fuzzy logic is 
used to ensure “bumpless” transfer between linear controllers.
1.4 Layout of Thesis
This layout reflects the logical progression of controller development. - commencing with boiler 
model development, followed by a description of controller development and finishing with an 
assessment of controller performance.
In this instance, three types of boiler model are developed. Firstly, a detailed first-principles 
boiler model which can provide insight into the steam generation process and act as a plant 
simulator is developed. Secondly, a computationally efficient linear boiler models is developed 
for use by a linear model-based predictive control strategy. Thirdly, a computationally efficient
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nonlinear model is developed for use by a nonlinear model-based predictive control strategy.
Controller development includes the development of both a gain-scheduled linear predictive 
controller and a nonlinear predictive controller. The gain-scheduled linear predictive controller 
provides a valuable point of comparison for the nonlinear predictive controller in addition to the 
usual benchmark - a PI control strategy.
The thesis layout is presented on a more detailed chapter-by-chapter basis to illustrate this 
progression:
In Chapter 1, the background to the boiler control problem and the motivation for improved 
control is presented. The objectives of this work are stated and the contributions of this work to 
boiler control research are summarised.
The process of steam generation in a typical drum-type boiler is described in Chapter 2. This 
chapter offers a simple understanding of a process which is described in more abstract terms in 
the following chapters. It also introduces the reader to much of the terminology employed 
throughout this thesis.
In Chapter 3, previous approaches to boiler modelling and control are reviewed and the 
advantages and disadvantages of these approaches are detailed. The typical motivations for 
improving boiler control and many common boiler control problems are also outlined. In the light 
of this review, areas of possible improvement in both boiler modelling and control are suggested. 
This chapter places the contributions of this thesis into the context of current approaches to boiler 
control.
In Chapter 4, the development of a detailed first principles model of the boiler plant is described. 
Development of this model is the first task to be undertaken, for two reasons. Firstly, the model 
provides physical insight into the steam generation process which is valuable during controller 
development. Secondly, the boiler is required to act as a plant simulator.
Chapter 5 describes the first stage in the development of the gain-scheduled linear predictive 
controller i.e. development of its internal controller model. The gain-scheduled controller is based 
upon a number of linear boiler models, which are obtained by linearising the first-principles 
boiler model. The linearisation procedure is described in detail.
The nonlinear predictive controller is based upon a nonlinear model of the boiler plant. A neural 
network model is used for this task as neural networks are both computationally efficient and can 
be used to model any type of nonlinear plant. Development of the neural network model is
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described in Chapter 6 .
Chapter 7 introduces the concepts and theory underlying predictive control. Predictive control 
theory offers the control engineer a variety of controller design and tuning options. Common 
controller design and tuning options are described and their effect on controller performance.
The development of the gain-scheduled linear predictive controller for a boiler is described in 
Chapter 8 . In particular, the mechanism used to ensure a smooth transfer of control between the 
individual linear controllers is outlined.
In Chapter 9, the development of a nonlinear predictive controller for a boiler is described. The 
advantage and disadvantages of using either a gradient search optimisation or genetic algorithm 
optimisation are considered.
In Chapter 10, the linear predictive controller, nonlinear predictive controller and an industry 
standard PI boiler controller strategy are compared on the basis of controller performance, design 
methodology and implementation requirements. Controller performance is assessed for both 
disturbance rejection and setpoint changes. An extensive set o f simulation results is provided.
Conclusions on this work are presented in  Chapter 11.
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2. Physical D escription of a Drum -Type Boiler
2.1. Introduction
Boilers produce steam for a wide range of industrial purposes - electricity generation, chemical 
processes, heating. The process is continuous and large scale. A typical medium sized boiler 
generates 30,000 kg of steam per hour, at a temperature of 420°C and a pressure of 4.5 MPa. A 
very large scale electric utility boiler may generate more than 4,000,000 kg of steam per hour.
There are two fundamental requirements for generating steam - water and heat. These two 
aspects of steam generation are commonly referred to as the water-steam side and the combustion 
side respectively. Fig. 2.1 is a schematic representation of a typical drum-type boiler.
W ATER
RISERS
FUEL
AIR
— >
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WASTE 
GASES
STEAM  DRUM
ATTEMPERATING
FLOW
DOWNCOMERS
MUD DRUM  
Fig. 2.1 Schematic of Boiler
STEAM
The water-steam side of the boiler process involves converting water into high-temperature steam. 
The temperature at which water evaporates is known as the saturation temperature. Water below 
this temperature is referred to as subcooled. Subcooled water enters the boiler, is heated to 
saturation temperature and starts to evaporate into steam. Both the water and steam remain at
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saturation temperature until all the water has been evaporated. Throughout evaporation, the 
water and steam are referred to as saturated. After all the water has been evaporated, the steam 
can be heated to a higher temperature. Steam at a higher temperature than saturation temperature 
is called superheated steam.
The combustion-side involves burning fuel to generate the heat necessary for steam generation. 
Fuel must be mixed with the correct volume of air in order to ensure complete combustion. The 
resulting gases are then directed around the furnace via a system of baffles losing heat to various 
sections of the boiler along the way. Safety and environmental considerations are of primary 
importance on the combustion side.
Much of the material in this chapter is based on Dukelow (1986) and Lindsley (1991).
2.2. Water-Steam Side
W ater Treatment
The first phase in the steam generation process is water purification. Before water can enter the 
boiler proper, debris and other suspended matter must be removed by coagulation and filtration. 
The water must also be dimineralised. If this is not done, these impurities will be deposited on the 
inside of the tubes within the boiler and will quickly reduce boiler efficiency.
Aeration
Following chemical treatment the water is fed to aerator tanks, where dissolved gases are 
removed from the water. Even small traces of oxygen can cause corrosion of the boiler surfaces 
at the high temperatures in the boiler. Carbon dioxide would pass into the steam and turn into 
corrosive carbonic acid in the steam heat exchangers. To prevent this the gases are removed by 
boiling and agitating the water and by venting the gases to the atmosphere. The water is boiled 
by mixing it directly with steam. Scavenging chemicals are also used to remove any remaining 
gases.
Feedwater Pumps
Following water purification and aeration, the water, referred to as feedwater, is pumped into the 
economiser. The feedwater pump must supply at least enough energy to overcome the pressure 
head in the drum. A  large boiler which is providing 1,100,000 kg of steam per hour (or 660 
MW of power) will require two pumps each consuming approximately 10 MW of power.
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Economiser
The economiser is a simple heat exchanger. Subcooled feedwater water enters the economiser 
and is heated to a higher temperature, but not to saturation temperature. This is a means of 
improving boiler efficiency, as waste heat in the combustion gases is used to preheat the water 
before it enters the evaporation system.
Evaporation System
The evaporation system of a drum-type boiler is comprised of a steam drum, downcomers, water 
drum and risers. The steam drum is a large cylindrical vessel which is approximately half filled 
with water. The mud drum is a smaller cylinder situated below the drum containing water only. 
The steam drum is much larger than the mud drum and is commonly referred to as the drum. The 
downcomers and risers are banks of tubes connecting the drum and mud drum.
Subcooled water from the economiser flows into the water in the steam drum. It mixes with 
subcooled water in the steam drum and saturated water from the risers. The subcooled drum 
water flows into the risers via the mud drum and downcomers. In the risers, the subcooled fluid 
is heated to saturation temperature and a percentage of the saturated fluid evaporates. The 
saturated water-steam mixture in the risers is at a lower density than the water in the steam drum 
and flows back into the steam drum. This establishes a natural circulation system in the drum, 
downcomers and risers. W ater circulates continuously around this system, passing from the 
steam drum, through the downcomers into the mud drum and returning to the steam drum via the 
risers. It is possible to increase the recirculation rate by incorporating a recirculation pump at the 
mud drum. This type of recirculation is referred to as forced recirculation.
Steam Drum
The steam drum acts as a separator for the water and steam in the evaporation system - steam is 
drawn off the top of the steam drum and water is fed to the downcomers which are situated at the 
bottom of the steam drum. The saturated steam in the steam drum contains moisture droplets. 
These droplets could cause thermal shock if they fell on the high temperature tubes in the 
superheater. They are removed from the saturated steam by mechanical separation devices called 
"scrubbers" or "separators" which return the moisture droplets to the steam drum. The 
"scrubbers" also prevent the carryover of boiler water chemicals into the steam.
The level of water in the steam drum must be maintained very carefully. If the drum water level 
falls too low, there is a risk of dry-out. If the drum water level rises too high, the drum water 
surface area will be reduced, which in turn reduces the amount of steam that can be generated by
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the boiler. In order to provide accurate drum level control it is important to have accurate and 
reliable drum level measurement. If the drum level is measured directly above the risers, the 
rising steam bubbles may cause frequent variations in the measured drum water level. The drum 
water level should be measured above the downcomers where the water level is relatively stable. 
Problems with drum level measurement can arise if a downcomer receives too much heat and acts 
as a riser i.e. generates steam bubbles. This is avoided by careful boiler design. Flue gas baffles 
are installed to shield the downcomers from the combustion flame and also to direct gas flow. 
The combustion gases should be allowed to flow over the downcomers only after they have lost 
most of their heat.
Drum level control is further complicated by the phenomenon known as Shrink and Swell. This 
phenomenon occurs during transient changes in the steam flow from the boiler. An increase in 
the steam flow from the drum causes a reduction in steam pressure in the drum. The reduction in 
drum pressure causes the vapour bubbles in the evaporation system to expand and the density of 
the water in the evaporation system to decrease. Both effects reduce the density of the water- 
steam mixture and increase the overall volume of the water-steam mixture in the drum, causing 
the drum water level to rise - Swell for some time. The drum level falls when the increased 
evaporation rate takes affect.
The converse occurs during a decrease in steam demand. Steam pressure increases causing a 
reduction in bubble size and an increase in water density throughout the evaporation system. The 
overall density of the water-steam mixture increases and drum level suddenly reduces - Shrink. 
After some time, the drum level starts to increase due to the decreased evaporation rate.
Blowdown
The chemicals contained in the feedwater accumulate in the boiler water. In order to maintain a 
proper chemical balance of the boiler water, they must be removed. This removal is called 
blowdown and is carried out in two ways. Firstly, water containing dissolved solids is 
continuously removed from the water in the steam drum. Secondly, sludge is removed 
periodically by opening a valve in the lowest part of the mud drum.
In order to maintain a chemical concentration of the boiler water 10 times that of feedwater, 
blowdown must be 10 percent of feedwater. The greater the percentage blowdown the higher the 
associated heat losses. At higher pressures, the blowdown water has greater energy and the 
blowdown heat loss is greater. The blowdown flow is generally controlled automatically using 
water conductivity measurements as a measure of the chemical concentration of the water.
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Superheater
The saturated steam in the drum must be superheated to a higher temperature before it can do 
mechanical work in a turbine. In the turbine the steam will lose heat and fall in temperature. If 
the steam entering the turbine is saturated, it will condense back to water. If condensation occurs 
in the turbine severe thermal shock will ensue. To prevent this occurring the steam must be 
heated to a sufficiently high temperature, so that it will still be superheated as it leaves the 
turbine.
The steam can be superheated by radiation or convection. The steam temperature in a radiant 
superheater decreases as steam flow increases. The steam temperature in a convective 
superheater increases as steam flow increases. By combining radiant and convection 
superheaters in series, the steam temperature variations caused by changing load can be 
minimised.
The temperature of the superheated steam can also be affected by varying the amount of heat 
received by the superheater. This can be done crudely by changing the firing rate or in a more 
sophisticated way by tilting the burners either towards or away from the superheaters.
Steam temperature also depends on a lot of other factors which cannot be varied for control 
purposes - steam pressure, state of heat transfer surfaces and others.
Attemperation
It is not feasible to accurately control the temperature of the steam leaving the superheater by any 
direct means such as varying the firing rate. This can at best provide only a very crude steam 
temperature control due to the slow dynamics and delays in the system. The usual means of 
providing accurate steam temperature control is attemperation; steam is heated to a higher 
temperature than required in the superheater and then cooled to the desired temperature.
Attemperation typically involves spraying the steam with cooling water. This may be carried out 
in a single stage or there may be a stage o f attemperation for each superheating stage. Another 
and less common type of attemperation involves passing a fraction of the superheated steam 
through tubes which are suspended in the drum water. This is a more heat efficient form of 
attemperation as the heat is transferred from the superheated steam to the drum water.
Load
A boiler supplies steam to one or more steam consuming processes such as turbines or heating 
systems. The steam flow rate from the drum is partially determined by the pressure in the steam
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drum and partially determined by the demands of the steam consuming process. For example, the 
steam consuming process can usually demand more or less steam by opening or shutting valves 
on the steam flow pipeline. The steam flow from the drum is referred to as the load. For 
example, if the steam consuming process requires the maximum steam flow, the boiler is 
operating at full load. If the steam consuming process requires half o f the maximum steam flow, 
the boiler is operating at half load. The boiler and its load cannot be considered in isolation from 
each other. Any change in load demand causes important changes within the boiler. A load 
increase, for example, reduces boiler steam pressure. Lowering the steam pressure, reduces the 
saturation temperature and produces a short term increase in the steam generated by the boiler 
(compensating temporarily for the increased load). Changes in steam pressure also cause the 
phenomenon known as Shrink and Swell, which results in a temporary change in drum level.
2.3. Combustion Side
Fuels
Gas, oil and coal are the most common boiler fuels. Gas and oil are both fluids and consequently 
are easier to manage than solid fuels such as coal. Simple gas or oil burners are used for these.
There are several methods for burning coal. It can be pulverised and burnt with conventional 
burners. Alternatively, solid coal may be burned on a chain grate or a fluidised bed. A chain 
grate moves slowly and continuously under the furnace. Coal is loaded onto the grate, carried 
under the furnace for burning and the remaining ashes drop from the grate into a hopper.
In a fluidised bed boiler, coal and crushed limestone are fed onto a bed which is continuously 
agitated by compressed air from below. The coal burns at a lower temperature so that the 
emission of NOx gases is reduced. The crushed limestone also traps the SO2  produced by 
combustion.
Other solid fuel, such as wood waste, sugar cane, coffee grounds or municipal refuse can also be 
used by boilers. These can be burnt on a chain grate or in a fluidised bed boiler.
The relative proportions of fuel and air are important for a number of reasons. If there is 
insufficient air for combustion, unburned fuel can collect downstream. This unburned fuel may 
explode when it comes into contact with air. Black smoke and poisonous carbon monoxide are 
another consequence of incomplete combustion. If there is an excess of air, however, boiler 
efficiency is reduced as this excess air also absorbs some of the heat from combustion.
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The air entering the furnace may be preheated by the waste combustion gases. For solid fuel 
burners, this has the advantage of removing surface moisture from the fuel and improving 
combustion. It is important not to extract too much heat from the water combustion gases 
however as it is possible to cool them to the extent that acids from the combustion gases condense 
on metal tubes in the boiler.
Forced draft fans may be used to blow the air for combustion into the boiler. In a balanced draft 
plant an induced draft fan is used to pull the hot flue gases towards the stack and maintain a 
constant gas flow through the furnace. A slight negative pressure is generally maintained in the 
furnace by the fans. This prevents fuel leakage around the burning equipment and prevents hot 
combustion gases escaping through the chimney walls. It also maintains an inward pressure on 
inspection portholes and other weak points in the combustion chamber.
Combustion Chamber and Stack
Fuel and air are mixed and ignited in the furnace. There may be several burners in the furnace. 
By varying the tilt of these burners, or the proportion of fuel received by a particular burner, it is 
possible to vary the amount of heat transferred to the risers or to the superheater.
Flue Gas Treatment
The flue gases produced by burning coal contain small particles of incombustible solids and 
contaminating gases - notably sulphur and nitrogen oxides. For environmental reasons, these 
contaminants must be removed before the flue gases enter the atmosphere. The solids can be 
removed from the gas using filters or precipitators. The contaminating gases are removed 
chemically.
2.4 Conclusions
It is clear from the above that steam generation is a complex and potentially dangerous process. 
The description highlights some of the more important process control problems:
• The combustion side and steam-water side are two very different processes. However, the 
interaction of these processes must be carefully regulated. Poor regulation will have serious 
consequences. If the evaporation rate, which is largely dictated by the fuel flow rate is 
greater than the feedwater flow rate, drum water level will drop. If no corrective action is 
taken, this will ultimately cause the drum to dry out. Likewise, if the evaporation rate is less 
than the feedwater flow rate, drum level will continue to rise. Ultimately, the drum water will
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overflow into the superheater tubes, causing massive thermal shock. Drum level control is 
further complicated by the phenomenon known as Shrink and Swell.
• Superheated steam temperature must be maintained within tight limits to prevent thermal 
shock occurring.
• Air flow rate must be sufficient to ensure complete stoichiometric combustion. However, an 
excess o f air reduces boiler efficiency.
• Variations in the steam demand (or load) affect pressures and temperatures throughout the 
boiler.
It is not possible to gauge the true complexities of these problems without a better understanding 
of the process dynamics. For any process, a rigorous understanding is best achieved by a first- 
principles model. In Chapter 4, a detailed first-principles boiler model is described which 
provides far greater insight into the steam generation process.
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3 Review o f Current Boiler M odelling and Control 
Developm ents
3.1 Introduction
The question of applying advanced control methodologies and technologies to boiler control first 
arose in the I960’s. Since then, there has been a consistent interest in the potential for improving 
boiler control. This interest can be attributed in part to some new developments in the economic 
and industrial environment:
• Rising fuel costs have prompted plant engineers to find new ways of improving boiler 
efficiency. One approach has been the construction of larger and more complex power plants 
which can be operated at higher pressures and temperatures and thus more efficiently 
(Nicholson (1964)) and (Unbehauen and Kocaarslan (1990)). Such plants require very 
sophisticated control schemes.
• Improvements in efficiency have also been achieved by operating boiler plants in a cycling 
mode i.e. operating at a high load during the day when demand is large and operating at a low 
load at night when demand is low. The ability of a plant to respond quickly and efficiently to 
load changes is the dominant motivation cited in the literature for improving boiler controls 
(McDonald and Kwatny (1973)), (Kitami et al (1978)), (Nakamura and Akaike (1981)), (Sato 
et al (1984)), (El Sayed et al (1989)), (Nakamura and Uchida (1989)), (Nomura and Sato
(1989)), (Gibbs and Weber (1992)) and (Ding and Hogg (1991)). The speed at which the load 
may safely be changed is limited to a large extent by controller performance. The transition 
between two operating points causes variations in metal temperatures which must be 
minimised to reduce metal fatigue and extend plant life-time (Unbehauen (1969)), (McDonald 
and Kwatny (1973), (Rossiter et al (1991)) and (Matsumura et al (1993)). It also causes 
pressure and drum water level fluctuations. A good control scheme must be capable of 
maintaining such variations within tight limits.
• Stricter environmental controls have been introduced with respect to combustion gas 
emissions. More sophisticated control systems are required to ensure that environmental 
restrictions can be met (El-Rabaie and Hogg (1991)), (Ding and Hogg (1991)), (Wu et al 
(1992)) and (Gibbs and Weber (1992)).
Higher efficiency and reduced emissions are not the only motivations for developing improved 
boiler control strategies. In many instances, the motivation is simply that the existing boiler 
controls are inadequate to cope with the complexities of the boiler process. The boiler process
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has many characteristics which can present particular control difficulties:
• Significant interaction exists between the controlled variables. The relatively standard 
practice of using a set of SISO controllers (Rosemount, Baileys, Westinghouse) to control the 
boiler process may not deliver a good closed loop system response (Nicholson (1964)), (El- 
Sayed et al (1989)), (Sun Demin et al (1989)), (Unbehauen and Kocaarslan (1990)), (Ding 
and Hogg (1991)), (Unbehauen et al (1991)), (Rovnak and Corlis (1991)), (Gibbs and Weber 
(1992)) and (Wu et al (1992)).
• The process parameters are strongly dependent on load. A  single linear controller which is 
tuned to control a boiler at full load may be inadequate at half load (Unbehauen (1969)), 
(Fernandez-del-Busto (1985)), (Sato et al (1984)), (Uchida et al (1988)), (El-Rabaie and 
Hogg (1989a)), (El-Sayed et al (1989)), (Unbehauen and Kocaarslan (1990)), (Ding and 
Hogg (1991)), (Unbehauen et al (1991)), (Gibbs and Weber (1992)), (Wu et al (1992)), 
(Matsumura et al (1994)).
• The process parameters drift over time for a number of reasons such as the build-up of soot 
on heating surfaces, actuator wear, variations in fuel quality. It may be necessary to 
continuously update the controller parameters (Unbehauen (1969)), (Nakamura and Akaike 
(1981)), (Uchida et al (1988)), (Nakamura and Uchida (1989)), (Sun Demin et al (1989)), 
(Unbehauen and Kocaarslan (1990)), (Pellegrinetti et al (1991)), (Ding and Hogg (1991)), 
(Unbehauen et al (1991)), (Wu et al (1992)) and (Matsumura et al (1994)).
• The process includes varying time delays (Pellegrinetti et al (1991)), (Pellegrinetti and 
Bentsman (1992) and (Wu et al (1992)).
• Both drum water level and main steam temperature are subject to non-minimum phase 
behaviour (Gyun Na and Cheon No (1990)), (Pellegrinetti et al (1991)) and (Elshafei et al 
(1995)).
• Drum water level is an integrator. This is a potential source of system instability. 
(Pellegrinetti et al (1991)).
• The boiler process is a stiff system (Rossiter (1991)). For example, the dynamics of main 
steam temperature are significantly faster than those of main steam pressure.
• The boiler may be subject to unpredictable load disturbances ((Wu et al (1992)) and 
(Broderick et al (1995))
These characteristics must be taken into account if optimum plant performance is to be achieved
in terms of increasing plant efficiency and reducing environmental impact. To date, no “off-the-
shelf’ control solution is capable of optimising the performance of such a complex process.
Nevertheless, many of the above problems can be successfully tackled by the application of
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appropriate control strategies. The reviewed literature investigates a variety of mechanisms for 
improving boiler performance.
3.2 Boiler Modelling
3.2.1 Overview
The development of a successful boiler control strategy is largely dependent on the availability of 
a good boiler model. This can be seen from a review of the boiler control literature, a good part 
of which is dedicated to a discussion of boiler modelling techniques. A model is necessary both 
for controller optimisation and as a simulator for testing new control strategies. A reliable 
simulator is particularly important for boiler control as it is not feasible to perform preliminary 
tests on an actual boiler plant for safety reasons. The models described in the reviewed literature 
fall into two classes:
1. First principles models which are derived using the laws of physics and chemistry.
A first principles model provides insight into the physical processes occurring within the 
boiler. It uses physical parameters such as mass and volume which may be obtained directly 
from the boiler plant. Consequently, it can be considered as a generic boiler model which may 
be customised to represent different boiler plants. First principles models may be used to test 
new control strategies or to train plant operators. First-principles models require a 
considerable development effort and may involve a large computational overhead.
2. Data-based models of the boiler which are generated from plant data using system 
identification techniques.
Data-based models have the advantage that they may be generated far more quickly than a 
first-principles model and may even be generated online. However, they are not generic and 
do not provide physical insight into the process. The computational overhead of identifying 
and computing data-based model can be reduced by limiting the scope of these models. For 
example, a linear data-based models is capable of predicting plant behaviour at one particular 
operating point only. Data-based models are generally used for controller optimisation.
In some instances a mixture of first-principles and data-based equations have been used to 
represent the boiler plant. The data-based equations can be used to model a complex physical 
process such as evaporation in a more parsimonious manner than a rigorous physical description.
3.2.2 First Principles Boiler Models
One of the earliest first-principles boiler models was developed by Chien ex al (1958). This was
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an extensive model of a natural circulation boiler plant. The steam and water in the drum are not 
assumed to be continuously in saturated equilibrium and are modelled separately. Unlike the 
majority of the later models, the rate of evaporation and condensation at the drum water surface 
is taken into account using a heuristic equation which relates evaporation and condensation to the 
difference between the liquid temperature and the saturation temperature. This may not 
substantially improve model accuracy, however, as evaporation in the drum only accounts for a 
small percentage of the total evaporation, all other evaporation is assumed to take place in the 
risers. Steam quality is assumed to be constant throughout the risers. The model includes a 
superheater but does not model desuperheating (attemperation). A load model is not included, 
instead, a load change is equated to a change in steam flow (a model input). On the gas side, a 
number of simplifying assumptions have been employed. For example, the dynamics of the gas 
are neglected, the air to fuel ratio is assumed to be constant and the temperature of the gas 
entering the superheater is assumed proportional to the fuel rate. The authors make no claims as 
to the accuracy of the model, stating that the results indicate that it is feasible to obtain a useful 
mathematical model o f a complicated dynamical system.
In 1970, Kwan and Anderson presented a more extensive model of a boiler plus turbine. This 
model includes an economiser, two superheaters, superheater attemperators, a turbine and 
reheaters. The gas path is divided into several sections, but similar simplifying assumptions are 
adopted to Chien’s model. - the dynamics of the gas are neglected and the air to fuel ratio is 
assumed constant. The model is not compared to actual plant data, but open loop responses are 
given which, using physical arguments, are deemed by the authors to be correct.
The first model to be compared with actual plant data was developed by McDonald et al (1971). 
This is still one of the most extensive models of a boiler-turbine unit available to-date. It 
comprises 16 subsections which include boiler feed pumps, coal mills, a superheater furnace and 
reheater furnace in addition to the basic model components. It further differs from previous 
models by modelling the effect of burner tilt. Unlike the models proposed by Chien et al (1958) 
and Kwan and Anderson (1970), the vapour and liquid phases in the drum are not modelled 
separately. This assumes that the entire contents of the drum are in saturated equilibrium. This 
assumption is quite acceptable for the vapour in the drum, but seems unrealistic for the drum 
liquid, as subcooled liquid from the economiser is continuously mixing with the drum water. 
McDonald et al circumvent this difficulty by assuming that all feedwater flows directly into the 
downcomers. The energy storage capacity of the metal tubes throughout the boiler is taken into 
account by lumping it with the mass of the fluid in the tubes. This method is parsimonious but it 
does assume that the metal temperature is proportional to the fluid temperature.
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Astrom and Eklund (1972) adopt a combined heuristic and physical approach to modelling a 
drum boiler-turbine unit. Their examination of experimental data led them to use a first order 
nonlinear model to represent the plant behaviour in the range of half power to full power. It is 
assumed that the distribution of stored energy in the boiler does not change greatly over the 
operating range and consequently that the stored energy can be described as a function of one 
variable - namely drum pressure. Drum pressure is chosen as this variable because it changes 
significantly over the plant operating range and is also a measured variable. The model has five 
parameters which are estimated from data obtained using experiments on the actual plant. The 
results of a comparison between plant data and simulated model output are provided which 
demonstrate the validity of the model.
Tysso (1981) aims to develop a boiler model which has a minimum number of characteristic 
parameters and state variables and thus is suitable for online identification. The resulting model 
is parsimonious but includes important boiler dynamics. The mass flow rate in the risers is 
calculated using a heuristic equation which incorporates the 'Shrink and Swell’ effect into the 
model. In contrast to earlier models, the water in the drum is not assumed to be saturated. 
Comparison with closed loop plant data reveals model structural errors which are thought to be 
caused by neglecting the riser metal dynamics. Despite this the model is assumed to be 
sufficiently accurate for the purposes of controller optimisation.
The usual approach to modelling heat transfer in the evaporation systems uses the physical 
sections of the evaporation system as lumped systems. For example, the evaporation system may 
be modelled as three lumped systems - drum, downcomers and risers or alternatively as a single 
lumped system which includes the entire evaporation system. De Mello (1991) utilises a different 
approach in that he uses lumped systems which reflect the thermodynamic state of the fluid in the 
evaporation system. The following lumped systems are used - saturated liquid in risers and drum, 
subcooled liquid in risers, saturated steam in risers and drum. This approach reduces the total 
number o f lumped systems required to model the evaporation system.
A relatively simple first-principles model of the boiler process is developed by Alatiqi and 
Meziou (1992). The overall performance of the model is improved however by using an 
empirical equation to model 'Shrink and Swell The equation includes a term which may be used 
to correctly scale the magnitude of modelled ‘Shrink and Swell’ effects.
A simple, nonlinear model suitable for the design of control strategies is the stated aim of Astrom 
and Bell (1993). This model is based upon an earlier model by Astrom and Bell (1988) and 
utilises the conclusions of Astrom and Eklund (1972) that the essential dynamics of a boiler can
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be captured in a simple model. In this instance, however, the model is derived from physical 
principles in contrast to the Astrom and Eklund (1972) model which was developed heuristically. 
The resulting model has only three states - drum water volume, drum pressure and steam quality 
and requires just six physical parameters which can be obtained from construction data. 
However, it does not predict steam flow. In fact, it requires steam flow as an input to the model. 
This drastically limits the usefulness of this model for predicting plant behaviour. Drum level is 
calculated using the water volume in the drum and the density of the fluid in the risers, and thus 
incorporates the effect of 'Shrink and Swell'. Validation results indicate however that the model 
exaggerates the effect of 'Shrink and Swell' after changes in fuel flow.
This third order model is used as the basis for a fourth order model (Astrom and Bell (1996)) 
which uses a different method to predict drum level. The modified model uses the volume of 
water in the drum and the volume of steam below the water surface in the drum to calculate drum 
level. The fourth state is used to model the volume of steam below the water in the drum. This 
model does improve the accuracy of the 'Shrink and Swell’ prediction but it is unclear why the 
volume of steam in the risers is no longer taken into account in the calculation of drum level.
The Astrom and Bell (1993) model provides a foundation for the development of an improved 
model by Pellegrineti and Bentsman (1996). In particular a load disturbance is modelled as the 
position of an imaginary valve at the output of the boiler. This imaginary valve position 
effectively replaces steam flow as a model input and greatly enhances the validity of the model.
In addition, a nonlinear combustion equation with a first-order lag is added to model the excess 
oxygen in the stack gases.
3.2.3 Data-Based Boiler Models
Data-based boiler models are used extensively for controller optimisation. Generic, linear models 
are by far the most common type of data-based model. The most simple model used in the 
reviewed literature for this task is the ARX (Auto-Regressive model with Exogenous inputs) 
model (Nakamura and Akaike (1981)), (Nakamura and Uchida (1989)). Nakamura’s decision to 
use an ARX model was based on the fact that no significant improvement could be achieved 
using the ARMAX (Auto-Regressive Moving Average model with Exogenous inputs) model, 
which also required more extensive computing. The ARMAX representation (Nomura and Sato
(1989)), Rovnak and Corlis (1991), Matsumura et al (1994) Matsumura et al (1993) is also 
used. However the most widely used data-based model of the reviewed literature is the CARIMA 
model (Controlled Auto-Regressive and Integrated Moving-Average Model) (Hogg and El-Rabaie
(1990)), (El-Rabaie and Hogg (1991)), (Ding and Hogg (1991)), (Hogg and El-Rabaie (1991)),
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(Wu et al (1992)), (Yang and Hogg (1992)), Zengqiang et al (1993)), (Manayathara et al 
(1994)), (Broderick et al (1995)).
Data-based models have several attractive features:
1. They do not require a substantial development effort. Model development merely involves 
selecting the structure of the model (e.g. ARMAX, ARIMAX), and the order of the model. 
Model development does not require extensive knowledge about the boiler process or the 
boiler construction.
2. Data-based models can be identified either offline or online using an optimisation method such 
as least squares. As a result, these models are suitable for adaptive controllers.
3. In general, they have few parameters and can be calculated quickly.
4. Data-based models can produce very accurate results provided that the data used to generate 
the models is representative of plant operating conditions.
5. Linear modelling techniques can be used to provide insight into the correct order and structure 
of a plant model. This information may be useful in the development of other types of data- 
based models such as neural network models.
Elshafei et al (1995) suggest the use of Laguerre filters as an alternative to the structured models, 
such as the ARIMAX representation. A Laguerre-filters based model consists of a first-order low 
pass filter followed by a large number of all-pass filters. The advantages of a Laguerre filters 
based model is said to be improved robustness in the presence of unmodelled dynamics and a 
reduction in the need for a-priori information. The problem with this approach however is that 
Laguerre filters are best suited to representing stable, well damped systems. Given that water 
drum level is an integrator, this approach is only suitable under controlled conditions.
There is growing interest in the use of neural network modelling - a nonlinear, data-based 
modelling technique. Reinschmidt et al (1994) develop a set of 9 SISO neural network models to 
model all possible input-output relationships in a boiler-turbine system with three inputs and three 
outputs. Brown et al (1994) utilise the inherent multivariable structure of neural networks by 
developing a single neural network model to model a boiler-turbine system with three inputs and 
three outputs. The ability of neural networks to model nonlinear systems constitutes a significant 
advantage over the structured, linear models described above.
3.3 Boiler Control
The boiler control system is defined by two design decisions:
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1. Configuration of the Control System:
This is specified by the choice of manipulated and controlled variables. If the control system 
comprises SISO controllers rather than a single MIMO control, the manipulated and 
controlled variable for each SISO controller must also be specified. This is also referred to as 
the boiler control strategy.
2. Choice of Control Methodology:
The reviewed literature focused almost entirely on a relatively small number of “proven” 
control methodologies. This conservative approach is doubtless due to the potential volatility 
and inherent instability of the boiler process. The following methodologies have been 
investigated in the reviewed literature.
• PI Control
• Optimal Control
• Predictive Control
• Model Reference Adaptive Control
• Several controllers which encompass more than one methodology such as a robust 
predictive controller or an optimal PI controller.
3.3.1 Configuration of Control System
Two common configurations of the boiler control system are described below.
I. ‘Boiler-Following’
This is an abbreviation of the phrase ‘Boiler-Following-Turbine’. Where the boiler is not 
providing steam for a turbine, a more appropriate term would be ‘Boiler-Following-Load’. In 
this configuration, the steam consuming process may demand more steam by opening or 
shutting a throttle valve at the boiler output. This causes fluctuations in boiler pressure which 
are removed by increasing fuel flow. In effect, the steam consuming process is permitted to 
draw on the boilers energy reserves at any time. The boiler control system must then act to 
ensure that the load demand is met and that boiler pressure is restored to the setpoint. The 
configuration requires that the boiler and its control system can ‘follow’ the demands of the 
steam consuming process. The system can provide good load control but it places heavy 
demands on the boiler. The boiler is subject to sudden pressure and temperature variations 
due to large load changes. In addition the performance of the system is dependent on the 
amount of stored energy available for meeting changes in the load demand. If the demand for 
steam cannot be met by the boiler, the quality of the steam deteriorates.
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2. ‘Load-Following’
This configuration uses the throttle valves as a means of controlling boiler pressure (rather 
than steam flow). The boilers inputs - fuel, air and feedwater flow rate - are set at a value 
which will generate the required amount of steam. If more steam is required the boiler inputs 
are increased as appropriate. When the boiler pressure starts to increase (as a result of the 
increased fuel flow), the throttle valves are opened more fully and the extra steam is provided 
to the steam consumer. This method is preferable with respect to the boiler because it 
eliminates pressure and temperature fluctuations due to sudden load changes. However, 
spurious variations in steam flow are passed to the steam consuming process. In the case of a 
turbine, for example, this causes grid frequency disturbances.
The difference between these two configurations can be summarised in terms of the controlled 
variables: In the ‘Boiler-Following’ configuration the boiler control system controls steam
pressure and the steam consuming process controls steam flow. In the ‘Turbine-Following’ 
configuration the steam consuming process controls steam pressure and the boiler control system 
controls steam flow.
In addition to steam pressure or steam flow, a boiler control strategy must also control the 
following variables:
• Drum Level
• Main Steam Temperature
• Percentage of O2 in the stack gases
• Furnace Pressure
• Reheat Steam Temperature (if a reheater is present)
• Reheat Steam Pressure/Reheat Steam Flow (if a reheater is present)
3.3.2 PI Control
A conventional boiler control scheme is described fully in a Rosemount publication, which 
describes control of drum water level, steam pressure, percentage O2 and furnace pressure. Each 
variable is controlled using a SISO controller, with the inclusion of feedforward control signals 
where appropriate.
Drum water level can be controlled by a SISO controller which uses feedwater flow as the 
manipulating variable. This simple strategy, referred to as single element control, is shown in 
Fig. 3.1.
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Fig. 3.1 Single Element Drum Level Control
This scheme is considered to be inadequate by Rosemount however because drum level is a slow- 
responding variable which integrates the effect of variations in drum pressure, feedwater flow or 
steam flow. Westinghouse (1980) also state that because of the ‘Shrink and Swell’ phenomenon, 
this method is unsatisfactory if the boiler to be controlled is subject to sudden changes in load. In 
the event of a sudden increase in load for example, drum pressure decreases causing the density 
of the fluid in the drum to decrease and drum water level to increase (swell) for a short time. If 
single element control drum level control is employed, the drum level controller will reduce or 
shut-off feedwater flow at this point. When pressure equilibrium is re-established in the boiler, 
the density of the fluid in the drum decreases and drum water level falls (shrink). As water level 
has been reduced or even cut-off, a danger exists that drum water level may drop to a 
dangerously low level. An enhancement to the single element control scheme is to incorporate 
steam flow as a feedforward element. This ensures that when steam flow is increased that water 
flow is also increased and effectively allows the controller to react more quickly to changes in 
steam flow. The enhanced strategy, referred to as two element control, is shown in Fig. 3.2.
Level Transducer
Drum Level 
Setpoint
PI +
+
©
Drum Level 
Controller
Steam Flow 
Transducer
Feedwater
HowFeedwater 
Control Valve
Fig. 3.2 Drum Level Control with Feedforward Steam Flow Signal
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Inclusion of steam flow as a feedforward signal demands that the steam flow transducer is 
carefully calibrated with respect to the feedwater control valve. This strategy also has the 
disadvantage of exaggerating the effect of ‘Shrink and Swell' in the drum. If load demand 
increases, this causes an increase in steam flow which results in a reduction in drum pressure. 
This reduction in drum pressure allows the water bubbles in the boiler to expand, and 
consequently causes the drum water level to rise. However, the increase in steam flow increases 
the feedwater flow via the steam flow feedforward signal, thus raising the drum water level even 
higher.
According to Rosemount, the problem of ‘Shrink and Swell ’ can be overcome by using the output 
of the drum water level controller (including the steam flow feedforward signal) to act as the 
setpoint to a feedwater flow controller. This configuration, referred to as three element control is 
shown in Fig. 3.3. It is not clear, however, why this modification should have a significant effect 
on ‘Shrink and Swell’. For this strategy, the steam flow transducer must be calibrated with 
respect to the feedforward flow transducer.
Feedwater Flow 
Transducer
Fig. 3.3 Drum Level Control including Feedforward Steam Flow Signal and Feedwater Flow
Controller
Rosemount suggests that steam pressure can be controlled using firing rate with steam flow as a 
feedforward signal, as shown in Fig. 3.4
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Pressure
Setpoint
Fig. 3.4 Steam Pressure Control
Air flow is primarily dictated using the fuel flow signal and a pre-specified air/fuel ratio curve. 
Air flow control can be refined by adding a trim air controller which attempts to maintain the 
percentage of measured O2 in the stack gases at its setpoint. Air flow through the furnace is 
regulated by varying the position of the forced draft fan damper. The suggested control 
configuration is shown in Fig, 3.5.
Percentage 0 2 
Transducer
Fig. 3.5 Percentage 0 2 Control
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Furnace pressure is regulated using the induced draft fan. A feedforward signal from the forced 
draft fan damper position may be added to increase the speed of response of the furnace pressure 
control system to changes in air flow. This control configuration is shown in Fig 3.6.
Measured
Furnace Pressure 
Transducer
Fig. 3.6 Furnace Pressure Control
One of the main problems associated with PI control is the difficulty of choosing suitable 
controller parameters. Unbehauen (1969) estimates optimal controller parameters for a steam 
temperature controller by minimising a quadratic cost function which penalises tracking error. 
He concludes that both the range of stable controller settings and the optimal controller settings 
are dependent on load. He further concludes that steam temperature control is strongly affected 
by the other control loops and should not be regarded as a single, isolated loop. These 
conclusions highlight two shortcomings of standard boiler PI control schemes, similar to the one 
described above. Firstly, such schemes do not take into consideration the variations in process 
dynamics with load. The controllers may be well tuned at one particular operating point, but 
controller timing at other operating points may be very poor and even lead to instability. 
Secondly, the interaction between the loops is largely ignored (with the exception of several 
feedforward control signals).
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One means of overcoming the first problem is to employ an adaptive PI control scheme. One 
such scheme, proposed by Sato et al (1984) for steam temperature control identifies the process 
dynamics online assuming a linear physical model of the superheater. The system characteristic 
equation is derived and the proportional and integral gains are adapted so as to yield specified 
closed loop stable poles. The states of the process are estimated using a Kalman filter and 
control is further improved by using the multi-step prediction of the plant output as an input to 
the controller instead of the actual plant output. The scheme is implemented on both a once- 
through and drum-type boiler and reduces temperature deviations from the set-point by 50% 
compared with a non-adaptive control scheme.
An alternative method of adapting the parameters of a PI controller of main steam pressure is 
suggested by Sun Demin et al (1989). The process is represented by an ARM AX model, whose 
parameters are identified online using an extended least square algorithm with a forgetting factor. 
The controller parameters are determined by minimising a quadratic cost function which penalises 
tracking error and weighted control increments. A further supervisory level is included which 
checks parameter estimation convergence and stability of the process poles. The scheme is 
implemented on a 2 0 ,0 0 0  kg/hr industrial boiler and demonstrates that the main steam pressure 
remains constant in the presence of external disturbances.
The controllers developed by Unbehauen (1969), Sato et al (1984) and Sun Demin et al (1989) 
are optimal in the sense that the parameters of a PI control scheme have been optimised with 
respect to a specified cost function. These controllers are not optimal, according to the accepted 
definition of “optimal” however, in that the structure of these controllers is predefined and 
possibly sub-optimal.
3.3.3 Optimal Control
There has been considerable interest in the application of optimal control methodologies to boiler 
control. This interest is partially motivated by the multivariable nature of boiler control, which 
can be systematically handled using optimal control. It is also motivated by the potential of 
optimal control to provide a systematic method of controller tuning.
An early application of optimal control for the control of drum level, steam pressure and steam 
temperature is described by Nicholson (1964). A linearised model of a physical boiler model is 
reduced by inspecting the eigenvalues and eliminating the fast modes. The reduction has the 
undesirable consequence of eliminating the non-minimum phase effect of the drum water. A cost 
function which penalises displacement of the system states and controller action is defined. For 
comparative purposes, the cost function is minimised both sub-optimally and optimally. The sub-
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optimal controller optimises the cost function with respect to each of the manipulated variable 
individually. Neither the optimal nor sub-optimal controller, however, is capable of controlling 
the non-minimum phase response of drum water. Stability may be ensured however by using a 
Lyapunov function in the criterion or by including additional integrating control. Both the sub- 
optimal and optimal controller produced better results than a conventional PI control scheme. The 
optimal controller did not produce superior results than the sub-optimal controller however, 
indicating that the extra computational effort involved may be unjustified.
Nicholson’s positive results were contradicted to some extent by results obtained by Anderson 
(1969), which indicated that integrated optimal control schemes did not significantly improve the 
performance of the unit under consideration.
McDonald and Kwatny (1973) felt that neither Nicholson’s nor Anderson’s plant models may 
have adequately represented a typical boiler plant and as such both results were open to criticism 
They developed an optimal controller to control power, pressure, main and reheater temperature 
and steam flow minus feedwater flow plus a coefficient of drum level error. The latter controlled 
variable is an interesting way of including steam flow as a feedforward signal, but it does require 
that both steam flow and feedwater flow are both accurately calibrated. The optimal controller is 
based upon a linear model obtained at a single operating point, which includes a noise vector. 
The plant states are estimated using the actual control inputs which is an important feature if the 
system controls saturate. The cost function which penalises tracking error and controller action 
is solved offline using a Ricatti equation. The resulting state variable feedback control law is 
tested on an extensive nonlinear plant model (14 states) and produces a significant improvement 
over conventional PI control. This improvement is attributed to the co-ordination of the 
manipulated variables which resulted from the multivariable approach.
McDonald and Kwatny’s positive experience of optimal control has since been repeated by many 
successful implementations of optimal controllers on boiler plants. One of the first 
implementations was carried out in 1978 on a 500 MW plant in Japan, where there has been a 
consistently strong interest in optimal control of boilers. Nakamura and Uchida (1989) describe 
the control system configuration and details of an optimal regulator which is employed by five 
plants. The controller is based upon a multivariable ARX model which is identified offline and 
converted into state space format. The cost function which penalises state variable error and 
controller action is minimised using dynamic programming. The controller differs from 
McDonald and Kwatny’s optimal controller in that it attempts to overcome the restrictions of 
applying a linear control methodology to a nonlinear plant in two different ways. Firstly, it 
adapts the control parameters according to load by obtaining linearised models of the plant at two
or three different loads. Secondly, it generates feedforward signals which reduce steam 
temperature deviations after a load change. The appropriate feedforward signals are calculated 
using step response models, identified from plant data. Selection of the cost function weighting 
matrices was deemed to be the most elaborate part of the regulator design. Plant operation using 
the optimal regulator shows a considerable control improvement in control performance over 
conventional PI control. At the time of publication, the optimal regulator had been in operation 
for over ten years, without any readjustment of the controller parameters. The authors stress 
however, that the plant is oil-fired and as such changes to the process dynamics due to ageing of 
the boiler or fouling or tubes may be less than that of a coal fired boiler.
The problem of process parameters varying either with time or load variations may also be dealt 
with using an adaptive approach. Fessl (1986) developed a self-tuning linear quadratic regulator 
to control steam temperature in two linked superheaters and to control steam pressure. The steam 
temperature in the two linked superheaters was controlled using either a single MIMO controller 
or two SISO controllers. The MIMO controller achieved better results. The model parameters 
are identified on-line using a recursive square root version of the least squares method. This 
scheme was successfully verified experimentally. An adaptive approach, albeit quite restrictive, 
has also been implemented on a boiler by Nomura and Sato (1989). Nomura and Sato do not 
permit parameter identification during large changes of load. Parameters identification may only 
occur during periods of either high or low load when load fluctuations are small. Model 
parameters and control gains at intermediate load levels are obtained by interpolating between the 
values determined at high and low load levels. Results demonstrate a significant improvement 
over conventional PI control.
It is clear from the literature that there has been a concerted effort to take advantage of reliability 
of conventional analog control where possible. For example Nomura and Sato (1989) treat the 
plant and its conventional control object as a single controlled object, allowing the conventional 
control scheme to continue operating if the optimal controller fails. Another scheme (Nakamura 
and Uchida (1989)) simply sums the output of the optimal control scheme with that of the 
conventional PI control scheme.
In a similar manner, some schemes try to include as much as possible of tried and tested 
conventional control wisdom into the new and untried optimal controllers. Cori and Maffessoni 
(1984) developed a “practical-optimal” controller which incorporates two of the features of 
conventional control - proportional output feedback and a feedforward steam flow signal which 
partially decouples drum level control from load variations. The controller is tested on a boiler 
and produces reasonable results. Anakwa and Swamy (1985) also develop an output feedback
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optimal controller which is tested on a boiler plant model (six states) and compares favourably 
with state- and observer- based controllers.
Fundamental to the successful implementation of a model-based controller is the determination of 
an adequate plant model. Fessl (1986) compares the performance of an optimal controller which 
uses parameter estimates to that of an optimal controller which uses parameter estimates and their 
uncertainties. The latter (cautious) control proved to be the more successful scheme. More 
recently Pellegrinetti et al (1991) incorporated model uncertainty by implementing a H<„ optimal 
controller. A H® controller aims to find a feedback gain matrix which ensures that the infinity 
norm of the closed loop transfer function is below some prespecified bound for a nominal plant 
plus specified uncertainties. One of the cited advantages of this control method is that it permits 
frequency based control and output weights unlike standard state space LQ control which uses 
constant spectrum weightings. However, frequency based weightings in this instance did not 
successfully reduce high frequency control action. The problem of high frequency controller 
action was solved by filtering the plant measurements before sending them to the controller. This 
solution could not be applied to the oxygen level signal however, as the oxygen level dynamics 
are in the same frequency band as the noise. Simulation results using a three state plant model 
are promising. This work has also been extended to take into account the effect of delays. 
(Pellegrinetti and Bentsman (1992)).
In summary, there have been several successful applications of optimal control strategies to the 
boiler process, both in simulation and on actual plants. Much of the motivation for the 
application of optimal control strategies appears to lie in its multivariable approach. Indeed, the 
improvement in control performance is generally attributed to the multivariable approach. The 
performance of the controller seems fairly dependent on the choice of the weighting matrices in 
the cost function. Little information is provided on how weights are obtained, which suggests that 
the process of weight selection is largely experimental.
3.3.4 Predictive Control
There has been a recent surge of interest in the application of predictive methodologies to boiler 
control. There does not seem to be any one dominant factor which motivates this interest, rather, 
the suitability of predictive control for many types of control problems. For example, the basic 
predictive methodology can be applied to multivariable control problems, self-tuning or adaptive 
control schemes, nonlinear control schemes and constrained control schemes.
The performance of a predictive controller is quite dependent on the ability of the internal 
controller model to adequately represent the boiler plant. The most popular internal controller
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representation is the CARIMA model (Hogg and El-Rabaie (1990)), (El-Rabaie and Hogg
(1991)), (Ding and Hogg (1991)), (Hogg and El-Rabaie (1991)), (Wu et al (1992)), Zengqiang et 
al (1993)), (Manayathara et al (1994)) and Broderick et al (1995)). This model is used to derive 
controllers with inherent integral action, which are capable of automatically rejecting step 
disturbances. The model structure is described in Section 7.2.1.
There is also considerable uniformity in the cost function definition of all the predictive 
controllers. The cost function is generally a quadratic function of set-point tracking error. In 
some papers, the setpoint is filtered to reduce the effect of large initial deviations from the set- 
point (Wu et al (1992)) and (Zengqiang et al (1993)). An output weighting matrix may also be 
included to smooth the output response (Zengqiang et al (1993)) and (Manayathara et al (1994))
The more usual method of smoothing plant response is to penalise increments in control output in 
the cost function (Ding and Hogg (1991)), (Wu et al (1992)) and (Zengqiang et al (1993)) and 
(M anayathara et al (1994)), or simply controller action (Fujiwara and Miyakawa (1990)). 
Inclusion of such terms implies that a suitable controller action weighting matrix must be 
determined. In all the reviewed publications this has been obtained on a trial and error basis.
A  stabilising predictive control which ensures stability of the closed loop system for arbitrary cost 
functions is derived by including the terminal state in the cost function (Manayathara et al 
(1994). The terminal state is equal to the value of the state at the end of the prediction horizon. 
Simulation results exhibit good tracking performance regardless of the length of the prediction 
horizon.
A robust predictive controller is developed Broderick et al (1995) which uses a mixed H /H * cost 
function. This cost function penalises the peak of the finite sum of the disturbance spectrum to 
achieve good stability and robustness (as for Hm control) while minimising the reference spectrum 
to obtain good tracking properties (as for H2 control). A  predictive control strategy was chosen 
in preference to the standard state-space H„ methods, because it is hoped to incorporate 
constraints into the design at a later stage. This is more easily facilitated using a receding horizon 
strategy like predictive control. Simulation results validate the robustness of this controller - the 
closed loop system under robust control remains stable at all setpoints whereas it displays 
instability at lower setpoints when controlled by a Generalised Predictive Controller.
M any of the designs exploit the ability of predictive control to handle multivariable systems. 
Rovnak (1991) designs a multivariable controller of steam pressure, steam temperature and 
power which is based upon a matrix of SISO step response models. The models are identified 
offline, each model representing the relationship between a single controlled and manipulated
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variable. The controller is tested on a model of a once-through boiler and performs well. This 
multivariable predictive control approach, which is based upon SISO step response models, is 
referred to as Dynamic Matrix Control (Cuttler and Ramaker (1980).
Rossiter (1991) takes a different approach to the design of a multivariable generalised predictive 
controller for the control of power and pressure on a boiler-turbine unit. A linearised model of 
the plant is decomposed into its eigenvalues/eigenvectors. This allows the definition of separate 
output and control horizons for each characteristic subsystem. It also greatly reduces the 
optimisation computational overhead by converting a vector optimisation problem into a scalar 
one. Rossiter also tackles the problem of controlling a stiff system with a multivariable controller 
by proposing that the future control increments for the slow system and fast system are permitted 
to change at different frequencies. Simulation results on an 80 state physical model demonstrate 
an improvement over PI control.
Predictive control is also very suitable for application in adaptive control strategies. Hogg and 
El-Rabaie (1990) describe an adaptive generalised predictive controller to control steam pressure 
in a drum boiler. A multi-loop adaptive control scheme of superheater steam pressure, 
superheater steam temperature and reheater steam temperature controller has also been developed 
(Hogg and El-Rabaie (1991)). An adaptive predictive steam temperature controller is developed 
by Fujiwara and Miyakawa (1990).
This adaptive work has been extended to several multivariable control schemes - a multivariable 
power and pressure controller (El-Rabaie and Hogg (1991)) and a multivariable power, drum 
steam pressure and drum water level controller (Ding and Hogg (1991)). In each case, the 
internal controller model is a linear autoregressive model, whose parameters are identified using a 
recursive least squares algorithm, a constant forgetting factor and conditional interruption of 
identification in the case of very large or very small prediction errors. In all cases, simulation 
results demonstrate a big improvement over conventional PI control.
W u et al (1992) develop an interesting variant of adaptive generalised predictive control, based 
upon the requirement that each control increment must be proportional to the previous control 
increment. This controller is denoted “stair-like generalised predictive control” on the basis that 
if the constant of proportionality is set equal to one, each control increment will equal the 
previous, resulting in a stair-like projected control sequence. The advantage of this adaptation is 
that the control law does not require matrix inversion, which is computationally intensive and not 
guaranteed to exist.
The robustness of adaptive controller in the presence of the noise and the need for a-priori
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information have been identified by research as two weak points of adaptive controllers, 
according to Elshafei et al (1995). Research has further identified that the use of structured 
models such as the ARMAX model may be the source of these problems. Elshafei et al suggest 
using a truncated Laguerre series as the internal controller model i.e. a first-order low pass filter 
followed by a number of all-pass filters. The orthonormality of the filters ensures that 
identification yields an unbiased estimate of the plant in the presence of unmodelled dynamics and 
coloured noise. The filter parameters are identified using a recursive least squares algorithm. 
Good simulation results are shown but a description of the plant model is not provided.
Nonlinear control is an alternative means of coping with the variation in plant dyamics with load. 
Gibbs and Weber (1992) propose a nonlinear model predictive controller for the control of seven 
plant variables based upon a reduced order physical model. The states of the model are estimated 
in real-time using Kalman filtering and the cost function is optimised. It is hoped that the use of a 
model based upon first principles mass and energy balances should allow on-line calibration of 
sensor biases and internal furnace parameters. The controller is tested successfully on a model of 
a supercritical boiler plant.
A continuous-time generalised predictive controller for the control of steam pressure has been 
developed by Ping Yang and Hogg (1992). Continuous-time control has a number of advantages 
- control variables are updated continuously (sampling periods of 30s are commonly used in 
boiler control) and continuous control will eliminate the problem of sample rate selection in 
multivariable controllers of stiff systems, such as boilers.
The predictive control methodology incorporates the essential advantages of optimal control, such 
as the ability to handle multivariable systems and an “optimal” method of tuning with respect to a 
given cost function. It has also been applied successfully to the boiler control process, yielding 
results which are superior to those of conventional PI control. It is clear from the literature review 
however that flexibility is one of the primary strengths of predictive control. A large variety of 
predictive controllers have been reviewed, including adaptive, multivariable, robust, continuous 
and nonlinear controller. For example, a predictive control framework is used to implement a 
robust control strategy on the basis that constraints could be more easily included into the 
predictive control design than into the design of a state-space, finite horizon controller.
3.3.5 Model Reference Adaptive Control
There has been little interest in the application of model reference adaptive controllers to boiler 
control. M an Gyun Na and Hee Cheon No (1990) propose a Model Reference Adaptive System 
(MRAS) for water level control, Femandez-del-Busto et al (1985) for main steam pressure,
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Uchida et al (1988) for main steam pressure, Akesson (1987) for steam temperature control and
Matsumura et al (1993), (1994) for steam temperature control.
3.4 Conclusions
• Most research into advanced boiler controls is based upon a relatively small number of first- 
principles boiler models. Most of these models are too simple to be of real benefit in 
assessing a control strategy. For example, it is common to neglect combustion chamber 
dynamics. It is also frequently assumed that all the feedwater is transferred directly to the 
downcomers. These simplifying assumptions may have been motivated by a need to reduce 
simulation time. It is now realistic to develop more complex and accurate models however.
• Neural network models have been demonstrated to be a viable alternative to linear data-based 
models.
• Boiler control presents problems which cannot be adequately dealt with using a linear, SISO 
control strategy. In particular, these include interactions between the controlled variables and 
varying process dynamics.
• The issue of interaction between the controlled variables can be addressed using a 
multivariable approach which takes into account interactions between the controlled variables. 
An adaptive or self-tuning approach may also be implemented which takes into account 
variations in process parameters. The adaptive approach involves online system identification 
of a linear model. This is only possible in the case of small perturbations around a steady 
state operating point. It may be necessary to implement a higher level of control which 
supervises model identification. An alternative approach is to use a nonlinear model of the 
boiler process.
• Optimal and predictive control are the most popular boiler control strategies for a number of 
reasons. Both approaches are model based, can be applied to multivariable control, can be 
implemented adaptively, and provide a mechanism for systematic controller tuning.
• Currently, there is greater interest in the implementation of predictive boiler control strategies 
than optimal boiler control strategies. This seems to be motivated by the flexibility of the 
predictive control methodology. Predictive controllers have the capacity to react pre­
emptively to known, future changes in setpoint. It is easier to incorporate system constraints 
into a predictive control strategy than an optimal control strategy.
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4. D evelopm ent of an Analytical Boiler M odel
4.1 Introduction
The function of a boiler is to generate steam, continuously and in large quantities. Steam 
generation is not a single physical process. It involves a large number of diverse sub-processes, 
such as combustion, fluid flow, heat transfer and evaporation. In order to model the operation of 
a boiler, each of these sub-processes must be modelled by applying the appropriate analytical 
equations. The resulting set of interacting, analytical, equations constitutes a mathematical boiler 
model.
This exercise has obvious benefits. Firstly, the task of relating the physical processes to the 
appropriate equation provides enormous insight into the boiler behaviour. Secondly, the resulting 
model can be used to investigate the behaviour of the boiler process under any condition. The 
model may also be used for the investigation of new controllers, boiler designs or the possibility 
of design for control.
The value of these investigations is highly dependent on the accuracy of the model. If the model 
does not accurately represent the boiler process, the value of the investigations is reduced. The 
accuracy of the model is largely determined by the type of simplifying assumptions used in the 
model, The simplifying assumptions adopted should be dictated to a great extent by the intended 
function of the model. The model described here is to be used for controller design. 
Consequently, it was felt that all the dominant effects should be included and that the minimum of 
simplifying assumptions should be used. All such assumptions have been detailed in full.
The final model is comprised of twenty first order equations, and a very large number of fluid 
flow, heat transfer, thermodynamic state and chemical equations. It was a significant task to test 
the software implementation of a model of this size. A systematic testing procedure was devised, 
which ensured that the software implementation was error free.
Ultimately, the validity of the model can only be measured by comparison with an operating 
boiler. Validation results, which demonstrate the validity of the model, are provided at the end of 
this chapter.
4.1.1 Model Structure
Steam generation requires two simultaneous processes - combustion and evaporation. These two
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processes are modelled using very different methods. This is reflected in the description of model 
development, which is divided into two sections describing:
1. Development of combustion-side model
2. Development of fluid-side model
The description of the fluid-side and of the combustion-side of the model are, in turn, partitioned 
into several smaller sections. The sections used are illustrated in Fig 4.1.
MODEL
INPUTS
Fig. 4.1 Boiler Model Components
Each section of the model may be comprised of a number of subsystems, called lumped systems, 
which are the fundamental model components. Each lumped system models a region of the 
boiler, within which it is assumed that all the properties of that region are uniform. For example, 
the economiser metal tubes can be treated as a lumped system if it is assumed that the 
temperature of the tubes is uniform throughout the economiser. A distributed parameter model 
would not require such an assumption but it would be extremely complex. It is unlikely that the 
possible improvement in model accuracy would compensate for the extra development and 
implementation effort. A schematic representation of all the lumped systems and their interfaces 
is given in Fig. 4.2.
This chapter describes each section of the model in considerable detail. A complete list of the 
model inputs, state variables and outputs is provided in Fig. 4.3. Fig 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 provide an 
overview of the full model.
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4.2 Development of Combustion-Side Model
4.2.1 Overview
There are two distinct aspects to the combustion-side model - heat generation and combustion gas 
composition.
• Heat Generation
The heat generation model is required to calculate how much energy is available to the boiler 
for steam generation. The motivation for modelling heat generation is obvious - the amount of 
energy available for steam generation is dependent on the amount of energy released by 
combustion.
• Combustion Gas Composition
The combustion gas composition model calculates the contents of the combustion gases as 
they leave the furnace. It is subdivided into a description of the composition of the products of 
gaseous fuel combustion and a description of the composition of the products of solid and 
liquid fuel combustion. Each of these sections is further subdivided into a description of 
stoichiometric and sub-stoichiometric combustion modelling. The section also describes how 
the gas composition measurement dynamics are modelled.
There are two principal incentives for modelling the composition of the combustion gases. 
Firstly, the model can be used to investigate combustion efficiency and means of improving it. 
Combustion efficiency is decreased if an excess of air is available for combustion as this 
excess air must be heated up to combustion chamber temperatures. In this case the percentage 
of oxygen in the combustion gases will be greater than zero. If the amount of air available for 
combustion is less than or equal to the amount of air which is required for complete 
(stoichiometric) combustion of the fuel, the percentage of oxygen in the combustion gases will 
equal zero.
Secondly, the model can be used to investigate the amount of toxic and environmentally 
damaging gases which are generated by a boiler. Carbon monoxide, which is poisonous, is 
produced if the amount of oxygen available for combustion is insufficient to burn all the fuel 
(sub-stoichiometric combustion). For this reason, it is important to keep the percentage of 
oxygen in the combustion gases above zero. Carbon dioxide, oxides of sulphur and oxides of 
nitrogen which are damaging to the environment are also produced by combustion.
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4.2.2 Heat Generation
The heat which is generated in the combustion chamber has three sources:
1. Combustion o f fuel
2. Heat contained in the incoming air
3. Heat contained in the incoming fuel
Assuming stoichiometric combustion, heat generation can be modelled, on a macroscopic level, 
using the following equation:
Qcc ~  C f i i T f u  ^a ir^a ir^a ir
where
cair = specific heat of air 
cfu = specific heat of fuel 
C u = calorific value of fuel
(4.1)
mair = mass flow rate of air
mfu = mass flow rate of fuel
Qcc = heat generated by combustion
Tair = temperature of air
TfU = temperature of fuel
The dynamics of the combustion process are extremely fast in comparison to the dynamics of
evaporation. For the purposes of modelling, the dynamics of the combustion process have been
neglected.
Most sections of the boiler - economises downcomers and superheaters, are heated by 
convection i.e. by hot flue gases flowing over them. The mass flow rate of the combustion gases 
is needed to calculate how much heat is transferred to these sections of the boiler.
For gaseous fuels, the mass flow rate of gas through the furnace is found by summing the mass 
flow rate of the incoming fuel and air.
mg =m air + mfu
where
(4.2)
mair =  mass flow rate of air (kg /  s) 
mfu = mass flow rate of gas (kg / s)
For solid and liquid fuels, the mass flow rate of gas can be assumed equal to the mass flow rate
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of the incoming air only.
mg = mair (4.3)
4.2.3 Combustion Gas Generation
Simple chemical equations are used to model the composition of the combustion gases. The 
combustion equations of a fuel are used to calculate both the oxygen requirements for 
stoichiometric combustion, and the type and quantity of gases which are produced by 
combustion. The constituents of the fuel must be provided as inputs to the model.
The method of modelling is slightly different for gaseous and non-gaseous fuels. The procedure 
for gaseous fuels will be described first.
The primary reference for this section is Hanby (1994).
4.2.3.1 Gaseous Fuels
Gaseous fuels, such as natural gas may be composed of several different types of gas. For 
example the two largest components in a typical analysis of Kinsale Natural Gas are:
Methane (CH4): 99.15%
Ethane ^ H g ) :  0.30%
Firstly, the composition of the combustion gas produced by each type of gas in the fuel is 
calculated. The composition of the fuel’s combustion gas is then found on a proportional basis. 
For example, given that the following chemical reaction equations are available for CH4  and
C2 H6:
1 vol. C H 4 + x l  vol. air -»  y l vol. C 0 2 + z l vol. H zO
1 vol.C 2H 6 + x2 vol. air -> y2 vol. C 0 2 + z2 vol. H 20
Using the typical gas analysis:
1 vol. fuel requires: 0.9915x1 + 0.003x2 vol. air
1 vol. fuel produces: 0.9915yl + 0.003y2 vol. C 0 2
Stoichiometric Combustion
Stoichiometric combustion occurs if the volume of air available for combustion is equal to or
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exceeds the volume of air required for combustion.. This means that all of the available fuel can 
be fully burned. For each component of the fuel, the same procedure is used to calculate the 
volume of air required for stoichiometric combustion and to calculate the composition of the 
combustion gases. Consequently, the procedure shall be explained for methane only. The 
stoichiometric combustion reaction for 1 volume of methane is:
CH4 + 202 —► C02 + 2H2O
1 vol. + 2  vol. -»  1 vol. + 2  vol. (4 .4 )
2 volumes of oxygen are required to burn 1 volume of methane. The volume of air necessary to
provide 2  volumes of oxygen can be deduced from the composition of air by volume:
Oxygen (O2 ) :  21%
Nitrogen (N2 ): 79%
This shows that one volume of oxygen in air corresponds to 79/21 (3.76) volumes of nitrogen. 
The amount of air required for stoichiometric combustion of 1 volume of methane is thus.
Stoichiometric Air Requirement: 2 vol. 0 2 + 7.52 vol. N 2 = 9.52 vol. air
If the available air is greater than the stoichiometric air requirement, the excess air is simply
added to the combustion equation e.g.
CH 4 +  2 0 2 + 7.52N2 + ( M - 2 ) ( 0 2 + 3.56 N 2)
- > C 0 2 + 2H20  + 7.52N2 + (M  - 2 ) ( 0 2 + 3.56N2) (4  5)
where M  is the number of volumes of oxygen available for combustion. Excess air is usually 
expressed as a percentage increase over the stoichiometric air requirement. The equation for 
excess air by volume is:
Volume Actual Air - Volume Stoichiometric Air
Excess Air =    —— 7 : —   x 100%
Volume Stoichiometric Air (4.6)
Sub-stoichiometric Combustion
If the air available for combustion is less than the stoichiometric air requirement, sub- 
stoichiometric combustion will occur. Sub-stoichiometric combustion is quite different to 
stoichiometric combustion - it involves complex chemical equilibria and reaction kinetics. 
However the following simplified mechanism of combustion can be assumed:
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Stage 1. The available oxygen first bums the hydrogen in the fuel to water vapour 
Stage 2. Any remaining oxygen then bums the carbon in the fuel to carbon monoxide 
Stage 3. Any remaining oxygen then bums the carbon monoxide to carbon dioxide.
Depending on the amount of oxygen available, some or all of the ‘stages’ of combustion will 
carried out. The combustion reaction equations are presented below for each stage of sub- 
stoichiometric equation. The number of volumes of oxygen available per volume of methane is 
denoted by M.
Stage 1: (M< 1)
If there is less than 1 volume of oxygen available per volume of methane, only some of the 
hydrogen is burned is water vapour.
CH 4 + (M )(0 , + 3 .5 6 N ,) —»(M )(2)H 20  + (M )(3.56)N 2 (4.7)
If 1 volume of oxygen is available all the hydrogen in 1 volume of methane can be burned to 
water vapour
CH4 + 0 2 + 3.56N2 -> 2H20  + 3.56N2 (4 8)
Stage 2: (1<A/<1.5)
If there is between 1 and 1.5 volumes of oxygen available per volume of methane, all of the 
hydrogen is burned to water vapour. Some of the carbon is burned to carbon monoxide.
C H 4 + ( M ) ( 0 2 + 3.56N2) —» 2H 20  + (2)(M  - l)CO + (A/)(3.56)N2
Stage 3: (1.5<M<2)
(4.9)
If there is between 1.5 and 2 volumes of oxygen available per volume of methane, all of the 
hydrogen is burned to water vapour, all of the carbon is burned to carbon monoxide and some 
of the carbon monoxide is burned to carbon dioxide. The combustion reactions for this stage 
occurs in two sub-stages.
Firstly, all the hydrogen is burned to water vapour and all the carbon is burned to carbon
monoxide:
CH 4 + (M ) (0 2 +3.56N 2) - * 2 H 20  + C 0  + ( M - 1 .5 ) 0 2 + (M )(3 .56)N 2 (4  ]0)
Secondly some or all of the carbon monoxide is burned to produce carbon dioxide. For each
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volume of oxygen available, two volumes of carbon dioxide can be produced.
CO + ( M - 1 .5)02 —> (2)(M  -  1.5)C 02 + ( 1 -  (2)(M  - l,5 ))C O  (4  n )
The reaction equations for these two sub-stages can be rewritten as a single equation:
CH4 +(MX02 +3.56N2) —»2H20+(2XM-1.5)C02 + (1 - (2X M- 1.5)CO+ (A/X3.56)N2 ( 4  12)
4.23 .2  Solid and Liquid Fuels
The composition of solid and liquid fuels is provided in terms of the mass of each of the elements 
present in the fuel. A typical analysis of #2 distillate oil is as follows:
Carbon, C: 87.3%
Hydrogen, H2 ; 12.5%
Sulphur, S: 0.20%
Fuels may also contain other constituents, such as oxygen, nitrogen, ash or moisture. 
Stoichiometric Combustion
The stoichiometric air requirement for a solid or liquid fuel is found by considering separately the 
combustion equation for each constituent of the fuel. For example, the mass of oxygen required 
to fully combust 1 2  kg of carbon can be obtained using molecular weights and the combustion 
equation for carbon:
c + o2 —> co2
12 kg + 32kg —» 44 kg (4
The mass of oxygen required to burn all the carbon in 1 kg of #2 distillate oil (0.873 kg from the 
analysis) is in direct proportion to the amount of oxygen used to bum 1 2  kg of carbon.
C + 0 2 —> C 0 2
32 44
0.873kg + 0.873x — kg -»  0.873 x —  kg
5 12 12
=>0.873 kg + 2.328 kg 3.201 kg
The combustion equation for hydrogen is:
H2 +  —o 2 h 2o
2  kg + 16kg -»  18 kg (4 1 4 )
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For the hydrogen in 1 kg of #2 distillate oil:
H 2 +  ^ 0 2 H 2 °
16 18 
0.125kg + 0.125x — kg - > 0 .1 2 5 x y k g
=>0.125 kg + 1kg  1.25 kg
The combustion equation for sulphur is:
S + 0 2 —^ SO-,
32 kg + 32kg 64 kg (4  15)
For the sulphur in 1 kg of #2 distillate oil:
S + 0 2 —> S 0 2
32 64
0 .0 0 2 1  kg + 0 .0 0 2 1  x —  kg 0 .0 0 2 1  x —  kg
6  32 32 5
=>0.0021 kg + 0.0021 kg 0.0042 kg
The amount of oxygen required to bum  each component of the fuel in 1 kg of #2 distillate is 
summarised in Table 4.1.
Component Oxygen Combustion Requirements (kg/kg)
Carbon 2.3280
Hydrogen 1 .0 0 0 0
Sulphur 0 .0 0 2 1
Table 4.1 Combustion Requirements for Components of #2 Oil
From the above, it can be seen that the total amount of oxygen required to burn 1 kg of #2 
distillate oil, is equal to (2.328 + 1 + 0.0021 ) or 3.3 kg.
The mass of air required to supply this mass of oxygen can be found from the composition of air 
by mass:
Oxygen (O2 ): 23%
Nitrogen (N2) 76%
This shows that 1 kg of oxygen corresponds to 76/23=3.3 kg of nitrogen, in air. The mass of air 
required for stoichiometric combustion of 1 kg of # 2  distillate oil is.
Stoichiometric Air Requirement: 3.3 kg 0 2 + (3.3 )(3.3) kg N 2 = 14.2 kg air
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As for gases, any excess air is mixed with the other combustion gases. The equation for 
calculating the mass of excess air is:
Mass Actual Air - Mass Stoichiometric Air
Excess Air =
Mass Stoichiometric Air
x 1 0 0 %
(4.16)
Sub-stoichiometric Combustion
Sub-stoichiometric combustion will occur, if the air available for combustion is less than the 
stoichiometric air combustion. As for gaseous fuels, it is possible to assume a simplified 
mechanism for sub-stoichiometric combustion:
1. The available oxygen first burns the sulphur in the fuel to sulphur dioxide (This does not
occur first in practice. However, it may be important to have available worst-case estimates
for sulphur production. In any case, the volume of sulphur in most fuels is so small, that this 
is an unimportant simplification).
2. Any remaining oxygen then bums the hydrogen in the fuel to water vapour
3. Any remaining oxygen then bums the carbon in the fuel to carbon monoxide
4. Any remaining oxygen then bums the carbon monoxide to carbon dioxide.
The model first calculates how much oxygen is required to complete each stage of the combustion 
process. The mass of oxygen available for combustion per kg of fuel is denoted by M.
Stage 1: (Af <0.0021 kg)
The amount of oxygen required to burn all the sulphur in 1 kg of fuel to sulphur dioxide has 
previously been calculated and is equal to 0 .0 0 2 1  kg.
If the mass of oxygen available for combustion is less than or equal to 0.0021 kg, this stage 
will occur. Some or all of the sulphur in the fuel will be burned to sulphur dioxide. The 
amount o f sulphur dioxide produced can be calculated as follows:
Stage 2: ( 0.0021 kg <M <, 1.002 kg)
The amount of oxygen required to burn all the sulphur to sulphur dioxide and all the hydrogen 
to water vapour in  1 kg of fuel is equal to (0 .0 0 2 1 + 1) or 1 .0 0 2  kg of oxygen.
S + 0 2 —> S 0 2
M  x
0.0021
0.0021 (4.15)
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If there is between 0.0021 kg and 1.002 kg of oxygen available per kg of fuel, this stage will 
occur. All the sulphur in the fuel will be burned to sulphur dioxide. Some or all of the 
hydrogen in the fuel will be burned to water vapour. The amount of sulphur dioxide and 
water vapour produced can be calculated as follows:
S + 0 2 —> S 0 2
0.0021 + 0.0021 -> 0.0042 (kg) ( 4  15)
2
( M -0.0021) (0.125) + ( M - 0.0021) -»  (AT-0.0021)(1.25) (kg) ( 4  1?)
H 2 +  — 0 2 —> H 20
Stage 3 (1.002 kg<M <2.166 kg):
If there is between 1.002 kg and 2.166 kg of oxygen available per kg of fuel, this stage will
occur. All the sulphur and hydrogen in the fuel will first be burned. The amount of sulphur
dioxide and water vapour produced is calculated as follows.
S + 0 2 —> s o 2
0.0021 + 0.0021 -»  0.0042 (kg) (4  15)
1
H 2 +  —0 2 —> H 20
0.125 + 1 —> 1.25 (kg) (4.18)
The remaining oxygen is used to burn some or all of the carbon in the fuel to carbon
monoxide. The amount of oxygen required to bum  all the carbon in the fuel to carbon
monoxide must be determined.
C + ~ 0 2 —> CO
1 
2
1 2  kg + 16kg —>28 kg (4  j 9)
For the carbon in 1 kg o f #2 distillate oil:
16 28
0.873 kg + 0.873x —  kg -»  0.873x —  kg
e 12 5 12 5
=>0.873 kg + 1.164 kg —> 2.037 kg
The total amount of oxygen required to complete stage 3 is equal to (1.002+1.164) or 2.166
kg.
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for this process:
The amount of carbon monoxide produced can be calculated using the combustion equation
( M - 1 .0 0 2 )
C + 
0.873'
-o , -> CO
1.164
+ ( M - 1.002) -> ( M - 1.002)
r 2.031  ^
1.164
(kg)
(4.20)
Stage 4: (2.166 kg<M <3.3 kg)
If there is between 2.166 and 3.3 kg of oxygen available per kg of fuel, this stage will occur. 
The combustion equations for this stage can be written in two steps. Firstly, the sulphur is 
burned to sulphur dioxide, the hydrogen is burned to water vapour and the carbon is burned to 
carbon monoxide:
S + o , so.
0.0021 + 0.0021 -> 0.0042 (kg) (4.15)
H 2 + — 0 2 — > h 2o
0.125 + 1  -> 1 .2 5  (kg) (4.21)
C + —o ,
2 2
CO
0.873+ 1.164 —> 2.037 (kg) (4.22)
There is now (M-2.166) kg of oxygen available for combustion of carbon monoxide to carbon 
dioxide. The combustion equation for this reaction is:
CO 
28
( M - 2.166)
2
16
+ —O , —> CO,
 2 2
44 (kg)
^28^
— 1+ (M  - 2.166) (Af - 2.166)
<16,1 16 v
(kg)
= (M  - 2.166)(1.75) + ( M -  2.166) —> ( M -  2.166)(2.75) (kg) (4.23)
The combustion equation shows that burning carbon monoxide with (M-2.166) kg of oxygen 
can produce (M-2.166)(2.75) kg of carbon dioxide. Consequently, this reduces the mass of 
carbon monoxide in the combustion gases by (2.75)(M-2.166) kg.
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4.2.3.3 Calculation of Gas Composition
The composition of the combustion gases is described in terms of the percentage of each 
constituent of the combustion gases by volume. For example, the percentage of oxygen in the 
combustion gases (generated by burning methane) is calculated as follows:
If the volume of water vapour in the combustion gases is included in the total volume of the 
combustion gases (as in equation 4.24), the percentage is referred to as “wet”. Otherwise, the 
percentage is referred to as “dry”
For liquid or solid fuels, the products of combustion have been calculated in units of mass rather 
than volume. In this case, the volume of each constituent of the combustion gases is calculated 
from its mass using molecular weights. For example, 1.25 kg of H2 O are produced during the 
stoichiometric combustion of #2 distillate oil. H2 O has a molecular weight of 18, so 1.25/18 or
0.0684.volumes of H2 O are produced for each kg of fuel.
4.2.4 Dynamics of Gas Composition Measurement
The gas composition cannot be measured in the combustion chamber. It is measured downstream 
where the flue gases are cooler. Consequently, there are significant lags and delays between the 
actual combustion process and the gas composition measurement. These comprise
1. Pure transportation delay as combustion gases travel to sensor
2. Lag due to mixing of combustion gases in furnace
3. Pure sensor measurement delay
Percentage 0 2
Volume O,
*100 (4.24)
Volume 0 2 + Volume N , + Volume CO , + Volume H ,0
^ 2 ^0 , + ^cc + ^sensor ) @ 1^ ( r)
where
0 2rad = Value of 0 2 calculated using static combustion equations 
0 2 = Value of 0 2mj subject to a time lag
0 ,  = Modelled value of measured 0 2
Tgc = Lag time constant
Tcc = Combustion chamber time delay
Tsenaor = Sensor time delay
(4.25)
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The combustion chamber time delay depends on the velocity of the combustion gases in the 
furnace. The velocity of the combustion gases is calculated from their mass flow rate.
v * =
P*Ag ¡um
where (4.26)
p g = combustion gas density
Afum -  cross - sectional area of the combustion gas path
The time delay can be calculated using the length of the flue gas path and the combustion gas 
velocity.
T  =*CC
-'fum
where (4.27)
L furn = length o f the combustion gas path through furnace
4.2.5 Summary of Variables
Inputs
Fuel Mass Flow Rate "Vu
Air Mass Flow Rate mair
Fuel Temperature Tfu
Air Temperature Txair
Table 4.2 Combustion Process Inputs
System Param eters
Fuel Composition Analysis -
Calorific Value of Fuel Cfu
Time Lag in Combustion Chamber V
Distance to 0 2 sensor Lfum
Cross-sectional Area of Furnace Afum
Sensor Measurement Delay Tsensor
Table 4.3 Combustion Process System Parameters
Therm odynam ic Properties
Specific Heat of Air at Constant Pressure a^i'r
Specific Heat of Fuel at Constant Pressure Cfu
Density of Combustion Gas Pi
Table 4.4 Combustion Process Thermodynamic Properties
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State Variables
Percentage
(Wet/Dry)
0 2 in H ue Gases by Volume -
Table 4.5 Combustion Process State Variables
O utputs
Heat Generated by Combustion Qcc
Combustion Gas Mass Flow Rate m e
Percentage 0 2 in Flue Gases by Volume 
(Wet/Dry)
Table 4.6 Combustion Process Outputs
4.3 Development of Fluid-Side Model
Note: the nomenclature for the fluid side model is in Appendix A.
The description of the fluid-side of the boiler model is divided into three main sections, reflecting 
the physical construction of the boiler:
1. Economiser
2. Drum, Downcomers and Risers
3. Superheater
A fourth section, which describes a simple downstream process is also included. This process 
represents an arbitrary boiler load.
Each of these sections is subdivided into the following subsections, which are described in detail 
below:
• Lumped Systems
There are three types of lumped systems employed in this model
1. Gas
2. Metal
3. Fluid
Both the economiser and superheater are simple heat exchangers and can be modelled by just 
three lumped systems - a gas lumped system, a metal lumped system and a fluid lumped 
system. The gas lumped system imparts heat to the metal lumped system which in turn 
imparts heat to the fluid lumped system.
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The model of the drum, downcomers and risers is far more complex and requires a greater 
number of fluid lumped systems.
• Assumptions
The assumptions pertaining to each section are listed. The model is largely defined by the 
choice of lumped systems and of the assumptions.
• Continuity and State Variable Equations
Continuity of mass, energy and momentum equations form the backbone of the model. In this 
section the continuity equations used to model the various lumped systems are presented and 
explained.
The gas lumped systems are modelled by continuity of energy and mass equations. Each gas 
lumped system is the volume of gas responsible for imparting heat to a metal lumped system 
and is of uniform temperature throughout. For modelling purposes it is assumed that the 
gases are generated in the combustion chamber (which is lined by risers), flow past the 
superheater, then a second set of riser tubes and finally the economisers. The gas lumped 
systems are also referred to as gas-paths e.g. the economiser gas path. A  continuity of energy 
equation is used to trace the energy stored in each gas path.
The pressure of the gases is assumed to be held constant by induced and forced draft fans. As 
a result the mass flow rate of gases is assumed to be equal at each point in the furnace and a 
steady state continuity of mass equation can be used for each gas path. A further consequence 
of steady state mass flow is that the momentum of the gas is constant, and the continuity of 
momentum equation is also steady state.
The metal lumped systems are modelled by continuity of energy equations only. Continuity of 
mass and momentum equations are not required for solids of fixed mass and zero velocity.
Continuity of mass, energy and momentum equations are used for the fluid lumped systems.
By rearranging the continuity equations, a set o f  equations is obtained fo r  the rate o f
change o f each state variable. These equations are highlighted by being italicised and 
placed inside a box.
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• Thermodynamic State Equations
The continuity equations employ a number of thermodynamic properties such as density, 
enthalpy and specific heat. These properties are not useful model outputs as they cannot be 
directly compared with measurable thermodynamic properties such as temperature and 
pressure. However, there is a known relationship between all the thermodynamic variables of 
a substance which is prescribed by the state of the substance e.g, solid, gas, subcooled water. 
In order to solve a set of continuity equations and obtain equations for the state variables, it is 
necessary to know the thermodynamic relationship between these variables.
This section outlines the relationship between the thermodynamic properties used in the 
continuity equations and states whether any simplifying assumptions have been adopted. For 
example, it is reasonable to neglect the effect of pressure on gas density and enthalpy as the 
flue gas pressure is practically constant due to the action of forced and induced draft fans at 
the furnace inlet and outlet.
• Equations for Dependent Variables
The continuity equations may also involve variables which are neither thermodynamic 
properties nor state variables. Such variables are calculated from state variables and model 
inputs and thus are termed dependent variables. A  typical dependent variable is heat transfer 
rate.
• Summary of Variables
The inputs, state variables and system parameters for this section of the model are 
summarised in tabular format.
4.3.1 Economiser
4.3.1.1 Lumped Systems (Economiser)
Subcooled fluid enters the economiser from the aerator. It is preheated to a higher temperature 
by waste flue gases before it enters the drum.
The economiser model is made up of three lumped systems:
1. Economiser gas path
2. Economiser metal
3. Economiser fluid
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4.3.1.2 Assumptions (Economiser)
1. Economiser contains subcooled water
2. Mass flow rate of fluid is constant throughout économiser
3. No heat is lost through furnace walls.
4.3.1.3 Continuity and State Variable Equations (Economiser)
Econom iser G as M ass B alance
The mass flow rate of gas through the furnace is assumed to be steady-state and equal to the 
mass generation rate of combustion gases. The mass flow rate of gases through the économiser is 
likewise equal to the mass generation rate of combustion gases.
E conom iser G as E nergy B alance
The combustion gases are assumed to flow from the second bank of riser tubes to the économiser. 
The energy remaining in the gases leaving the riser tubes is partially transferred to the fluid in the 
économiser. The remainder is stored in the combustion gases leaving the économiser gas path.
Economiser Gas Temperature
Temperature was chosen as the state variable to describe economiser gas energy because 
it is easily related to gas energy and it is also a useful output. The equation fo r  the rate 
o f change o f  economiser gas temperature is obtained by rearranging the economiser gas 
energy balance:
(4.28)
(4.29)
ego ««
(4.30)
E conom iser M etal E nergy B alance
The energy of the metal economiser tubes is increased by energy received from the combustion 
gases and decreased by the energy transferred to the fluid in the economiser.
The mass flow rate of fluid through the economiser is assumed to be steady-state and equal to the 
feedwater flow rate into the boiler. This assumption is justifiable on the basis that the économiser 
contains subcooled water which is practically incompressible. As a result, any change in the 
feedwater flow rate will be transferred virtually instantaneously to the economiser inlet and outlet. 
This assumption implies that the pressure of the économiser fluid is constant as variations in 
pressure cannot occur without transient differences between the économiser inlet and outlet mass 
flow rate.
me,= m e =mfw (4.32)
E conom iser F luid  M ass Balance
Economiser M etal Temperature
Temperature was also chosen as the state variable fo r  the economiser metal energy 
because it is easily related to metal energy and is a useful output. The equation fo r  the 
rate o f  change o f  economiser metal temperature is:
«■” >dt p V c“¿w em tm
E conom iser Fluid  Energy Balance
The continuity of energy equation for the économiser fluid tracks the energy of fluid in the 
economiser by comparing the input and output energy flow rate.
d
-¿ V e  Pe0 \  ] = Qemf + ~  me, \  (4- 34)
The économiser fluid has been modelled by one dynamic continuity of energy equation only. This 
equation shows that the energy of subcooled fluid is proportional to a product of fluid density and 
enthalpy. In general the density and enthalpy of a subcooled fluid are two independent 
thermodynamic properties and thus, it is not possible to solve this equation. However in this 
instance, it has been assumed that the pressure of fluid in the économiser is constant. 
Consequently variations in density or enthalpy are related to variations in temperature only. (In 
general variations in density and enthalpy of a subcooled fluid are related to variations in both 
pressure and temperature).
By rewriting density and enthalpy as functions of temperature, the continuity of energy equation 
can be rewritten as an equation with just one independent variable - temperature.
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Firstly, the economiser energy equation must be expanded using the product rule:
Pe° dt ^ e° ^+ ^ e^ e° dt  ^Pe°  ^ ^ emf + " V . \
Secondly, the rate of change of density and enthalpy must be written in terms of the rate of 
change of temperature and pressure. The equations used below, are derived from the 
thermodynamic state equations.
d  , Spe, d
(4.36)
d t [pe° ] SI; A [7 **1
Thirdly, the expressions for the rate of change of density and enthalpy must be substituted into 
the continuity of energy equation. The continuity of energy equation can then be rewritten as an 
equation for the rate of change o f economiser fluid temperature:
Economiser Fluid Temperature
d rrrt n Qemf +mfw(hjw ~ K C)
5p
eiPe° STe + e° STe )0 o
(4.37)
4.3.1.4 Thermodynamic State Equations (Economiser)
The économiser continuity equations employ several thermodynamic properties, namely density, 
enthalpy and specific heat. These properties are not useful model outputs as they cannot be 
directly compared with measurable thermodynamic properties such as temperature and pressure. 
However, it is possible to substitute between the different thermodynamic variables given that the 
relationship between the variables is known. In practice, all of the properties listed below are 
functions of both pressure and temperature. However in certain cases the effect of pressure or 
temperature may be negligible and can be discounted.
Table 4.7 gives the assumed relationship between the thermodynamic variables and highlights any 
implicit assumptions.
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Therm odynam ic
Property
State Thermodynamic Relations Assumptions
Density of 
Economiser Water
Subcooled
Fluid
Peo = f ( T t ) (4.38) Fluid pressure has 
negligible effect
Derivative of 
Density of 
Economiser Water
Subcooled
Fluid
d 8pe d
* [ * ] -  K  <4'39) 0
Fluid pressure has 
negligible effect
Enthalpy of 
Economiser Water
Subcooled
Fluid
he = f(T e ) (4.40)o a Fluid pressure has 
negligible effect
Derivative of 
Enthalpy of 
Economiser Water
Subcooled
Fluid
d 5he d
d<ih‘. ]= s r ;  j S V  ( 4 4 , )O
Fluid pressure has 
negligible effect
Economiser Gas 
Path Specific Heat 
at Constant 
Pressure
Gas cego= f(T ego) (4.42) Gas pressure is 
nearly constant, so 
has negligible effect
Economiser Gas 
Path Density
Gas (4 ’43> Gas pressure is 
nearly constant, so 
has negligible effect
Economiser Metal 
Specific Heat at 
Constant Pressure
Solid ^  = (4.44) Metal temperature 
and pressure have 
negligible effect
Economiser Metal 
Density
Solid Pm = Pm (4.45) Metal temperature 
and pressure have 
negligible effect
Table 4.7 Modelled Thermodynamic Relations for Economiser Gas, Metal and Fluid
4.3.1.5 Equations for Dependent Variables (Economiser)
1. - Economiser Gas-Metal Heat Transfer Rate
Heat transfer from the économiser gas path to the economiser metal is assumed to be convective, 
and is calculated using the following empirical equation (Kwan and Anderson (1970)):
Qegm = K gmm f ( T ega- T em) (4.46)
2- Qemf '  Economiser Metal-Fluid Heat Transfer Rate
Heat transfer from the économiser metal to the economiser fluid is assumed to be convective and
is calculated using the following empirical equation (Kwan and Anderson (1970)):
Qemf= K mfm l \ T em- T e ) (4.47)
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4.3.1.6 Summary of Variables (Economiser)
Inputs
Feedwater Mass Flow Rate
Temperature of Feedwater T„
Table 4.8 Economiser Inputs
System Param eters
Economiser Gas-Metal Heat Transfer Coefficient kegm
Economiser Metal-Fluid Heat Transfer Coefficient ^emf
Volume of Economiser Ve
Volume of Economiser Gas V'S
Volume of Economiser Metal Vem
Table 4.9 Economiser System Parameters
State Variables
Economiser Gas Temperature T
Economiser Metal Temperature T* em
Economiser Fluid Temperature Ten '
Table 4.10 Economiser State Variables
4.3.2 Drum, Downcomers and Risers
4.3.2.1 Lumped Systems (Drum, Downcomers and Risers)
The drum, downcomers and risers are the most important and the most complex section of the 
boiler. For simple boiler models, it is sometimes considered sufficient to model this section using 
one lumped system only (Astrom and Bell (1988)). However, this is unlikely to result in an 
accurate model for several reasons:
• Considerable temperature differences occur throughout this section of the boiler. The highest 
temperatures are found in the riser gas path (circa 1200°C), which receives hot combustion 
gases directly from the combustion chamber. The lowest temperatures occur in the drum 
water (circa 270°C), which is mixed with subcooled liquid from the economiser.
• All three fluid states exist in the drum, downcomers and risers: the water in the drum and 
downcomers is subcooled; the fluid in the risers is saturated; the steam in the drum may be 
either saturated or superheated.
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The choice of lumped systems for the drum, downcomers and risers is as follows:
Gas Lumped Systems: 1. Riser gas path, pass 1
2. Riser gas path, pass 2
Metal Lumped Systems: 3. Riser metal, pass 1
4. Riser metal, pass 2
Fluid Lumped Systems: 5. Water in drum
6 . Steam in drum
7. Water in downcomers
8 . Water-steam mixture in risers
There are no gas path or metal lumped systems for the drum and downcomers. It is assumed that 
the amount of energy absorbed by the fluid in the drum or downcomers from the combustion 
gases is negligible.
It is assumed that the riser tubes are placed into two locations. One set of riser tubes is located in 
the combustion chamber and receives radiative energy. The other set of riser tubes is located in 
the furnace and receives convective energy from hot flue gases. Consequently, the riser fluid is 
heated twice - once by radiation and once by convection. In order to model this, two riser gas 
lumped systems were used - one for radiative and one for convective heat transfer. Likewise two 
riser metal lumped systems were used - one for radiative and one for convective heat transfer. 
The radiative heat transfer is referred to as the first pass. The convective heat transfer is referred 
to as the second pass.
4.3.2.2 Assumptions (Drum, Downcomers and Risers)
1. Pressure is uniform throughout the drum, downcomers and risers - pressure head due to drum 
water is disregarded.
2. All the steam produced in the risers reaches the drum water surface.
3. The feedwater and water from the risers mixes completely with the drum water.
4. The mass flow rate of steam condensing and evaporating in the drum is negligible.
5. The recirculation mass flow rate in the drum, downcomer and risers is constant.
6 . Water entering the downcomers is the same as drum water.
7. W ater in drum is subcooled.
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8 . The temperature of the riser fluid lags the saturation temperature.
9. The temperature of the riser fluid changes in response to drum pressure changes only.
10. The heat absorbed by the fluid in the risers is uniformly distributed.
11 .Steam quality is constant throughout risers.
12. Vapour and liquid velocities in the risers are identical.
13.No heat is lost through furnace walls.
14. All heat is absorbed in the risers, no heat is absorbed in the drum or downcomers.
4.3.2.3 Continuity and State Variable Equations (Drum, Downcomers 
and Risers)
R iser G as M ass Balance, Pass 1
The mass flow rate of gas through the radiative riser gas path is steady state and equal to the 
mass generation rate of combustion gases.
mnii, = =m* <4 '48)
R iser G as E nergy B alance, Pass 1
Subcooled water enters the risers from the downcomers and is heated to saturation temperature. 
A certain percentage of the fluid in the risers is further heated until it vaporises. This requires a 
substantial amount of energy, which is ensured by lining the combustion chamber with riser tubes 
so that they receive radiant heat from combustion. In this way most of the heat generated by 
combustion is transferred to the fluid in the risers.
The energy generated by combustion - Qcc is partially absorbed by the riser tubes. The energy 
remaining in the gases is expelled to the next section of the furnace - the superheater gas path
P ,l. V, . C, i r„ .  ] =  m t Cr J r ^  -  Qrgml (4-49)
Riser Gas Path Temperature. Pass 1
The continuity o f  energy equation fo r  the radiative riser gas path is rearranged to give 
an equation fo r  the rate o f  change o f  radiative riser gas temperature.
— rT  1 = c^c ~ mgCr*'Trsl'> ~ ®rgml (4 50)
dt o V cU l r r g i„ Vrg i L rgi
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The radiative riser metal energy balance is dependent on the difference between the energy 
received from the radiative riser gas path and the energy transferred to the riser fluid.
~  Q rgm l ~  Q m t f l (4.51)
at
Riser Metal Temperature, Pass 1
The radiative riser metal energy equation is rearranged to give an equation fo r  the rate 
o f  change o f  radiative riser metal temperature.
- I  (4.52)
R iser M etal E nergy Balance, Pass 1
rml
R iser G as M ass Balance, Pass 2
The mass flow rate of gas through the convective riser gas path is steady state and equal to the 
mass generation rate of combustion gases.
mrg2i = « „ 20 = (4-53)
R iser Gas E nergy Balance, Pass 2
The flue gases flow from the combustion chamber, over the superheater tubes and then over a
second set of riser tubes. The flue gases transfer heat to the second set of riser tubes by
convection.
P rg 2 0 K g 2 Crg 2 ^rg 2 0  ^= m g C’g T >So ~  m*Cr*2^ *20 “  Q g m 2  (4.54)
Riser Gas Path Temperature, Pass 2
The continuity o f  energy equation fo r  the radiative riser gas path is rearranged to give 
an equation fo r  the rate o f  change o f  convective riser gas temperature
— [T ] = mgC'g l ~ ^rg2°- _ ®rgm2 (4 j j j
^  P r g 2„ V rg2Crg 2
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The convective riser metal energy balance is dependent on the difference between the energy 
received from the convective riser gas path and the energy transferred to the riser fluid.
d
, -^Prm-yrmlCrml^ rml^  ~ Qrgml ~ Qrm/ 2 (4.56)at
R iser M etal E nergy Balance, Pass 2
Riser Metal Temperature, Pass 2
An equation fo r  the rate o f  change o f convective riser metal temperature is obtained from
the continuity o f  energy equation fo r  the second bank o f the riser tubes.
£? Qrgml ~ Qrmf 2
Pm2Vm2cm2
(4.57)
D rum  and D ow ncom er W ater, R iser Fluid M ass B alance
A single mass balance is written for all the water in the evaporation system plus the steam in the 
risers. The total mass of water in the evaporation system is made up of the water in the drum, the 
water in the downcomers and the water in the risers. Water enters the evaporation system as
feedwater and is removed from the system by evaporation.
d
— IVdw Pdw +VrPr + Vd0 Pdco ] = "* > “ xmr (4.58)
dt °
This mass balance includes the mass of the drum water, the downcomer water and the riser fluid 
only. Riser fluid mass is proportional to riser fluid density and downcomer water mass is 
proportional to riser water density. Drum water mass is equal to the product of drum water 
volume and drum water density. Drum water density is rewritten in terms of drum pressure and 
drum water temperature. Downcomer water density is rewritten in terms of drum pressure and 
downcomer water temperature. The riser fluid is a mixture of saturated water and steam. The 
density of this mixture depends on riser fluid temperature, drum pressure and on the proportion of 
water and steam in the mixture i.e. the riser steam quality. Consequently, the riser fluid density 
can be rewritten as a function of riser fluid temperature, drum pressure and steam quality.
Based on the above, the mass balance can be rewritten in terms of the following variables: drum
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pressure, drum water volume, drum water temperature, downcomer water temperature, riser 
steam quality and riser fluid temperature.
8p dw Spr fydo d d Spdw d
Spt, d  SP, d  (4,59)
+  v ^ 7 t l T ^ + v ' ^ 7 , [ x ] = m - - x m '
Riser fluid temperature is written on the right hand side of the above equation as it is not an 
independent state variable. Changes in riser fluid temperature are dictated by changes in drum 
pressure.
For brevity the continuity equation is rewritten as:
d d d d d
f l 31 l  +  iZ33 ' ^ [ ^ ¿ w ]  +  f l 3 5 ' ^ ’[ ^ i i > v ] + i l 36 ~ f c ^ io o ^ f l 3?  ¿ ^ * 1  ~  ^3
where
_  t/ SPdw . .  5Pra ^Pdo0 _  _  ,y SPdw , ,
^ 3 1  — ^ dw £ p  ydo g p  * 3^3 — Pdw > 3^5 — ^ dw <^ p (4 .60)
Spdo 8p r
fl36 ~ Vd°~sf^~’ ^  = Vr Hx~  ^  k3 =mfi* ~ Xmr
D rum  Steam  M ass B alance
The mass of steam in the drum is changed by steam entering the drum from the risers and steam 
leaving the drum to enter the superheater.
d
-¿¡[VdsPds] =  xm r - m s. (4 .61)
Drum steam mass is a product of steam volume and density. Density can be rewritten as a 
function of pressure and drum steam temperature. Consequently, drum steam mass can be 
rewritten in terms of the following variables: drum pressure, drum steam temperature and drum
steam volume
v ^ 7 , m + v ^ { T t ! ] +  p « 7 [ v ^ x m ’ (4'62)
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The continuity equation can be rewritten as:
aw 12 14
where
T/ f y is 8p is (4.63)
«11  = v d s ~ ^ - ’ a n  =  v d s ^ r >  « 1 4  =  P d s  a n d  k l = x m r - m s 
àPd oTds
D rum  W ater E nergy B alance
The energy of the water in the drum is increased by water entering the drum from the économiser 
and the risers and decreased by water leaving the drum and entering the downcomers. The mass 
flow rate of fluid entering and leaving the risers, and the mass flow rate of fluid into the 
downcomers ny are assumed to be equal. The water entering the downcomers is assumed to be 
the same as drum water. This implies that perfect mixing of the drum water, feedwater and water 
from the risers occurs in the drum.
^ y ^ P M  = m^h," + {\-x )m rhrVo - mrh (4.64)
Drum water energy is equal to the product of drum water volume, density and enthalpy. Density 
and enthalpy can be rewritten as functions of drum pressure and drum water temperature. 
Consequently, the choice of state variables is: drum pressure, drum water temperature and drum 
water volume.
8p , 8hdw d d
VdJ h dw^ +  pdw- ^ - ) ~ [ P d]+ pJwhdw- [ V dw] 
oPd oPd dt dt
ôpdw 5hdw d
+ Vdw(hdw—— + Pdw- — ) — [Tdw] = mfwheo +(1 - x ) m rhrw - m rhdw 
8Tdw oTdw dt
(4.65)
The equation is rewritten as:
where
d  d d
Û41 ~7~[Pd «43 ~ r \y dw\ + Û45 ~ \ T dw] ~  ^4dt d t dt
«41 =Vdw(hdw^ +  pdw^ - \  a 43 = P t fo , ,  (4-66)
° “d
5 Sh
Û45 =  Vdw (hdw +■ p dw ) and &4 — m^,he^  + (1 — x)ttirlirw^ — mrhdw 
°rdw dw
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The riser fluid energy balance traces the total energy of the fluid in the risers and consequently 
the steam quality of the saturated water steam mixture in the risers. For a given saturation 
temperature, the higher the energy of the fluid in the risers, the greater the percentage of steam in 
the mixture.
j W  P r A  1 = * , (V  - V  + 2 ^ +  ^ 2 (4-67)
Riser fluid energy is proportional to a product of riser density and enthalpy. The riser fluid is a 
mixture of saturated water and steam. The density and enthalpy of this mixture depends on riser 
fluid temperature, drum pressure and on the proportion of water and steam in the mixture i.e. the 
riser steam quality. The riser fluid density and enthalpy can be rewritten as a function of riser 
fluid temperature, drum pressure and steam quality. The riser fluid energy balance can be 
rewritten in terms of the following variables: riser fluid temperature, drum pressure and steam 
quality.
8pr Sh d Sp 5hr d
V,<K -7 T +  P,  P ,  - t 4 - M = - m , \  + 0 * .  + 0 » ,  <4.68)
d d
For brevity, the equation is rewritten as:
d d
a  s i—  [Pd]+ a 61—  [x] = k6 
dt dt
R iser Fluid Energy Balance
where
5pr Sh 5pr Shr
— a61=Vr r  
SPd '  8Pd
and k 6 = mrhi0o ~ + Q m fx + Qm fi
a6\ =Vr{h - e - +  p ra 1 (h — =-+ p ro - ^ )  (4.69)
° o S  ° ax 0 ox
D rum  Steam  Energy Balance
The energy of the steam in the drum is increased by steam entering the drum from the risers. 
Energy is removed by steam leaving the drum and entering the superheater.
~  [Vdsp M  = xmrhrs - m  hfc (4.70)
dt
Drum steam energy is a product of drum steam volume, density and enthalpy. Density and 
enthalpy are rewritten in terms of drum pressure and drum steam temperature. Drum steam
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energy can be described by the following state variables: drum pressure, drum steam temperature 
and drum steam volume
Spd, 5hds d 5pd, 5hd, d
Vds(hds- ^ +  p ^ ) - [ P d] + Vds(hds- ^ +  Pds- f - ) - [ T ds] 
bPd oPd dt STds oTds dt
d
+ P dshds ~ T IK 1 = x m A s  ~  m ,  h ds dt
(4.71)
The equation is rewritten as:
where
«21 , +  a22 , [ ^ l  +  «24 , Wds^ ~ ^2dt dt dt
— 1/  (U Pds ■ -  . r Sptte Shds
a2\ ~~ ^ds( ds Xd ■*" P& ;.p )> «22 ~V ds(hds + Pds .  )» (4.72)
“Prf oPd o idj o7^
«24 = P iA b and * 2 = xmrhrSa -  ms hds 
D ow ncom er W ater E nergy  B alance
The energy of the water in the downcomers is dependent only on the energy of the water entering 
the downcomer from the drum, as it is assumed that the fluid in the downcomers receives no 
energy from the combustion gases.
(4.73)
Downcomer water energy is proportional to a product of downcomer density and enthalpy. 
Density and enthalpy can be rewritten as functions of drum pressure and downcomer water 
temperature. The choice of state variables is: drum pressure, downcomer water temperature.
The equation is rewritten as:
where
«51  ^  [ ^ / ]  +  iZ56
Spd0 5hdo Spd0 5fid0
(4 .75)
and k5 = mrhdw -  mrhd0
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Boiler models generally adopt the assumption that the flu id  in the risers is always in 
saturated equilibrium. This assumption is valid in the steady state but results in some 
serious modelling anomalies in the transient state. For example, following an increase 
in drum pressure it is assumed that the modelled flu id  temperature rises immediately to 
the higher saturation temperature and lower saturation density corresponding to the new 
drum pressure i.e. an increase in modelled drum pressure leads to a decrease in 
modelled flu id  density.
In practice, an increase in drum pressure will result in an increase in flu id  density. A 
rigorous first-principles model o f  evaporation could be used to model this correctly but 
would be fa r  too detailed in this context. Instead, a more intuitive approach has been 
adopted which assumes that riser flu id  temperature lags the saturation temperature by a 
few  seconds.
R iser Fluid Temperature Equation
With this approach riser flu id  density and enthalpy are equated to the saturation values 
which correspond to the riser flu id  temperature. A term which represents the effect o f  
drum pressure is then added on to these saturation values.
This model is a better approximation to the real behaviour o f the risers. For example, 
an increase in drum pressure will result in an increase in flu id  density and enthalpy, and 
a corresponding decrease in the evaporation rate. The decreased evaporation rate 
allows the flu id  to gradually change to its new saturation equilibrium.
The fluid pressure is assumed to be uniform for each of the lumped systems in the evaporation 
system. This is a reasonable assumption on the basis that the evaporation system is an open 
system containing mostly liquid, and pressure variations can move through it quickly.
A consequence of this assumption is that all the fluid mass and energy balances share a common 
state variable - drum pressure Pd . In order to solve the fluid mass and energy balances, they 
must be rewritten in terms of drum pressure (and the other state variables) and solved 
simultaneously, This has already been carried out for the continuity equations.
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One more equation is required to solve the set of simultaneous equations:
D rum  C onstan t V olum e Equation
The relationship between drum water volume and drum steam volume is also required to solve the 
balances.
■ 7 [ ^ ] + T [V* ] = 0  (4'77)at at
The fluid balances - equations 4.58 to 4.76 and the drum constant volume equation - equation 
(4.77) can now be solved to give the following equations for the state variables:
Drum Pressure
________________________ t ,k i  + l , k , + l>k > + h h [ P  ] = --------------------------------------------------------
d l d ( a n a 22 ~  a i2 U21 Ma 33a 4S ~  a 3Sa 43 Ma 56a 67 ~ a i2a i4  ~ a H a 22 ^  a 3ia 45a 56a S7 ~  a 3«a 5 la 4Sa 67 ~  a 37a 4Sa 56a 6t ~ a 35a -
where
h  = ( a 33a 4S -  « 3 5 ^ 4 3  ) % 6a 67a 22 
l2 = — (^33^45 — a3Sa4l)a56a61ai2 
Z3 = - ( a , 2a24 - «l4a 22)a 45«56a 67 
U  ~  ( a l2 « 2 4  “  « 1 4 ^ 2 2 ) f l35a 56a S7 
h = (aUa24 ~ aiAa22^a36a61 
h  ~  ( a \2a 24 ~  a U a 22 ) f l 37a 56
(4.78)
Drum Water Volume
j  a22k\ al2k2 (flnfl22 —i,i2fl2i) ,
— [VdJ  = ------------------------------------------    (4.79)
dt «12^24 «14^22
Drum Steam Temperature
d  K  a n  , f l14 ,
— [7^] = ---------- ~ -----------------------
¿/i iZj2
Drum Water Temperature
à d
A  ^ 4  ~  a 41 , a 43 . j
f r e j =  ^ -------------* —  m
¿i a 45
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D ow n com er W ater Tem perature
d  k 5 ~ a i l ~dt[Pd] 
\Ti0 ] -  d t 
d t  • a56
(4.82)
R iser  Steam  Q uality
d  k6 ~ a6i d  W
- [ * ]  = -----------------------
a t a61
(4.83)
Superheater F luid  Inlet M om entum  B alance
The steady-state continuity of momentum equation is used to calculate the velocity of steam from 
the drum to the superheater. The compressibility of the steam in the superheater is assumed to be 
negligible. This is justifiable on the basis that the velocity of steam in the superheater is 
considerably lower than acoustic velocities (Roberson and Crowe (1993))
p  P v 2
— -  — —  = —  (H _ L O S S _ D )  (4.84)
PdsS PdsS 2-§
Drum - Super- = Kinetic x Drum Frictional Loss 
Pressure heater Energy
Head Pressure
Head
The mass flow rate of fluid can be calculated from velocity using the steady state continuity of 
mass equation for the fluid at the superheater inlet.
ms, - N svs Aspds (4.85)
4.3.2.4 Thermodynamic State Equations (Drum, Downcomers and 
Risers)
The thermodynamic state equations encode the relationship between the thermodynamic 
properties of a fluid such as pressure, temperature, density, enthalpy, steam quality. 
Thermodynamic relationships are needed to substitute between the thermodynamic properties 
which are used in the continuity equations such as density and enthalpy and the measurable 
thermodynamic properties which are used as state variables such as temperature and pressure. 
The thermodynamic relationship depends primarily on the state of the substance - e.g. subcooled 
water, saturated water, gas. However for simplicity it may be reasonable to make some
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additional assumptions about the relationship between the thermodynamic variables without loss 
of accuracy.
Table 4.11 gives the assumed state of each thermodynamic variable and its relationship to the 
state variables. It also highlights any other simplifying assumptions.
Thermodynamic
Property
State Thermodynamic Relations Assumptions
Drum Steam 
Density
Superheated
Steam
Pds ~ f (4.86) None
Derivative of 
Drum Steam 
Density
Superheated
Steam
d f a d  Sp^d
[PJ (4.87)
None
Drum Steam 
Enthalpy
Superheated
Steam
hds= f ( P dTds) (4.88) None
Derivative of 
Drum Steam 
Enthalpy
Superheated
Steam
d du d 9i. d
à  * a ^ d r * *  a>d à
[Pd] (4.89)
None
Riser Steam 
Density
Nearly
Saturated
Steam
p  = f ( T P d)0 0 (4.90) See Note 1
Riser Steam 
Enthalpy
Nearly
Saturated
Steam
hrS' = f ( T  Pd) 0 0 (4.91) See Note 1
Riser W ater 
Density
Nearly
Saturated
W ater
pm = f(T r ,Pd)0 0 (4.92) See Note 1
Riser W ater 
Enthalpy
Nearly
Saturated
W ater
hmo= f ( T ro,Pd) (4.93) See Note 1
Riser Fluid Density Nearly
Saturated
Fluid
p,' = f ( T To,x ,P d ,) (4.94) See Note 1
Derivative of Riser 
Fluid Density
Nearly
Saturated
Fluid
d SP. d BP. d S p ,  d
7il p'-1 - st, ~d7[T’-1 + Sx ¿71*1 + sp4 U [P-
(4.95)
See Note 1
Riser Fluid 
Enthalpy
Nearly
Saturated
Fluid
Ko -  f ( T r^  ,x ,P d ) (4.96) See Note 1
Derivative of Riser 
Fluid Enthalpy
Nearly
Saturated
Fluid
d *  d d * . d „—[ft ] = —i--- |T]+—~—[x]+—---- [PA
d r ' -  <5T dt '■ Sx d r  1 SPi dt d
(4.97)
See Note 1
Riser Saturation 
Temperature
Saturated
Fluid
Tsa,= f(P d) (4.98) None
Drum Water 
Density
Subcooled
W ater
Pdw = f  (Pd<T<iw) (4.99) None
Derivative of 
Drum W ater 
Density
Subcooled
W ater
d dp*» d ^ r p  1
S ’,  d r
(4.100)
None
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(continued)..
Thermodynamic
Property
State Thermodynamic Relations Assumptions
Drum Water 
Enthalpy
Subcooled
Water
hdw = f ( P d J dw) (4.101) None
Derivative of 
Drum Water 
Enthalpy
Subcooled
W ater
d 811  ^ d d
(4.102)
None
Downcomer Water 
Density
Subcooled
W ater
PdOo= f( P d >Td0) (4.103) None
Derivative of 
Downcomer Water 
Density
Subcooled
Water
d SPdo d SPtt, d
(4.104)
None
Downcomer Water 
Enthalpy
Subcooled
W ater
Ko = f ( P d'Td0 ) ...(4.105)o o None
Derivative of 
Downcomer Water 
Enthalpy
Subcooled
W ater
d d &do d 
d t[hdo‘ ]~ d tlTdo°] ' 5Pd d t[Pd]
(4.106)
None
Riser Gas Specific 
Heat at Constant 
Pressure, Pass 1
Gas V , = / ( V )  (4-107) Pressure effect 
negligible
Riser Gas Density, 
Pass 1
Gas (4 -108) Pressure effect 
negligible
Riser Gas Specific 
Heat at Constant 
Pressure, Pass 2
Gas V . = / ( r * a. )  (4-109) Pressure effect 
negligible
Riser Gas Density, 
Pass 2
Gas prg2o = f ( T rg2a) (4.110) Pressure effect 
negligible
Riser Metal 
Specific Heat at 
Constant Pressure, 
Pass 1
Solid cm l=cm (4.111) Pressure and 
temperature effect 
negligible
Riser Metal 
Density, Pass 1
Solid pml = pm (4.112) Pressure and 
temperature effect 
negligible
Riser Metal 
Specific Heat at 
Constant Pressure, 
Pass 2
Solid
< W = Cm (4.113)
Pressure and 
temperature effect 
negligible
Riser Metal 
Density, Pass 2
Solid Prml = Pm (4-114) Pressure and 
temperature effect 
negligible
Table 4.11 Thermodynamic Relationships for Drum, Downcomers and Risers
Note 1: A fluid in saturated equilibrium is a function of two thermodynamic variables only - any 
thermodynamic property such as pressure or temperature and a second variable which 
represents the relative proportions of water and steam present. It has not been assumed 
that the fluid in the risers is constantly in saturated equilibrium. Instead it is assumed
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that the riser fluid temperature lags the saturation temperature which corresponds to 
drum pressure. The thermodynamic properties of the saturated fluid are obtained by 
using the saturation properties corresponding to riser fluid temperature and adding a 
term which represents the effect of drum pressure.
4.3.2.5 Equations for Dependent Variables (Drum, Downcomers and 
Risers)
1. Riser Gas-Metal Heat Transfer Rate, Pass 1
In the combustion chamber, heat is assumed to be transferred from the riser gases to the first 
bank of riser tubes by radiation. The equation for calculating the rate of heat transfer is 
empirical (Kwan and Anderson (1970)).
2. Riser Gas-Metal Heat Transfer Rate, Pass 2
Heat transfer from riser gas to metal - Qrgm2 is assumed to be convective at the second bank of
riser tubes. The rate of heat transfer is calculated using an empirical equation (Kwan and 
Anderson (1970)).
3. Riser M etal-Fluid H eat Transfer Rate, Pass 1
Metal-fluid heat transfer is assumed to be radiative at the first bank of riser tubes. It is 
calculated using the following empirical equation (Kwan and Anderson (1970)).
4. Riser M etal-Fluid Heat Transfer Rate, Pass 2
The heat transfer from the riser metal to fluid is assumed to be convective at the second bank 
of riser tubes. The following empirical equation is used to calculate the rate of heat transfer 
(Kwan and Anderson (1970)).
(4.115)
(4.116)
(4.117)
0.8
(4.118)
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4.3.2.6 Summary of Variables (Drum, Downcomers and Risers)
Inputs
Feedwater Mass Flow Rate "V
Table 4.12 Drum, Downcomers and Risers Inputs
System Parameters
Drum-Superheater Frictional Loss H_ LOSS_ D
Riser Gas-Metal Heat Transfer Coefficient, Pass 1 1crgml
Riser Gas-Metal Heat Transfer Coefficient, Pass 2
Riser Metal-Fluid Heat Transfer Coefficient, Pass 1
Riser Metal-Fluid Heat Transfer Coefficient, Pass 2 krvtfl
Recirculation Mass Flow Rate mT
Number of Superheater Tubes
Saturation Equilibrium Time Constant ^eq
Volume of Downcomers Vd0
Volume of Drum Vdr
Volume of Risers Vr
Volume of Riser Gas, Pass 1 Vrg !
Volume of Riser Gas, Pass 2
Volume of Riser Metal, Pass 1
Volume of Riser Metal, Pass 2 ^ 2
Table 4.13 Drum, Downcomers and Risers System Parameters
State Variables
Riser Gas Temperature, Pass 1 Trg 1.
Riser Metal Temperature. Pass 1 Trm\
Riser Gas Temperature, Pass 2 ^j?2„
Riser Metal Temperature, Pass 2 r^ai2
Riser Fluid Temperature Tr.
Steam Quality X
Drum Steam Temperature Tds
Drum W ater Temperature Tdw
Downcomer Water Temperature Td°"
Drum Water Volume vw
Table 4.14 Drum, Downcomers and Risers State Variables
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4.3.3 Superheater
4.3.3.1 Lumped Systems (Superheater)
Saturated steam from the drum enters the superheater and is superheated to the required 
temperature. The superheater model comprises the following lumped systems.
1. Superheater gas path
2. Superheater metal
3. Superheater fluid
4.3.3.2 Assumptions (Superheater)
1. Steam is superheated
2. Steam has negligible inertia
3. Compressibility of steam is assumed to be negligible with respect to calculating steam velocity
4. No heat is lost through furnace walls
4.3.3.3 Continuity and State Variable Equations (Superheater)
Superheater G as M ass B alance
The mass flow rate of combustion gas past the superheater is assumed to be static and equal to 
the mass generation rate of combustion gas.
msg' =mg (4.119)
Superheater G as E nergy B alance
Hot combustion gases flow from the first bank of risers tubes and are directed by baffles over the 
superheater tubes. The gases impart a portion of their energy to the superheater as they flow over 
the superheater tubes.
Superheater Gas Temperature
The superheater gas energy balance is rewritten in terms o f the superheater gas temperature.
d rj. -, @m/ (4.121)
*  ,go p * .V *
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The superheater metal energy receives energy from the superheater gas path and transfers energy 
to the superheated steam in the superheater.
d
— [p V c T  ] = 0  - 0  , (4.122)t L r  sm sm sm .rrrtJ ^ s g m  f  '  'at
Superheater Metal Temperature
The superheater metal energy balance is rewritten in terms o f  the superheater metal temperature.
(4.123,
dt p V c , m‘ yft! Jin im
Superheater M etal Energy Balance
Superheater F luid  M ass Balance
The mass of fluid in the superheater is determined by the difference between the mass flow rate 
into the superheater and the mass flow rate out of the superheater
- jW ,  ps ] = ms +maJ-  ms (4.124)
dt
The superheater steam density is a function of steam pressure and temperature. The fluid mass
balance can be expanded using the product rule and chain rule in terms of pressure and
temperature.
8p, dP, 8p s dT  
V ■ • “ +V  — r —  = m +  mal - m (4.125)
"  SP. dt ST, dt ' "
It can be rewritten for brevity as: 
dPs dTs
where
an — ~ + an  — ~  = k\
11 dt 12 dt 1
8p s 8p s (4.126)
an an = vs u -£ f-  ^  k \ = ms, - h m ^ - m ^
Superheater F luid E nergy Balance
The steam entering the superheater has the same enthalpy as the steam in the drum. The steam 
leaving the superheater has a higher enthalpy than the steam in the drum due to the transfer of
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energy from the superheater metal to the superheater fluid.
d
~ [ V S p s\  1 = m s . K  + ~  m so\  + Qsmf (*■127)
The superheated steam density and enthalpy are both functions of the temperature and pressure.
The fluid energy balance can be expanded and rewritten in terms of density and enthalpy.
Sps Sh5 dPs 5ps Shs dTs
V s u lK , TT-+ P so ^ - j r + v suI \  P s,
0 SPs ° oP. dt ° 01\ ° 3TS dt (4.128)0 0 0 0 \  • /
= rns. hds +  -  ms h^  +  Qmf
This can be rewritten more concisely as:
dPs dTo , o 1
21 dt 22 dt 2
where
8p s 5hs 8p s
“n  = V- I P ’. ^ r + \  I T 1  = v - l p -- T F +h’- <4129)
So
and k 2 = ms h ^ + m ^ h ^  -  mK + Qmf
The superheater steam temperature and superheater steam pressure were chosen as state variables 
for two reasons. Firstly, both variables are included in other model equations e.g. momentum 
balances and heat transfer equations. Secondly, both variables are desirable model outputs.
The fluid mass and energy balances are solved to yield expressions for the derivatives of pressure 
and temperature:
Superheater Steam Pressure
dPs0
, k2
Ki a I2
a22 (4.130)
dt a 12 
a Il a21 „ 
a22
Superheater Steam Temperature
dPssO
t  dP* 
~  d , (4.131)
d t a 12
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Superheater F luid O utlet M om entum  B alance
The continuity of momentum equation is used to calculate the velocity of steam from the 
superheater. The compressibility of the steam is assumed to be negligible, on the basis that the 
velocity of steam in the superheater is considerably lower than acoustic velocities. The equation 
is used in steady-state format as the inertia of the fluid is assumed to be negligible.
P  v2 p  v2
— ^  + —  -  — —  = — (H _ L O S S _ S ) (4.132)
PdsS 2 §  PdsS 2 g
Super-heater + Inlet - Load = Outlet x Super-heater
Pressure Kinetic Pressure Kinetic Frictional Loss
Head Energy Head Energy
The mass flow rate of steam is calculated using the steady-state continuity of mass equation.
mS' = N svs Asp So (4.133)
4.3.3.4 Thermodynamic State Equations (Superheater)
The relationship between the superheater thermodynamic properties must be known to solve the 
equations for the superheater state variables. Table 4.15 gives the assumed state of each 
thermodynamic variable and its relationship to the state variables. It also highlights any other 
simplifying assumptions.
Thermodynamic
Property
State Thermodynamic Relations Assumptions
Superheater Steam
Density
Superheated
Steam
Ps =  f ( P s Ts ) (4.134)O 0 o None
Derivative of 
Superheater Steam 
Density
Superheated
Steam
d $Ps d fiPt d
5o so
(4.135)
None
Superheater Steam 
Enthalpy
Superheated
Steam
\  = f ( P J s ) (4.136) None
Derivative of 
Superheater Steam 
Enthalpy
Superheated
Steam
d # 1. d Sh. d
d t[h’o I -  ft- dt lT’o I + SP, d tIP’° ]*o so
(4.137)
None
Superheater Gas 
Specific Heat at 
Constant Pressure
Gas csSo = f ( T , J  (4.138) Pressure effect 
negligible
Superheater Gas 
Density
Gas Ps,0 = f V J  (4.139) Pressure effect 
negligible
Superheater Metal 
Specific Heat at 
Constant Pressure
Solid = (4.140) Pressure and 
temperature effect 
negligible
Superheater Metal 
Density
Solid Pmi = Pn (4-141) Pressure and 
temperature effect 
negligible
Table 4.15 Thermodynamic Relationships for Superheater
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4.3.3.5 Equations for Dependent Variables (Superheater)
1. Superheater Gas-Metal Heat Transfer Rate
The is calculated using an empirical equation for convective heat transfer (Kwan and 
Anderson (1970)).
= T J  (4-142)
2. Superheater Metal-Fluid. Heat Transfer Rate
The heat transfer from the superheater metal to the superheater steam is calculated using an 
empirical equation for convective heat transfer (Kwan and Anderson (1970)).
Qsmf= k smfrna\ T sm- T s ) (4.143)
4.3.3.6 Summary of Variables (Superheater)
Inputs
Attemperating Water Mass Flow Rate
Temperature of Feedwater hfw
Table 4.16 Superheater Inputs
System Parameters
Area of Superheater Tubes A,
Superheater Gas-Metal Heat Transfer Coefficient
Superheater Metal-Fluid Heat Transfer Coefficient k smf
Number of Superheater Tubes N s
Superheater Exit Loss H _ LOSS_S
Volume of Superheater Fluid vm
Volume of Superheater Gas VSg
Volume of Superheater Metal
Table 4.17 Superheater System Parameters
State Variables
Superheater Gas Path Temperature T
Superheater Metal Temperature
Superheater Steam Pressure K
Superheated Steam Temperature
Table 4.18 Superheater State Variables
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4.3.4 Downstream Process
4.3.4.1 Lumped Systems (Downstream Process)
The downstream process is any arbitrary process which utilises the generated steam. It is 
modelled by a short section of tubes lying after the superheater which is terminated by a bank of 
valves. The load demand is varied by increasing and decreasing the number of open valves - N v 
in the bank. The downstream process model comprises one lumped system.
1. Downstream process fluid
4.3.4.2 Assumptions (Downstream Process)
1. Steam is superheated
2. Compressibility of steam is negligible with respect to calculation of steam velocity.
3. Steam has negligible inertia
4. No heat is absorbed by the steam after it leaves the superheater.
4.3.4.3 Continuity and State Variable Equations (Downstream Process)
D ow nstream  Process Fluid M ass B alance
The mass of steam stored by the downstream process is determined by the difference between the 
mass flow rate into the process and the mass flow rate out of the superheater
=  (4.144)
a t °
The steam mass balances are rewritten in terms of steam pressure and temperature. Firstly the 
steam mass and energy balances are expanded using the product rule. Density and enthalpy are 
then substituted with expressions for pressure and temperature.
Sp, dPl 8p l dT,
V, ~  T ~ + V l ~  =  m, - m ,  (4.145)
1 8P, d t ST, d t ° °
o o
For brevity, the equation can be rewritten as:
d P S0 d T *o ,
a "  d t  12 d t  ~  '
where
SPls SPls (4.146)
Un ! ! P ~ ’ Un l ~SÎ\~ k ' =m’o ~ mi°
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D ow nstream  Process F luid Energy B alance
The energy o f steam stored by the downstream process is determined by the difference between 
the energy flow rate into the process and the energy flow rate out of the process.
j t [Vl p lohl ] = ms\ - m iohli (4.147)
This equation is rewritten in terms of steam pressure and temperature.
Sp, Sh, dP, 8p, 8hl dTt 
V,[h, — *-+ p, — ^ ] — +V,[h, p. —f -]— ~ = ms hs - m , h,
' '• SP, ° SP, dt 1 l° ST, l° ST, dt “ '• '•lO O O o
(4.148)
For brevity, the equation can be rewritten as:
dP, dT,- 9 , a jCLj-i " 1 Cln/J ~ rC*
21 dt 22 dt 2
where
5ht 8p ls 8ht 8p ls 
an =V,[p, —  + h, — *-], a „ =  Vl[p l ~ ~ r  + hl — f~] 
21 “ SP, ° SP, 22 ° ST, ° ST,lo o o
(4.149)
and k~ =m, h, -  m, h,Ao O 0 o
Equations 4.146 and 4.149 are solved for the derivatives of pressure and temperature:
Downstream Process Steam Pressure
k2
,p  fcj -  a l2 — 
U22
dt a\2 
11 — 21 ~  
22
(4.150)
Downstream Process Steam Temperature
dPi
k ' - “"  i ,  
dt a12
(4.151)
D ow nstream  Process M om entum  Balance
The continuity of momentum equation is used to calculate the mass flow rate of steam through 
the downstream process. The steam is assumed to be incompressible on the basis that the
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velocity of steam is considerably lower than acoustic velocities. The equation is used in steady- 
state format as the inertia of the fluid is assumed to be negligible.
mlo= k vN ^ P la- P l0W (4.152)
4.3.4.4 Thermodynamic State Equations (Downstream Process)
Thermodynamic
Property
State Thermodynamic Relations Assumptions
Downstream 
Process Steam 
Density
Superheated
Steam
p i . = f ( pJ O  <4 -153)o o a None
Derivative of 
Downstream 
Process Steam 
Density
Superheated
Steam
d S p , d  Sp, d 
d t [ P' ° 57, d t 1 ' 8Pt d t [ P '° 1
lo 10
(4.154)
None
Downstream 
Process Steam 
Enthalpy
Superheated
Steam
hlo= f ( P J lo) (4.155) None
Downstream 
Process Steam 
Enthalpy
Superheated
Steam
d Sh, d Sh, d 
— [h. ] = — °— [T, ] + — ---- [P. j
dt '• ST, dt ° SP, dt °
(4.156)
None
Table 4.19 Thermodynamic Relationships for Downstream Process
4.3.4.5 Summary of Variables (Downstream Process)
Inputs
Number o f open valves (load demand)
Table 4.20 Downstream Process Inputs
System Parameters
Valve mass flow rate coefficient K
Pressure behind bank of valves Plow
Volume of downstream process V,
Table 4.21 Downstream Process System Parameters
State Variables
Downstream Process Pressure Pi.
Downstream Process Temperature *1
Table 4.22 Downstream Process State Variables
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4.4 Model Implementation and Testing
4.4.1 Implementation 
Implementation Environment
The model is implemented in the MATLAB environment (MATLAB User’s Guide (1993), 
SIMULINK User’s Guide (1993)). MATLAB is a computing environment for tasks such as 
matrix computation and numerical analysis. It has its own command language and numerous 
built-in functions, including SIMULINK - a package for simulating dynamical systems.
The models is implemented are first defined in SIMULINK and then simulated. The model 
definition is a combination of both built-in SIMULINK blocks and user defined blocks.
User Interface
The user can interface with the model in one of two ways:
1. SIMULINK User Interface
A diagram of the user interface is shown in Fig. 4.4. The user can set the form (ramp, step, 
sine wave) and value of the model inputs by choosing and editing built-in SIMULINK blocks 
via a graphical interface. The simulation parameters (e.g. start time, stop time) are set and 
simulations are started via a menu interface.
2. Parameter Definition File
All of the model parameters are defined in a single text file which is loaded at the start of 
simulation. The user can change parameter settings by editing this file
Fig. 4.4 Model User Interface
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Model Implementation
The main body of code for the boiler model is contained in a user-defined block. This file 
calculates the state variables and other required outputs. It includes three types of equations
1. Equations for derivatives of state variables
2 . Static equations for mass flow rate, heat transfer rate and drum level
3. Implementation of thermodynamic state equations.
Thermodynamic relations are implemented for:
• Subcooled Water
• Saturated (or nearly saturated) fluid
• Superheated steam
• Gas
The thermodynamic relations for sub cooled water, saturated fluid and superheated steam are 
implemented using a large number of polynomial functions. For example, for superheated 
steam enthalpy, a fourth order polynomial is fitted to the steam tables which relates enthalpy 
to steam temperature at a particular pressure. A set of these polynomials is required to cover 
the entire pressure range of the boiler (usually one every 0.5 MPa). A combination of 
polynomial evaluation and interpolation is used to find the value of enthalpy which 
corresponds to a particular temperature and pressure. Checks are also included to ensure that 
the steam is in fact superheated. This method is extremely accurate - the calculated variables 
generally deviate from the steam table value by less than 0 .1 %
The gas thermodynamic properties are calculated by fitting a single polynomial at one 
pressure. Pressure variations do not have an important effect on gas density or enthalpy as the 
forced and induced draft fans hold pressure relatively constant.
4.4.2 Simulation
SIM ULINK provides a number of integration tools for simulating models: The Gear predictor 
corrector method (Kahaner et al (1989)) is used to simulate the model as it has been designed to 
simulate stiff, nonlinear systems. The boiler model is highly nonlinear and stiff. For example, 
the time constants associated with metal lumped systems are considerably lower than the time 
constants for the fluid lumped systems.
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It is not necessary to select a simulation step size as the Gear method is a predictor-corrector 
method, and uses a variable number of steps between outputs.
4.4.3 Test Procedure
It is very important to perform some preliminary model testing prior to model validation. Testing 
merely involves checking that model equations have been implemented correctly and that the 
simulation results are as expected. However, testing does not verify if the model accurately 
represents the behaviour of a real boiler, which is the function of validation. For a model of this 
complexity, testing is vital as it eliminates software errors before validation is undertaken.
The aim of testing is to verify that:
• The equations for dependent variables are coded correctly. This was checked by visually 
examining the code.
• The continuity equations are solved correctly and the resulting equations for state variables 
are coded correctly.
• All the thermodynamic state equations have been implemented correctly. This ensures that the 
substitution of thermodynamic variables are correct e.g. pressure and temperature for density 
and enthalpy.
The following procedure was devised to verify the last two statements in the above list for 
each continuity equation. It is described here as it was applied to the drum water energy 
balance.
1. The rate of change of drum water energy is forced equal to zero by setting the input 
energy equal to the output energy. This is done by manipulating the enthalpy of the 
incoming feedwater.
^ r lV dwp dwhdw] = me\  + ( l - x ) m rhnv - n y h ^  + Q ^  = 0  
1 j  ° (4.157)
=>K  = ----- ( M * » - ( l - * ) M n r  -Qdmf)
* m,
2. The model is simulated and the following simulation outputs are saved in a file: drum 
water volume - , drum water density - p dw and drum water enthalpy - hdw.
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3. The value of fluid energy during simulation is calculated by multiplying drum water 
volume, drum water density and drum water enthalpy.
Edw =  VdwPdwKw (4 .158)
If the resulting energy - E dw is constant throughout simulation this demonstrates that drum 
water volume, density and enthalpy have all been calculated correctly. This implies that the 
model equations have been implemented correctly in this respect.
4.4.4 Test Results
4.4.4.1 Combustion Side
The equations used to model the combustion-side of the boiler are in general, less complex than 
the fluid-side equations. In particular, the equations used to model heat generation were simple to 
implement and test. Consequently, only simulation results for the model of the combustion gas 
composition will be given. Fig 4.5 shows the effect of increasing the percentage excess air on the 
percentage of 0 2 and C 0 2 in the combustion gases.
Fig. 4,5 Flue Gas Composition for Natural Gas versus Excess Air
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4A.4.2 Fluid Side
The effect of step variations in the model inputs will be examined. In each case, it can be seen 
that the model response is as expected.
Response to a step change in feedwater flow  -
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Fig. 4.6 Response to a step change in feedwater flow
An increase in the flow rate of the subcooled feedwater (Fig. 4.6a) results in a decrease in drum 
water temperature (Fig. 4.6c). This cooler drum water eventually reaches the risers and causes a 
decrease in the rate of evaporation and, consequently, in the rate of steam flow from the boiler 
(Fig. 4.6e). As the rate of evaporation decreases, the drum pressure (Fig. 4.6b) and superheater 
pressure (Fig. 4.6f) can also be expected to decrease. The evaporation temperature of water 
decreases with pressure, which results in a decrease in the temperature of steam in the drum (Fig. 
4.6d). The drum water level (Fig. 4.6g) can be expected to rise as the feedwater flow rate is now 
greater than the steam flow rate from the drum. The superheater steam temperature (Fig. 4.6h) 
increases because the mass flow rate of steam through the superheater has decreased while the 
amount of heat available from the flue gases remains practically constant.
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Response to a step change in fuel flow  -
(b)
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Fig. 4.7 Response to a step change in fuel flow
An increase in the fuel flow rate (Fig. 4.7a) causes an increase in the rate of evaporation in the 
risers. Increased evaporation leads to an increase in drum (Fig. 4.7b) and superheater pressure 
(Fig. 4.7f), and to an increase in steam flow (Fig. 4.7e) from the boiler. The drum level (Fig. 
4.7h) first increases due to the decrease in the density of the water and steam in the drum  It then 
decreases as a result of the increased rate of evaporation. This phenomenon is known as 'Shrink 
and Swell The temperature of the fluid entering the drum from the risers increases and causes a 
corresponding increase in the drum water temperature (Fig. 4.7c) and drum steam temperature 
(Fig. 4.7d). The main steam temperature (Fig. 4.7g) decreases because the mass flow rate of 
steam through the superheater has increased, while the heat flow rate to the superheater has not 
increased significantly.
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Fig. 4.8 Response to a step change in the attemperating flow rate
A step increase in the attemperating water mass flow rate (Fig. 4.8a) causes an immediate 
decrease in the main steam temperature. (Fig. 4.8g) Main steam pressure (Fig. 4.8f) increases as 
the mass flow rate of fluid in to the superheater has been increased by the increase in the 
attemperating flow rate. This increase in main steam pressure causes a corresponding increase in 
main steam flow (Fig. 4.8e). The increase in the main steam pressure also reduces the mass flow 
rate of steam from the drum causing an increase in drum pressure (Fig. 4.8b), drum steam 
temperature (Fig. 4.8c), drum water temperature (Fig. 4.8d) and drum level (Fig. 4.8h).
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Fig. 4.9 Response to a step change in load demand
A step increase in the number of open valves (Fig. 4.9a) causes a sharp increase in the steam flow 
rate (Fig. 4.9e) from the boiler. (The flow rate then starts to reduce as the drum steam reserves 
are depleted. The increase in steam flow rate results in a decrease in main steam (Fig. 4.9f) and 
drum pressure (Fig. 4.9b). Main steam temperature (Fig. 4.9g) has a very small and short-lived 
increase, due to the sudden pressure decrease. It then decreases as steam flow rate through the 
superheater has increased. Drum water temperature (Fig. 4.9c) and drum steam temperature 
(Fig. 4.9d) decrease because the saturation temperature of the fluid entering from the riser 
decreases with the decrease in drum pressure. Drum level (Fig. 4.9h) decreases as the flow rate 
of steam from the drum exceeds the feedwater flow rate. However, it can be seen that there is a 
temporary increase in drum level, due to the decrease in density of the water in the drum and 
downcomers and the water-steam mixture in the risers. This is a non-minimum phase effect 
referred to as ‘Shrink and Swell’.
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4.5 M odel Validation
4.5.1 Overview
The validity of simulation results depends heavily on model validity. Little credence can be given to 
simulation results, unless the model has first been validated by comparison to the actual process. 
Validation provides some measure of the accuracy of model simulation results. It is important to 
note that validation only provides a measure of accuracy because it is not possible to compare the 
model and the process for all possible input data sets. The validity of the model can only be 
absolutely guaranteed for the set of inputs and conditions which are included in the model validation 
data set. Nevertheless, it is possible to have reasonable confidence in the model over all operating 
conditions, provided the model validation input set has been well chosen.
A good validation data set tests the model over the full process operating range. For example, it 
should include input data sets, at specific operating points over the operating range e.g. 10%, 30%. 
At each of these operating points, the data set should include variations in each of the model inputs. 
Finally the process should be operating in open-loop mode while the process validation measurements 
are collected, so that there will be no feedback correlation between model output and input data.
It was not possible to obtain a data validation set which matched the above requirements for several 
reasons. The boiler in question was operating on-line, producing steam for several processes 
downstream. The boiler load was changing constantly as these processes came on- and off-line. It 
was not possible to set the boiler load at a particular level without disrupting these processes. 
Likewise, it was not considered feasible to operate the boiler in open-loop mode.
The validation data set was chosen from previously logged boiler operational data. It covers a 4 hour 
time interval, during which time there were considerable changes in boiler load and the boiler inputs. 
This ensured that the model was tested as fully as is possible with closed loop data. The available 
validation set included measurements of the following model inputs:
Measured Boiler Inputs
1. Feedwater flow
2. Feedwater temperature
3. Fuel flow
4. Airflow
The validation set does not include a measurement for superheater attemperation. More importantly,
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it does not include a measurement for boiler load demand, which is constantly changing. Changes in 
boiler load demand result in a change in steam flow (load). One of the first manifestations of a load 
demand change is a change in pressure downstream from the superheater outlet. A number of boilers 
(about 8 ) feed steam into a common steam header. The pressure in this header is the downstream 
pressure as referred to above. If the load demand increases, downstream pressure will decrease. If 
the load demand decreases, downstream pressure will increase.
The downstream pressure is provided as an input to the model to represent boiler load demand. 
However downstream pressure does not depend completely on load demand. It also depends on the 
amount of steam generated in the boilers. If more steam is generated in a boiler, downstream 
pressure will also increase, provided that load demand is constant. If the steam generation rate is 
decreased, downstream pressure will also decrease, provided that load demand is constant. In other 
words, downstream pressure is an output as well as an input.
It is however reasonable to neglect the effect of changes in steam generation rate in any boiler on 
downstream pressure. Firstly, changes in load demand have a much more dramatic effect on 
downstream pressure than changes in fuel flow or feedwater rate. Secondly, as eight or more boilers 
feed into a common header, as shown in 4.10 the effect of changes in pressure in any one of those 
boilers on downstream pressure is not very significant.
Fig. 4.10 Plant Configuration
A consequence of this assumption, is that load pressure variations are transmitted faithfully along the 
header back to the boiler outlet. In other word, the pressure at the boiler outlet (superheater pressure) 
can be assumed equal to the pressure in the header delayed by a certain time. Likewise, the pressure 
in the header is equal to the pressure in the superheater advanced by a certain time. This was in fact 
how downstream pressure was calculated as no downstream pressure measurement was available. 
The length of delay was taken to be about 10 seconds, but this value does not have an important 
effect on model operation.
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Ideally, the model validation set should include a measurement signal corresponding to each of the 
model state variables and outputs. A direct comparison could then be made between each of the 
model variables and the corresponding plant measurement. This would require a very large number 
of transducers which are usually available on very large boilers only. In addition, it may not be
possible to directly measure some of the model state variables or outputs, such as steam quality or
evaporation rate. The following measurement signals were logged from the boiler used for validation:
Measured Boiler Outputs
1. Economiser Outlet Temperature
2. Drum Pressure
3. Drum Level
4. Steam Flow
5. Superheater Outlet Steam Pressure
6 . Superheater Outlet Steam Temperature
The location o f each transducer is shown in Fig. 4.11.
Steam Steam Steam
_ Flow Pressure Temperature
Transducer Transducer Transducer
Transducer
Fig. 4.11 Location of Transducers on each Boiler
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4.5.2 Initialisation of State Variables and System Parameters
Correlation between model and boiler outputs does not just depend on the model structure. It also 
depends on the value of constants used in the model - system parameters and initial conditions. The 
correlation between boiler and model outputs can be improved by changing these constants. As a 
result, model validation consist of an iterative process of simulating the model, comparing simulation 
results with plant measurements and changing the model system parameters and initial conditions 
until it is felt that no further improvement in model performance can be achieved.
A variety of methods, described below, were used to calculate initial estimates of model constants.
4.5.2.1 Combustion Process
System Parameter Method of Initialisation Initial Values
Measured Value of % 0 2 %Oz Calculated using initial fuel and air mass 
flow rates
3%
Table 4.23 Initialisation of State Variables of Combustion Process Model
System Parameter Method of Initialisation Initial Values
Calorific Value of Fuel Cm Fuel suppliers data sheet 33800 kJ kg ' 1
Time Lag in 
Combustion Chamber
Assumed 3 s
Length of path from 
burners to 0  2 sensor
'^fiim boiler design data 2 0  m
Cross-sectional area of 
furnace
Afum boiler design data 1 m2
Sensor Measurement 
Delay
Tsensor sensor manufacturer data sheet 5 s
Table 4.24 Initialisation of System Parameters of Combustion Process Model
4.5.2.2 Economiser
State Variables Method of Initialisation Initial Values
Economiser Gas Path 
Temperature
T<■*« Boiler design data 200 °C
Economiser Métal 
Temperature
Tcm Tt, +Tr
2 (4.159)
184 °C
Economiser Fluid 
Temperature
T*eO Measurement data 186 °C
Table. 4.25 Initialisation of State Variables o f Economiser Model
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System Parameters Method of Initialisation Initial Values
Economiser Gas Path 
Volume
Boiler design data 12.31m3
Economiser Metal Volume Vm Not available from boiler design data - 
assumed equal to riser metal volume
4.05 m3
Economiser Volume Y* trial and error during validation 0 .8  m3
Economiser Gas-Metal 
Heat Transfer Coefficient
k'gm trial and error during validation 6.57 kJ kg' u'6 s'
0.4 0 £ - l
Economiser Metal-Fluid 
Heat Transfer Coefficient
ktmf trial and error during validation 4.86 kJ kg’0'® s
0.2
Table. 4.26 Initialisation of System Parameters of Economiser Model
4.S.2.3 Drum, Downcomers and Risers
State Variables Method of Initialisation Initial
Values
Riser Gas Path 
Temp. Pass 1
T'g‘o Boiler design data 1200°C
Riser Metal Temp. 
Pass 1
Trml TmI -  (4.160)
729 °C
Riser Gas Path 
Temp., Pass 2
T Boiler design data 400 °C
Riser Metal Temp., 
Pass 2
Tm2 = T'*2°2+Tr°. (4.161)
329 °C
Drum Pressure Pd Measurement data 4.596e6 Pa
Drum W ater 
Volume
Vd The measured value 
calculate the drum v 
that the drum is cylin 
is equal to zero when 
of water. If the dr 
volume of water in th 
total drum volume i.e
If the drum water lev 
volume of water a 
calculated by assumi 
water has the shape 
assumption neglects 
The total drum water
1 (dA
2 I 2
of drum level is used to 
/ater volume. It is assumed 
drical and that the drum level 
the drum is exactly half full 
um water level is zero, the 
ie drum is equal to half of the
( Dd Y
~ T  Ld (4.162)
\  2 )
el is above or below zero, the 
dded or subtracted can be 
ing that the extra volume of 
of a rhombohedron. This 
the curve of the drum walls, 
volume is then equal to:
Ld +dlx Dd (4.163)
5 m3
Drum Steam 
Temperature
Tdo Assumed to be equal to the saturation temperature
corresponding to drum pressure.
259 °C
Drum Water 
Temperature
I'd« Assumed to be 5°C below the saturation
temperature corresponding to drum pressure.
254 °C
Downcomer Water 
Temperature
T Assumed to be equal to the drum water 
temperature.
254 °C
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(Table 4.27 continued...)
State Variables Method of Initialisation Initial
Values
Riser Fluid 
Temperature
T r. Assumed to be equal to the saturation temperature 
corresponding to drum pressure.
259 °C
Riser Steam Quality X The riser steam quality is equal to the mass flow 
rate of steam from the drum divided by the mass 
recirculation rate of fluid through the risers. This 
ensure that the initial evaporation mass flow rate 
is equal to the initial mass flow rate from the drum
ms-
x  = —  (4.164)
0.0278
Table 4.28 Initialisation of State Variables of Drum, Downcomers and Risers Model
System Param eters M ethod of Initialisation Initial Values
Downcomer Volume V, boiler design data 2.91 m 3
Drum Diameter 
Drum Length 
Drum Volume
Dd
K
V,
boiler design data 1 .2  m 
8.5 m 
9.61 m3
Drum-Superheater 
Frictional Loss
H_L O SS_D trial and error during 
validation
774.54
Number of Superheater 
Tubes
N, boiler design data 56
Recirculation Mass Flow 
Rate
mr trial and error during 
validation
50 kg/s
Riser Gas Path Volume, 
Pass 1
Vrg 1 boiler design data 14.48 m3
Riser Gas Path Volume, 
Pass 2
K g2 boiler design data 14.48 m3
Riser Metal Volume, Pass 1 boiler design data 0.0058 m3
Riser Metal Volume, Pass 2 Vm2 boiler design data 0.0058 m3
Riser Volume K boiler design data 4.04 m3
Riser Gas-Metal Heat 
Transfer Rate Coefficient, 
Pass 1
r^gmj trial and error during 
validation
1.32e-9 kJ s' 1
“C -4
Riser Gas-Metal Heat 
Transfer Coefficient, Pass 2
r^gm2 trial and error during 
validation
25.30 kJ kg 06 
s' 0'4 °C' 1
Riser Metal-Fluid Heat 
Transfer Rate, Coefficient, 
Pass 1
r^mfl trial and error during 
validation
4.67e-5 kJ s' 1
°C' 3
Riser Metal-Fluid Heat 
Transfer Coefficient, Pass 2
krmf2 trial and error during 
validation
2.51 kJ kg'0'8 s' 
0.2
Table 4.29 Initialisation of System Parameters of Drum, Downcomers and Risers Model
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4.5.2.4 Superheater
State Variables Method of Initialisation Initial Values
Superheater Gas Path 
Temperature
TWO Boiler design data 800 °C
Superheater Metal 
Temperature
Tsm T +T (4.165) 599 °C
Superheater Steam 
Pressure
p , Measurement data 4.6014e6 Pa
Superheater Steam 
Temperature
Th Measurement data 398 °C
Table 4.30 Initialisation of State Variables of Superheater Model
System Parameters Method of Initialisation Initial Values
Area of a Superheater 
Tube
D, boiler design data 7.94e-4 m2
Number of Superheater 
Tubes
boiler design data 56
Superheater Exit 
Frictional Loss
H_LOSS_S trial and error during 
validation
310
Superheater Gas Path 
Volume
v sg boiler design data 3.43 m 3
Superheater Metal 
Volume
vm boiler design data 0.058 m 3
Superheater Volume v s boiler design data 4.61 m3
Superheater Gas-Metal 
Heat Transfer 
Coefficient
ksgm trial and error during 
validation
2.40 kJ k g “  s’
0.4
Superheater Metal-Fluid 
Heat Transfer 
Coefficient
kSmf trial and error during 
validation
2.18 kJ kg'u'8 s' 
0.2
Table 4.31 Initialisation of System Parameters of Superheater Model
4.5.2.S Downstream Process
State Variables Method of Initialisation Initial Values
Downstream
Pressure
Process PK Calculated using steady state values 
of superheater steam pressure and 
main steam flow rate
Downstream
Temperature
Process Assumed equal to superheater steam 
temperature
Table 4.32 Initialisation of State Variables of Downstream Process Model
System Parameters Method of Initialisation Initial Values
Low Pressure behind 
valves
P
A low Arbitrary load - value not important 8 e sPa
Valve Mass Flow Rate 
Coefficient
Arbitrary load - value not important 8.5e'è
Volume of Downstream 
Process
V, Arbitrary load - value not important -
Table 4.33 Initialisation of System Parameters of Downstream Process Model
4.5.3 Validation Results
The model is simulated for 14000s (nearly four hours) using the measured boiler input signals as the 
model inputs. A  plot of boiler measurements versus model outputs is given below for each of the 
available boiler measurands.
1. Economiser Outlet Temperature
Fig. 4.12 Measured versus Modelled Economiser Water Temperature
The calculated value of économiser temperature is in close agreement with the measured value, 
especially over the first two hours of the logged data. Between 6000 and 1200 seconds, the measured 
value économisa' temperature remains practically constant. The model output is changing slightly 
over this period as it responds to rapid and noisy variations in the measured value of feedwater flow. 
It is likely that the variations in feedwater flow are in fact a random measurement error. This would 
explain why they have no effect on the actual boiler outputs.
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2. Drum Pressure
Time (s)
Fig. 4.13 Measured versus Modelled Drum Pressure
There is a very close agreement between the actual boiler output and the model output over the 
complete time span.
3. Drum Level
Fig. 4.14 Measured versus Modelled Drum Level 
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It is clear that the simulated level signal follows the trend of the measured drum level signal. There 
is however, a noticeable d.c. difference between the simulated drum level signal and the measured 
drum level signal, which increases over the time period of the simulation. This is because the boiler 
drum is an integrator and errors in drum level accumulate over the simulation time.
4. Steam Flow
Fig. 4.15 Measured versus Modelled Steam Flow
There is good agreement between the simulated value and measured value of steam flow. 
Discrepancies are most noticeable whenever there are large and fast variations in the measured steam 
flow. It was not possible to model these large, fast variations for the following reason. Steam flow is 
calculated as a function of the difference between drum and superheater pressure. However, if 
measured drum pressure and superheater pressure are used to calculate steam flow, the resulting 
steam flow sequence does not include these large and fast variations. This may be due to insufficient 
or irregular pressure measurements. As downstream pressure is used a measure of load, the modelled 
steam flow signal is also subject to this problem and does not include the large, fast variations in 
pressure.
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5. Superheater Outlet Steam Pressure
Fig. 4.16 Measured versus Modelled Superheater Steam Pressure
There is excellent agreement between the measured and calculated values of superheater steam 
pressure.
6 . Superheater Outlet Steam Temperature
Fig. 4.17 Measured versus Modelled Superheater Steam Temperature
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The simulated value of superheater steam temperature follows the trends in the measured temperature 
very well. Discrepancies may be due to superheater attemperation, which has been assumed equal to 
zero as the degree of attemperation is not measured on the boiler.
4.6 C onclusions
The development, implementation and validation of a first principles model has been described in this 
chapter. This was a lengthy process and the benefits of developing a first principles model must be 
carefully considered. A good first principles model:
• Is suitable for use as a plant simulator to test controller designs
• Can be customised using plant data to represent any drum-type boiler
• Provides insight into boiler processes
These benefits are contingent upon the model representing the plant well. This is ensured by the 
detail and accuracy of the implemented model. Model accuracy has been obtained in a number of
ways:
1. The process is broken into as many lumped systems as is feasible. For example, the economiser 
is modelled by three separate lumped systems - a gas lumped system, a metal lumped system and 
a fluid lumped system.
2. The minimum number of assumptions have been adopted. For example, steam in the drum is not 
assumed to be saturated.
3. Steam and water tables are modelled very accurately (typical error is less than 0.1%) by using a 
large number of polynomial functions.
4. The common assumption that the fluid in the drum is always in steady-state saturated equilibrium 
has been modified. For this model, it is assumed that following a change in drum inputs, that 
saturated equilibrium conditions are established over a given time span. This eliminates some 
serious modelling anomalies which arise as a result of assuming continuous saturated 
equilibrium.
The model has been carefully validated against actual plant data. Model validation confirms that 
there is good agreement between the model output and actual plant data.
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5. Developm ent o f Linearised Boiler M odels
5.1 Introduction
Predictive control is a model based strategy. In theory, the model may be of any type, the choice 
being dictated by the characteristics of the system to be controlled and by the controller 
performance specifications. For example, a simple linear system may be modelled by a simple 
linear model. If the system is nonlinear, there are two alternatives: a nonlinear model or a set of 
linearised models. A  single nonlinear model is capable of representing the system at all operating 
points. A single linearised model can represent a nonlinear system at one operating point only. In 
order to model the plant behaviour over the complete operating range, it is necessary to generate 
several linear models at different operating points. However, if hard nonlinearities such as hard 
constraints exist, these can only be modelled by a nonlinear model.
The choice of model is also influenced by practical considerations such as the time available for 
computation, however. Linear models are generally chosen for both practical and historical 
reasons. Their limitations with respect to modelling system nonlinearities and constraints are 
offset by some important advantages. Linear controllers are well understood theoretically. An 
unconstrained predictive controller based upon a linear model has an analytical control solution 
which uses predetermined controller coefficients and can be easily computed. There are many 
modelling packages available which can generate linear models from plant data. In addition to 
generating a plant model, system identification using linear modelling techniques can also provide 
a good deal of information about the plant such as the order of the plant or the length (if any) of 
plant time delay.
5.2 Structure o f L inearised M odels
The internal controller model is required to predict the following variables:
1. Main steam pressure
2. Main steam temperature
3. Drum level
4. Percentage 0 2 in stack gases (not including the sensor measurement delay)
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A model-based predictive control strategy requires that the future output of each of these 
variables can be predicted for a given set of inputs. A single model could be used to predict the 
future output of all four variables. However, for practical reasons, it was decided to use three 
different models:
• There are strong interactions between main steam pressure and drum level. As a result, both 
variables are controlled by a single multivariable controller and likewise modelled by a single 
multivariable model.
• Main steam temperature has much faster dynamics than either main steam pressure or drum 
level and must be controlled by a controller with a shorter sampling period. It is not 
necessary to include a model of the complete boiler for main steam temperature control. It is 
sufficient to employ a model of the superheater only, with measured drum pressure, drum 
steam temperature and the combustion gas temperature as feedforward variables. This model 
has fewer states than the model of the complete boiler and results in a controller of reduced 
computational complexity.
• There is little interaction between the percentage of 0 2in the stack gases and the three fluid- 
side variables (pressure, temperature and drum level). As a result it is controlled by a 
separate controller which uses an internal model of the combustion process only. Again, this 
model has fewer states than the model of the complete boiler process and so reduces the 
controller computional overhead.
In summary, the following three linearised models are required:
1. Multivariable model of main steam pressure and drum level
2. Model of main steam temperature
3. Model of percentage 0 2 in stack gases, (not including the sensor measurement delay)
The inputs, state variables and output variables for each of these models are given in Table 5.1, 
5.1 and 5.3
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Model of Main Steam Pressure and Drum Level
Model Inputs Model State Variables Model Outputs
1. Feedwater Mass R ow  Rate
2. Fuel Mass Flow Rate
3. Attemperating Mass Flow 
Rate
4. Air Mass Flow Rate
5. Feedwater Temperature
6 . Number of Valves
1. Economiser Gas Temperature
2. Economiser Metal Temperature
3. Economiser Water Temperature
4. Riser Gas Temperature, Pass 1
5. Riser Metal Temperature, Pass 1
6 . Riser Gas Temperature, Pass 2
7. Riser Metal Temperature, Pass 2
8 . Drum Steam Temperature
9. Drum Water Temperature
10. Downcomer Water Temperature
11. Riser Fluid Temperature
12. Riser Steam Quality
13. Drum Pressure
14. Drum Water Volume
15. Superheater Gas Temperature
16. Superheater Metal Temperature
17. Superheater Steam Pressure
18. Superheater Steam Temperature
19. Main Steam Temperature
20. Main Steam Pressure
1. Main Steam Pressure
2. Drum Level
Table 5.1 Inputs, State Variables and Outputs of Main Steam Pressure 
and Drum Level Model
Model of Main Steam Temperature
Model Inputs Model State Variables Model Outputs
1. Fuel Mass Flow Rate
2. Attemperating Mass Flow 
Rate
3. Air Mass Flow Rate
4. Estimated V alve Position
5. Measured Drum Pressure
6 . Measured Steam Pressure
7. Measured Combustion Gas 
Temperature
1. Superheater Gas Temperature
2. Superheater Metal Temperature
3. Superheater Steam Pressure
4. Superheater Steam Temperature
5. Main Steam Temperature
6 . Main Steam Pressure
1. Main Steam 
Temperature
Table 5.2 Inputs, State Variables and Outputs of Main Steam Temperature Model
Model of Percentage 0 2 in Stack Gases
Model Inputs Model State Variables Model Outputs
1. Fuel Mass Flow Rate
2. Air Mass Flow Rate
1. Percentage 0 2 in stack gases
(undelayed)
1. Percentage 0 2 in stack gases 
(undelayed)
Table 5.3 Inputs, State Variables and Outputs of Percentage 0 2 in Stack Gases Model
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5.3 L inearisation
A linearised model can be obtained either by system identification using plant data or by 
linearisation of the nonlinear boiler model. Linearisation of the nonlinear model was chosen as a 
good nonlinear model was available which has been shown to represent the plant well. 
Linearisation of the nonlinear model generates a state space model which is computationally 
efficient and can be used by multivariable controllers. System identification for a process of this 
complexity would require a large amount of open loop plant data, which was not available.
A linearised model of a nonlinear plant is valid for small deviations about a stable equilibrium 
point of the nonlinear plant. It is assumed that the system is in equilibrium under the conditions, 
(x0, Uo), i.e.
x  = f ( x a,ug) = 0
The system is linearised about the equilibrium point (x0, u0) by expanding it into a Taylor series 
and neglecting second-order terms and higher. These higher order terms can be neglected on the 
basis that the deviation about the equilibrium point, (Xj-Xj0 ), is very small. For the i h state 
equation, the expansion is:
n
= / i ( * o . “ o )  +  £
d f i ( x , u ) mn
x  =  ( X j - X j  0) + X
d f i (x ,u )
U = U„
jt=l d l l k
X = X0 ^ k  (5.1)
u = un
The variation about the operating point may be defined as follows:
Xj Xj Xjq .. Xj Xj
(5.2)
Given that f ( x 0, u 0) = 0 , the Taylor series for the ith state equation can be rewritten as:
^  df;(x,u)
7=1 ^*7
Xj+HL
k=1
d f i ( x , u )
u - u r
X  = xn (5.3)
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The complete state o f linearised state equations can now be written as:
where A =
B =
X =  Ax  +  Bu
d  f. d f ,
d  x, d  x 2
d  f2 d u d f 2
d  x t d  x 2 d X n
d f a
d  x, d  x 2 ¿ Xn-
p f , d f x J f , l
d  Uj d \ i ,
d f2 d h
d  U; <?u2 d “ n
5 f n d f a
d u 2 d x i n-
(5.4)
It is not feasible to obtain analytical expressions for the partial derivatives in this case, due to the 
complexity of the nonlinear model. Instead, the partial derivatives are calculated numerically. 
The nonlinear function is first calculated at equilibrium conditions. The function is then 
recalculated for a variation in each state variable. Only one state variable is perturbed at a time. 
For a perturbation in state variable, x>, only, the change in the i!h state equation is:
4 f , .  = f i ( x M u - u i'* u ~ uko ' “ - “ fa
= f j ( x ,u )  | 7' U — U r.
JO
ko
(5.5)
Similarly, for a perturbation in the input variable, «*, only, the change in the i'h state equation is:
X  - X  j 0
ko (5.6)
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The resulting linearised state equations are:
where A =
at,.,
x = Ax  + Bu
A/[„
B =
*1
A/ 2„
X, *2
4f„T2
L x2
4fl„
4 ^
«2
«1 «2
AT^ ".I
.  «1 u2
4 ^
4 ^
wm (5.7)
The same approach is used to obtain the system output equations. The system outputs are a 
function of the state variables and model inputs. For thep th output equation, the relationship is:
y p = g p(x,u) (5.8)
The variation in each output variable is calculated for a perturbation in each individual state 
variables from its equilibrium value. For a perturbation in state variable, Xj, only, the change in 
th e p lh output equation is:
y „  -*<■<*•" C .
For a perturbation in model input, ujt, only, the change in thep h output equation is:
4 1 1 2 .  (5-,0)
I X = X j o  
*ko
(5.9)
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The resulting output equations are:
w here C =
y = Cx + D u
ZkL
x x x 2
y^ii y^xi
X, x 2
h
*i x 2
1
E h * Kn>
M2
y^ui ^„2 y^um
D = Ml u2 «m
h i h m
_ “i u2 m _
(5.11)
Best results were obtained for very small perturbations. The state vector and input vector 
perturbation was set equal to a factor of l e 8 of the steady-state state vector and input vector 
values respectively.
5.4 M odification to Drum  Level M odel
A linear model can represent a nonlinear plant extremely well when the operating point is close to 
the equilibrium point of the linear model. However, in normal operation, the linear model must 
represent the plant over quite a large operating range. As the operating point moves away from 
the equilibrium point, the discrepancy between the plant and the linear model becomes more 
significant. An examination of the seven slowest eigenvalues of the reduced linearised model 
provides evidence that modelling errors may have serious consequences:
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Fig. 5.1 7 Slowest Eigenvalues of Linearised Model at 50% Load
Fig. 5.1 reveals an eigenvalue lying at the origin. This eigenvalue is associated with the mass of 
water in the drum, downcomers and risers, which is a pure integrator. The effect of a pure 
integrator on plant response can be demonstrated by investigating a SISO discretised plant, 
modelled as:
x(n +1) = Ax(n) + Bu(n)
y(n) = Cx(n) +  Du(n) (5-12)
If it is assumed that the plant input, u(n), is constant, the predicted output at time k  is:
k
x(n + k  +1) = A k x(n) + B ^ A ^ u j n )
T  (5.13)
y(n + k) = CAkx(n) + CB^  A' lu(n) +  Du(n)
If the plant is open-loop stable, then |A| < 1. In this case the output of the plant after an infinite 
time is:
k
Lim y(n + k )=  Lim[CAkx(n) + C B ^ lA'~lu(.n) +Du(n) ]  ^ ..
k —>°° k -^°°  i=1 V-M)
= constant
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However, if the plant is an integrator, then | A\ =  1. In which case, the output of the plant after an 
infinite time is:
Lim y(n + k) = Lim [CAkx{n) + (k  - 1  )CBu(n) +  Du(n)] 
fc— k —
= constant i f  |ti(«)| = 0 (5.15)
but, =°° i f  |«(«)| > 0
It follows that the mass of water in the drum, downcomers and risers will increase indefinitely, if 
the integrator input is not equal to zero. The integrator input in this instance is the difference 
between the mass flow rate of feedwater into the drum (a model input) and the mass evaporation 
rate of steam from the drum (a model output). The mass of water is modelled by:
M w (n +1) = M w (n) + m ^  in) + mat (n) -  mevap («)
where
M w = mass of water in drum, downcomers and riser
= mass flow rate of feedwater (5.16)
ma[ = mass flow rate of attemperating water 
mevop = mass evaporation rate o f steam from drum
The mass of water in the drum, downcomers and risers will remain constant, provided that the 
mass flow rate of feedwater into the drum is equal to the mass evaporation rate of steam from the 
drum. However, if the modelled mass evaporation rate is calculated incorrectly, and consequently 
is not equal to the actual feedwater flow rate, this will cause a continuously increasing error in the 
modelled drum level. One way to overcome this problem is to use the actual mass evaporation 
rate of steam from the drum instead of the modelled value as the integrator input. (In practice, the 
mass flow rate of steam from the boiler must be used in preference to the mass evaporation rate, 
as the latter is not measurable. At steady state, the mass flow rate of steam from the drum is 
equal to the mass evaporation rate.) The mass flow rate of steam from the boiler is a function of 
the load process pressure and the load demand, which is modelled by a bank of valves. The mass 
flow rate of steam is modelled by:
mt = f ( P t , N V)
o o
where
m[ = modelled mass flow rate of steam generated by boiler (model output) (5.17)
P[ = Pressure of load process (state variable)
N v = Number of open valves at boiler output i. e. load demand (model input)
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After linearisation, this equation is:
ml = a1Pl + a 2N
where (5.18)
,a2 = coefficients of linearised equation
This linearised equation can be rearranged, to give an expression for load demand in terms of 
steam flow and load pressure:
The modelled steam flow is now replaced with the measured steam flow, so that the “correct” 
load demand signal can be estimated i.e. the load demand signal which must be used to ensure 
that the modelled steam flow is exactly equal to the measured steam flow:
The mass of water in the drum, downcomers and risers is modelled using this estimated value of 
load demand.
This ensures that the modelled and measured steam mass flow rate are equal.
A further modification must be made to linearised model before this strategy can be implemented. 
Drum level is an model output, calculated in terms of the state variables of the model - it is 
primarily a function of the volume of water in the drum, downcomers and risers, however it also 
depends on other pressure and temperature state variables to some extent. The original linearised
(5.19)
M w (n + 1) = M w (n) + m ^ r i )  + mat (n) -  aÿ Ph (n) + bik N v (est)(n)
where
M w = Mass of water in drum, downcomers and risers 
= mass flow rate o f feedwater into drum 
mat = mass flow rate of attemperating water in superheater
(5.21)
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equation for drum level in terms of the model state variables is:
Ld = clPd + c2Vdw + c3Td0' + c4Z  + c5x
where
Ld = drum level 
Pd = drum pressure 
= drum water volume 
Td0o = temperature of downcomer water 
Tr = temperature of riser fluid 
x  = steam quality
C [ . . . .C 5 =  coefficients of linearised equation
(5.22)
It can be seen from equation (5.22) that the original linearised model uses drum water volume as 
a state variable instead of water mass. Drum water volume is not a pure integrator - it depends 
on the pressure in the drum and the temperature of the drum water as well as on drum water 
mass. The strategy requires that the mass of water in the drum, downcomers and risers is used to 
calculate drum level, since this is a pure integrator. Consequently, it is necessary to rewrite 
equation (5.22), replacing water mass with drum water volume. The water mass is related to the 
original state variables as follows:
This equation is linearised to provide a linear expression for the water mass in terms of the 
original state variables:
Equation (5.24) can be rearranged to give an expression for drum water volume in terms of the 
mass of water in the evaporation system and the original state variables.
where
p dw = density of drum water 
p r = density of riser fluid 
p do = density of downcomer fluid 
Vr = volume of risers 
Vd0 = volume of downcomers 
= temperature of drum water
(5.23)
M w — Q\Pd o2Vw + Û3Tdo^  -\'di Tr^ +
where al ....a 6 = coefficients of linearised equation
(5.24)
Vw = (M „ - a xPd - a 2Td0' - a J T/> - asx - a6Tdw) / a 2 (5.25)
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This equation for water volume is then substituted into the linearised equation for drum level - 
equation (5.22), yielding
d i C'y Cl'j Cl a de d  c
Id = (ci ~ )Pd + + (c3 )^Tio + ( c 4 -  — )T  + ( c 5 -  ) x -  —  Tdw
*21
(5.26)
Likewise, a substitution must be made for drum water volume in each of the state variable 
equations. For an arbitrary state variable, Xj, the state variable equation can be written as:
where
Xj = A x  + a iwVdw
A  =  coefficients of all state variables, except 
x  = all state variables except Vd„ 
adw = coefficient of Vdw
(5.27)
Equation (5.25) can now be used to substitute for drum water volume, Vdw, yielding:
Xj = Á x  + a dw( M w - a l Pd - a 3Td0o - a j ^  - a 5x - a 6TdJ  / a2 (5.28)
This method further requires that the measured feedwater and steam flow are accurately 
calibrated. Any discrepancy between the actual and the measured steam flow will cause a 
continuous increase or decrease in the modelled drum level. The following strategy has been 
employed to cancel any drift in sensor calibration. The error between the measured and modelled 
drum level is integrated and the integrator output is then added to the measured steam flow to 
give the “corrected” steam flow. The integrator gain is very small so that short-term differences 
between the measured and modelled drum level do not significantly effect the integrator output. 
This strategy is shown in Fig. 5.2.
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Fig. 5.2. Strategy for On-line Correction of Steam Flow Measurement
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Figure 5.3 compares drum level for the plant, the original linear model and the modified linear 
model when the plant steps from the 50% steady state operating point to the 55% operating point.
Fig. 5.3 Comparison o f Drum Level for Plant, Original Linearised Model and Modified
Linearised Model
Fig. 5.3 demonstrates that the original linearised model cannot correctly model steam flow over 
an extended period of time. The modified linearised model can however correctly model the 
nonlinear model output.
5.6 Results
Two important criteria determine the suitability of a model for use as an internal controller model 
- computational overhead and the ability of the model to adequately represent the plant.
Computational overhead is not a problem in this instance as the linearised models are compact 
and computationally efficient. These results focus on the ability of the linearised models to 
represent the boiler plant for both small and large disturbances from their equilibrium points.
The performance of the linearised models for large disturbances is significant, as it dictates how 
many linearised models are required to cover the specified operating range of the boiler plant.
5.6.1 Assessment of Linearised Model Validity for Small Disturbances
For comparison purposes, the nonlinear model and the linearised discrete models are excited by 
the same set of inputs - square waves of random amplitude and frequency. Each model input is 
allowed to vary by up to 5% of its maximum value around its steady state operating value at 50% 
load. Fig. 5.4 to 5.7 show the simulated value of main steam pressure, main steam temperature,
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drum level and percentage O2 as calculated by the nonlinear plant and by the appropriate 
linearised model when random square wave type signals are applied to the model inputs.
Fig. 5.4 Comparison of Modelled Main Steam Pressure for Linearised and Nonlinear Model
Fig. 5.5 Comparison of Modelled Main Steam Temperature for Linearised and Nonlinear Model
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Fig. 5.6 Comparison of Modelled Drum Level for Linearised and Nonlinear Model
Fig. 5.7 Comparison of Modelled Percentage O2 for Linearised and Nonlinear Model
The linearised model output is in good agreement with the nonlinear model output for all four 
modelled variables for a 5% perturbation around the linearised model equilibrium point.
5.6.2 Assessment of Linearised Model Validity for Large Disturbances
If the operating point moves away from the model equilibrium point, it is to be expected that the
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linear model will not be able to model the nonlinear plant quite as closely. It is not possible to 
investigate this hypothesis by simply exciting the linearised model and nonlinear model with 
larger perturbations and comparing the output of both models. The problem is that random 
perturbations of greater than 5% may cause the nonlinear model to become unstable.
The solution is to generate validation data by perturbing the nonlinear plant about a steady-state 
operating point quite different from that at which the linearised model was obtained. In this 
instance the data was generated by exciting the nonlinear model around the 70% operating point. 
Again, the maximum perturbation of each input is 5% of the maximum allowable value for that 
input.
Two different linearised models are assessed. The first is obtained at equilibrium conditions for a 
50% load, the second at equilibrium conditions for a 90% load. Both models are initialised in
steady-state for a 70% load. For example, for the 90% linearised model, the steady-state state
vector is:
*0 7 ® = ( /  -  A) -1 B(u070 -  u090)
where
xO™ = steady - state state vector for 90% linearised model at 70% load
u()10 = steady - state input vector at 70% load
u0ga = steady - state input vector at 90% load
The output o f the 90% linearised model under these initial conditions is:
y 0 70 = Cx070 +  B(u010 — u090) + y090
where
yO9-  ^ = steady - state output vector for 90% linearised model at 70% load
y0g° = steady - state output vector for 90% linearised model at 90% load
Under these initial conditions, there exists an error between the output of the nonlinear model at 
70% and the output of 90% linearised model, which is equal to
r .9 0  r .9 0  ^ 7 0
e®io ~  y®io yO70
where
y07o = steady - state output vector for 90% linearised model at 70% load
VO70 = steady - state output vector for 70% linearised model at 70% load
The validation input signals are then applied to both the 50% and 90% linearised models. This 
test assesses the performance of each model for perturbations of up to 25%. Fig. 5.8 to Fig. 5.11
shows the simulated value of the modelled variables as calculated by the nonlinear plant and by
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the two linearised models The constant initial error has been subtracted from the output of both 
linearised models as it has the effect of obscuring other non-constant errors, which are more 
significant to control.
Fig. 5.8 Comparison of Modelled Main Steam Pressure for 50% Linearised, 90% Linearised and
Nonlinear Model
Fig. 5.9 Comparison of Modelled Main Steam Temperature for 50% Linearised, 90% Linearised
and Nonlinear Model
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Fig. 5.10 Comparison of Modelled Drum Level for 50% Linearised, 90% Linearised and
Nonlinear Model
Time (s)
Fig. 5.11 Comparison of Modelled % 02 for 50% Linearised, 90% Linearised and Nonlinear
Model
It can be seen from the graphs that there is some degradation in the performance of the linearised 
models at larger perturbations. It is interesting to compare the modelling errors for the 50% 
linearised model with those for the 90% linearised model. In many cases, the 50% modelling 
errors are opposite in sign to the 90% modelling errors - an effect which is particularly noticeable 
for the graph of percentage O2 in the stack gases. This is due to the fact that the plant gains and 
frequency response increase (or decrease) monotonically from a 50% operating point to a 90% 
operating point. A consequence of this phenomenon is that the output of the 50% linearised 
model and 90% linearised model may be interpolated to generate an output which is closer to the
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actual nonlinear plant output at 70%. A comparison of the sum squared error for the 50% 
linearised model output, the 90% linearised model output and their interpolated output, given in 
Table 5.4, confirms this:
Variable SSE for 50% 
Model Output
SSE for 90% 
Model Output
SSE for 
Interpolated Output
Percentage
Improvement
Steam Pressure 3.0434ell 1.1609ell 1.0439ell 101.4%
Steam Temperature 5.4012e3 3.7079e3 0.9943e3 358.1%
Drum Level 837.4874 546.0300 489.8968 41.2%
Percentage O2 109.6867 34.8287 5.6803 1172.1%
Table 5.4 Comparison of Sum Squared Error for Linearised Models and Interpolated Models.
The second and third columns of Table 5.4 detail the sum squared error (SSE) over the output of 
the 50% linearised model and 90% linearised model respectively. The fourth column is the sum 
squared error over the interpolated output. The final column is the percentage improvement 
obtained by interpolating the output of the two linearised models. It is expressed as a percentage 
of the average error of the two linearised models, i.e.
SSE for interpolated output - mean(SSE for 50%, SSE for 90%)
Improvement = ----------------—---------- -------------------------------------------------- X100 (5.29)
v  mean(SSE for 50%, SSE for 90%)
The interpolated output is plotted against the nonlinear model output for each of the controlled 
variables to demonstrate the improvement achieved by interpolation:
Fig. 5.12 Comparison of Modelled Main Steam Pressure for Interpolated Linearised Output and
Nonlinear Model
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Fig. 5.13 Comparison of Modelled Main Steam Temperature for Interpolated Linearised Output
and Nonlinear Model
Fig. 5.14 Comparison o f Modelled Drum Level for Interpolated Linearised Output and Nonlinear
Model
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Fig. 5.15 Comparison of Modelled Percentage O2 for Interpolated Linearised Output and
Nonlinear Model
In each instance a considerable improvement has been attained by interpolating the output of the 
two linearised models.
5.7 Conclusions
The results confirm that it is possible to generate good linearised models of the boiler process. 
The linearised models represent the nonlinear plant very well for small perturbations around their 
equilibrium points. However, for larger perturbations, some degradation in performance is 
evident. This has direct consequences for model-based control - if the internal controller model is 
not capable of representing the plant well, controller performance will suffer. One way of 
overcoming this problem is to increase the number of linearised models used to cover the plant 
operating range. An alternative strategy is to interpolate between the available linearised models 
at those operating points which are between the equilibria points of the linearised models. The 
results show that interpolation can be used to improve modelling performance without increasing 
the number of linearised models. In this case, it was shown that provided interpolation is used, 
three linearised models, obtained at the 10%, 50% and 90% operating point can adequately model 
the boiler over its entire operating range.
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6. Developm ent o f Neural Network Boiler M odels
6.1 Introduction
Predictive control is a model-based strategy which may use any type of model to predict the 
future behaviour of the plant. Typically, the model is linear for reasons of simplicity and 
familiarity. However, given the nonlinearity of the boiler process it is likely that better control 
can be achieved through a nonlinear approach as a nonlinear model should be capable of 
modelling the plant more accurately than a set of linear models.
A first principles nonlinear model of the boiler has already been developed. However, this model 
is not suitable for use as an internal controller model, on account of its complexity - it comprises 
20 nonlinear differential equations and a large number of ancillary equations. Instead, neural 
network models which have a smaller computational overhead are employed as the internal 
controller models. Neural networks offer an interesting alternative to conventional modelling and 
control methods. There are no restrictions on what can be modelled as it has been shown that 
neural networks are capable of approximating arbitrary nonlinear functions (Narenda and 
Parthasarathy (1990)). The process model can be quickly generated as neural networks “learn” 
to model the system using plant data. Neural networks have a parallel structure which promises 
speed and fault tolerance. They can be adapted on-line to cater for time-variant processes. They 
are multivariable systems and can accept a variety of inputs simultaneously e.g. qualitative and 
quantitative inputs. Finally, if trained correctly, they have ability to generalise and cope with 
situations not presented in the training data (Hunt et al (1992))
The neural networks models, described in this chapter, are built and trained using algorithms 
from the "MATLAB Neural Network Toolbox" (Demuth and Beale (1994)). This is a neural 
network development tool for PC's, which offers a variety of network structures and training 
algorithms.
6.2 Description of Boiler Models
There are four variables to be controlled:
1. M ain steam pressure
2. Main steam temperature
3. Drum level
4. Percentage O2 in stack gases (not including the pure transportation delay)
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A model-based predictive control strategy requires that the future output of each of these fours 
variable can be predicted for a given set of inputs. In the case of the linear predictive controller, 
it was decided to use the following three models to predict these variables:
1. Model o f main steam pressure and drum level
2. Model of main steam temperature
3. Model of percentage 0 2 in stack gases, (not including the pure delay)
The rationale for this choice of models, as well as the input and output variables of these models 
are described in Chapter 5.
6.3 Overview of Neural Networks
Artificial neural networks provide a nonlinear mapping from an input, u, to an output, y:
y = /(«)
w here u, y  are either sealors or vectors ^
The mapping mechanism originated as an attempt to copy the behaviour and thus performance of 
biological nervous systems. Neural networks are composed of many nonlinear computational 
elements operating in parallel and connected by weighted links. These weights are adapted during 
training to generate a network with specific capabilities such as pattern recognition or dynamical 
system modelling. A variety of network structures have been devised, each of which has 
particular ability to perform a certain type of task  This description is focused on the multi-layer 
perceptron structure, which has proven ability in the field of system modelling. (Bhat et al 
(1990), Irwin et al (1995)). A sample two layer perceptron network structure with 3 inputs in the 
first (hidden) layer and 2 neurons in the output layer, is shown in Fig. 6.1.
o N e u r o n
• I n p u t / O u t p u t
N o d e
i W  e i g h t
¿2 B ias
Layer
Fig. 6 .1 2-Layer Perceptron Structure
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Each neuron sums its weighted inputs and, optionally, biases the sum, to produce an activation 
value, v,-, defined as:
where
V; =  'L 'V ijX j + b i
v; = activation for neuron, i 
Wjj = weight from hidden neuron, j ,  or 
from an input, j ,  to neuron i 
bj = bias for neuron, i 
Xj =  output of hidden neuron, j ,  or input, j
(6.2)
The neuron then performs a nonlinear transformation on the activation value to generate the 
neuron output, x-{.
x t = F(Vi)
where F(v, ) = nonlinear transformation
(6.3)
The type of nonlinear transformation used is determined by the intended application of the neural 
network. A hard nonlinearity, is suitable for networks which are to perform classification tasks, 
such as voice recognition. Smooth nonlinearities, such as tan-sigmoid or log-sigmoid are more 
suitable for networks which are to model continuous variables. Fig. 6.2 shows a hard limiter, a 
tan-sigmoid and a log-sigmoid transfer function.
Hard Limiter Log-Sigmoid
Fig. 6.2 Hard Limiter, Log-Sigmoid and Tan-Sigmoid Nonlinearities
The neurons in the output layer, often use a linear transformation in preference to a nonlinear 
transformation as this increases the network output range beyond [-1 ,1 ].
The effect of any input on a neuron output is determined by level of the input and by the
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magnitude of the weight applied to that input. By correctly selecting the network weights, it is 
possible for a neural network to model many types of nonlinear behaviour. Selection of the 
network weights is an iterative process, referred to as network training. It requires a set of input 
and output data which is representative of the process that the neural network is to emulate. This 
input and output data, referred to as training data, is crucial to the success of the neural network 
The network is trained purely by example, so the training data should cover the whole range of 
possible input data behaviour. For systems with memory, the training data should also cover the 
range of possible output data behaviour.
Prior to training, the neural network weights and biases are initialised to small random values. 
Good initialisation of the weights prevents saturation of the network nonlinearities, which hinders 
network training. The network is presented with input training data, and the network output is 
calculated. The network output is compared with the output (or target) training data and the 
weights are adapted in a manner which should reduce the error between the network output and 
the target data. The network is again presented with training data and the procedure is repeated 
for a specified number of iterations or until a specified error criteria has been achieved. After 
training, it is important to validate the network against a separate set of data, since it is possible 
that a network may “learn” the training set very well, but be incapable of generalising (Hechtl- 
Neilsen, (1990). The training and validation sequence is summarised in Fig. 6.3 as follows:
Fig. 6.3 Neural Network Training and Validation Sequence
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The termination criterion used in the network training and validation sequence described in Fig. 
6.3 is equal to the sum square error (SSE), which is defined as:
n
SSE = ^ ( T ( k )  -  x ( k ) ) 2
where
SSE = sum squared error
x(k)  = output predicted by network, for training vector, k 
T(k)  = target (or true) output, for training vector, k 
n = size of training set
(6.4)
Training is stopped when the SSE is lower than a specified criterion.
The way in which the weights are adapted is specified by the training algorithm. The mostly 
widely used training algorithm for multi-layer perceptrons is the back-propagation algorithm, 
which was first proposed by Werbos (1974) and further developed by Rumelhart and McClelland 
(1986). Previous to the development of the back-propagation algorithm, there was no effective 
means of training multi-layer perceptrons. For single layer perceptrons, the weights could be 
adapted using the error between the network output and the target data. The same weight 
adaptation technique could not be applied to hidden layer neurons however, as there was no 
method available for calculating the error at the output of a hidden layer neuron. The back- 
propagation algorithm established a method for back-propagating the errors at the output layer 
neurons back through the network to the hidden layer neurons.
To adapt the weights in the output layer of a neural network, the derivative of the error at the 
network output is calculated with respect to the weights. For output neuron, i, the error 
derivative, 8ij, is calculated as follows:
The sign of the derivative informs whether the weights should be increased or decreased. The 
magnitude of the weight adaptation is dictated by an adaptation gain, 77, as follows:
where
Tj = Target value for neuron i 
Xj = Output of neuron i 
Wjj = Weight to be adapted 
8  ^ = Error derivative with respect to
(6.5)
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WiJ(t  + \) = W¡J( í ) - 7 ) S ij
where (6.6)
77 = adaptation gain
For a hidden layer neuron, the error derivative for each of the output layer neurons must be back- 
propagated through the weights which connect the hidden neuron to the output neurons. This is 
forward propagation in reverse - the error derivatives for each of the interconnecting weights are 
weighted and summed. The partial derivative of the result is found with respect to the hidden 
layer neuron weights. The resulting error derivative for a hidden layer neuron equals:
where
5 pq = partial derivative of error at hidden layer neuron, p  
SF
 = derivative of nonlinear transformation at hidden layer neuron, p  (6.7)
8wip
wip = weight from hidden layer neuron, p,  to output layer neuron, i 
8 ip = partial derivative of error from hidden layer neuron, p,
Using this approach, the error is back propagated through each of the network hidden layers until 
the input layer is reached. The hidden layer weights are adapted in the same way as the output 
layer weights.
The weight adaptation uses a gradient descent algorithm, so-called because the weight adaptation 
proceeds along the negative gradient of an error surface. The major flaw of gradient descent 
algorithms is that learning may finish in a local, instead of a global minima. The problem is 
demonstrated in Fig. 6.4, using the error surface of a neural network with a single weight.
to output layer neuron, i
W eigh t, w
Fig. 6.4 One dimensional error surface
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It is evident that if training finishes in a local minima that the performance of the trained network 
will be sub-optimal. A further and important consequence of this problem, is that the performance 
of a neural network is very sensitive to the initial condition of the network weights. Two 
networks of identical structure but initialised with different sets of weights, could yield very 
different results.
The possibility of training terminating in a local minima can be reduced slightly by the inclusion 
of a momentum term, a . Each new weight adaptation is equal to a weighted sum of the proposed 
weight adaptation and the previous weight adaptation. Incorporating a previous weight 
adaptation continues weight adaptation in a direction which was previously useful and may be 
sufficient to drive the network over small “bumps” in the error surface. The weight adaptation 
rule, including momentum is:
wij(t +1) = wij(t) +  (1 - a ) i ]  ¡s..x. +  a(wij(t) -  w<j(t -1 )  
where (6.8)
a  = momentum term (0 < a < 1)
6.4 Neural Network Model Development
6.4.1 Overview
A neural network is defined by the type of nonlinearities used, the configuration or topology of 
these nonlinearities and by the network training algorithm. In particular, the following decisions 
must be made:
1. Network Structure
• Data Pre-processing
• Network Input Structure
• Network Topology
• Type of Nonlinearities
• Network Size
2. Network Training
• Training Algorithm
• Initialisation of Weights
• Training Data Set
• Training Period
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To date, there are few hard and fast rules about how to choose the best neural network structure 
or training method for a particular task  The best approach seems to be a combination of prior 
knowledge and systematic comparison of particular methods.
The back-propagation algorithm does not guarantee that training will finish in a global minimum, 
with the consequence that neural networks are sensitive to initial conditions. Given the stochastic 
nature of neural network initialisation, a systematic comparison of each method should be based 
on a large number of Monte-Carlo training runs. This was not feasible in this instance on 
account of the large training set and network size required for this ta sk  A typical training run 
requires up to 24 hours of computation on a 160 MHz Pentium (586) PC with 16 MB of RAM. 
Instead, 3 training runs are carried out for each type of network, and the minimum validation 
error achieved over these 3 runs is presented. The minimum validation error is used in preference 
to the mean or median error, for two reasons. Firstly, the ultimate goal of these comparisons is to 
identify the network with the minimum validation error. Secondly, the only true basis of 
comparison for any two networks is the validation error at the global minima of both networks. 
If two networks of identical structure, yield different validation errors due to different 
initialisations, this implies that training for one or both networks finished in a local minimum. 
The network with the smaller validation error is closer to the true global minima and thus 
provides more information about the true potential of the structure.
The validation error criterion used throughout this chapter is equal to the mean squared error 
(MSE) over the validation set, for a 10-step ahead prediction:
X (y («  + 10)-i)(«  + 10))2
MSE = - ---------------------------------
n
where MSE = mean square error (69)
y(n) = plant output at n 
y(n ) = predicted output at n 
n = length of validation set
6.4.2 Neural Network Training
6.4.2.1 Training Algorithm
The network is trained using the back-propagation algorithm with momentum and an adaptive 
learning rate. The adaptation gain is increased if weight adaptation has resulted in an increased 
error and the new weights are discarded. In effect, this produces a very small adaptation gain
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which ensures that the network consistently converges. The training data is presented in batch to 
the network for faster training.
6A.2.2 Training and Validation Data
The training and validation data for each of three neural network models is generated using the 
first principles boiler model, described in Chapter 4. This data is generated using a different 
section of the first principles model for each of the neural network models. In the case of the 
neural network model of the entire boiler process, the training data is generated by exciting the 
inputs of the first-principles model such as feedwater flow rate and fuel flow rate and simulating 
the first principles model to find the resulting output signals. Fig. 6.5 illustrates the data 
collection strategy for the neural network model of a full boiler process, using broader lines to 
represent input and output probes. The input probes excite the first principles model while the 
output probes measure the resulting model output The following legend is used:
 »  U sual D ata  R o w  Through M odel
Input E xcitation Probe/O utput M easurem ent Probe
Fig. 6.5 Training Data Generation for Neural Network Model of Entire Boiler Process
The neural network gas composition model is required to model gas composition in the furnace 
and stack, excluding pure time delays. The gas composition dynamics includes a time delay of
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approximately 3s to 8s, depending on the plant operating point. Using a neural network to model 
this time delay, would necessitate over 80 lagged inputs, as the sampling time for the non-delay 
part of the gas composition model is approximately 0.1s. The inclusion of this many, inactive 
inputs would seriously compromise the performance of the neural network model. This problem 
is overcome by using a non-neural network model to estimate and model the time delay and a 
neural network model to model the gas composition process, excluding time delay.
The training data for the neural network model is generated using the first principles model of gas 
composition excluding pure time delays. The training data is collected by isolating one section of 
the first-principles model as shown in Fig 6.6. The inputs of this section are true boiler inputs - 
air flow rate and fuel flow rate. The outputs of the isolated section are not measurable variables. 
It follows that it is impossible to collect an equivalent set of training data from a real boiler 
process.
Fig. 6.6 Training Data Generation for Neural Network Model of Gas Composition
An initial attempt was made to train the neural network model of the superheater using data 
which was collected in the same way as training data for the neural network model of the entire 
boiler process . The boiler inputs were excited and the resulting superheater input and output 
signals were used as neural network input and output training data. This initial approach is 
illustrated in  Fig. 6.7.
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Fig. 6.7 Initial Training Data Generation for Neural Network Model of Superheater
It proved impossible to train the neural network model of the superheater using this data due to 
correlation between many of the variables in the input training set. For example, the neural 
network inputs for the superheater model include load, drum pressure and drum temperature. A 
change in load causes variations in both main steam pressure and màin steam temperature. As a 
result the network is unable to correctly identify the relationship between the input and output 
training data.
A set of uncorrelated input training data is generated by isolating the superheater section of the 
first principles model and exciting the inputs of this section directly. It would not be physically 
possible to do this on a real boiler plant. The approach is shown in Fig 6.8.
Fig. 6.8 Training Data Generation for Neural Network Model of Superheater
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In each case the training and validation set is generated by applying a random square wave-type 
sequence of varying amplitude and frequency to the inputs of the appropriate section of the first- 
principles model. It is vital that the training data excites the first-principles model over its entire 
operating range in order to provide the network with examples of the plant behaviour at every 
operating point. However, it is not feasible to excite the open-loop first-principles model with 
large perturbations (which cover the full operating range of the model) as this leads to unstable 
operating conditions. Training data is generated by exciting the first-principles model with small 
perturbations around a steady-state operating point. In order to cover the complete operating 
range of the first-principles model, the training data is generated at several different operating 
points.
Fig. 6.9 shows a sample of the fuel mass flow rate training sequence, expressed as a percentage 
of fuel flow at full load. The maximum variation in each of the input signals is ±5% of its 
maximum value and the training data is collected at the following operating points: 10%, 20% 
30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 80%, 100%.
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Fig. 6.9 Fuel Mass Flow Rate Training Data Set
The first-principles model is excited at each of its inputs by a square wave-type signal of variable 
magnitude and variable switching interval. The maximum magnitude of the square wave is, as 
stated previously dictated by stability considerations and is equal to ±5% of the maximum input 
value. The minimum and maximum values of the switching interval are dictated by the first- 
principles model dynamics. If the switching interval is too short, the output will not have time to
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reach its new value and will remain close to the original steady-state value. Fig. 6.10a and 6 .10b 
illustrate this problem:
Fig. 6 .10a Input Training Sequence (Fuel Mass Flow Rate) Generated Using Short Switching
Interval
Fig. 6 .10b Output Training Sequence (Main Steam Pressure) Generated Using Short Switching
Interval.
It is clear from Fig. 6.10 that pressure remains within [4.43,4.51 MPa] despite large variations in 
fuel flow. It is extremely likely that main steam pressure will exceed this range during normal 
operation, thus introducing the neural network model to a situation which it has not “learned”. 
Alternatively, if the switching interval is too long, the first-principles model will not be
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sufficiently excited and the training data will not contain sufficient information about model 
behaviour. To prevent these problems, the minimum switching interval is chosen equal to the 
10% response time of the first-principles model and the maximum switching interval equal to the 
95% response time of the plant. Fig. 6.11 demonstrates how the input training sequence is 
generated.
M a g n i t u d e
M  a x i m u m
M  a g n i t u d e
= +5%
R a n d o m l y
G e n e r a t e d  — i , --------
M  a g n i t u d e  ;
M  in im u m
M a g n i t u d e  [ 1 1
M i n i m u m  R a n d o m l y  M a x i m u m  T i m e
S w i t c h i n g  G e n e r a t e d  S w i t c h i n g
I n t e r v a l s  T 1 0  S w i t c h i n g  I n t e r v a l s  T 9 5
I n t e r v a l
Fig. 6.11 Input Sequence Generation
Fig. 6.11 shows that the switching interval and magnitude of the input signal are selected 
randomly, between the maximum and minimum allowed values.
Given the stiff nature of the boiler system, there is a conflict between the 95% response time of 
the slow and fast subsystems. The maximum switching interval must be dictated by the slowest 
dynamics, for the reason outlined above. However, this has the consequence that the faster boiler 
dynamics are not excited for much of the training sequence. More value can be added to the 
training sequence by the inclusion of a random noise component with a smaller maximum 
amplitude and higher frequency dynamics. This is added to the square wave-type signal to excite 
the high frequency boiler dynamics.
The inclusion of this high frequency component greatly increases the amount of information 
which can be contained in a training sequence of given length. Fig. 6.8 a shows a typical scaled 
square wave type input sequence - fuel mass flow rate. Fig. 6.8b shows this input sequence with 
the addition of random noise. Fig. 6.8c shows the resulting boiler output sequence - main steam 
pressure.
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Fig. 6.8a Typical Input Training Sequence - No Noise
Fig. 6.8b Typical Input Training Sequence Including Noise
Fig. 6.8c Typical Output Training Sequence (Not Differenced)
The actual training set is created by rearranging the input and output variables in a matrix, as 
follows:
u{t) u ( t - 1) y(t) y ( t - 1) Ay(t)
/  =
u(t — 1) u(t  -  2) y ( t - 1) y ( t -  2)
, 0  =
Ay(t -1 )
u ( t ~ n  + \) u(t - n ) y ( t - n  + l) y(t-n). i+c1
<■
where I  = input training data
0  = output training sequence
u(t) = row vector of boiler input data 
y(t)  = row vector of boiler output data 
Ay(f) = y(t  +1) - y(t)  
n = number of training vectors
(6 .10)
It can be seen from Fig. 6.8c, that for a sampling period of Is, that there is little variation 
between the value of an input or output variable between sampling instances. A reduced training 
set can be obtained by sub-sampling the original training set. Every 10th data vector of the 
collected data was used in the training set.
u(t) u ( t - 1) y( t) y(t  - 1) Ay(t)
1 =
u(t - 10) M (i- l l ) y ( t - 10) y ( f - H )
, 0 =
Ay(t  -1 0 )
u ( t - n  + 1) u ( t - n ) y ( t - n  + 1) y ( t - n ) _
+e1<T
(6.11)
The reduced training set contains nearly the same information as the original training set and 
allows for considerably shorter training times. The final training set contains 3000 input and 
output vectors. The validation set is not sub-sampled and contains 2800 input and output 
vectors, which are representative of the plant behaviour over the plant operating range.
6.4.2.3 Initialisation of Weights
The weights may be initialised either by a symmetric random number generator or by Nguygen- 
Widrow random generator, which takes into account the range of the training data variables to 
select suitable initial conditions. The two methods are compared for the full boiler model network 
A two layer network, with 13 tan-sigmoid neurons in the first layer and 11 linear neurons in the 
second layer is used. The results, presented in Table. 6.1 show that better results are obtained 
using a symmetric random number generator.
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Weight Initialisation Drum Level 
Validation Error
Pressure Validation 
Error
Random 7.155e7 6.337e-3
Nyguen Widrow 1.095e8 1.562e-2
Table 6.1 Comparison of Weight Initialisation Methods
6A.2A  Training Period
Each iteration of the training algorithm generates new weights and biases, thus modifying the 
nonlinear relationship between the neural network inputs and outputs. Weight adaptation 
continues until the training algorithm can not find a new set of weights which reduces the training 
error criterion - further training after this point will not modify the weights or reduce the training 
error. It seems reasonable to select this final set of weights as the “best” choice for the 
implemented network However, it is important to confirm that the validation error criterion 
continues to decrease during training. (The training error criterion, which is used to adapt the 
weights, is the sum squared error over the training set for a 1-step ahead prediction. The 
validation error criterion is the mean squared error over the validation set for a 10-step ahead 
prediction). It is possible that training may produce networks which have a continuously 
decreasing training error criterion but with an increasing or erratic validation error criterion. For 
example, it is possible to over-train a network, so that it learns the training data exactly, but is 
not capable of generalising to the validation set
In all the investigated cases, there is a direct correlation between the training error criterion and 
the validation error criterion. A plot of training error versus training iterations and of validation 
error versus training iteration for main steam pressure, (Fig. 6.9) demonstrates the correlation - 
the validation error criterion decreases in parallel with the training eiror criterion.
Fig. 6.9. Comparison of Validation Error Index versus Training Error Index
Given the correlation between validation error and training error, it is acceptable to continue 
training until the sum squared error over the training set has stopped decreasing. The number of 
iterations required to reach this point depends on the size of the network and the training data set. 
In order to perform a fair comparison between various model structures, the same number of 
training iterations are carried out for each network structure. For the full boiler model, 45,000 
training iterations is the number chosen as in all cases the sum squared error has stabilised before 
this number of iterations. For the superheater model and the gas composition model, 30,000 
training iterations are sufficient.
6.4.3 Neural Network Structure
6.4.3.5 Data Pre-processing
Data pre-processing is used to assist network training. It is performed both on the network input 
data and output data.
Input Data Pre-processing
• Scaling
The network input structure uses measured boiler variables of widely varying range. For 
example, fuel mass flow rate may vary between 0 kg/s and 1 kg/s. Superheated steam 
pressure may vary between 4e6 Pa and 5e6 Pa. This input data must be scaled to prevent the 
large variations in superheated steam pressure dominating the smaller variations in fuel mass 
flow rate.
To aid training, the range of the scaled input data should equal the input range of the first 
layer of neurons so that the full output range of the nonlinearity can be utilised. For example, 
for tan-sigmoid neurons which have an input range of -[1,1], the input data is scaled to a 
range of [-1,1]. For log-sigmoid neurons, which have an input range of [0,1], the input data 
should be scaled to between [0,1].
Output Data Pre-processing 
• Scaling
There are no hard and fast rules for target data scaling. It is sufficient that each target 
variable is scaled to the same order of magnitude, to prevent variations in any particular target 
variable dominating training.
• Data Differencing
The neural network is to be trained to perform a single step ahead prediction of a dynamical
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system. As regards training such a network, it is not advisable to simply provide the previous 
value of a given variable as a network input and the current value of that variable as a 
desired network output. If the variable changes slowly this is likely to result in a network 
which “learns” to pass the previous value of the variable to the network output where it is 
presented as the current value of the variable. This problem is overcome by differencing the 
network output data, so that the network learns to predict the change in a variable. The 
predicted change can then be added to the previous value of the variable to yield the current 
value of that variable.
6A.3.6 Network Input Structure
The network input structure is of fundamental importance to the neural network performance - 
the network must be provided with all the information needed to predict the future boiler 
behaviour. The structure should also be parsimonious, however, to simplify network training.
Model of Main Steam Pressure and Drum Level
The first-principles boiler model developed in Chapter 4 has twenty states and six inputs. 
Theoretically, this implies that the neural network of the boiler should be provided with the 
current measurement of each of the twenty state variables and six inputs. In practice, it is not 
necessarily correct to  assume that this input structure will result in the best network performance. 
Two types of modifications to this theoretical input structure are investigated:
1. A number of the boiler state variables, have limited effect on the response of the controlled 
variables. Economiser gas temperature is an example of one such variable. Removing less 
important variables from the input structure simplifies training, and should result in a better 
network. Each of the state variables of the first-principles boiler model was considered and 
the following variables were highlighted as being of minor importance.
0 Economiser: Gas Temperature, Metal Temperature, Fluid Temperature
The economiser preheats the feedwater entering the drum, using the heat which is 
remaining in the combustion gases before they leave the boiler. It is essentially an energy 
recovery unit and does not have a significant effect on the response of the controlled
variables.
0 Riser: Gas Temperature - Pass 1 and 2, Metal Temperatures, Pass 1 and 2, Superheater: 
Gas Temperature
These state variables are not included because their dynamics are much faster than the
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dynamics of the controlled variables - drum level and main steam pressure.
0 Superheater: Steam Pressure and Temperature
These state variables are closely related to main steam temperature and pressure - main 
steam pressure and temperature are equal to lagged superheater steam pressure and 
temperature, respectively, as no heat is added to the steam after it leaves the superheater. 
Consequently, no significant additional information is provided to the neural network by 
the inclusion of these variables.
One of the controlled variables - main steam pressure - is already included in the remaining 
ten state variables. Drum level is also added to the input structure, in order to provide the 
network with an initial condition for the plant drum level. The network must predict the one- 
step-ahead change in the ten states variables and drum level so that the network inputs can be 
updated at the next prediction step.
2. A second possible modification to the theoretical input structure is the inclusion of previous 
boiler measurements. This is not necessary for the first-principles boiler model, however, it 
may provide additional information to the neural network about the dynamics of the first- 
principles model.
The validity of both suggested modifications is assessed by a comparison of different network 
structures. Five different types of input structures are compared. A two layer network with 13 
tan-sigmoid neurons in the hidden layer and 11 linear neurons in the output layer was used for the 
comparison. The results of the comparison are summarised in Table 6.2
Test Input Structure Pressure
Validation
Error
Drum Level 
Validation 
Error
1. 6 inputs, 20 states, drum level measured at t. 9.333el0 12.888
2. 6 inputs, 20 states, drum level measured at t, t-l 1.728e8 1.569e-l
3. 6 inputs, 10 states, drum level measured at t 8.889e7 1.778e-l
4. 6 inputs, 10 states, drum level measured at t, M . 7.155e7 6.337e-3
5. 6 inputs, 10 states, drum level measured at t.. t-2 1.370e8 1.873e-l
Table. 6.2 Comparison o f Input Structures
The first two tests compare networks which use the full set of state variables in their input 
structures. For Test 1, only the current values of the full set of state variables and inputs are 
provided. For Test 2, the current and previous values of the same variables are supplied. A 
significantly better performance is achieved in Test 2.
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The last three tests compare networks which use the reduced set of state variables in their input 
structures. For Test 3, the current values only of the state variables and inputs are provided. For 
Test 4, the current and previous values of the same variables are used. For Test 5, the current 
and two previous values of the same variables are used. In all cases, the results are better than 
for Test 2. The best performance is achieved in Test 4, where the current and previous value of 
each of the inputs is applied.
These tests confirms that the inclusion of additional “minor” variables can have a negative affect 
on network performance. The best of the full-state networks (Test 2) produces a validation error 
which is more than twice the magnitude of the validation error for the comparable reduced-state 
network (Test 4).
The results show that inclusion of lagged input variables can improve network performance 
dramatically. A network which uses only current values of all the input and state variables (Test 
3) has a drum level validation error twenty times greater than the validation error for a network 
which uses current and  previous values of the same variables (Test 4). However, the results 
shows that the inclusion of additional lagged input variables may not necessarily enhance network 
performance. A network which uses three lagged input and output variables (Test 5) has a 
validation error approximately twice that of the network which uses two lagged input and output 
variables (Test 4). The results indicate that any benefit which might be gained by the inclusion of 
extra input variable is offset by a deterioration in network training.
The final choice of network input and output structure is:
NN IISPUT VARIABLES NN OUTPUT VARIABLES
Boiler Inputs State and Output Variables
Current and 
Previous:
1. Feed water flow
2. Fuel flow
3. Attemperating 
flow
4. Air flow
5. Feedwater 
temperature
6. Load demand
Current and Previous:
1. Drum pressure
2. Drum water volume
3. Drum water temperature
4. Drum steam temperature
5. Downcomer water 
temperature
6. Steam quality
7. Superheater metal 
temperature
8. Main steam pressure
9. Main steam temperature
10. Riser fluid temperature
11. Drum level
1. A Drum pressure
2. A Drum water volume
3. A Drum water temperature
4. A Drum steam temperature
5. A Downcomer water temperature
6. A Steam quality
7. A Superheater metal temperature
8. A Main steam pressure
9. A Main steam temperature
10. A Riser fluid temperature
11. A Drum level
Table 6.3 Boiler Model Input and Output Variables
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All of the input variables and state variables for the superheater model are included in the input 
structure, there being no variables of obviously lesser significance. The current and previous 
values of each of these variables is included in the input structure, as this had been demonstrated 
to generate the best performance for the neural network model of the full boiler. The resulting list 
of input and output variables for the superheater model is:
Model of Main Steam Temperature
NN IN[PUT VARIABLES NN OUTPUT VARIABLES
Boiler Inputs State and Output Variables
Current and 
Previous:
1. Fuel flow rate
2. Attemperating 
flow rate
3. Air flow rate
4. Load demand
5. Drum pressure
6. Drum steam 
temperature
Current and Previous:
1. Superheater Gas Temperature
2. Superheater Metal 
Temperature
3. Superheater Steam Pressure
4. Superheater Steam 
Temperature
5. Main Steam Temperature
6. Main Steam Pressure
1. A Superheater Gas Temperature
2. A Superheater Metal Temperature
3. A Superheater Steam Pressure
4. A Superheater Steam Temperature
5. A Main Steam Temperature
6. A Main Steam Pressure
Table 6.4 Superheater Model Input and Output Variables
Model of Percentage 0 2 in Stack Gases
As for the superheater model, all of the current and previous values of input and state variables of 
the first-principles gas composition model (excluding pure delay) are included in the input 
structure. The input and output structure is given in Table 6.5.
NN INiPUT VARIABLES NN OUTPUT VARIABLES
Boiler Inputs State and Output Variables
Current and 
Previous:
1. Fuel flow rate
2. Air flow rate
Current and Previous:
1. Percentage 0 2 in stack gases, 
undelayed
1. A Percentage O2 in stack gases, 
undelayed
Table 6.5 Gas Composition Model Input and Output Variables
6.4.3.7 Type of Nonlinearities
The neural network nonlinear characteristics are created by the nonlinear neurons in the network 
hidden layers. Two types of nonlinearities are compared - tan-sigmoid and log-sigmoid neurons. 
The tan-sigmoid function generates outputs between -1 and 1 as the neuron’s net input goes from 
negative to positive infinity. The log-sigmoid function generates outputs between 0 and / as the 
neuron’s net input goes from negative to positive infinity. For the full boiler model, two networks 
of equal size but using different nonlinearities, are compared over several training runs to
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determine which type of nonlinearity is must suitable for this task. In all cases, the network with 
the tan-sigmoid neurons achieve a much smaller prediction error over the validation set. Bi-polar 
tan-sigmoid neurons are used in all subsequent comparisons. The results of the comparisons are 
summarised in Table 6.6.
Full Boiler Model
Network Structure Nonlinearity Pressure Validation 
Error
Drum Level 
Validation Error
2 Layers, 13-11 Tan-sigmoid 7.155e7 6.337e-3
Log-sigmoid 1.946e8 5.318e-2
Table. 6.6 Comparison of Nonlinearities for Full Boiler Model
6.4.3.8 Network Size
The network size is specified by the number of hidden layers and by the number of neurons in 
each layer. The best combination of layers and neurons is determined by trial and error. A 
comparisons of model performance with respect to network size is carried out for each of the 
models. The results of the comparison for the full boiler model are summarised in Table 6.7.
Full Boiler Model
Network Structure Number of 
Weights
Pressure Validation 
Error
Drum Level 
Validation Error
3 Lavers: 1 - 3 - 1 1 70 2.250e8 5.828e-l
3 Layers: 3 - 9 - 1 1 228 4.182e8 1.612e-l
3 Lavers: 5 -15 -11 410 1.952e8 4.150e-2
2 Layers: 10-11 450 8.491e7 8.379e-3
2 Lavers: 13-11 585 7.155e7 6.337e-3
2 Layers: 15-11 675 8.345e7 6.737e-3
2 Layers: 17-11 765 7.400e7 9.626e-3
2 Layers: 20-11 900 7.136e7 2.208e-2
2 Layers: 2 3 -1 1 1035 6.266e7 8.198e-3
2 Lavers: 27-11 1216 6.000e7 1.080e-2
Table. 6.7 Network performance versus network size for full boiler model
In all cases, the two-layer networks perform better than the three-layer networks. A closer 
examination of the results for the two layer networks reveals no obvious relationship between 
network size and network performance. In general, the pressure validation error decreases as 
network size increases. However, again with exceptions, the converse may be stated for the drum 
level validation error. One good compromise choice for network size is 2 layers with 13 neurons 
in the first layer and 11 neurons in the output layer. This network scores fourth as regards 
pressure validation error and first as regards drum level validation error. In addition, it is a 
relatively small network and thus has a low computational overhead.
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The same comparison is carried out for the superheater model
Superheater Model
Netw ork S tructure N um ber of Weights T em perature Validation E rro r
3 Layers: 1 - 3 - 6 47 3.0114
3 Layers: 3 - 6 - 6 132 2.3651
2 Layers: 5 - 6 160 2.0921
2 Layers: 10 - 6 320 1.5468
2 Layers: 1 5 - 6 480 1.2777
Table. 6.8 Network performance versus network size for superheater model
The best performance is achieved by a two layer network, with 5 neurons in the hidden layer. 
The comparison results for the gas composition model are:
Gas Composition Model
Netw ork S tructure N um ber of Weights 0 2 Validation Er ro r
3 Layers: 1 - 3 - 1 12 2.512e-3
3 Layers: 3 - 6 - 1 42 4.567e-4
3 Layers: 5 - 1 0 - 1 90 3.589e-4
2 Layers: 5 - 1 35 4.295e-4
2 Layers: 10 - 1 70 4.299e-4
2 Layers: 1 5 -1 105 4.287e-4
Table. 6.9 Network performance versus network size for gas composition model
The best performance has been achieved by a 3 layer network, with 5 neurons in the first hidden
layer and 10 neurons in the second hidden layer.
6.5 Prediction Using Neural Network M odel
The same procedure is used by both the neural network superheater and full boiler model to 
perform a single- or multi-step ahead prediction The procedure for a single-step ahead prediction 
is shown schematically in Fig. 6.10. At the start of the prediction, the neural network is provided 
with the measured values of the current and previous boiler states and boiler inputs. Using this 
data, the neural network predicts the change in each of the state variables during the current 
sampling period. The predicted value of each of the state variables at the next sampling interval 
is found by adding the predicted change to the current value of the state variable.
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Fig. 6.10 Single-Step Prediction
The procedure for a multi-step prediction is similar in outline to that for a single step ahead 
prediction. At each prediction step the current output of the neural network is used to update the 
state variables in the neural network input structure. The procedure for updating the neural 
network input variables is shown in Fig. 6.11
Fig. 6.11 Multi-Step Prediction
The procedure for performing a prediction is marginally different for the neural network gas 
composition model. One of the input variables of this model - percentage O2 in the stack gases, 
undelayed - is not a physically measurable variable. It is simply a prediction of the measured 
value of percentage O2 in the stack gases, where the length of the prediction horizon is equal to 
the length of the delay. It follows that it is not possible to initialise the neural network at the start 
of the prediction with a measured value of this variable. Instead, it is necessary to initialise the 
neural network model input with the single-step-ahead prediction of this variable which was
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calculated during the last sampling interval. The procedure is presented in Fig. 6.12 for a single­
step-ahead prediction.
S i n g l e  S t e p  
P r e d i c t i o n  at  t
Fig. 6.12 Single Step Prediction Using Gas Composition Model 
A multi-step prediction is also initialised in this manner, as shown in Fig. 6.13.
Fig. 6.13 Multi-Step Prediction for Gas Composition Model
6.6 R esults
The ability of the neural network models to perform a multi-step ahead prediction of the first- 
principles model output is assessed by using the neural network models to perform a 10-step 
prediction of the first-principles model output. This predicted output is compared to the output 
generated by the first-principles model, which is of course advanced by 10 sampling periods. The 
network is initialised with the actual first-principles model inputs at the throughout the prediction 
but is initialised with the actual first-principles model states at the start of the prediction only.
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A comparison is performed for each of the controlled outputs at two different operating points -
30% and 90%.
Fig. 6.14a Comparison of Neural Network 
Prediction of Main Steam Pressure versus 
First-Principles Boiler Model at 30% Load
Fig. 6.15a Comparison of Neural Network 
Prediction of Drum Level versus First- 
Principles Boiler Model at 30% Load
Fig. 6.14b Comparison of Neural Network 
Prediction of Main Steam Pressure versus 
First-Principles Boiler Model at 90% Load
Fig. 6.15b Comparison of Neural Network 
Prediction of Drum Level versus First- 
Principles Boiler Model at 90% Load
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Fig. 6 .13a Comparison of Neural Network 
Prediction o f M ain Steam Temperature versus 
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Fig. 6.13b Comparison of Neural Network 
Prediction of Main Steam Temperature versus 
First-Principles Boiler Model at 90% Load
It can be seen that the neural network of capable of predicting all four variables with a high
degree o f accuracy.
6.7 Conclusions
Neural network models have immense scope. It has been shown that they may be use to model 
any arbitrary nonlinear function (Narenda and Parthasarathy (1990)). In theory, neural network 
models can be generated quickly and do not require detailed knowledge of the system processes. 
However, a certain amount of system knowledge is necessary to construct a neural network e.g. 
which inputs are dynamical, an approximate estimate of the order of the system and the 
maximum system delay. A  good understanding of the system is also vital in order to generate a 
training set which adequately covers the complete operating range of the plant.
Neural networks do not always train consistently. There are a large number of factors which 
affect network convergence e.g. initial weights used, size of adaptation gain, scaling of inputs, 
etc. It is impossible to test all possible combinations of these factors in order to derive the best 
possible model. In practice, this is not a significant problem, because there are many 
combinations of these factors which will generate a good neural network model.
The results show that neural networks are capable of modelling a boiler over its entire operation 
range. This was a significant challenge on account of the nonlinearity of the plant and its time 
varying dynamics. In addition, neural network models perform this task in a computationally 
efficient manner. This combination of performance and computational efficiency renders neural 
network models feasible as internal controller models.
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7. Theory o f Predictive Control
7.1 Introduction
Commercial viability demands that industry meet a growing number of stringent and often 
conflicting objectives. A boiler plant must optimise economic efficiency and plant life-time, while 
providing a quick response to varying steam demands. Typically, plant optimisation means 
operating the plant at the constraints. Good control reduces the variability of the controlled 
variables and allows the plant to be safely operated closer to the constraints. This is the objective 
of all control methodologies. However, better control could be achieved if the controller were 
provided with information about the plant constraints, thus allowing the controller to 
automatically select the best controller action which satisfies all the plant constraints. The 
controller may then operate the plant on the constraints, in order to optimise plant performance. 
This is one of the major strengths of predictive control. Predictive control is the only design 
methodology which provides a systematic means of handling constraints.
The second strength of predictive control is flexibility. Unlike many other model based control 
strategies, predictive control may use any form of plant model. The choice of model is dictated 
solely by the characteristics of the process and the controller performance criteria. Flexibility is 
also provided through the cost function, which can be adapted to suit the problem at hand.
There is a growing body of stability results for linear predictive control. This theory is also being 
extended to nonlinear plants. A comprehensive robustness theory has yet to emerge. However, 
predictive controllers can be adjusted for robustness more easily than classical feedback 
controllers (Garcia et al (1989))
Predictive control has been demonstrated successfully on hundreds of diverse industrial 
applications e.g. distillation column (Richalet (1993b)), robot arm (Clarke (1988)), transonic 
wind tunnel (Soeterboek et al (1991)), anaesthesia (Linkens and Mahfouf (1994)).
The flexibility of predictive control can be assessed from its historical background. It emerged 
independently from three diverse sources:
• The first branch of predictive control appeared in the late 1970’s and was motivated by 
industrial applications. Richalet et al (1978) were the first to use a long-range prediction 
horizon in their Model Algorithmic Control (MAC). This was quickly followed by Dynamic 
Matrix Control (DMC), developed by Cutler and Ramaker (1980). Both approaches use an 
explicit dynamic model of the plant. MAC uses a finite impulse response (FIR) model and
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DMC uses a finite step response (FSR) model. Both approaches consider constraints on the 
plant and obtain numerical solutions. This type of control is usually referred to as Model 
Predictive Control (MPC).
• The second branch of control arose from the field of self-tuning control. It was first seen as 
Minimum Variance Control (MV) developed by Astrom and Wittenmark (1973) and then as 
Generalised Minimum Variance (GMV) control, developed by Clarke and Gawthrop (1979). 
These algorithms were applied in self-tuning control strategies. They used short-range 
predictions and demonstrated poor robustness. A second generation of controllers which 
used long range predictions demonstrated much improved robustness. These include 
Extended Horizon Adaptive Control (EHAC) developed by Ydstie (1984) and Generalised 
Predictive Control developed by Clarke et al (1987a, 1987b). These controllers generally use 
SISO I/O models such as ARMAX (Auto-Regressive Moving Average Model with 
Exogenous Inputs) or ARIMAX (Integrated Auto-Regressive Moving Average Model with 
Exogenous Inputs) models which are in general use in self-tuning or adaptive algorithms. 
Controllers of this type will be referred to as Generalised Predictive Control (GPC).
• The third branch of predictive control developed as a variation of Linear Quadratic (LQ) or 
Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) control. It has applied receding-horizon state-space 
theories to the problem of guaranteed stability. Controllers of this type use a terminal 
constraint or end-point weighting to achieve guaranteed stability under stated conditions. A 
stabilising receding horizon control with fixed terminal constraints was suggested by Kwon 
and Pearson (1975). Constrained Receding Horizon Predictive Control (CRHPC) was 
developed by Clarke and Scattolini (1991). This type of control will be referred to as 
Receding Horizon Control (RHC).
The linear predictive control methodology described in Chapter 8, termed Predictive Functional 
Control (PFC), was developed by Richalet et al (1978). It bears some similarities to GPC in that 
it is unconstrained and has an analytical solution. However, it also employs many of the useful 
techniques which were developed for MAC.
7.2 Predictive Control Strategy
Predictive controllers control the plant by specifying the desired plant output at a particular 
instance or instances in the future and then calculating the controller action which minimises the 
predicted error. The solution to the cost function minimisation problem specifies the controller 
output for each sampling period up until the last of the specified future time points. However, 
only the first set of controller outputs is actually applied. At the next sampling period, a new
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controller solution is calculated, which takes into account any changes such as variations in the 
measured process output or setpoint. This receding horizon approach is illustrated for a three- 
step horizon in Fig. 7.1
k=0
—  t
p ast H orizon
k = l
t
Past H orizon
k=2 ------------------------------
: * î
Past H orizon
•  M easured  O utput,y(k)  O  P redicted O u t p u t ,K *  + 0  Set-Point
Fig. 7.1 Predictive Control - Receding Horizon Approach
The particulars of implementation differ for each variety of predictive control. However, all types 
of predictive control are composed of three basic components:
1. Internal Controller Model
2. Cost Function
3. Controller Solution
7.2.1 Internal Controller Models
In theory, the internal model used by a predictive controller may be of any type. The only 
absolute requirement being that the model is able to predict the plant behaviour with some degree 
of accuracy. In practice, the type of model used is dictated by the type of plant and by the 
controller specification. For example, fast processes require computationally efficient models 
with a small number o f parameters; multivariable controllers require multivariable models.
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The theory of predictive control has been developed largely for linear controllers which use linear 
models. Two commonly used linear models are described here.
Input/Outputs Models
The following SISO ARMAX model may be used to represent the process:
y ( k ) = - f - ^ u( k ) + - ^ z r - Z ( i c )  
A(q ) A(q )
nb
(7.1)
where A(q~') = ^ a j q ~1, 2lq =\ , B(q  1) = X ^< ?"
i=o  7—1
n t
n q - ^ l t ^
j =1
The model includes a disturbance polynomial T(q'!), which has an important role to play in 
improving robustness.
The future plant output can be computed recursively using (7.1). This is computationally 
intensive - i computations are required for an ¿-step ahead predictor. The prediction can be
calculated in a single step if  the first and second terms on the right hand side of equation (7.1) are
split into their individual past and future terms using the following Diophantine equations (for 
brevity, the q 1 dependence is not included)
B H
— = G + —  (7.2)
A A
T F
— = £■ + — (7.3)
A A
Using the above identities, equation (7.1) is rearranged so that the prediction can be calculated in 
a single step:
H  F
y (k  + i) =  Gu(k + i - \ )  + — u ( k - \ )  + ~ [ y ( k )  -  y(*)] + E%(k + i) (7.4)
A T
The first and second terms of equation (7.4) are the predicted process output as calculated by the 
model. The third term corrects the prediction for modelling errors. It filters modelling errors in a 
way which can be defined by the disturbance polynomial T(q'1). The fourth term is the prediction 
error due to future noise only. This term can be eliminated if the noise is assumed to be white 
noise with zero mean
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Equation (7.4) can be viewed in an alternative manner for control law derivation. The first term 
is the response of the system to the current controller action and is described as the forced 
response term. The second and third terms is the response of the system to previous controller 
actions and is termed the free response term.
In GPC, an CARIMA (Controlled Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average Model) model is 
often used in preference to an ARMAX model.
The predictor output derived from the CARIMA model includes a term equal to the integral of 
previous modelling errors. If the modelling errors are constant (as is the case for constant 
disturbances and reference trajectories) the integrator output will increase or decrease until the 
predicted model output equals the true plant output. If the controller succeeds in placing the 
predictor output at the setpoint, it follows that the plant output will also be at the setpoint. In 
summary, a GPC controller using an CARIMA model can eliminate steady-state errors in the 
case of constant disturbances and constant reference trajectories.
The ARMAX model is used in EHAC and the ARIMAX or CARIMA model are used in GPC. 
Both models are computationally efficient and are suitable for use in adaptive controllers. 
Theoretically, they can be extended for use in MIMO controllers, but in practice this is not a 
straightforward task.
FIR/FSR models are obtained from equations (7.1) and (7.5) respectively by setting A(q~l ) 
equal to I. FIR/FSR models have the advantage of simplicity, but they can only be used to model 
stable processes without integrators. They are slow to compute as they have a large number of 
parameters They are suitable for modelling open-loop stable, slow processes.
State Space Models
The following discrete state space model could also be used to represent the process:
All modelling uncertainties and all deterministic disturbance signals are assumed to be combined 
into the system noise signal z(k). The output is also assumed to be disturbed by measurement 
noise v(k).
(7.5)
where A = ( l - < f 1)
x(k  + 1) = A x(k ) + Bu(k) + Gz(k ) 
y ( k ) = Cx(k) + v(k)
(7.6)
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The output o f the state space model after i steps is:
¿-1 i - l
y(k  +  0  = CA x(k )  +  ^ , C A   ^ lBu(k + j )  + ^^C A ' ; lGz(k + j )  + v(k + i) (7.7)
;= 0  j = 0
State space models are computationally efficient and suitable for modelling many types of 
process. They are inherently multivariable and very suitable for implementing MIMO 
controllers.
7.2.2 Cost Function
7.2.2.1 Statement of Cost Function
The cost function specifies the performance criteria which the controller should aim to achieve. 
Typically, it penalises the error between the process output and set-point as well as controller
action. The position of the closed loop poles can be varied via the cost function definition. A
typical quadratic cost function which takes into account tracking eiror and controller action is
j  = X l j ( k  + ; )  -  w(k  + j)]Q[y(k + j ) -  w(k + j ) f  +2hu(k  + j -  \ )Ru(k + j - l ) r
hN, ;=1
where
y(k + j)  = predicted plant output 
w(k) = desired reference trajectory
N j = minimum prediction horizon (7-8)
N 2 = maximum prediction horizon
N u = control horizon 
Q,R = weighting matrices
Quadratic or 2-norm criteria have the advantage that an analytical control law can be found for 
the unconstrained case. A disadvantage of the 2-norm criteria is that storage requirements can be 
considerable for a MIMO controller with a long prediction horizon If a more compact controller 
is required the objective can be expressed using the 1-norm formulation and the control law 
calculated using Linear Programming (Taha,. (1987). The disadvantage of the 1-norm 
formulation is that it is not possible to derive an analytical, closed-form control law.
The oo-norm of the error between the predicted constrained and the ideal unconstrained process 
output is used by Campo and Morari (1986). The oo-norm has the effect of reducing peak 
excursions, whereas the 1- and 2-norms reduce the average deviation.
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The cost function may be optimised subject to input and output constraints such as actuator
position or rate limits or to state and output constraints such as the maximum operating
temperatures in a furnace. Such constraints can be formulated as:
lt < u(k + i) < lu 
nt < Au(k + i) < nu 
ml < x (k  + i) < mu
where
lt (k) = lower actuator position constraint vector
(7.9)
lu(k)  = upper actuator position constraint vector
nl (k)  = lower actuator rate constraint vector
nu(k ) =  upper actuator rate constraint vector 
ml (k ) = lower state constraint vector 
mu (k) = upper state constraint vector
7.2.2.2 Controller Tuning
Controller tuning may be affected through the cost-function definition or by augmenting the basic 
controller. There is considerable flexibility as to how the required controller performance may be 
specified. As a result, considerable diversity exists between the various predictive methodologies 
with respect to controller tuning. Table 7.1 lists some of the more important controller tuning 
parameters or controller tuning mechanisms. The first two parameters in the table, - minimum 
prediction horizon, Ni  and maximum prediction horizon, N2 are common to all control strategies. 
The remaining parameters are placed on the same row as an equivalent tuning parameter. For 
example, the tuning parameter - control horizon, Nu, is considered to be equivalent to the tuning 
mechanism - control output structuring. This does not imply that these parameters are exactly 
equivalent, rather that these parameters are capable of having a similar effect on controller 
performance.
C ontroller Tuning Param eter Alternative Tuning Param eter
1. Minimum Prediction Horizon, Ni -
2. Maximum Prediction Horizon, N? -
3 a. Control Horizon, N u 3b. Control Output Structuring
4a. Output Error Weighting Matrix, Q 4b. Set-Point Pre-Filter
5 a. Control Signal Output Weighting Matrix, R 5b. Controller Output Filter
Table 7.1 Predictive Control Tuning Parameters
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1. M inim um  Prediction H orizon - Ni,
The predictive controller minimises the error between the desired and the predicted plant output 
over a finite or infinite time span known as the prediction horizon. GPC includes every sampling 
instance between the minimum prediction horizon and the maximum prediction horizon. PFC 
reduces computational effort by using a subset of points over the prediction horizon known as 
coincidence points. The difference between these two approaches is illustrated in Fig. 7.2.
Fig. 7.2 Comparison of GPC and PFC Prediction Horizon
The GPC and PFC prediction horizon are exactly equivalent if the set of coincidence points 
chosen for the GPC controller includes every sampling instance on the prediction horizon between 
the minimum and maximum prediction horizon chosen by the PFC controller. In either case, the 
same flexibility is available with regard to controller tuning. The minimum prediction horizon 
specified by GPC is equivalent to the minimum coincidence point as specified by PFC.
The minimum prediction horizon, Ni, is generally chosen equal to d+1, where d  is the system time 
delay index, such that
dAT = x
where
d  = time delay index (7.10)
AT  = sampling period 
t  = pure time delay
If the minimum prediction horizon of less than d+1 is chosen, tracking errors which cannot be 
influenced by control action (due to the existence of pure time delay in the system) are included in 
the cost function.
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If Ni is increased beyond d+1, the early tracking errors are not included in the cost function. In a 
minimum-phase system, this results in smoother, slower and more robust control. In a non­
minimum phase system, the opposite can occur. If Nj  is increased to the point, where errors that 
occur during the transient nonminimum phase response are not included in the cost function, 
control action will be similar to that for a minimum phase system. As a result the tracking error 
during the transient non-minimum phase response will be greater but the overall system response 
will be faster (Soeterboek (1992)).
2. M axim um  Prediction H orizon - N 2
The maximum prediction horizon, N2 specifies the cut-off point for the inclusion of tracking 
errors in the cost function. It is reasonable to include tracking errors only up to the predicted 
settling time of the closed loop system. One rule of thumb suggests that using the 5% settling 
time of the closed loop process to select N 2 yields good control performance :
N 2 =int(Tsettle) / A T  (7.11)
Decreasing N 2 places greater emphasis on early tracking errors and decreases the system response 
time.
3a. C ontro ller H orizon  - N u
Controller computations can be considerably reduced by specifying a controller horizon, Nu, 
beyond which the controller action is assumed to remain constant. Fig 7.3 shows the computed 
control action where Nu is equal to 3.
P a s t  F u tu r e
Fig. 7.3 Computed Control Signal for Nu = 3 
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It can be seen from Fig. 7.3 that the value of the computed control action is allowed to vary for 
the first three sampling periods and is thereafter forced to remain at the value computed for the 
third sampling period. In practice, only the control signal calculated for the first sampling period 
is applied to the plant, as the control signal is recalculated at each sampling period. In spite of 
this the value of N u does has a significant role to play in terms of controller tuning. For example, 
if a control horizon of 1 is specified, the predictive controller calculates at each sampling instance 
the magnitude of the step which would bring the plant to the setpoint with the same dynamics as 
the open-loop plant. The mechanics of this are described in Section 8.5. If Nu is increased to 2, 
the control signal computed for the first sampling period may allow the plant to overshoot the 
setpoint, the control signal computed for the second sampling period should bring the plant to the 
setpoint. Given that only the first and larger control signal is repeated at each sampling interval, 
the dynamics of the closed loop system will be considerable faster than those achieved using a 
control horizon of 1.
In general, increasing Nu makes the controller more active and reduces robustness. If N2 is large, 
increasing Nu from 1 to na+1, (where na is the order of plant) can in certain cases transform the 
controller from a mean-level to a dead-beat controller (Soeterboek (1992)). Consequently if the 
process is unstable, a value of Nu greater than 1 must be chosen, as mean-level controllers cannot 
control unstable processes.
3b. C ontro l O utput S tructuring
In PFC the control horizon, Nu, is always assumed to be equal to the prediction horizon, H2. If 
the prediction horizon is long, this greatly increases the complexity of the optimisation problem. 
At each sampling interval, the cost function must be optimised with respect to H 2-l  variables. In 
addition, as explained in the previous section, it would result in a very active control signal. The 
problem is solved by “structuring” the projected control signal i.e. the projected control signal 
must fit a specified function, known as a base function. The most simple base function is a step 
function. This is effectively equivalent to specifying a control horizon of 1. The projected 
control signal may change at the first sampling period only. Structuring the controller output has 
the same advantages as using a controller horizon. It reduces controller computations and can be 
used to tune the controller.
4a. O utpu t W eighting  M atrix - Q
Where the desired reference trajectory is the plant set-point, it is inevitable that large initial 
tracking errors will occur after a step change in the set-point. These large errors will give rise to 
very active controller action after a set-point change. The tracking error may be weighted so as
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to place a low cost on the initial, inevitably large tracking errors and high cost on later tracking 
errors. Given the following cost function, which penalises tracking error only for a SISO system:
y(k  + ) -  w(k + N ])
J  = [K ^  + N ,) — w(k +  iVj) .......  y(k  + N 2) - w ( k  + N 2)\Q
y(k  + N 2) - w ( k  + N 2)
where (7.12)
0
Q =
0
The penalty on the early tracking errors can be reduced by defining q, as follows:
where
A< 1
(7.13)
In general, this results in smoother control as the controller does not attempt to reduce the initial 
large tracking errors. If a small or even non-existent penalty is specified for the first m tracking 
errors, this is equivalent to specifying a minimum prediction horizon, Nj, equal to m+1. As a 
result, this type of output weighting can have the same undesirable effect on non-minimum phase 
plants as a minimum prediction horizon which lies beyond the non-minimum transient - it may 
result in more rather than less active control.
4b. Set-Point Pre-filtering/Reference Trajectory - w(k)
An alternative means of reducing the impact of initial setpoint tracking errors is to employ a 
setpoint pre-filter. This is the approach adopted by PFC, IMC, (Morari and Zafiriou (1989) and 
more recently by GPC (Robinson and Clarke (1991). A simple cost function which penalises 
tracking errors only and includes a setpoint pre-filter is:
A controller with pre-filter has the “two-degrees-of-freedom-structure”, generally attributed to 
Horowitz (1963). It allows the controller to be independently designed for good disturbance 
rejection and setpoint tracking. The traditional one-degree-of -fteedom-structure cannot offer this 
as both disturbances and reference signals affect the controller through the same transfer 
function The one-degree-of-fireedom-structure is shown in Fig. 7.4
J  = £ [ y ( *  + j )  -  QM.k + j )][y(k  + j )  - Q w ( k  + j ) f
;=jv,
(7.14)
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dA d> o
u
Fig. 7.4 One-Degree-of-Freedom-Structure
For this control structure the relationship between the controller input, e, disturbance signal, d, 
and reference signal, r, is equal to:
e -1
d - r  1+ PQ
where (7.15)
e = r - d
From this, it can be seen that r and d  have the same effect on e (apart from sign). This does not 
present a problem if the reference signal, r and the disturbance signal, d  behave in a similar 
manner. In that case, Q can be designed to yield a good response to a change in r or in d. If the 
behaviour of r and d  is dissimilar however it may not be possible to design a controller, Q which 
can provide both satisfactory setpoint tracking and disturbance rejection. This problem can be 
solved by introducing additional controller blocks into the system as shown in Fig. 7.5
q 2 •0 u -1 * ©
Fig, 7.5 Two-Degrees-Of-Freedom-Structure 
The relationship between error and setpoint and disturbance inputs for this controller is:
-1
e =  d -
l + PQt
P Q &  
l+ P Q l
- l (7 .16)
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It is now possible to design Qi for good disturbance rejection and to design Q2 independently for 
good setpoint tracking.
In PFC, pre-filtering is extended to the plant output as well as the setpoint, as demonstrated in 
Fig, 7.6. This configuration, in effect, pre-filters the tracking error.
d
Fig. 7.6 PFC Error Prefiltering
Pre-filtering the error signal is equivalent to pre-filtering the setpoint sequence with a filter which 
is initialised at the current output value of the plant. This has a similar effect to using an output 
weighting matrix which places a low cost on the initial high tracking errors and a higher cost on 
future, small tracking errors. As a result system response can be controlled by changing the order 
and the dynamics of the pre-filter. PFC specifies the system response through the pre-filter 
dynamics only. This eliminates the use of non-intuitive output a weighting matrices.
Fig. 7.7 demonstrates setpoint pre-filtering following a setpoint change (indicated by the dashed 
line) at t=0. The first plot shows the projected, filtered setpoint sequence (indicated by a 
continuous line) at t=l  The controller uses this filtered sequence as the desired reference 
trajectory of the controlled variable. It calculates a control signal which minimises the error 
between the predicted plant output and this desired reference trajectory over the prediction 
horizon. The second plot shows that the calculated control signal was not exactly sufficient to 
place the actual plant output (indicated by **’) onto the desired reference trajectory at t=2. This 
discrepancy between desired and actual plant response may be due to unmodelled dynamics or 
actuator constraints. The desired reference trajectory is initialised with the actual value of the 
plant output at t=2. The controller again computes the control signal which minimises the error 
between the predicted and the plant output over the prediction horizon. This procedure is 
repeated at each sampling instance. The third plot shows the desired reference trajectory 
employed at each sampling instance up to t=l  1, and the actual measured value of the controlled 
variable at each sampling instance.
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Plant Output and Reference Trajectory
Fig. 7.7 Initialisation of Reference Trajectory at each Sampling Instance 
5a. C ontro ller O utput W eighting M atrices - R
If the controller output weighting matrix R  is set equal to zero, and setpoint pre-filtering is not 
employed, a minimum variance controller results. It can be shown (Soeterboek (1992) that the 
zeros of the open-loop process appear as closed-loop poles of a minimum variance controller. As 
a result, minimum variance control is not suitable for processes with badly situated zeros (most 
discretised processes). The position of the closed-loop poles can be changed by using a controller 
output weighting matrix, R  which is greater than zero. This takes the variance of the controller 
output signal into account and reduces controller activity.
For a type 0 process, the steady state error is a function of p. To overcome this, many controllers 
(including GPC and DMC) weight the controller increments instead of the controller outputs i.e. 
use a weighting matrix R, equal to pA. This, however, can result in a badly damped or unstable 
closed loop system. Essentially A has the filtering affect of weighting the high frequencies of u(k) 
much more than the low frequencies. Soeterboek (1992) suggests using a filter which does not 
pass frequency zero, but passes all higher frequencies, one possibility is:
R =
\ - q -l
1 - m q -I
where m (7.17)
The filter could also be designed to attenuate other specific frequencies such as the resonant 
frequencies of a mechanical system or high frequency measurement noise.
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In PFC, the controller output weighting matrix, R, is set equal to zero. High frequency control 
signals are eliminated by filtering the calculated control signal. This has a similar effect as the 
inclusion of a controller output weighting matrix, however, it is has the advantage of simplicity. 
It is easier to choose a filter time constant which is a physically meaningful parameter than it is to 
choose a controller output weighting matrix. In addition, a change in the filter time constant does 
not require a revaluation of the control law. This technique is also endorsed by Morari and 
Zafiriou (1989) for their Internal Model Control strategy.
The disadvantage of this approach is that the effect of the filter is not taken into account in the 
controller design procedure. The controller is designed and then augmented with the controller 
output filter. Inclusion of the filter could potentially destabilise the closed loop system.
7.2.3 Controller Solution
The controller action is derived by minimising the cost function. The minimisation problem can 
be solved in two different ways - analytically and numerically.
Analytical solutions can be found if the internal controller model is linear and the cost function is 
quadratic. Linear least squares can be used to derive an analytical controller solution for GPC or 
PFC. The control problem is solved using a Ricatti equation for RHC. Linear Programming 
techniques are used for controllers with a 1-norm or oo-norm cost index.
If the internal controller model is nonlinear or if the cost function includes constraints, the cost 
function must be minimised using a numerical optimisation algorithm.
7.3 Stability
Terminal equality constraints of the form x ( N 2) = 0 can be used to guarantee system stability. 
Stability results was first obtained for a SISO discrete time system with a non-singular transition 
matrix (Kwon and Pearson (1975). More recently it has been shown for MIMO systems, even if 
the transition matrix is singular (Chisci and Mosca (1994)).
There have been several recent developments in the design of stabilising predictive controllers for 
systems with input and output constraints. It has been shown that a predictive controller can 
globally stabilise a linear time system with constraints provided that a feasible solution exists 
(Rawlings and Muske (1993)).
5b. C ontro ller O utput Filtering
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7.4 R obustness
Robustness implies the ability of a controller to maintain system performance in the presence of 
unmodelled dynamics. The more robust the controller, the less sensitive is controller performance 
to mismatches between the plant and the internal controller model. The robustness of a predictive 
controller is dictated by the controller design. A  predictive controller is not necessarily more 
robust than a classic feedback controller. (Garcia et al (1989) referring to MPC).
There are a number of mechanisms however for improving the robustness of a predictive 
controller. For example, robustness may be included explicitly at the controller design stage, 
through the use of a ‘robust’ cost function statement which penalises the sensitivity of controller 
performance to model mismatch. It can also be included by augmenting the controller with a set- 
point pre-filter or control signal filtering. It has been shown that both the set-point pre-filter 
(Robinson and Clarke (1989) and the control signal filter (Morari and Zafiriou (1989)) have a 
direct effect on robustness.
7.5 Conclusions
Predictive control is a flexible and potentially effective control theory . The general objective of a 
predictive control strategy is to ensure that the future plant response matches a pre-specified 
desired plant response. This general objective is translated into a specific optimisation problem 
by defining an internal controller model and a cost function.
Much of the strength of predictive control lies in the flexibility of its controller definition. A 
predictive controller is largely defined by its internal model and cost function, both of which may 
be customised to suit many types of control problems. For example, there are no restrictions on 
the type of internal model which can be used by a predictive controller. As a result the internal 
controller model can represent any type of plant including nonlinear, multivariable or time-delay 
plants. The cost function definition may also be adapted to suit a particular control problem For 
example, the cost function may be defined as a 1-norm, 2-norm or oo - norm. The cost function 
may include terms such as controller action in addition to tracking error. The cost function may 
be defined as subject to any type of input or output constraint. The flexibility inherent in the 
generic definition of a predictive controller is reflected in the diversity of existing predictive 
control methodologies.
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8. Developm ent o f a Fuzzified Linear Predictive Controller
8.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the development of an analytical Unear predictive control strategy for a 
boiler process. The boiler process is a complex, multivariable process which includes significant 
time delay. The predictive control methodology is suitable for this application for a number of 
reasons. Firstly, it is a model based strategy which can take advantage of modelled knowledge 
about the expected future behaviour of the boiler process. Secondly, it can be implemented as an 
MIMO controller if necessary, in order to take into account modelled knowledge about the 
interaction among the controlled variables. Thirdly, it can easily be adapted to control systems 
with time delay.
An analytical linear design strategy does have limitations however. A  single linear controller 
which has been specified and tuned to operate at a particular operating point cannot perform 
equally well at other operating points if  the system is nonlinear. For this work, a number of 
linear controllers have been used to provide control over the full operating range of the plant. 
Fuzzy logic is used to combine the different controller output signals, thus ensuring a smooth 
transition between the various linear controllers. The resulting controller will be referred to as a 
fuzzified linear controller to indicate that the controller has been extended using fuzzy logic. The 
fuzzified linear controller is in fact a nonlinear controller, but the term “nonlinear controller” will 
be reserved for a nonlinear controller which is based upon a single nonlinear model of the plant.
A further limitation of an analytical linear approach is that it is not possible for the controller 
solution to take account of hard nonlinearities such as actuator constraints. These could be taken 
into account if a numerical optimisation algorithm is used to obtain the control solution. Instead, 
the fuzzified linear controller offers the benefits of an analytical control solution which can be 
calculated quickly using previously determined controller coefficients.
8.2 Overview of Control Strategy
The boiler process considered in this study has four controlled variables. These are to be 
controlled using four manipulated variables. Each of the controlled variables is affected to some 
extent by a variation in any of the manipulated variables. However, each controlled variable is 
predominantly affected by a variation in one particular manipulated variable. Table 8.1 lists the 
controlled variables and their associated manipulated variables for this boiler:
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Controller Variables Associated Manipulated Variables
Main Steam Pressure Fuel Mass Flow Rate
Drum Level Feedwater Mass Flow Rate
M ain Steam Temperature i Attemperating Water Mass Flow Rate
Percentage of 0 2 in Stack Gases Air Mass Flow Rate
Table 8.1 Controller Input and Output Variables
The overall control strategy adopts a combined multi-loop and single-loop approach. There is 
little interaction between the percentage of 0 2 in the stack gases and the three fluid-side variables 
(pressure, temperature and drum level). Consequently the percentage of 0 2 in the stack gases is 
controlled by a single-loop predictive controller, with a sampling rate of 0.1s, using air flow as 
the manipulated variable.
On the fluid-side, there are significant interactions between the three controlled variables and 
initially it seemed likely that a full multivariable approach could be of benefit here. In practice, 
this approach was not practical as the superheater steam temperature dynamics are considerably 
faster than the superheater steam pressure and drum level dynamics. As a result, it is not 
possible to select a sampling period which is suitable for the control of all three variables. 
Consequently, steam temperature is controlled by a fast single-loop predictive controller with a 
sampling period of 0.1s, using attemperation as the manipulated variable.
Steam pressure and drum level are controlled by a slower multivariable controller, with a 
sampling period of Is, using fuel flow and feedwater flow as the manipulating variables.
The overall control strategy for the fuzzified linear predictive controller is represented 
schematically in Fig. 8.1
Fig. 8.1. Schematic of Fuzzified linear Predictive Control Strategy
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It can be seen from Fig. 8.1 that the setpoint of the percentage 0 2 controller is not fixed, but is 
dictated by the fuel mass flow rate. At all times, sufficient air must be available for 
stoichiometric combustion plus an amount of excess air for safety reasons. The excess air is 
regulated by controlling the percentage of 0 2 in the stack gases. At lower loads, a considerable 
delay exists between combustion and the measurement of the percentage of 0 2 in the resulting 
stack gases. To ensure that sufficient excess air is available for combustion, the setpoint of the 
percentage of 0 2 in the stack gases is held at approximately 10%. At higher loads, the delay 
between the combustion chamber and the measurement of the resulting percentage 0 2 in the stack 
gases is shorter. As a result, the setpoint of the percentage 0 2 in the stack gases can be safely 
reduced to approximately 1%. This reduces the flow of excess air through the furnace, thus 
improving boiler efficiency. Fig. 8.2 shows the relationship between excess air and combustion 
losses. If the air available for combustion is less than the stoichiometric air requirement, some of 
the fuel is unburned resulting both in low efficiency as well as the production of carbon monoxide 
gases and the possibility of unburned fuel exploding at the top of the stack. Combustion losses 
are at a minimum when a small amount of excess air is available. If the excess air is increased 
beyond this optimum point, however, boiler efficiency is reduced because the excess air is heated 
by combustion but serves no useful purpose.
Fig. 8.2 Relationship Between Excess Air and Combustion Losses
The setpoint of the percentage 0 2 controller should not be set exactly equal to the optimal value 
for efficient control as small deviations from the setpoint could result in sub-stoichiometric 
control. The size of the safety margin necessary between the percentage 0 2 setpoint and the 
optimal value of percentage 0 2 is largely dependent on the performance of the 0 2 controller. 
Good control reduces the standard deviation of the control signal and allows the percentage 0 2 
setpoint to be shifted closer to the optimum value, without increasing the risk of the sub-
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stoichiometric combustion. This reduces the excess air in the furnace and improves combustion 
efficiency. Fig 8.3 illustrates this point It compares the two controllers on the basis of the 
standard deviation of their respective control signals about their setpoints. The controllers are 
required to keep the controlled variable above a value of 5 at all times. Clearly, the control signal 
of the ‘Controller A’ has a much smaller standard deviation than the control signal of ‘Controller 
B ’. In consequence of this the setpoint of ‘Controller A ’ may be set to a value of 10, without 
danger of the controlled signal falling below 5. In contrast the setpoint of ‘Controller B’ must be 
set to at least 15 in order to ensure that the controlled signal does not fall below 5 (Richalet et al 
(1978)).
S e tp o in t
Fig. 8.3 Standard Deviation of Control Signals of ‘Controller A’ and ‘Controller B’ About Their
Setpoints
In this case, the setpoint signal is derived from the fuel flow signal which is used as a measure of 
the plant operating point. The fuel flow rate signal is first low-pass filtered to prevent transient 
variations in fuel flow rate being transmitted to the air flow controller via the percentage O2 
setpoint signal. The relationship between boiler operating point and percentage 0 2 setpoint is 
presented in Table 8.2.
O perating Point (%) 0 2 Setpoint (%)
10% 8.75
30% 5.75
50% 3.00
70% 1.60
90% 1.11
Table 8.2 Relationship Between Operating Point and Percentage 0 2 Setpoint
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Each controller is multivariable in the sense that each internal controller model is provided with 
appropriate disturbance inputs. For example, the steam temperature controller calculates the 
attemperating water flow rate signal, but it is also provided with the current fuel mass flow rate 
and load demand signal as these directly effect steam temperature. Similarly, the percentage O: 
controller is provided with fuel flow as a disturbance input. The complete list of disturbance 
inputs used by each controller is given in Table 8.3.
Main Steam Pressure and Drum  
Level Controller
Main Steam Temperature 
Controller
%Oz  Controller
1. Nr. of Open Valves (load 
input)
2. Attemperating Flow Rate
3. Air Flow Rate
4. Feedwater Temperature
1. Fuel Flow Rate
2. Air Flow Rate
3. Nr of Open Valves (load input)
4. Drum Pressure
5. Drum Temperature
6. Combustion Gas Temperature
1. Fuel Flow Rate
Table 8.3 Disturbance Inputs of the Fuzzified linear Predictive Controllers
8.3 L inear Predictive Controller Developm ent
This section describes the development of a single linear controller which is based upon a linear 
model of the plant. The combination of a number of these linear controllers to produce the 
fuzzified linear controller is described in Section 8.4. A predictive controller attempts to achieve 
its objective by finding the controller action which minimises an appropriate cost function based 
on predicted future behaviour of the process. The cost function must consider the error between 
the predicted plant output and a reference trajectory over a finite or even infinite time span, 
known as the prediction horizon. The solution to the minimisation problem specifies the controller 
output for each sampling period in the prediction horizon. However, only the controller output 
for the first sampling period is actually applied. At the next sampling period, a new controller 
solution is calculated, which takes into account any new information such a disturbance or 
change in setpoint.
A linear predictive controller includes the following three fundamental components:
• Linearised Model
• Quadratic Cost Function
• Analytical Controller Solution
This following derivation uses the predictive control methodology, known as Predictive 
Functional Control (Richalet (1993a)). In Chapter 7, the features of Predictive Functional 
Control were identified and compared to those of other predictive control methodologies.
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8.3.1 Linearised Model
Each of the three controllers requires a model of a different section of the plant. The controller of 
the percentage of 0 2 in the stack requires a model of the combustion-side of the process in order 
to predict the percentage of 0 2 in the stack. The multivariable steam pressure and drum level 
controller needs a model of the complete process in order to predict steam pressure and drum 
level. The steam temperature controller requires a model of the superheater in order to predict 
main steam temperature.
These three linearised models are obtained by linearising the nonlinear first-principles boiler 
model, described in Chapter 4. The linearisation process, which is described in Chapter 5, 
generates a state-space description of the plant:
x(n + 1 )  =  Ax(n) +  Bu(ri) 
y m. (ti) = C;X(n)
where
x(n)  = vector of state variables of model (8.1)
u(ri) = vector of manipulated variables
C, = i m row of C
y m (n) = one step - ahead prediction for i ^  controlled variable
A multi-step-ahead prediction requires the value of future controller outputs. These future
control outputs are unknown as the controller output is recalculated as each sampling period. 
Therefore it is assumed that the future control output remains constant. Adopting this 
assumption, the predicted model output is:
y m (n + H j )  = C,AHjx(n) + C , B t  A p- lu(n)
p = i
where (8.2)
Hj  = j*  coincidence point
8.3.2 Quadratic Cost Function
The cost function is specified as the sum of the squares of the errors between the change in the
desired reference trajectory and the change in the predicted model output at specified points in the
future called coincidence points.
/  = 1 1  Ef i
i=i ;= i
where J  = cost function value
m = number of controlled variables (8.3)
k(i)  = number of coincidence points for i*  controlled variable 
E; j  -  error at j “1 coincidence point for i*  controlled variable
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The error between the desired change in model output and the predicted change in model output at 
some coincidence point H r  can be expressed mathematically as:
E u = {ymXn + H j ) - y mXn)) - ( R i(n + H }) - *,(«))
where
= error at j*  coincidence point for i*  output 
= i 111 model output 
= j*  coincidence point 
= reference trajectory for i * output
(8.4)
The desired reference trajectory may simply be equated to the set-point signal. Smoother control 
may be obtained, however, by low-pass pre-filtering the set-point signal. In this case the setpoint 
signal is pre-filtered by specifying the desired reference trajectory as an exponential curve 
between the current process output and the set-point. It follows that the desired error trajectory 
between the process output and the setpoint is an exponentially decreasing curve. The error 
trajectory is described mathematically as:
The physical relevance of Xi can be seen by writing it in terms of the 63% rise-time of the desired 
exponential curve.
where
e i(n) = S i - y p.(n)
Sf = Setpoint for i*  process output
y„. = 1 *  process output (controlled variable)
(8.5)
\  =exp
f
where (8.6)
Ts = sampling period
T; = reference trajectory time constant or 63% rise - time
The desired change in  reference trajectory can now be rewritten as:
R, (n + H j )  — R; (w) = e, (tj) -  £, (n + H j )  = e, (n)(l -  )] (8.7)
This expression is incorporated into (8.4), yielding:
Eu  = ( ym. (n + H j ) ~  ^  (n) -  e, (n)(l -  ) (8 .8)
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The equations for model and predictor output ((8.1) and (8.2) respectively) are substituted into 
equation (8.8), yielding:
p = i
(8.9)
For brevity, the error can be rewritten as:
E u  = LijX(n) + M Sju(n)  + N ^ e ^ n )
where
1)
Mj j =  CjBX A w  
N i}j= - (  1 - ^ )
(8.10)
The complete set of equations for all the model outputs and all the coincidence points is rewritten 
in matrix format, (* denotes vector dot product multiplication)
The cost function, restated in terms of (8.11) is:
J  = E r E
(8.12)
= (Lx(n) + Mu(n) + N .e (n ))  (Lx(ri) + Mu(n) + N * e ( n ) )
This cost function is simple but still allows great freedom in controller tuning. The system 
response can be changed in two different ways. Firstly, the rate of change of the desired 
reference trajectory may be varied via the reference trajectory time constant. Secondly, the 
position of the coincidence points may be changed - choosing coincidence points in the near future 
results in a more active control action. An attractive feature of this method is that both of these 
tuning parameters are physically meaningful. In addition, by stating the cost function 
incrementally, it is shown in the next section that the effect of steady-state errors is automatically 
compensated for by the controller.
8.3.3 Derivation of Control Law
The model inputs may include disturbance inputs as well as manipulated inputs If this is the case 
the vector of model inputs is partitioned into two parts: uc is the set of manipulated variables and
E  = Lx(ri) +  Mu(n) +  N  * e (n) (8.11)
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Ud is the set of plant disturbance inputs. The cost function becomes:
j  = e t e
= (Lx(n) + [M C M d\
uc(n) 
Md («).
N .e (n ))T(Lx(n) + [M c M d
uc(n) 
(«).
+ N * e (n ) )
(8.13)
The control solution is found using the method of least squares. The partial derivative of J  is 
minimised with respect to the manipulated inputs, uc(n), to yield the controller solution.
= 2uc (n)T M j  M c + 2 x ( n f  i l  M c + 2 e TN TM c + 2ud (n f  A/J M c = 0 
ouc (8.14)
=> uc{n) = - ( M l M c)~l M l ( Lx(n) + N * e ( n )  + M dud (n))
It can be shown that the control law includes integral action by considering the control law for a 
SISO system and a single step-ahead prediction horizon Given a SISO system, equation (8.14) 
can be reduced to:
uc(n) = - M ; l (Lx(n) + N  *e(n))  (8.15)
If the plant output is equal to the setpoint the controller action is equal to:
uc(n) = - M ci Lx(n) (8.16)
Replacing M c and L  with their full expressions, yields:
Mc(n) = - ( C 5 l A ,'-1)"1(C (A " -Y))x(n)  (8.17)
¡=i
If a single step prediction horizon is employed, the control law may be reduced to:
uc(n) = - (C B )-1( C ( A - \ ) ) x ( n )  
= B 'l ( I  -  A)x(n)
(8.18)
This is also the value of control action required to place the internal controller model into steady 
state, as can be seen by rearranging equation (8.18). The rearranged equation is equal to the 
equation for a discrete linear system in steady-state.
x(n) = Ax(n) + Buc(n) (8.19)
If the internal controller model is not in steady-state equilibrium, the controller output will not be 
constant. It follows that the plant can only attain steady state equilibrium if the plant output is 
equal to the setpoint.
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8.3.4 Application to Systems With Time Delay
Control of percentage O2 in the stack gases is complicated by the presence of a pure time delay 
between controller action and percentage 0 2 measurement. The control law must be adapted to 
take the effects of this time delay into account. In Predictive Functional Control, the approach 
used is to consider the process as two separate entities - a pure time delay and a process with no 
time delay. This notional representation of a time delay system is depicted graphically in Fig. 8.4
u
H m(q)
‘d
ymladv) <7
Fig. 8.4 Model of Time Delay System
The output of the model Hm(q) has been termed ym(adv> as it is equivalent to the actual model 
output, ym, advanced by d  sampling periods. The relationship between y„ and ym<adV) is expressed 
mathematically as follows:
ym(^){n)  = y m{n +  d)  (8.20)
For control purposes it is assumed that the process variable corresponding to ym(adv> is the 
controlled variable i.e. that the controlled system excludes the pure measurement delay. In reality, 
there is no measurable process variable, yp<adv), which corresponds to ym(adv). However, the 
process model is used to estimate the value of this notional variable - yP(adV>
y p(adv) («) = y P («) -  ym («) +  y'*.«*) (») (8- 21)
The reference trajectory is initialised by this advanced process output instead of by the actual 
process output. The desired reference trajectory is now defined as follows:
e(n  + H j ) = ^ e i (n)
where
&i ~ — y p(adv), (^)
* <8-22)S, = Setpoint for i process output
y p(adv) • = advanced process output (controlled variable)
0 < 4  <1
This nominal separation of a process into a non-delay system and a pure time delay was 
suggested by Smith (1958) and forms the basis for a feedback controller of time delay systems
which is referred to as the Smith regulator. A feedback structure for a system with delay, as
shown in Fig. 8.5:
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r +
V D(s)’ e**G(s)
Fig. 8.5 Feedback Structure for Time Delay System
The transfer function for this system is :
Y(s) D ( s ) e '^ G ( s )
R(s) 1 + D (î) éT^GU)
(8.23)
Smith suggested that if the plant delay could be taken outside the feedback loop, a modified 
compensator D(s) could be designed to control G(s) alone i.e. the plant excluding pure time delay. 
The transfer function of the system would then be:
Y(s) D(s)G(s) -As
R(s) 1 + G (j)D (j)
(8.24)
By equating equation (8.23) and (8.24) the transfer function of the modified compensator is 
found to be:
D(s) = ----------- .  —  (8.25)
I + D(s) [- G (s ) + G(s)e_Ai ]
The structure of this compensator is shown in Fig. 8.6
Compensator D(s) '
Fig. 8.6 Smith Regulator for Time Delay System
It can be seen from Fig. 8.6 that the output of the plant without the delay is fed back to the 
controller. This is exactly equivalent to the structure of the linear predictive controller for time 
delay systems.
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8.4 Fuzzy Interpolation Between Linear Controllers
The previous section describes the development of a linear predictive controller which is based 
upon a linear model of the plant. The linear model represents the plant well around a particular 
operating point, but it does not necessarily represent the plant well at other operating points. 
Likewise the controller tuning parameters have been chosen to give the best possible results at a 
particular operating point and may give poor results at other operating points. In effect, it is not 
possible to achieve good controller performance over the full operating range of a nonlinear plant 
using a single linear controller. This problem is generally overcome using either adaptive or gain 
scheduling techniques.
Adaptive controllers continuously recalculate the parameters of the linear model using an 
estimation technique such as recursive least squares. This method has three disadvantages. 
Firstly, on-line adaptation of the model parameters can result in instability or unpredictable 
behaviour (Rohrs et al (1985)). Secondly, it is only suitable for models which have a fairly small 
number of parameters for computational reasons. Thirdly, it involves recalculation of the 
controller parameters at each sampling period.
For gain scheduling, model parameters are first obtained off-line for a number of different 
operating points spread over the full operating range of the plant (e.g. 10%, 50%, 90%). A 
simple gain scheduling controller switches between these models as the operating point changes 
from the operating region around one model to the operating region around the next model. This 
method may result in poor control near the boundary of an operating region or in a “bumpy” 
changeover from one region to the next. One popular means of overcoming these problems is to 
estimate the model parameters at intermediate operating points by interpolating between the 
parameters of known linear models. The controller parameters may then be calculated on-line 
from the interpolated model parameters. A second popular method interpolates between the 
parameters of two linear controllers to derive the parameters of a controller at an intermediate 
operating point.
The first of these methods assumes that interpolation will result in a model or controller which is 
capable of representing the plant at the intermediate operating point. A comparison of the 
parameters of several linearised models of the boiler indicates that the model parameters do not 
increase or decrease monotonically between operating points. The transition matrices of the 10%, 
50% and 90% linear models are compared on an element by element basis. The comparison 
showed that 11 of the 400 elements neither increase nor decrease monotonically with operating 
point. It follows that simple linear interpolation between the parameters of two linearised models
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will not necessarily generate accurate model parameters at an intermediate operating point. It also 
follows that simple linear interpolation between the parameters of two linear controllers will not 
necessarily generate appropriate controller parameters at an intermediate operating point.
An alternative control strategy which uses fuzzy logic was developed for this work. Three linear 
controllers, based on linearised models of the boiler at the 10%, 50% and 90% operating points 
are left to run concurrently. The actual controller output is equal to a weighted sum of the output 
of each of the three controllers. The weights are dependent on the current operating point of the 
boiler and on pre-specified fuzzy sets, shown below in Fig. 8.7.
Fig. 8.7 Fuzzy Sets for Operating Point 
The actual controller output is calculated as follows:
(op) + u ^ m v ^  (op) +  u90mvhigh (op)
where
uoul = actual (fuzzified) controller output 
m10 = output of 10% linear controller 
uso = output of 50% linear controller 
u90 = output of 90% linear controller 
mvlow = membership value for low load fuzzy set
= membership value for medium load fuzzy set 
mvm  = membership value for high load fuzzy set 
op = current operating point
(8.26)
1. Number and Range of Fuzzy Sets
The number of fuzzy sets required to cover the plant operating range is equal to the number of 
linear controllers required to ensure good control over the full operating range of the boiler.
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The performance of each linear controller is largely dependent on the accuracy of its internal 
controller model, however. This implies that the number of linear controllers to be used is 
dictated by the number of linearised models required to represent the boiler process over the 
entire operating range. It was shown in Section 5.6.2 that three linearised models of the boiler 
process obtained at 10%, 50% and 90% are sufficient to represent the plant at all operating 
points, provided that the output of these linearised models are interpolated at intermediate 
operating points. For example, neither the 50% linearised model nor the 90% linearised model 
can accurately represent the boiler process at the 70% operating point. However, by 
interpolating the output of these two models, it is possible to accurately predict the plant 
behaviour at the 70% operating point. Based on the results of Section 5.6.2, it was decided to 
use three fuzzy sets - a low load set, a medium load set and a high load set. At low loads, the 
output of the 10% linearised model is predominant, at medium loads the output of the 50% 
linearised model is predominant and at high loads the output of the 90% linearised model is 
predominant.
2. Shape o f Fuzzy Sets
The shape of the fuzzy sets dictates the mechanism by which overall control of the boiler 
process moves between the three linear controllers. In this case, it was decided to use a “flat- 
topped” shape. This shape takes into account that good models are available at the 10%, 50% 
and 90% operating points by using only the output of the 10%, 50% and 90% controllers 
respectively for a small operating range (±10%) around these operating points. Between 0% 
and 20% the actual controller output is equal to the output of the 10% linear controller only. 
Between 40% and 60% the actual controller output is equal to the output of the 50% linear 
controller only. After 80% the controller output is equal to the output of the 90% linear 
controller only. At operating points outside the ±10% range of the linear controller, the fuzzy 
sets allow control to move in a smooth way between the three different linear controllers as 
necessary. Between 20% and 40%, the output of the 10% and 50% linear controllers are 
combined to generate the actual controller output. Between 60% and 80% the output of the 
50% and 90% linear controllers are combined to generate the actual controller output.
Using this strategy it is not necessary to assume that the parameters of a linearised model change 
smoothly with operating point. Likewise, this strategy does not require interpolation between 
either the model or controller parameters which would be computationally costly given the large 
number of parameters which would be involved in this case. For example, the state transition 
matrix o f the linearised model has 400 elements.
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8.5 Controller Tuning
The desired response of each of the controlled variables may be specified via two tuning 
parameters:
1 Time Constant of the Reference Trajectory
2 Position o f Coincidence Point(s)
A minimum of eight parameters must be specified for the linear controller at each operating point 
i.e. the reference trajectory time response and at least one coincidence point for each of the four 
controlled variables. In all, a minimum of 24 tuning parameters must be specified (given 3 
operating points, 4 controlled variables and 2 tuning parameters per controlled variable.)
It may not be possible to use the same set of tuning parameters at the 10%, 50% and 90% 
operating point due to the variation in boiler dynamics with operating point. The method used to 
select the tuning parameters at the 10%, 50% and 90% operating points is described in separate 
sections.
8.5.1 Selection of Tuning Parameters for 90% Linear Controller
The time constant of the controlled variables could be used as a basis for choosing the controller 
tuning parameters. However, due to the presence of an integrator, it is not possible to determine 
the time constant of the controlled variables from their step responses. An alternative procedure 
was devised to find the dominant time constant of each of the controlled variables, given in a 
change in its associated manipulated variable. (The coupling between the manipulated and 
controlled variables is shown in Table 8.1).
1. The linearised models are converted into Jordan form.
2. Any integrators are removed from the resulting Jordan form model.
3. The new model is reduced to a single state, linear model using balanced truncation model 
reduction. The time constant of the first order reduced model of each controlled variable is 
presented in  Table. 8.4
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Controlled Variable- 
Model Output
Manipulated Variable - 
Model Input
Model Time Constant (s)
Main Steam Pressure Fuel Flow Rate 361
Drum Level Feedwater Flow Rate 361
Main Steam Temperature Attemperating Water Flow 
Rate
5.6
% 0 z in Stack Gases Air Flow Rate 1.8
Table 8.4 Time Constant of First Order Reduced Models
4. Time constant of reference trajectory is set equal to half the time constant of the model.
5. Controller performance is tested by simulation.
6. Initial choice o f controller tuning parameters is improved by trial and error, to yield the default 
set of controller tuning parameters which are presented in Table 8.5.
Controlled Variable Time Constant of Reference 
Trajectory (s)
Position of Coincidence 
Point (s)
Main Steam Pressure 24 12
Main Steam Temperature 30 15
Drum Level 0.6 0.3
% 0 2 in Stack Gases 3.6 1.8
Table 8.5 Default Set of Tuning Parameters
In the case of each of the controlled variables, it can be seen that the position of the coincidence 
point is equal to half the value of the time constant of the reference trajectory. It can also be 
noted that it is possible to increase or decrease either the position of the coincidence point or the 
reference trajectory time constant by a third and that the result is an integer.
The effect of the controller tuning parameters on system response is investigated via a series of 
step response tests using the following combinations of the controller tuning parameters.
Test 1 Use default parameters
Test 2 Increase default time constant only by 33%
Test 3 Increase default coincidence point only by 33%
Test 4 Increase both default time constant and coincidence point by 33%
Test 5 Decrease both default time constant and coincidence point by 33%
A change in any one tuning parameter has some effect on all four controlled variables, owing to 
the multivariable nature of the boiler process. For example, a change in the setpoint of main 
steam pressure causes the other controlled variables to deviate from their setpoints. To illustrate 
the nature of this interaction, the response of all the controlled and manipulated variables to a 
step change in the setpoint of main steam pressure is shown in Fig. 8.8. The controlled variables 
are shown in the left hand column and the manipulated variables in the right hand column.
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Fig. 8.8 System Response to a Step Change in Main Steam Pressure Setpoint
It can be seen from Fig. 8.8 that the fuel flow rate must be increased to order to increase main 
steam pressure from its original level of 4.5 MPa to the new setpoint level of 4.6 MPa. This 
increase in fuel flow causes the density of the water in the drum and risers to reduce and as a 
result causes drum water level to increase. Feedwater flow is initially reduced from 4.75 kg/s to 
3.75 kg/s in order to prevent a transient increase in drum water level and is then increased to cope 
with the increased rate of evaporation. Attemperation is increased as the increased fuel flow 
causes the temperature of the main steam temperature to rise. Air flow must also be varied in 
order to maintain the correct level of percentage 0 2 in the stack gases.
The magnitude of the disturbance to drum water level, main steam temperature and percentage Oi 
in the stack gases is dependent on the magnitude of the main steam pressure setpoint change and 
the desired response time of main steam pressure. In order to obtain good overall control
Attemperation
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performance for the entire system, it is necessary to consider the interactions between the 
controlled variables. However, an initial tuning can first be carried out separately for each of the 
controlled variables. After this initial tuning is completed, the overall system response is 
examined and further tuning may be carried out which takes into account the interaction between 
the controlled variables.
The tuning tests are shown for each of the controlled variables in turn. For clarity, the effect of 
the controller tuning parameters for each controlled variable are shown for that controlled 
variable only. Likewise, only the response of the manipulated variable which has the greatest 
effect on the controlled variable is included in the set of results for that controlled variable.
In order to perform a quantitative analysis of the tuning results, the following three indices are 
defined.
1. The 63% response time (time required for the controlled variable to reach 63% of its final 
value) has been chosen as an index of system response time. This index has been chosen 
because it allows the actual 63% response time of the plant to be directly compared with the 
desired 63% response time of the plant. The desired 63% response time of the plant is equal 
to the first controller tuning parameter i.e. time constant of reference trajectory.
2. The second index is a measure of controller action. It is equal to the maximum overshoot or 
undershoot of the manipulated variable measured in relation to the final steady state value of 
the manipulated variable.
3. The third index is also a measure of controller energy. It is defined as the sum of the square 
of the deviation of the manipulated variable from its mean value, calculated over a defined 
time-span. This index is referred to as the Integral Squared Control Action (ISU).
OSmax = maxi it -  uam ax f l
where u = manipulated variable
uss = Final steady state value of manipulated variable
(8.27)
k=k
k=ki
where (8.28)
u
u(k)
k m,r -  fc. +1max m in
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Main Steam Pressure
Fig. 8.9 shows the response of main steam pressure to a step change in set-point for each of the 
five sets of tuning parameters. The corresponding control action for fuel flow is shown in Fig. 
8.10.
Main Steam Pressure
Q.
Time (s)
Fig. 8.9 Response of Main Steam Pressure to Step Change in Setpoint
Fuel Mass Flow Rate
Time (s)
Fig. 8.10 Response of Fuel Flow to Step Change in Setpoint
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It can be seen from Fig. 8.9 and Fig. 8.10 that the system responses may be divided into three 
groups. The fastest group contains the response for Test 5, which as might be expected, specified 
the shortest time response. The next fastest group contains the responses for Tests 1 and 3, both 
of which specified the same response time. The third and slowest group contains the results for 
Tests 2 and 4, both of which specified the slowest response time. This grouping of the system 
responses suggests that the position of the coincidence point has little effect on the system 
response.
Table 8.6 presents the measured indices for each set of controller tuning parameters. Shading is 
used to indicate a non-default parameter value.
Tuning for Main Steam Pressure Control
Controller Tuning Parameters Performance Indices
Test
Nr.
Reference 
Trajectory 
Time Constant
(s)
Position of 
Coincidence 
Point (s)
Actual 63% 
Response Time
(s)
Fuel Flow 
Overshoot
(kg/s)
ISU
(kg/s)2
1 24 12 25.28 1.88e-2 3.1e-2
2 32 É 12 32.29 1.38e-2 2.0e-2
3 24 16 25.36 1.72e-2 3.0e-2
4 32 16 32.00 1.28e-2 2.0e-2
5 W m ::: 8 18.05 3.43e-2 5.7e-2
Table 8.6 Effect of Main Steam Pressure Controller Tuning Parameters
Test 1 This test demonstrates that it is possible to specify the plant response time quite 
accurately using the tuning parameters. There is a close correlation between the 
reference trajectory time constant (24s) and the 63% response time of the controlled 
variable (25.28s).
Test 2 The reference trajectory time constant is increased to 32s, causing the fuel flow 
overshoot to decrease by 26%, ISU  to decrease by 36% and the plant response time to 
increase to 32.29s. Again a very close correlation exists between the desired 63% 
response time and the actual 63% response time.
Test 3 The coincidence point position is changed from 12s to 16s. This should increase the 
plant response time and decrease controller action. In fact, the increase in plant response 
time is less than 0.1s even though fuel flow overshoot decreases by 8% and the ISU
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index decreases by 3.2%. This indicates that increasing the coincidence point can 
decrease high frequency controller action.
Test 4 The reference trajectory time constant is increased to 32s and the coincidence point is 
moved to 16s. A comparison with Test 2 is of interest here. It is to be expected that the 
plant response time would be slower than that achieved in Test 2. However, plant 
response time is very slightly faster (0.29s) and more importantly fuel flow overshoot is 
7% smaller than for Test 2. Again it appears that increasing the coincidence point can 
decrease high frequency controller activity without compromising plant response time.
Test 5 The reference trajectory time response is decreased to 16s and the coincidence point is
placed at 8s. The plant response time decreases to 18s. The actual plant response time 
is 2s longer than the desired plant response time, indicating that the plant response is now 
nearly as fast as possible. This is confirmed by a large increase in fuel flow overshoot 
(83% increase) and ISU  index (82% increase). .
The results demonstrate that it is possible to specify a desired response time for main steam 
pressure with a very good degree of accuracy. The degree of accuracy decreases as the desired 
response time decreases and the minimum response time possible is approached. The results also 
demonstrate that the reference trajectory time constant has a much more dominant effect on 
system response than the position of the coincidence point. The position of the coincidence point 
can be used to increase or decrease high frequency controller activity.
The choice of controller tuning parameters is dependent on the performance specification for the 
controlled system. If a fast response is required, the parameters used in Test 5 could be adopted. 
Otherwise, the parameters used in Test 3 offer a good compromise between controller action and 
system response.
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Drum Level
The response of drum level to a step change in setpoint is presented in Fig. 8.11 The 
corresponding controller action - feedwater flow rate - is presented in Fig. 8.12.
Drum Level
Time (s)
Fig. 8.11 Response of Drum Level to Step Change in Setpoint
A-r\ I I I 1--------1--------1--------1--------i--------i--------i
0  2 0  4 0  6 0  8 0  1 0 0  1 2 0  1 4 0  1 6 0  1 8 0  2 0 0
Time (s)
Feedwater Flow
Fig. 8.12 Response of Feedwater Flow to Step Change in Setpoint
The responses for each of the five tests can be seen distinctly in Fig. 8.11 i.e. they are not 
grouped. This suggests that the position of the coincidence point has a greater effect in tuning 
drum level control than it has in tuning main steam pressure controller. The relationship between 
the controller tuning parameters and system response is presented in Table. 8.7.
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Tuning for Drum  Level Control
C ontroller Tuning Parameters Perform ance Indices
Test
Nr.
Reference 
T rajectory  
Time Constant
(s)
Position of 
Coincidence 
Point (s)
Actual 63% 
Response Time
(s)
Feedwater
Flow
Overshoot
(kg/s)
ISU
(kg/s)2
1 30 15 35.00 0.324 9.2
2 40 15 44.14 0.257 6.3
3 30 mm 37.60 0.283 8.1
4 40 20 51.93 0.195 4.7
5 : 2 0  -ma 10 23.42 0.557 17.1
Table 8.7 Effect of Drum Level Controller Tuning Parameters
Test 1 A reasonable correlation exists between the reference trajectory time constant (30s) and 
the 63% response time of the controlled variable (35s).
Test 2 The reference trajectory time constant is increased to 40s, causing the plant response 
time to increase to 44s, the ISU  index to decrease by 32% and the feedwater flow 
overshoot to decrease by 20%.
Test 3 The coincidence point position is changed from 15s to 20s. As a result, the feedwater 
flow overshoot and the ISU  index both decreases by 12% and the drum level response 
time increases by approximately 2.5s.
Test 4 The reference trajectory time constant is increased to 40s and the coincidence point is 
moved to 20s. The plant response time (52s) now becomes considerably slower than the 
reference trajectory time constant and the feedwater flow overshoot decreases by 79%. 
This suggests that the position of the coincidence point may have an important effect on 
system response in certain situations. One possible reason for this is that the accuracy of 
the prediction decreases as the predictive horizon decreases. A 20 step ahead prediction 
horizon may be too long for accurate control.
Test 5 The reference trajectory time response is decreased to 20s and the coincidence point is 
placed at 10s. This causes the feedwater flow overshoot to increase by 72%, the ISU 
index to increase by 85% and the plant response time to decrease to 23s.
As for pressure, the relationship between reference trajectory time constant and plant time 
response is quite close for drum level. Reference trajectory time constant is also the dominant 
tuning parameter but coincidence point position can be seen to have an effect, particularly if the 
desired time response is slow and the prediction horizon is very long.
The parameters used in Test 5 generate the fastest system response and result in the greatest 
controller activity. The parameter set used in Test 3 is more attractive - system response is 
slightly slower but controller action has been reduced considerably.
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Main Steam Temperature
The system response of main steam temperature and the corresponding attemperating flow rate 
are shown in Fig. 8.13 and Fig. 8.14 respectively, for each combination of tuning parameter.
Main Steam Temperature
Fig. 8.13 Response of Main Steam Temperature to Step Change in Setpoint
Attemperating Flow Rate
Fig. 8.14 Response of Attemperating Flow Rate to Step Change in Setpoint
As for main steam pressure, the five system responses can be separated into three separate groups 
- fast, medium, slow. The fastest response is noticeable for being extremely oscillatory. The 
performance indices for each set of controller tuning parameters are presented in Table 8.8.
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Tuning for Main Steam Temperature Control
Controller Tuning Parameters Performance Indices
Test
Nr.
Reference 
Trajectory 
Time Constant
(s)
Position of 
Coincidence 
Point (s)
Actual 63% 
Response Time
(s)
Attemperating
Flow
Undershoot
(kg/s)
ISU
(kg/s)2
1 0.6 0.3 1.00 2.80e-2 2.6e-3
2 0.8 0.3 1.20 2.11e-2 2.0e-3
3 0.6 0.4 1.04 2.13e-2 2.2e-3
4 0.8 m 1.19 1.61e-2 1.6e-3
5 0.4 0:2 0.62 5.25e-2 7.8e-3
Table 8.8 Effect of Main Steam Temperature Controller Tuning Parameters
Test 1 A  response time of 1.0s is obtained using a desired response time of 0.6s.
Test 2 The desired response time is increased by 0.2s, causing the actual response time to
increase by 0.2s, attemperating flow undershoot to decrease by 24% and the ISU index to 
decrease by 30%..
Test 3 The coincidence point is increased by 0.2s. This has very little effect on the actual
response time but attemperating flow undershoot decreases by 23%.
Test 4 The default desired response time and coincidence point position are increased by 33%.
A comparison with Test 2 shows a very similar response time, but the attemperating flow 
undershoot has decreased by 23%.
Test 5 Both the default desired response time and coincidence point position are decreased by
33%. Again the actual response time is approximately 0.2s greater than the desired 
response time. Attemperating flow undershoot increases by 87% and ISU  index increases 
by 200%.
The results confirm that system response is dictated by the time constant of the reference 
trajectory. Likewise high frequency controller action has been decreased by increasing the 
position of the coincidence point.
Explanation o f  Oscillatory Control Action in Test 5
Selection of the best set of tuning parameters is immediately simplified by eliminating the 
parameters used in Test 5 which result in an oscillatory controller action. The reason for this 
oscillatory controller action can be understood by carrying out a one-step-ahead prediction of 
main steam temperature while using a square-wave type attemperation input. All other boiler 
inputs are held constant. The frequency of the square wave is first set equal to 0.5 Hz. The 
resulting plant response and one-step-ahead prediction are plotted in Fig. 8.15.
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Fig. 8.15 Comparison and Plant and Model Output Using 0.5 Hz Attemperation Input Signal
It can be seen from Fig. 8.15 that the model output is almost exactly equal to the plant output, 
confirming that the model is capable of predicting the plant output reasonably accurately given 
this type of input signal.
The frequency of the square wave is increased by a factor of 10 to 5 Hz, The resulting plant 
response and the one-step prediction are plotted in Fig. 8.16.
Fig. 8.16 Comparison and Plant and Model Output Using 5 Hz Attemperation Input Signal
It can now be seen that the accuracy of the model has deteriorated and that the model greatly 
underestimates the plant output. This explains the appearance of oscillations in the controller 
output when the desired response time of the plant is decreased to 0.4s At each sampling interval,
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the predictive controller determines the control action required to move the predicted plant output 
to the reference trajectory. As the desired plant response time decreases, the frequency of the 
controller action increases. However for high frequency control action, the internal controller 
model underestimates the plant response and consequently the proposed control action causes the 
plant output to overshoot the reference trajectory.
It is likely that the deterioration in model performance when the frequency of the control signal 
increases could be prevented by specifying a shorter sampling interval for the controller. This 
hypothesis can be tested by repeating the previous test but using the continuous linearised 
superheater model to predict the plant output instead of the discretised linearised superheater 
model. The plant response and the one-step-ahead prediction obtained using a continuous 
linearised model of the superheater are plotted in Fig. 8.17.
Fig. 8.17 Comparison and Plant and Continuous Model Output Using 5 Hz Attemperation Input
Signal
As expected the continuous linear model can predict the plant response far more accurately than 
the discretised linear model. It follows that the performance of the discretised linear model could 
be improved by reducing the sampling period. This is not felt to be necessary in this instance 
however as the specified sampling period of 0. Is is adequate for a wide range of controller tuning 
parameters.
The parameter set of Test 3 is attractive as it offers a good compromise between control action 
and system response. There is little benefit to be gained in accepting the slower response obtained 
in Test 2 and Test 4  as controller action has not decreased significantly.
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The step response of the measured percentage 0 2 in the stack gases is shown in Fig. 8.18 for each 
combination of the controller tuning parameters. The corresponding air flow rate signal is shown 
in Fig. 8.19.
Percentage O? in the Stack Gases
%02 in Stack Gases
Fig. 8.18 Response of Percentage 0 2 in Stack Gases to Step Change in Setpoint
Air Mass Flow Rate
Fig. 8.19 Response of Air Flow Rate to Step Change in Setpoint
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As for main steam pressure and main steam temperature, the five different system responses are 
separable into three distinct groups of fast, medium and slow responses. The performance indices 
for each set of controller tuning parameters are presented in Table 8.9
Tuning for Percentage 0 :  Control
Controller Tuning Parameters Performance Indices
Test
Nr.
Reference 
Trajectory 
Time Constant
(s)
Position of 
Coincidence 
Point (s)
Actual 63% 
Response Time
(s)
Feed water 
Flow 
Overshoot
(kg/s)
ISU
(kg/s)2
1 3.6 1.8 8.43 9.27e-2 8.2e-l
2 4.8 1.8 9.49 2.92e-2 7.4e-1
3 3.6 2.4 8.54 8.45e-2 7.9e-l
4 4 8 2.4 9.54 2.91-2 7.4e-l
5 2Ü 1.2 7.17 2.45e-l 17.7e-l
Table 8.9 Effect of Percentage 0 2 Controller Tuning Parameters
Test 1 A response time of 8.43s is obtained using a desired response time of 3.6s. The large
discrepancy between desired and actual response time is due to a delay of approximately 
4s in percentage 0 2 measurement. The response time excluding delay is approximately 
4.43s.
Test 2 The desired response time is increased by 1.2s, causing the actual response time to 
increase by approximately Is and air flow overshoot to decrease by 68%.
Test 3 The coincidence point is increased by 1.2s. This has practically no effect on the actual 
response time but it causes air flow overshoot to decrease by 8%.
Test 4 The default desired response time and coincidence point position are increased by 33%.
A comparison with Test 2 shows practically no change in either response time or 
controller action.
Test 5 Both the default desired response time and coincidence point position are decreased by 
33%. The response time decreases by 1.26s, the air flow overshoot increases by 164% 
and the ISU  index by 115%.
The results for percentage 0 2 controller tuning follow the same pattern as the results for the other 
three controlled variables. The plant time response may be accurately specified via the reference 
trajectory time constant, whereas coincidence point position mainly effects the magnitude of the 
initial controller action.
In the first four tests the controller action approaches an open-loop response. The parameter set 
used in Test 5 is chosen because it yields a faster system response.
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The tests confirm that the controller tuning parameters are an effective and accurate means of 
specifying the response time of the controlled variables. In particular, the response time of the 
controlled variable is closely related to the response time of the reference trajectory. Specifying a 
slower reference trajectory response time reduces controller action and consequently increases the 
system response time.
Controller action is also dictated by the position of the coincidence point. Placing a coincidence 
point at the very start of the reference trajectory increases the controller action which occurs after 
a setpoint change. This can be understood by considering predictive control of a first order 
process. The control action required immediately after a step change in setpoint is compared for 
two different sets of tuning parameters. The time constant of the reference trajectory is the same 
for both sets of tuning parameters but coincidence point position is different.
The process and the two sets of controller tuning parameters are defined as follows:
Process: Time Constant, zp =1 Is
Steady State Gain, kp= 1
Controller 1: Time Constant of Reference Trajectory, t>=10s
Position of Coincidence Point, Hi= Is 
Sampling Period, 75= Is
Controller 2: Time Constant of Reference Trajectory, z>=10s
Position of Coincidence Point, #2=15s 
Sampling Period, TS= Is
In both cases, the controller objective is to make the predicted plant output coincide with the 
reference trajectory at the coincidence point, by specifying a control action which is assumed to 
be constant at future sampling periods.
If the initial process output is equal to 0, the desired value of the process output at the 
coincidence point is equal to:
Hjrs
y ri= S ( l - e  x' )
where (8.29)
y r^ = Value of reference trajectory at t = Hj
S = Setpoint
The predicted value of the process at the first coincidence point is calculated by the internal 
controller model to be:
Analysis of Results
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H.TS
where
y Pl = u lk pd - e  )
y = Predicted value of process at t = H , 
Mj = Control action
(8.30)
The control action necessary to ensure that the predicted value of the process and the desired 
value of the process are equal at the coincidence point, is determined by equating equation (8.29) 
and equation (8.30). The resulting control action is:
H,TS
T,
«1 = ' S ( l - e  r )H,TS
k A l - e  )
(8.31)
Using the defined process and controller parameters and a setpoint of 1, the required controlled 
action is equal to 1.095. The second controller uses the same method to calculate control action 
and determines that a control action of 1.044 is required. Moving the coincidence point position 
from Is to 15s has reduced initial controller action by 4.7%.
The effect of coincidence point on controller action is presented graphically in Fig. 8.20. The 
desired reference trajectory of the process is shown for a step change in setpoint. Also shown are 
two predicted process trajectories. The first predicted trajectory coincides with the reference 
trajectory at the near coincidence point. The second predicted trajectory coincides with the 
reference trajectory at the far coincidence point.
Fig. 8.20 Predicted Trajectories for Two Different Coincidence Points and Reference Trajectory
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It can be seen that the step response passing through the near coincidence point has a greater 
steady state amplitude than the step response passing through the far coincidence point. It 
follows that initial control action decreases as the position of the coincidence point moves further 
into the future.
The effect of coincidence point on initial controller action is affected to some extent by the time 
constant of the reference trajectory. The position of the coincidence point becomes more critical 
as the time constant of the reference trajectory decreases. This is illustrated by changing the time 
constant of the reference trajectory for both of the controllers described above. The process and 
controllers are now defined as:
Process: Time Constant, tp = 11 s
Steady State Gain, kp= 1
Controller 1: Time Constant of Reference Trajectory, r,=5s
Position of Coincidence Point, Hi= Is 
Sampling Period, 75= Is
Controller 2: Time Constant of Reference Trajectory, z>=5s
Position of Coincidence Point, # 2= 15s 
Sampling Period, 75= Is
In this case, the required control action calculated by the first controller after a step-change in 
setpoint is 2.086. The corresponding control action calculated by the second controller is 1.277. 
Moving the coincidence point position from Is to 15s has now reduced initial controller action by 
39%.
An examination of the test results highlighted particular parameter settings which can achieve a 
good compromise between system response and controller action. This “improved” set of tuning 
parameters is listed in Table 8.10.
Controlled Variable Test Nr. Time Constant of 
Reference Trajectory
(s)
Position of 
Coincidence Point (s)
Main Steam Pressure 
(for slow response)
3 24 16
Main Steam Pressure 
(for fast response)
5 16 8
Main Steam Temperature 3 0.6 0.4
Drum Level 3 30 20
% 0 2in Stack Gases 5 2.4 1.2
Table 8.10 Improved Set of Tuning Parameters
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The control strategy is required to provide a good response to load disturbances (i.e. variations in 
steam demand) as well as to setpoint changes. Consequently, the final choice of controller tuning 
parameters must yield a good system response in the case of a set-point change or in the case of a 
load disturbance. Both the default and improved set of tuning parameters have been shown to 
provide good response in the case of set-point changes. The relationship between controller 
tuning parameters and system response in the case of a disturbance is considered for two different 
scenarios:
1. System response in the case of modelled disturbances
The controller calculates the required control action necessary to place the predicted model 
output on the reference trajectory. If the model is exact, the plant output returns to the 
setpoint along the desired reference trajectory specified by the controller.
2. System response in the case of unmodelled disturbances
The controller again calculates the control action necessary to place the predicted model 
output on the reference trajectory. However, unmodelled disturbances cause the controller to 
underestimate or overestimate the control action required to place the plant output on the 
reference trajectory. As a result the plant does not return to the setpoint along the desired 
reference trajectory. The greater the effect of the unmodelled disturbances on the system 
output, the smaller the effect of the controlled tuning parameters on the system response. If 
the internal controller model is extremely inaccurate, it may be preferable to use a control 
strategy which is not model-based.
The internal controller models for each of the three controllers include important disturbance 
models including load disturbance models. As a result, it is to be expected that the system 
response in the case of a step load disturbance should be similar to the system response in the 
case of a setpoint change. The controller performance for step load disturbances is investigated 
for the following combinations of controller tuning parameters:
Set 1. Default set of parameter settings
Set 2. Improved set of parameter settings with main steam pressure tuned for slow response 
Set 3. Improved set of parameter settings with main steam pressure tuned for fast response
The effect of these three sets of tuning parameters on the system response is investigated by 
applying a step increase in plant load from 90% to 95% and simulating the system response for
Controller Tuning for Load Disturbances
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each of the three parameters sets. For each parameter set the response is reasonable and quite 
similar. The system response using Set 2 is shown in Fig. 8.21. The controlled variables are 
arranged in the left hand column and the manipulated variables in the right hand column.
Main Steam Pressure Fuel Flow
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1  0.36
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Drum Level Feedwater Flow
0>4Ä
o I
f r-....I
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Main Steam Temperature
Q.
Ea>
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Attemperati on
Time (s)
%02 Air Flow
Fig. 8.21 System Response to a 5% Step Change in Load at 90% Load
In the case of main steam pressure, main steam temperature and drum level, it can seen from Fig. 
8.21 that the controlled variable returns to the setpoint along an approximately exponential 
reference trajectory. (The system response of percentage O2 in the stack gases is complicated by 
the variation in setpoint which also occurs after the load disturbance). The performance indices 
of main steam pressure are presented in Tables 8.11 for each of the parameter settings. The 63% 
response time is calculated from the time that main steam pressure reaches its maximum 
deviation from the setpoint.
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Main Steam Pressure Tuning for Load Disturbances
Controller Tuning Parameters Performance Indices
Tuning
Parameter Set
Time 
Constant of 
Reference 
Trajectory
(s)
Position of 
Coincidence 
Point (s)
Actual 63% 
Response 
Time (s)
Fuel Flow 
Overshoot
(kg/s)
ISU
(kg/s)2
Default 24 12 23.57 3.62e-2 9.8e-3
Improved 
(Fast Response)
16 8 17.62 5.35e-2 14.4e-3
Improved 
(Slow Response)
24 16 22.99 2.28e-2 10.0e-3
Table 8.11 Effect of Main Steam Pressure Tuning Parameters For Load Disturbances
1. The 63% response time using the default parameters is 23.57s. This is very close to the 
desired 63% response time of 24s and very similar to the 63% response time of 25.28s that 
was obtained using the default parameters for a step change in setpoint.
2. A 63% response time of 17.62s is obtained when a desired response time of 16s and a 
coincidence point of 8s is specified. Controller action increases significantly, fuel flow 
overshoot increases by 48%.
3. The default time constant is used but the position of the coincidence point is increased by 8s. 
As might be expected, this causes the fuel flow overshoot and the ISU  of the control signal to 
decrease. Despite this the 63% response time of main steam pressure is slightly shorter. A 
comparison of the main steam pressure response obtained using the default parameters and the 
improved parameters for a slow response shows that in fact a faster response is obtained using 
the default parameters. It is not possible to rigorously compare the 63% response time 
obtained for a load disturbance using two different tuning parameters because the maximum 
deviation from the setpoint varies as does the time at which main steam pressure reaches its 
maximum deviation from the setpoint. For a true comparison of the performance of the 
controller using different parameters settings, it would be preferable to measure the time 
required for main steam pressure to reach a prespecified value. In this case however, the 63% 
response time is of more interest however as it allows a direct comparison with the results 
obtained for setpoint step changes.
The results confirm that the controller tuning parameters may be used to specify plant response
with reasonable accuracy, both in the case of a setpoint change or a load disturbance.
Interaction Between Controlled Variables
The interaction between the controlled variables has not been considered up to this point in the
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selection of the controller tuning parameters. For example, the effect of the controller tuning 
parameters for one controlled variable has been considered with respect to the response of that 
controlled variable only. It is interesting however to note the effect that specifying a fast main 
steam pressure response has on the response of the other three controlled variables. This effect is 
illustrated in Table 8.12, which gives the maximum deviation of each of the controlled variables 
from the setpoint.
Tuning
Parameters
Maximum Deviation of Controlled Variable from Setpoint
Parameter Set Main Steam 
Pressure
Main Steam 
Temperature
Drum Level % 0 2 in Stack 
Gases
1. Default 0.0565 2.72 0.0923 0.072
2. Improved 
(slow pressure)
0.0594 2.84 0.1195 0.071
3. Improved 
(fast pressure)
0.0509 3.02 0.1202 0.080
Table 8.12 Comparison of Maximum Deviation From Setpoint for 3 Parameter Sets
It can be seen from Table 8.12 that specifying a faster response for main steam pressure 
controller reduces the maximum deviation of main steam pressure from the set-point. However, it 
has the undesirable effect of increasing the maximum deviation from the setpoint of the other 
three controlled variables. This effect is particularly significant for drum level and main steam 
temperature, highlighting the strong interrelations between these three variables. It follows that 
the final choice of tuning parameters for main steam pressure must take into consideration the 
performance criteria for the other three controlled variables.
The multivariable main steam pressure and drum level controller attempts to satisfy the controller 
tuning specifications for both main steam pressure and drum level. It is unable to achieve drum 
level tuning specifications however due to feedwater actuator constraints. In this case, the second 
set of parameters is chosen (improved parameter set with main steam pressure tuned for slow 
response) as it generates a reasonable response for all of the controlled variables.
Use of a multivariable controller for main steam pressure and drum level simplifes the tuning and 
improves the control of these two variables. Multivariable control is a systematic means of 
balancing the controller objectives of two controlled variables against each other. The cost 
function in this case specifies that equal importance should be attached to the tracking errors of 
both main steam pressure and drum level. The same effect could be attained by carefully tuning 
both variables, but this would be less systematic and more time consuming.
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8.5.2 Selection of Tuning Parameters for 50% Linear Controller
The set of controller tuning parameters adopted for the 90% linear controller is used as an initial 
choice of tuning parameters for the 50% linear controller. A good system response is obtained at 
50% using this parameter set so this parameter set is also adopted for the 50% linear controller. 
The system response to a 5% step change in load at 50% using this set of parameters is shown in 
Fig. 8.21.
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Fig. 8.22 System Response to a 5% Step Change in Load at 50% Load
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8.5.3 Selection of Tuning Parameters for 10% Linear Controller
The tuning parameters for the 90% linear controller are also employed as the initial choice of 
tuning parameters for the 10% linear controller. The system response obtained using these tuning 
parameters is shown in Fig 8.23
Main Steam Pressure
Drum Level
Fuel Flow
■ K - ......................
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0  5 0  1 0 0  1 5 0
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Feedwater Flow
%02
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Attemperatlon
A ir Flow
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Fig. 8.23 System Response to a 5% Step Change in Load at 10% Load Using Initial Controller
Parameter Tuning Set
Explanation fo r  Relatively Poor Oi control
The response of the percentage O2 signal seems unsatisfactory on a first inspection. A closer 
examination however shows that the response would be considered good if the percentage O2 
setpoint was constant. The controller supplies a sufficient air flow to compensate for the 
increased fuel flow and to maintain percentage 0 2 at its original setpoint. However, as the 
percentage 0 2 setpoint has been reduced, the actual amount of air required to place percentage O2 
signal at the (new) setpoint has also been reduced. In this case the system response could not be 
substantially improved by using a different set of tuning parameters.
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It can be also be seen from Fig. 8.23 that small oscillations occur in the attemperation signal 
shortly after the load disturbance occurs. It was shown in Section 8.5.1 that oscillations can also 
occur after a setpoint change if a very fast desired time response is specified. The oscillations of 
the control signal in this instance are not related to the controller tuning parameter specification 
however. They are the correct control signal response to variations in the air mass flow rate and 
fuel mass flow rate. Fig 8.24 shows the three control signals - attemperating flow rate, fuel flow 
rate and air flow rate dining the time span in which the oscillations occur.
Explanation fo r  Oscillations in Attemperation Signal
Attemperating Water Mass Flow Rate
Fuel Mass Flow Rate
Air Mass Flow Rate
Fig. 8.24 Magnification of Behaviour of Three Control Signals After Load Disturbance
It can be seen in Fig. 8.24 that the attemperation oscillations are correlated to variations in the air 
mass flow rate and fuel flow rate signal. The correlation can be explained in terms of the effect 
o f air mass flow rate and fuel flow rate on main steam temperature.
1. Each time the fuel mass flow rate signal decreases the attemperating flow rate signal 
increases. This is correct as a decrease in fuel flow rate will result in a decrease in main 
steam temperature.
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2. The decrease in fuel mass flow rate prompts the percentage 0 2 controller to decrease the air 
mass flow rate.
3. The decrease in air mass flow rate causes the main steam temperature controller to start 
increasing attemperation. Again, this is the correct control action as a decrease in the air mass 
flow rate will cause an increase in main steam temperature.
These oscillations are not as apparent at higher loads. This is explained by first comparing the 
effect of a load disturbance at the 10% operating point to the effect of an equal load disturbance 
at the 90% operating point. The disturbance causes greater variations in both air flow rate and 
fuel flow rate at the 10% operating point than at the 90% operating point. Fig. 8.25a and 8.25b 
shows the variation in the fuel flow rate and air flow rate control signal respectively after a 5% 
load disturbance at both the 10% and 90% operating point. The variation is shown around the 
initial steady state value of the control signal.
Fig. 8.25a Fuel Flow Rate Control Signal at Fig. 8.25b Air Flow Rate Control Signal at 
10% and 90% Load after 5% Disturbance 10% and 90% Load after 5% Disturbance
The increased air flow rate and fuel flow rate signals can be attributed to a general decrease in the 
speed of boiler dynamics as the operating point decreases. In particular, three factors contribute 
to the larger air flow rate and fuel flow rate signals at the 90% operating point.
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1. Response time of main steam pressure to a step change in fuel flow increases as the operating 
point of the boiler decreases. This implies that greater control action is required to achieve the 
same system response time for main steam pressure at lower operating points.
2. The magnitude of the variations in the air flow rate signal is very dependent on the magnitude 
of the variations in the fuel flow control signal. A  large increase in fuel flow rate must be 
matched by a corresponding increase in air flow rate.
3. Response time of percentage O2 to a step change in air flow increases as the operating point of 
the boiler decreases. This implies that bigger air control action is required to achieve the same 
system response time at lower operating point.
It might be expected that the response time of main steam temperature to air flow rate or fuel 
flow rate would also increase with the decrease in operating point. This would allow the 
attemperating flow rate to respond more slowly to air or fuel disturbances at low operating points 
than at high operating points. This is not the case however, as the response of main steam 
temperature to variations in fuel mass flow rate or air flow rate is not as dependent on operating 
point as that of either main steam pressure or percentage O2. This is due to the fact that main 
steam temperature is almost completely dictated by conditions in the superheater. The 
superheater is placed close to the furnace and variations in the fuel or air flow rate have an 
almost immediate effect on the superheater temperature. In addition the superheater has a much 
smaller heat and mass storage capacity than either the boiler or the furnace, so superheater 
response time can vary over a much smaller range than either boiler or furnace response time.
The magnitude o f the oscillations could be reduced by specifying a slower response time for both 
main steam pressure and percentage O2. This would reduce the variations in air flow rate and 
fuel flow rate after a disturbance, and thus reduce the required attemperation control action. This 
would reduce actuator activity for the attemperating control signal and prolong actuator life time. 
However, the benefits in terms of actuator wear are outweighed by a possible consequence of 
increasing system response time. At low loads the boiler reacts more slowly to a demand for 
increased steam (load). Consequently, it is particularly important at low loads to react as quickly 
as possible to an increased load demand, in order to prevent the boiler steam storage capacity 
being fully depleted. Increasing the desired time response of main steam pressure increases the 
depletion of the steam storage capacity. Given that the oscillations do not indicate possible 
system instability, it is preferable to use the original controller tuning parameters and accept the 
resulting oscillations.
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8.6 Results
The performance of each of the three linear controllers has been demonstrated for a 5% step 
change in load. In order to test the performance of the fuzzified linear control strategy, a 5% step 
load disturbance is applied at 70% load. The actual controller output in this instance is equal to a 
weighted sum of the output of the 50% linear controller and the 90% linear controller. The 
system response is shown in Fig. 8.26.
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Fig. 8.26 System Response to a 5% Step Change in Load at 70% Load
The system response at 70% is similar to that obtained at either 50% or 90%, demonstrating the 
applicability of the fuzzified control strategy of combining the output of two linear controllers. 
An important feature of the predictive methodology is seen on a comparison of the feedwater flow 
control signal and the drum level signal. The predictive controller predicts that drum level will
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start to decrease, due to the increased evaporation rate and pre-emptively increases feedwater 
flow rate before the drum level actually starts to fall. This action pre-empts drum level dropping 
below the set-point. Such action is only possible with a model-based predictive control strategy 
which has explicit knowledge of the nonminimum phase effects of the system.
8.7 Conclusions
Linear predictive controller is an effective control strategy. Simulation results show that 
predictive control can achieve very good system response. The control has been achieved in a 
number of ways:
• The predictive controller exploits knowledge about the expected response to the plant.
• The multivariable drum level and steam pressure controller exploits knowledge about the 
interactions between these two variables.
• The controller is well tuned as the tuning parameters are physically meaningful. Simulation 
results have confirmed that there is a close and intuitive relationship between the controller 
tuning parameters and the system response.
• The controller has been fuzzified to operate well over the full operating range of the plant.
• The controller has been adapted to control a delayed variable - percentage 0 2 in the stack 
gases by incorporating a Smith regulator (Smith (1958)) into the standard control law.
In addition to controller performance, the strategy has important design features. Controllers 
coefficients are obtained directly and automatically from the plant model. The control solution is 
analytical and can be quickly calculated.
Control tuning has highlighted a possible source of problems. The internal controller model of 
the main steam temperature controller is inaccurate for high frequency input signals. The 
inaccuracy is traced to the discretisation of the continuous linearised model. This suggests that 
an inherently discrete model is preferable to a discretised model.
In summary it has been shown that good boiler control can be achieved using predictive control. 
This standard of control has been obtained at the cost of some design effort. However a very 
large payback can be expected in terms of fuel costs, plant life-time and steam quality.
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9. Development of a Nonlinear Predictive Controller
9.1 Introduction
Currently, most model-based boiler control strategies rely on linearised models to represent the 
very nonlinear boiler process (McDonald and Kwatny (1973)), (Nakamura and Akaike (1981)), 
(Hogg and El-Rabaie (1991)), (Manayathara et al (1994)). In order to model the plant over its 
entire operating range, either a set of linearised models or alternatively, adaptive strategies which 
continuously update the parameters of a linear model must be used. Most of these strategies have 
a closed-form, linear controller solution. Such analytical controllers do not require extensive 
computer resources - the control law is compact, and can be computed quickly.
Linear strategies have limitations however. Linearised models may only be generated if the 
nonlinear function is continuous. This means that it is not possible to model actuators which 
exhibit hard nonlinearities such as position or speed saturation. Likewise, an analytical linear 
control strategy cannot optimise controller action if  nonlinear constraints exist.
An alternative approach is to use a nonlinear model which has the potential to represent the plant 
over its entire operating range and a nonlinear numerical control law to optimise controller action 
The nonlinear plant model may be extended to model hard nonlinearities and the numerical 
control law can optimise the controller action in a constrained manner. Numerical optimisation 
algorithms can be computationally intensive, but since boiler dynamics are relatively slow, this 
does not pose a significant problem.
An optimisation algorithm searches over the error surface for the global minimum. In the case of 
a nonlinear optimisation problem, the search is complicated by the existence of local minima. If 
the optimisation algorithm fails to find the global minimum or even a good local minimum, the 
performance of the nonlinear controller may be inferior to that of a linear controller. Many 
conventional optimisation algorithms use gradient search methods which can become trapped in 
local minima. Genetic algorithms (Goldberg (1989)) are a relatively new optimisation technique 
which use stochastic techniques to search over a larger area of the error surface, and as a result, 
are less likely converge at a local minima. It is of interest to compare simulated controller 
performance using a conventional optimisation technique to that obtained using genetic algorithm 
optimisation. The comparison provides a measure of what improvement can be achieved in 
control performance by finding global as opposed to local minima.
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The control objective of a nonlinear predictive controller is the same as that of a linear predictive 
controller, namely, to find the controller action which minimises a specified cost function. The 
cost function for a predictive controller always includes some measure of the error between the 
predicted plant output and the set-point (or a desired reference trajectory to the set-point). 
Likewise, a nonlinear predictive controller comprises the same three components as a linear 
predictive controller - cost function, internal controller model and control law. The theory of 
nonlinear predictive control shall be considered for each of those three components:
9.2.1 Internal Controller Model
There is a growing interest in the implementation of nonlinear models for predictive control. 
Nonlinear models can represent a nonlinear plant at every operating point whereas linear models 
can approximate the behaviour of nonlinear plant at one operating point only. Sommer (1994) 
has developed predictive controllers based on the following generic nonlinear models - the 
generalised Hammerstein model, the Wiener model and a bilinear model. Sommer suggests that a 
generic nonlinear model may be the best method of modelling a system where there is no prior 
knowledge of the system parameters or structure. The Hammerstein model and the Wiener model 
are both composed of a nonlinear static component and a linear dynamic component. Sommer 
uses a block diagram representation which shows clearly the fundamental difference between the 
two models:
9.2 Theory of Nonlinear Predictive Control
u
Fig. 9.1 Block Diagram of a Hammerstein Model
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Fig. 9.2 Block Diagram o f a W iener Model
The nonlinear static component precedes the linear dynamic component for a Hammerstein 
model. The nonlinear static component follows the linear dynamic component for a Wiener 
model. Sommer uses recursive Diophantine equations (Goodwin and Sin (1984)) to calculate the 
predictive forms of the Hammerstein and Wiener models. As is the case for linear predictive
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models, the number of parameters in the predictor equation increases in proportion to the length 
of the prediction horizon.
The structure of a bilinear model is shown in Fig. 9.3.
Fig. 9.3 Block Diagram of a Bilinear Model
It can be seen from Fig. 9.3 that internal feedback of the output system is incorporated into the 
system description. As a result of this internal feedback, the number of parameters in the 
prediction equation grows exponentially as the length of the prediction horizon increases. In 
addition, the prediction must be calculated using a recursive algorithm as no analytical expression 
is available to calculate the parameters of the prediction equation. Consequently, a predictive 
controller using a bilinear internal model is computationally costly particularly if the prediction 
horizon is long.
A predictive controller based upon a nonlinear model of a fossil fired power plant is developed by 
Gibbs and Weber (1992). The nonlinear model is a first-principles, nonlinear reduced order 
model. The authors cite improved performance over a wider operating range and additional 
diagnostic capabilities as the two primary advantages of this approach.
Neural network modelling techniques have been used to generate nonlinear, data-based boiler 
models (Brown et al (1994)), (Dai and Thompson (1994)). To date, no published results on their 
use in a predictive control strategy are available.
9.2.2 Cost Function
The cost function specifies the controller performance criteria by penalising undesirable system 
variables such as tracking error or controller action. It is completely independent of the controller 
implementation and as such no distinction can be made between a nonlinear controller cost
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function and a linear controller cost function. Typical cost function statements and the 
significance of each cost function parameter to system response are described in Section 7.2.2.
9.2.3 Control Law
The control law determines the controller output, x, which minimises the cost function, F(x). 
This is an optimisation problem which can be stated mathematically as:
Minimise F(x)
where (9.1)
x T = [xxx2 x„]
The manipulated variables xi...xn, may be subject to constraints, such as simple bounds on one of 
more of the variables. In this case the optimisation problem is restated as:
Minimise F(x) 
subject to
< m; , i' =  l,2 ......n
(9.2)
where
= lower bound on variable x t 
ut = upper bound on variable x,
Alternatively the constraints may be a linear or nonlinear function of one or more of the variables. 
The optimisation problem, is restated in a general way, to include such constraints:
Minimise F(x) 
subject to
cx(x)< bx
c2(x)< b2
(9.3)
cm (x) < bm
where
m = number of specified constraints
The solution to a nonlinear cost function, subject to nonlinear constraints, can be found using a 
numerical optimisation algorithm. Numerical optimisation has been used extensively in 
predictive control since the 1970’s to find the solution to many types of constrained control 
problems (Richalet et al (1978), Cutler and Ramaker (1980), Moraria and Zafiriou (1989)). 
Traditionally, predictive control has been confined to linear internal controller models. More
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recently, a nonlinear model has been employed as the internal controller model (Gibbs and Weber 
(1992)). One of the strengths of numerical control algorithms is versatility - numerical 
algorithms may be used to solve a large class of nonlinear control problems with or without 
constraints.
An array of numerical optimisation algorithms are available, many of which fall into one of two
categories:
9.2.3.1 Gradient Search Methods
Gradient search methods attempt to improve the search efficiency by making use of function 
derivatives to choose a good search direction. Gradient methods are based on the Taylor 
expansion of the function, given here with terms involving third and higher order derivatives 
neglected,
F( x  +  Ax) = F(x) +  g T Ax + AxT HAx
where
= [Ax1Ax- .....A*,]
8 F  8 F 8F
Sjtj &x2 "8 jc„_
8 2F 82F s2f
§xf SetjSxj 8x,8xn
52F 82F 82F
8x2 Sxj 8x28*2 8x28x„
8Tf 8 2F 8 2F
5jc„ 8xj 8x„8x2 8*2
The expansion approximates the function value at x+Ax by the function value at * plus a scalar 
approximation given by the last two terms on the right hand side. Optimisation methods which 
use the Jacobian gradient vector, g, only to calculate the scalar approximation are termed first 
order methods. Optimisation methods which also employ the Hessian matrix, H, of second order 
derivatives are termed second order methods.
The steepest descent method is the most basic first order method. The function value F(x), is first 
calculated at an initial point, x. The Jacobian gradient at F(x) is then used to determine the effect 
of Ax  on F(x+Ax). An examination of equation (9.4) shows that the maximum reduction in 
F(x+Ax) occurs if  Ax  is in the direction of the negative gradient, g.
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Second order gradient techniques utilise the Hessian matrix, H, of second order partial derivatives 
to increase the speed of convergence of the optimisation algorithm. Firstly, the Taylor series 
expansion is used to approximate the minimum value of the objective function, F(xmtn), for some 
point, x, assumed to be near the minimum, xmin
F(.x^Ji) ~ F ( x )  + g TA x + ^ A x r HAx  (9.5)
where xmm = x+Ax and the Jacobian gradient vector, g, and the Hessian matrix, H  are evaluated at 
x. Secondly, equation (9.5) is partially differentiated with respect to each element, Axj. The
resulting equations are equated to zero, this being the first order condition for a minimum of a
function.
5f ( x  m J  # ( * > . £ ,  S 2f ( x )
— ;------ = — — + L A x ; — ——  = 0 ;  = 1,........n (9.6)
OXj OX j i=1 GXfGXj
Equation (9.6), rewritten in matrix form is:
g = -H A x  (9.7)
This equation can be solved to yield an approximation to the required movement, Ax, from the 
current point, x, to the minimum, xm,„
Ax = - H ~ 1g (9.8)
Equation (9.8) is utilised in all second order methods. If it is applied iteratively, to generate 
successive movements towards a minimum from an initial value, xo, it is called Newton’s method.
Gradient methods require that all nonlinear functions have continuous second order derivatives in 
the neighbourhood of a solution. If the Jacobian or Hessian matrix cannot be computed directly, 
finite difference approximations may be used.
9.2.3.2 Direct Search Methods
Direct search strategies (Gill and Murray (1974)) rely upon a direct comparison of the function 
values, F(x), as calculated for different combinations of the optimisation variables. Individual 
direct search strategies differ in the method used to select the optimisation variables for the
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comparison. For example, many simple direct search methods are based on a Monte Carlo 
approach in which trial points are generated randomly. The best of these points may be taken as 
the minimum or further attempts may be made to improve upon the result by defining a reduced 
search region in the vicinity of that point. Genetic algorithms (Kristinsson and Dumont (1992)), 
described in more detail in Section 9.3.4.2, are an example of a direct search technique.
The simplex method (Gill and Murray (1974)) is a popular unconstrained direct search 
procedure. A regular simplex is used to explore the parameter space - a regular simplex in n 
dimensions being n+J mutually equidistant points. The method evaluates F(x) at each vertex of 
the simplex to find the worst vertex (the one with the highest value of F(x)). This vertex is 
replaced by its reflection in the centroid o f the other vertices. The simplex method may be 
modified in various ways to cope with constrained optimisation problems.
Gradient search methods are generally mathematically based and, as such, good convergence 
criteria can be achieved. This is not the case with direct search methods, which are heuristic in 
nature and aim to produce a good solution rather than an optimal one. One of the advantage of 
direct search methods is that they make few assumptions about the function, such as continuous 
derivatives, and thus can prove to be more reliable than gradient search methods in finding the 
global minimum.
9.3 N onlinear Predictive Controller Developm ent
9.3.1 General Control Strategy
The overall control strategy configuration adopted by the nonlinear predictive controller is 
identical to the linear predictive control strategy, described in Section 8.3.1. It is summarised in 
Table 9.1.
Controller Manipulated
Variables
Controlled Variables Sampling 
Period (s)
Multivariable Main Steam 
Pressure and Drum Level 
Controller
Fuel Mass Flow Rate 
Feedwater Flow Rate
Main Steam Pressure 
Drum Level
1
Main Steam Temperature 
Controller
Attemperating Water 
Mass Flow Rate
Superheated Steam 
Temperature
0.1
Percentage 0 2 in Stack 
Gases Controller
Air Mass Flow Rate Percentage of O2 in 
Stack Gases
0.1
Table 9.1 Summary of Control Strategy
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9.3.2 Internal Controller Model
Three internal controller models are employed in total. The controller of the percentage of O2 in 
the stack requires a model of the combustion-side of the process in order to predict the percentage 
of 0 2 in the stack gases. The multivariable main steam pressure and drum level controller uses a 
model of the whole boiler in order to predict main steam pressure and drum level. The steam 
temperature controller requires a model of the superheater in order to predict steam temperature.
These three nonlinear models are implemented using three artificial neural networks. The neural 
network modelling process is described in Chapter 6.
9.3.3 Cost Function
The cost function definition is identical to the definition specified for the linear predictive 
controller, described in Chapter 8. The cost function is defined as the sum of the square of the 
error between the desired reference trajectory and the predicted model output at specified 
coincidence.
E ^ l i y ^ i n  + H^-Rt in  + Hj))2 
Uj '
where
E  = error at j th coincidence point for ith output ^ ^
y m = i‘k model output 
H j  = j rh coincidence point 
Rj = reference trajectory for i'h output
In the case of the multivariable main steam pressure and drum level controller, the cost function 
includes two terms - the sum of the square of the errors for main steam pressure and the sum of 
the square of the errors for drum level. If desired, these terms can be weighted to prioritise the 
response of one controlled variable over the other. The cost function including weightings 
matrices is:
E ^ f i ^ i n  + H ^ - R ^ n  + H j ) ) 2
i.j
where (9.10)
fij = weighting assigned to error of i'h controlled variable
The nonlinear multivariable controller developed for this work aims to assign equal importance to 
tracking errors in main steam pressure and drum level. To achieve this, the variables must be 
scaled appropriately as main steam pressure tracking errors are typically a factor of le5 greater 
than drum level tracking errors. To scale the variables, the expected range of both variables is
determined and mapped linearly to the range [-1,1].
The desired reference trajectory is defined as an exponential curve between the current process 
output and the set-point. The system response can be tuned by varying the rate of change of this 
exponential curve or by choosing different coincidence points on this curve. This reference 
trajectory is described by:
R i (n + H j ) = S i - f l ( S i - y Pi)
where
Rj = Reference trajectory for process output i 
Sj = Setpoint for process output i (9.11)
y p = i lh process output 
H j  = j th coincidence point 
0 < \  <1
The physical relevance of \ x can be seen by writing it in terms of the 63% rise-time of the desired 
exponential curve.
where (9.12)
Ts = sampling period 
T,- = 66% rise-tim e
A fundamental advantage of using numerical control laws is the ability to handle constraints. 
Unconstrained linear control laws which do not account for actuator constraints assume that the 
control signals may vary instantaneously and infinitely in any direction. In fact, the maximum 
change in the applied control signal during each sampling period is limited by the maximum speed 
of the actuator and by actuator position limits.. The constraints imposed on the applied control 
signal, u, by actuator rate constraints, can be written in terms of the maximum speed of actuator.
Au = Tsv
where
Aumax = maximum change in applied control signal (9.13)
Ts = sampling period
v = maximum rate of change for actuator
The applied control signal is also subject to position constraints. If both position and rate 
constraints are taken into account the cost function must be optimised subject to both constraints.
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For a SISO controller, the constrained cost function is
Minimise E(u )
subject to
max(M-AM,Mmin)<M<min(M+AM,«m„ )
where
Mmin = low actuator position constraints 
umai = high actuator position constraints
Equation 9.14 shows that both actuator rate and position constraints can be implemented as 
simple bound constraints, which must be recalculated at each sampling interval using the current 
value of u.
The actuator constraints are presented in Table 9.2.
M anipulated Variable Rate
Constraints
(kg/s2)
Minimum
Position
Constraint
(kg/s)
Maximum
Position
Constraint
(kg/s)
Fuel Flow Rate 0.19 0.01 0.42
Feedwater Flow Rate 3.39 0.01 7.48
Attemperating Water Flow Rate 0.29 0.01 1.17
Air Flow Rate 1.92 0.01 7.67
Table 9.2 Actuator Constraints
9.3.4 Control Law
At each sampling interval, controller action is calculated using a numerical optimisation 
algorithm. The optimisation algorithm is initialised with a proposed control signal(s), u* and 
uses an iterative procedure to find the optimal control signal(s), u0p„mai. The sequence of events is 
shown in Fig. 9.4.
Fig. 9.4 Optimisation Procedure
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In order to determine the control solution, the optimisation algorithm must be provided with the 
following:
1. Objective Function Value - this is equal to the value of the cost function for a given controller 
action.
2. Constraints Function or Bounds - this defines the constraints (if any) on the controlled 
variable or on the controller action. A  constraint can be a simple bound or a function of the 
controller action.
A large number of numerical optimisation methods have been developed to solve particular types 
of optimisation problem as efficiently as possible. Optimisation problems are categorised by the 
properties of the objective function or the constraint function. Examples of different types of 
objective and constraint function properties are presented in Table 9.3a and Table 9.3b, 
respectively.
Examples of Constraint 
Function Properties
1. None
2. Bounds
3. Linear
4. Sparse Linear
5. Nonlinear
Examples of Objective Function 
Properties
1. Linear
2. Sum of squares of linear functions
3. Quadratic
4. Nonlinear
5. Sum of squares of nonlinear functions
Table 9.3a Examples of Objective Function Table 9.3b Examples of
Properties Constraint Function Properties
The optimisation problem for each of the nonlinear controllers used in this application has the 
following properties:
1. Objective Function is sum of squares of nonlinear functions
2. Constraints are simple bounds
The choice of optimisation function for this problem must also take into consideration that the 
first and second derivatives are to be calculated using finite differences. This can substantially 
reduce the efficiency of the algorithm.
9.3.4.1 Optimisation Using a Gradient Search Method
Based on the problem description, a gradient search algorithm is chosen which satisfies all of the 
problem criteria. The chosen optimisation algorithm is a quasi-Newton routine for finding the 
minimum of a nonlinear function F(x) of n variables x  = (xj,, x i  x„ )T . It requires function
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values only and can handle simple bounds. Quasi-Newton methods approximate the Hessian 
matrix or its inverse at each step by accumulating information from the preceding steps. At each 
iteration, the Hessian matrix is modified to incorporate information about the curvature of the 
objective function along the last search direction. Quasi-Newton methods are more efficient than 
Newton-type methods because the Hessian matrix is not recomputed by finite differences at each 
iteration. (Newton-type methods calculate the Hessian matrix for the kth step using derivative 
information from the neighbourhood of x(k) only)
The algorithm is included in the “NAG Foundation Toolbox” (NAG Foundation Toolbox User’s 
Guide (1995) a collection of numerical algorithms for use in the MATLAB development 
environment (MATLAB User’s Guide (1993). It is denoted by “E04JAF” in the User’s Guide, 
but will be referred to as the gradient search optimisation algorithm in this work.
The accuracy of the solution is improved if the objective function values and the function variable 
are scaled appropriately. Scaling is particularly important in the case of the multivariable drum 
level and main steam pressure controllers. Drum level and main steam pressure must be scaled to 
prevent either variable dominating the objective function value. Feedwater flow and fuel flow are 
also scaled to improve the numerical conditioning of the optimisation problem. The same scaling 
is used as for the neural network model inputs i.e. all the controlled and manipulated variables are 
scaled to lie within a range of [-1,1].
9.3.4.1 Optimisation Using a Direct Search Method
Gradient search methods rely on local gradient information to guide the search over the error 
surface. When the local gradient is zero in all directions, the search ceases. Consequently, it is 
possible for the search to converge to a local rather than global minimum. It is to be expected 
that controller performance could be improved by the use of an optimisation algorithm which has 
a greater likelihood of converging to the global minimum. Genetic algorithm optimisation is a 
direct search optimisation technique which has a greatly enhanced chance of finding the global 
minimum. Genetic algorithm optimisation is based upon the natural principles of evolution and in 
particular on the principle of survival of the fittest. The optimisation process commences with a 
set of potential solutions which is refined during successive generations to yield an improved set 
of solutions. The actual optimisation process can be tailored extensively to suit the given 
optimisation problem  Genetic algorithms have been applied successfully to many nonlinear 
modelling and control problems (Chipperfield et al (1994), Kristinsson and Dumont (1992)). 
The optimisation algorithm used for the three nonlinear controllers is described here. It uses 
standard genetic algorithm optimisation techniques.
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1. A random set of initial solutions is generated. Each solution is referred to as an individual and 
the entire set of solutions is referred to as a population. In this work, a population of 10 
individuals is used for the nonlinear controllers. This yields reasonable results and does not 
involve a large computational effort. The size of the computational effort increases as the 
population size is increased, largely because the cost function must be evaluated for every 
individual in the population. The individuals are encoded as strings known as a chromosome. 
In this instance the individuals are encoded in binary form but other representations may also 
be used. If a solution is composed of more than one variable, as for the multivariable main 
steam pressure and drum level controller, all of the variables are concatenated into a single 
chromosome as shown below:
1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1
M-----
XI
-M----
X2 -------- ►
2. The objective function value of each chromosome is calculated and the chromosomes are 
ranked according to their objective function values. Each individual is assigned a fitness value 
in accordance with their objective function value.
3. Individuals are selected from the population for reproduction in a probabilistic manner. This 
means that individuals with a high fitness value have a high probability of being selected for 
the next generation. For example, the “roulette wheel” selection mechanism involves mapping 
the population onto the circumference or area of a roulette wheel. Individuals with a high 
fitness value are allocated a larger portion of the roulette wheel In Fig 9.5 the circumference 
of the roulette wheel is equal to the sum of the fitness values of a population of 4 individuals. 
Individual 1 is the most fit and individual 4 is the least fit.
Fig 9.5 Roulette Wheel Selection
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To select an individual the “roulette wheel” is “spun” by generating random number. The 
random number must lie between 0 and the sum of the fitness values of the population.
4. The information in the selected individuals can be mixed by recombining two individuals. 
Single point crossover, one of the simplest forms of recombination, involves two individuals 
which are referred to as parents. An integer position, i, known as the crossover point, is 
generated at random between 1 and the string length of the parents.
1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
i> l i ; 1 .1 0 .0 0 0  , 0
11
Crossover Point
The two parents are crossed at position, i, to generate the two new offspring shown below.
1 0 0 1 0 0 i l l 111;
0 lljj 1 0 1 1 1 1
5. Mutation can also be used to generate new individuals with new genetic information. Given 
the following binary-coded individual:
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
1
Mutation Point
An integer position, i, is generated at random and the value of the bit at that position is 
inverted to generate the following mutated offspring:
0 1 1 : 1 0 0 0 0
6. The set of new individuals which have been generated by selection, recombination and 
mutation is called a new population. It is not necessary to keep all of this new population, nor 
is it desirable to discard all of the old populatioa The fittest members of the old population 
can be reinserted back into the new population. Reinsertion can be used to allow the fittest (or 
alternatively the oldest) members of the old population to continue into the next generation. 
This keeps the overall population size steady and ensures that the most fit members will
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survive through successive generations. This procedure of preserving fit solutions from one 
generation to the next is known as “elitism”. In this instance 10% of the old population are 
inserted into the new population at each generation.
7. The optimisation process is stopped after a specified number of generations or when a 
prespecified tolerance has been reached.
Genetic algorithms improves the likelihood of finding a global rather than a local minima in a 
number of ways:
1. The search commences at more than one initial point. These points are generated randomly 
and should be spread over the possible solution space. The disadvantage of this approach is 
that the computational overhead of optimisation increases as the size of the population 
increases. The objective function must be computed for each individual - this can be a 
significant computational effort, particularly if a long prediction horizon is employed.
2. The search does not rely on gradient information - searching continues even if a local minima 
has been reached
3. New solutions are generated in a probabilistic manner by recombination and mutation. This 
means that the probability of searching a particular string is never zero. It also promotes the 
exploration of the search space, rather than allowing the search to converge quickly to fit 
individuals.
Constraints may be taken into account in genetic algorithms by adding a penalty term to the cost 
function which tends to be large when the constraints are violated. This has not been 
implemented in  this instance, as it increases the risk of “losing” a good solution which happens to 
be just outside the constraints. This is not a problem in gradient search algorithms, which can 
search along a constraint for a solution.
9.3.5 Integral Action
It has been shown in Section 8.3.3 that integral control action can be incorporated directly into 
the linear predictive control law by stating the cost function incrementally. However, it is not 
possible to incorporate integral action directly into the nonlinear predictive controller described in 
this chapter. This difference between the linear and nonlinear predictive controllers arises from a 
fundamental difference between the internal controller models of the two controllers. The linear 
controller uses a linearised state space model of the boiler. If the model is in steady state, the 
current model output must be equal to the predicted model output. (By stating the control law 
incrementally, the model cannot reach steady-state until the plant output equals the setpoint, thus
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eliminating steady-state errors). In the case of the neural network model, the current model 
output may differ from the predicted model output even where the model is in “steady state” 
(meaning that both model output and predictor output are unchanging). The objective of the 
controller is to place the predicted model at the setpoint. Consequently, a steady state error may 
arise if the predicted model output is not equal to the actual plant output. If the setpoint signal is 
used as the reference trajectory the magnitude of the steady state error is equal to the difference 
between the plant output and the predicted output. In steady state, the error is then equal to:
ERRj =  SPj -  yp.
= ymXn+Hj)-y
(9.15)
where
ERRj = Steady - state error for i* controlled variable
Integral action is incorporated into the nonlinear control law to remove any steady state errors, by 
adding the integrator output to the desired reference trajectory as defined by equation (9.11). The 
modified reference trajectory is:
where
Rj -  R; +  /,
Rj = Modified reference trajectory for i'h controlled variable (9.16)
R; = Original reference trajectory 
I  = Integrator output for i ,h controlled variable
The effect of the integrator action is minimised as much as possible in order to prevent 
unnecessary integrator action when an accurate internal controller model is available. If an 
accurate internal controller model is available, integral action can only reduce the performance of 
the controller. The integrator output is kept small by using the following strategies:
1. The integrator output is only updated if the plant output is within a certain region of the 
setpoint. For example, if main steam temperature is more than 0.3°C from the setpoint, the 
integrator output is not updated. Effectively, this assumes that the internal controller model 
can predict main steam temperature to within 0.3°C and thus bring main steam temperature to 
within 0.3 °C of the setpoint. The integral action is then used to reduce the setpoint error 
further. This region around the setpoint is referred to as the “region of integral action” from 
here on.
2. A small value of integrator gain is employed for each of the four controlled variables.
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Within the region of integral action, the integrator output is updated as follows:
/ , .= / ,  + k i (SPi - y Pi) 
where (9.17)
k { = Integrator gain
The integrator gain, k„ and the region of integral action are presented in Table 9.4 for each of the 
controlled variables:
Controlled Variable Integrator Gain Region of Integral Action
Main Steam Pressure 5000 2e-2 MPa
Main Steam Temperature 0.25 le -3 °C
Drum Level 0.2 le-2m m
Percentage Oi in Stack Gases 0.3 le -3 %
Table 9.4 Specification of Integral Action
9.3.6 Application to Systems with Time Delay
The percentage of 0 2 in the combustion gases cannot be measured in the combustion chamber 
because of the high temperatures present in the combustion chamber. The measurement takes 
place in the stack where the combustion gases have cooled to a lower temperature. 
Transportation of the combustion gases to the stack and a delay in the percentage O2 sensor 
constitute a significant pure delay between controller action and the measured response of 
percentage 0 2. The nonlinear predictive controller uses the same strategy to cope with time delay 
systems as the Unear predictive controller. It effectively incorporates a Smith regulator (Smith 
(1958)) into the predictive controller which notionally places the pure time delay outside of the 
feedback loop. The process model is first separated into two separate entities - a model without 
time delay followed by a model of a pure time delay (see Fig 8.2). This model structure is 
expressed mathematically as:
ym(n) = q~dym{adv)<,n) 
ym^ ) W  = Hm(q)u(n)
where
ym(n) =  output o f  model o f entire process, in c lud ing  delay (9.18)
d  = number o f  sample periods o f  delay 
H m(q ) = m odel o f  process, exc lud ing  time delay 
y  m(adv)fo)  = OUtpllt. O f  Hm(q')
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For control purposes it is assumed that the process variable, y p{adv), corresponding to ymladv) is the
controlled variable i.e. that the controlled system excludes the pure measurement delay. In 
practice, no measurable variable, y p(advj exists corresponding to ym<adv). This difficulty is
overcome by using the internal controller model to estimate the value of y p(adv), i.e. the internal
controller model is used to predict the undelayed “measured” output
y p(ach) (n) = y p in) -  ym (n) +  ym(adv) (n) (9. 19)
The reference trajectory must be initialised by this advanced process output instead of by the
actual process output. The desired reference trajectory is now defined as follows:
E(n + H j ) = \ I*Jei(n)
where
ei(n) = Si - y iadv)(n)
a, ( 9 -2 ° )S, = Setpoint for i process output
y PfadV)i = i*  advanced process output (controlled variable)
o < \ ; <n
9.4 C ontroller Tuning
9.4.1 Selection of Tuning Parameters at 90% Operating Point
The response of each of the controlled variables may be specified using the following three tuning 
parameters:
1. Time Constant o f the Reference Trajectory
2. Position of the Coincidence Point
3. Integrator Gain
The effect of the third parameter - integrator gain - is not explicitly considered. A very small 
value of integrator gain is employed to prevent integral action having a significant effect on the 
transient response of the controlled variables. In addition the integrator output is updated only 
when the controlled variable is within a small region o f the setpoint.
The strategy used to investigate the relationship between the first two controller tuning 
parameters and system response is the same as that used for linear predictive controller i.e. the
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effect of the tuning parameters is investigated by carrying out step response tests for various 
combinations of these parameters. In addition, the controller tuning parameters and the controller 
performance indices used in this investigation are the same as those used for the linear predictive 
controller. The default set of tuning parameters, which provides a point of comparison for each 
set of tuning parameters investigated is presented in Table 9.5.
Controlled Variable Time Constant of Reference 
Trajectory (s)
Position of Coincidence 
Point (s)
Main Steam Pressure 24 12
Main Steam Temperature 0.6 0.3
Drum Level 30 15
% 0 2in Stack Gases 3.6 1.8
Table 9.5 Default Set of Tuning Parameters
A step response test is carried out on each of the controlled variables using the following 
combinations of parameters:
Test 1 Use default parameters
Test 2 Increase default time constant only by 33%
Test 3 Increase default coincidence point only by 33%
Test 4 Increase both default time constant and coincidence point by 33%
Test 5 Decrease both default time constant and coincidence point by 33%
The effect of the controller tuning parameters for one controlled variable is shown for that 
controlled variable only. Likewise only the response of the manipulated variable which has the 
greatest effect on the controlled variable is included in the set of results for that controlled 
variable.
The control signal of each controller is found using the gradient search optimisation method in 
preference to genetic algorithm optimisation as it has a smaller computation overhead.
Main Steam Pressure
A step change is applied to the main steam pressure setpoint. The response of main steam 
pressure and the corresponding controller action are shown in Fig. 9.6 and Fig. 9.7 respectively 
for all five combinations of the test parameters.
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Main Steam Pressure
CB
CL
2
Time (s)
Fig. 9.6 Response of Main Steam Pressure to a Step Change in Setpoint
Fuel Mass Flow Rate
Fig. 9.7 Response of Fuel Flow to  a Step Change in Setpoint
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Fig, 9.6 shows that the system responses fall into three distinct groups, which could be loosely 
described as fast, medium and slow. A  quantitative analysis of these results is carried out by 
defining two indices to quantify system response and controller activity. The 63% response time 
is defined as an index of system response. This index was chosen because it allows a direct 
comparison of the first tuning parameter (reference trajectory time constant or desired 63% 
response time) and the resulting system response (actual 63% response time). The first index for 
controller activity is equal to the maximum overshoot or undershoot of the manipulated variable. 
The second index for controller activity, ISU, is a measure of controller “energy”. These indices 
have been defined in more detail in Section 8.5.1. The controller tuning parameters and 
performance indices for each of the five tests are presented in Table 9.6, with shading used to 
indicate a non-default tuning parameter.
Tuning for Main Steam Pressure Control
Controller Tuning Parameters Performance Indices
Test
Nr.
Reference 
Trajectory 
Time Constant
(s)
Position of 
Coincidence 
Point (s)
Actual 63% 
Response Time
(s)
Fuel Flow 
Overshoot
(kg/s)
ISU
(kg/s)2
1 24 12 26.98 1.77e-2 2.54e-2
2 32 12 34.18 1.25e-2 1.52e-2
3 24 16 27.77 1.55e-2 2.45 e-2
4 32 16 33.47 l . l l e -2 1.53e-2
5 16 8 19.28 4.46e-2 5.61 e-2
Table 9.6 Effect of Main Steam Pressure Controller Tuning Parameters
Test 1 The actual 63% response time (27s) is just three seconds longer than the desired 63%
response time (24s). This indicates that it is possible to specify the actual plant response 
time to a reasonable degree of accuracy using the desired reference trajectory.
Test 2 The default reference trajectory time constant is increased to 32s, causing the plant
response time to increase to 34s. This test confirms that the actual plant response time 
can be specified quite accurately via the desired reference trajectory. Fuel flow 
overshoot decreases by 29% and the ISU  index by 40%.
Test 3 The coincidence point position is changed from 12s to 16s. Plant response time increases
by less than Is and fuel flow overshoot decreases by 12%. This suggests that the 
position of the coincidence point mainly effects high frequency controller activity and has
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little effect on the overall plant response time. This is confirmed by comparing the ISU 
index with that of Test 1 - it can be seen that the overall controller action is unchanged.
Test 4 The reference trajectory time constant is increased to 32s and the coincidence point is 
moved to 16s. It is to be expected that the plant response time would be slower than that 
achieved in Test 2. However, plant response time is very slightly faster (0.71s) and more 
importantly fuel flow overshoot is 12% smaller than for Test 2. This test confirms that 
increasing the coincidence point can decrease high frequency controller activity without 
necessarily compromising plant response time.
Test 5 The reference trajectory time response is decreased to 16s and the coincidence point is 
placed at 8s. As a result an actual plant response time of 19.28s is obtained. The faster 
response time requires greater controller activity, in this case, the fuel flow overshoot is 
increased by 152% and the ISU  index by 120%.
The results demonstrate that it is possible to specify the response time for main steam pressure 
with a reasonable degree of accuracy via the reference trajectory time constant. The results also 
demonstrate that the reference trajectory time constant has a much more dominant effect on 
system response than the position of the coincidence point. The position of the coincidence can 
however be used to increase or decrease high frequency controller activity.
The tuning parameters should be chosen so as to achieve a reasonable compromise between 
controller action and system response. If  a fast response is required, the parameters used in Test 
5 could be adopted. However, in the case of the 90% linear controller, the tuning parameters of 
Test 5 are rejected on the basis that increasing the response time of main steam pressure also 
increases the maximum deviation of drum level from the setpoint. For consistency, these tuning 
parameters are also rejected in the case of the nonlinear controller.
The parameters used in Test 3 are seen to offer a good compromise between controller action and 
system response. The controller tuning parameters of Test 2 and 4 are not as attractive because 
they increase system response without significantly decreasing controller activity.
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Drum Level
The response of drum level to a step change in setpoint is presented in Fig. 9.8 The corresponding 
controller action - feedwater flow rate - is presented in Fig. 9.9.
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Fig. 9.8 Response of Drum Level to Step Change in Setpoint 
Feedwater Flow
Time (s)
Fig. 9.9 Response of Feedwater Flow to Step Change in Setpoint
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As for main steam pressure, the response obtained in the five tests may be classified as fast, 
medium or slow. The relationship between controller tuning parameters, drum level response and 
feedwater flow is summarised in Table. 9.7.
Tuning for Drum Level Control
Controller Tuning Parameters Performance Indices
Test
Nr.
Reference 
Trajectory 
Time Constant
(s)
Position of 
Coincidence 
Point (s)
Actual 63% 
Response Time
(s)
Feedwater
Flow
Overshoot
(kg/s)
ISU
(kg/s)2
1 30 15 35.06 0.310 7.9
2 m m 15 44.72 0.243 5.3
3 30 20 37.65 0.272 7.1
4 . 4 0 - .."20 47.05 0.217 4.8
5 20 10 23.42 0.550 15.9
Table 9.7 Effect of Drum Level Controller Tuning Parameters
Test 1 A reasonable correlation exists between the reference trajectory time constant (30s) and 
the 63% response time of the controlled variable (35.0s).
Test 2 The reference trajectory time constant is increased to 40s, causing the plant response 
time to increase to 44.7s and the feedwater flow overshoot to decrease by 22%. As for 
Test 1, the actual response time is approximately 5 s longer that the desired response 
time.
Test 3 The coincidence point position is changed from 15s to 20s. As a result, the feedwater 
flow overshoot decreases by 12% and the drum level response time increases to 37.6s. 
Test 4 The reference trajectory time constant is increased to 40s and the coincidence point is 
moved to 20s. The plant response time (47. Is) decreases to 47. Is and the feedwater flow 
overshoot decreases by 30%. As for Test 3 the plant response time is approximately 7s 
longer than the desired response time.
Test 5 The reference trajectory time response is decreased to 20s and the coincidence point is 
placed at 10s. This causes the plant response time to decrease to 23.42s, the feedwater 
flow overshoot to increase by 77% and the ISU  index to increase by 101 %.
As for pressure, a close relationship exists between reference trajectory time constant and plant 
time response. The position of the coincidence point effects high frequency controller activity and 
has a lesser effect on plant response time. In the case of Test 3 and Test 4, a 5s increase in the 
position of the coincidence point increases the plant response time by approximately 2s.
The parameters used in Test 5 generate the fastest system response and result in the greatest 
controller activity. The parameter set used in Test 3 is more attractive - system response is 
slower but controller action has been reduced considerably.
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The system response of main steam temperature and the corresponding attemperating flow rate 
are shown in Fig. 9.10 and Fig. 9.11 respectively, for each combination o f tuning parameters.
Main Steam Temperature
Main Steam  Temperature
Fig. 9.10 Response of Main Steam Temperature to Step Change in Setpoint
Attemperating Flow Rate
Fig. 9.11 Response of Attemperating Flow Rate to Step Change in Setpoint
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Again the five system responses can be classified as slow, medium or fast, even though the 
separation between the three groups is less clear than in the case of main steam pressure or drum 
level.
Tuning for Main Steam Temperature Control
Controller Tuning Parameters Performance Indices
Test
Nr.
Reference 
Trajectory 
Time Constant
(s)
Position of 
Coincidence 
Point (s)
Actual 63% 
Response Time
(s)
Attemperating
Flow
Undershoot
(kg/s)
ISU
(kg/s)2
1 0.6 0.3 0.83 4.68e-2 4.6e-3
2 0.8 0.3 1.01 3.60e-2 3.4e-3
3 0.6 0.4 0.80 4.59e-2 4.0e-3
4 0.8 . 0.4 0.91 3.50e-2 2.8e-3
5 : 0.4 ;'-v 0.2 ; ^ 0.61 5.25e-2 5.7e-3
Table 9.8 Effect of Main Steam Temperature Controller Tuning Parameters
Test 1 A  response time of 0.83s is obtained given a desired response time of 0.6s.
Test 2 The desired response time is increased by 0.2s, causing the actual response time to
increase by approximately 0.2s, attemperating flow undershoot to decrease by 23% and 
the ISU  index to decrease by 26%.
Test 3 The position of the coincidence point is moved from 0.3s to 0.4s. This should result in
less active control and a longer response time. In fact, the response time decreases by
0.03s even though the attemperating flow undershoot also decreases by 2%.
Test 4 Both the default desired response time and coincidence point position are increased by
33%. A comparison with Test 2 is interesting. The response time for Test 4 is 0.91s i.e. 
shorter than the response time of 1.01s achieved for Test 2. However, the controller 
action has also decreased marginally - undershoot has decreased by 3%. This illustrating 
the importance of correctly choosing the coincidence point position.
Test 5 Both the default desired response time and coincidence point position are decreased by
33%. As for Test 1, Test 2 and Test 3 the actual response time is approximately 0.2s 
greater than the desired response time. Attemperating flow undershoot increases by 12%.
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In each case, the response time of main steam temperature has been specified by the reference 
trajectory time constant to within 0.25s. It is interesting to note that in two instances, increasing 
the position of the coincidence point can decrease both controller activity and plant time response.
The most attractive parameter set is that used in Test 5. It generates the fastest response time 
without requiring a large increase in controller activity.
It is interesting to compare the performance of the linear predictive controller and the nonlinear 
predictive controller for the controller tuning parameters of Test 5. In the case of the linear 
predictive controller, large oscillations of the control signal occur when this set of parameters is 
used. In the case of the nonlinear predictive controller, this set of controller tuning parameters do 
not cause large oscillations in the control signal. This can be explained by comparing the internal 
controller models of the linear and nonlinear predictive controllers.
• In the case of the linear predictive controller, the internal controller model is obtained by 
linearising and discretising a nonlinear first-principle plant model. It was shown in Section 
8.5.1 that the frequency response of the discretised linearised model is inferior to that of the 
continuous linearised model at high frequencies. As the desired system response time 
decreases, the accuracy of the internal controller model also decreases. Ultimately, this leads 
to the oscillations which are evident in the control signal of the linear predictive controller for 
Test 5.
• In the case of the nonlinear predictive controller, the internal controller model is a neural 
network model, trained to predict the plant output at the next sample period i.e. the neural 
network model is a discrete model. The neural network model is capable of modelling the 
plant accurately for both low and high frequency input signals provided that the training data 
provides sufficient examples of both low and high frequency input data. It was shown in 
Section 6.4.2.2 that the training data was generated by combining low frequency variable 
amplitude, variable frequency square-type waves with high frequency noise. The 
performance of the nonlinear predictive controller for all the controller parameter tuning sets 
confirms that the neural network model is accurate over a wider frequency range than the 
discretised linearised model used by the linear predictive controller.
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The step response of the measured percentage 0 2 in the stack gases is shown in Fig. 9.12 for each 
combination o f the controller tuning parameters. The corresponding air flow rate signal is shown 
in Fig. 9.13.
Percentage O  in Stack Gases
% 0 2  in Stack G ases
Fig. 9.12 Response of Percentage 0 2 in Stack Gases to Step Change in Setpoint
Air Mass Flow Rate
Fig. 9.13 Response of Air Flow Rate to Step Change in Setpoint
As for main steam pressure and main steam temperature, the five different system responses are 
separable into three distinct groups of fast, medium and slow responses.
Tuning for Percentage 0 2 Control
Controller Tuning ’Parameters Performance Indices
Test
Nr.
Reference 
Trajectory 
Time Constant
(s)
Position of 
Coincidence 
Point (s)
Actual 63% 
Response Time
(s)
Feedwater
Flow
Overshoot
(kg/s)
ISU
(kg/s)2
1 3.6 1.8 7.69 1.05e-l 10.0e-l
2 4.8 1.8 8.66 4.90e-2 5.6e-l
3 3.6 2.4 7.99 9.49e-2 6.3e-l
4 4.8 l i l l 8.84 3.52e-2 4.9e-l
5 2.4 i t i i ! 6.81 2.83e-l 20.4e-l
Table 9.9 Effect of Percentage 0 2 Controller Tuning Parameters
Test 1 A  response time of 7.69s is obtained using a desired response time of 3.6s. The large
discrepancy between desired and actual response time is due to a delay of approximately 
4s in percentage 0 2 measurement. The response time excluding delay is approximately 
3.69s.
Test 2 The desired response time is increased to 4.8s. The actual response time excluding delay 
is 4.66. Air flow overshoot decreases by 53% and the ISU  index by 44%.
Test 3 The position of the coincidence point is changed to 2.4s.. This causes the response time 
to increase by 0.3s and the air flow overshoot to decrease by 10%. This is almost 
identical to the response of Test 1, indicating that the position of the coincidence point 
has a minor effect in this situation.
Test 4 The default desired time response is increased to 4.8s and the coincidence point position 
is changed to 2.4s. This causes the response time, excluding delay to change to 4.84s 
and air flow overshoot to decrease by 66%. This system response is very similar to that 
achieved in Test 2, again indicating that the position of the coincidence point mainly 
effects high frequency control action.
Test 5 The default desired time response is decreased to 2.4s and the coincidence point position
is changed to 1.2s. This causes the response time, excluding delay to change to 4.84s. 
and air flow overshoot to increase by 169%.
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In all cases there is excellent agreement between the desired plant response time and the actual 
plant response time. The minimum difference between desired and actual plant response time is
0.04s (Test 4) and the maximum is 0.33s (Test 3). The position of the coincidence point has a 
marginal effect on both plant response time and maximum air flow overshoot. This is most likely 
due to the fact the with the exception of Test 5, control action is sluggish. The position of the 
coincidence point would have a greater effect if the tuning parameters specified a fast response 
time. The controller action exhibits a spike-like effect every second. This is caused by variations 
in the fuel flow control signal. The fuel flow control signal is updated every second and acts as a 
disturbance input to the percentage 0 2 controller.
The tuning parameters used in Test 5 offer a satisfactory compromise between controller action 
and system response. In all other cases, the controller action is very sluggish and approaching the 
open-loop response time in the case of Test 2 and Test 4.
The tests confirm that the controller tuning parameters are an effective and accurate means of 
specifying the response time of the controlled variables. In particular, the response time of the 
controlled variable is closely related to the response time of the reference trajectory. Specifying a 
slower reference trajectory response time reduces controller action and consequently increases the 
system response time.
An examination of the test results highlighted particular parameter settings which can achieve a 
good compromise between system response and controller action. This “improved” set of tuning 
parameters is listed in Table 9.10.
Controlled Variable Test Nr. Time Constant of 
Reference Trajectory
(s)
Coincidence Point (s)
M ain Steam Pressure 
(for slow response)
3 24 16
M ain Steam Temperature 5 0.4 0.2
Drum Level
(for slow response)
3 30 20
%0-> in Stack Gases 5 2.4 1.2
Table 9.10 Suggested Tuning Parameters
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A comparison of the “suggested” parameter set with the tuning parameters for the 90% linear 
controller shows that the only difference between the two parameter sets is for the main steam 
temperature tuning parameters. In the case of the 90% linear controller, a slower response time is 
specified i.e. a desired reference trajectory of 0.6s and a coincidence point position of 0.4s is 
used. In order to facilitate comparison between the linear and nonlinear controllers, it is desirable 
to use the same main steam temperature tuning parameters for both the linear and nonlinear 
controller. In the case of the nonlinear controller, an examination of the response of main steam 
temperature to a set-point change (Fig. 9.10) indicates that good control performance can be 
attained using either the fast or slow tuning. In the case of the linear controller, an examination 
of the response of main steam temperature to a set-point change (Fig. 8.13) indicates that the 
control performance becomes very oscillatory when using the faster parameter set (i.e. reference 
trajectory equal to 0.4s and coincidence point position of 0.2s).
It follows that the slower parameter set could be adopted by both controllers, but not the faster 
parameter set. Thus implies that the performance of the nonlinear controller is to be 
compromised marginally if the same (slow) main steam temperature tuning parameters are to be 
adopted by both the 90% linear and nonlinear controllers. The extent to which main steam 
temperature response is compromised is investigated by simulating the response of main steam 
temperature using both the “improved” parameter set for the nonlinear controller and the tuning 
parameters used by the 90% linear controller.
The response of main steam temperature is simulated for a step change in load using both 
parameter sets and plotted in Fig. 9.14. using the following legend:
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Fast Main Steam Temperature Tuning Parameters 
Slow Main Steam Temperature Tuning Parameters 
Setpoint
Steam Pressure (MPa)
0.4 
0.35 
0.3
0 50 10G 150
Fuel Flow
f .— ,
Drum Level Feedwater Flow
Temperature Attemperation
%02 Air Flow
Fig. 9.14 Response to a Step Change in Load at 90% Using Two Sets of Controller Tuning
Parameters
As expected, the response of main steam temperature is less tightly controlled using the “slow” 
parameter tuning. However, as the difference is very small (less than 0.05°C), the “slow” timing 
parameters can also be adopted for the nonlinear controllers.
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9.4.2 Selection of Tuning Parameters at 50% Operating Point
The set of controller tuning parameters adopted for the 90% linear controller are used as an initial 
choice of tuning parameters for the 50% linear controller. A good system response is obtained at 
50% using this parameter set so this parameter set is also adopted for the 50% linear controller. 
The system response to a 5% step change in load at 50% using this set of parameters is shown in 
Fig. 9.15.
Steam Pressure (MPa)
0.25
0.2
0.15
0
Fuel Flow
50 100 150
Drum Level
50 100 150
f
Feedwater Flow
50 100 150
413.2
413
412.8
Temperature
I
I
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
20 40 60 80
Attemperatlon
%02 Air Flow
r v j —
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” 
i i i i i i
iii
20 40 60 80
Fig. 9.15 System Response to a 5% Step Change in Load at 50% Load
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9.4.3 Selection of Tuning Parameters at 10% Operating Point
The response to a 5% step change in load disturbance at 10% is shown in Fig. 9.16. The 
controller tuning parameters are the same as for the 50% and 90% operating point.
Steam  Pressure (M Pa)
Drum Level
0.1 
0.05 
0
0 50 100 150 200
Feedwater Flow
Fuel Flow
-
414
413.5 
413
412.5
Temperature
0 50 100 150 200
Attemperati on
%02 Air Flow
Fig. 9.16 System Response to a 5% Step Change in Load at 10% Load
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9.5 C om parison of Gradient Search and Genetic Algorithm  
O ptim isation Perform ance
The performance of each of the nonlinear controllers has been demonstrated for a 5% step change 
in load at the following loads - 10%, 50% and 90%. The control signal in all cases has been 
calculated using a conventional, gradient search optimisation method. The controller 
performance using gradient search optimisation method is compared to that using genetic 
algorithm optimisation for a 5% step load disturbance at a load of 70%. The system response is 
shown in Fig. 9.17 and uses the following legend.
------------------------  Response Using Gradient Search Optimisation
*  *  * ------ *  Response Using Genetic Algorithm Optimisation
--------------------------------  Setpoint
Steam Pressure (MPa)
0 . 3 2
0 .3
0 .2 8
0.2S
Fuel Flow
1
« »
1-
5 0 100 1 5 0
Temperature
r \ .
:
M - «
0  5 0  1 0 0  1 5 0
Feedwater Flow
0  5 0  1 0 0  1 5 0
Attemperation
%02
I7 3 ? * . ...............
--------------------- T ---------------
!
0  5 0  1 0 0  1 5 0
Air Row
--------  " T....
i '  "r
0  5 0  1 0 0  1 5 0
Fig. 9.17 System Response to a 5% Step Change in Load at 70% Load Using Gradient Search
and Genetic Algorithm Optimisation
Drum Level
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The system response in both cases demonstrates the same attractive features as that obtained 
using the fuzzified linear predictive controller. In particular, the predictive controller starts to 
increase feedwater flow before drum levels starts to decrease. This is necessary to prevent the 
drum level dropping below the setpoint in the after the transient “Shrink and Swell” effect has 
dissapeared. Such action is possible because the controller has explicit model-based knowledge 
about the expected behaviour of the planr.
There is little discernible difference between the system response obtained using a gradient search 
optimisation method and system response obtained using genetic algorithm optimisation. The 
reason for this can be understood by looking at a typical error surface (a plot of cost function 
versus proposed control action) for each o f the three nonlinear controllers.
Fig. 9.18 Cost Function versus Air Flow for Fig. 9.19 Cost Function versus Attemperation 
Percentage 0 2 Controller for Main Steam Temperature Controller
In both cases, the error surface is very smooth and has no local minima. As a result the gradient 
search algorithm can be guaranteed to find the global minimum.
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Fuel Flow Rate (k g /s ^
Feedwater Flow Rate (kg/s)A2
Fig. 9.20 Cost Function verswiFeedwater How Rate, Fuel Flow Rate for Multivariable main
Steam Pressure and Drum Level Controller
The situation is less straightforward for the main steam pressure and drum level controller. In 
this sample error surface, there is possibly one local minimum. Nevertheless, the error surface is 
very smooth and it is relatively unlikely that the gradient search algorithm could not find the 
global minimum.
The sample error surfaces suggest that it is not necessary to use genetic algorithms. However, 
these are very simple error surfaces - in the case of percentage 0 2 and main steam temperature, 
the optimisation algorithms are required to minimise a fonction of one variable only. In the case 
of the multivariable main steam pressure and drum level controller, the optimisation algorithm is 
required to minimise a function of two variables only. If the control horizon is extended to more 
than one sampling period (i.e. the proposed control signal is not assumed to be a step function), it 
is to be expected that the contours of the error surface would become more complex and that a 
number of local minima could occur.
It is also of interest to compare the computational overhead of both optimisation methods. The 
number of million-floating point-opérations (MFLOP) per second of simulation time is compared
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for both optimisation methods and presented in Table 9.11. In the case of the genetic algorithms, 
it can be seen than the number of MFLOP counted is very dependent on the termination criteria 
for optimisation. The MFLOP count is compared for three different types of termination 
criteria.
Optimisation
Method
Target Multivariable 
Main Steam 
Pressure and 
Drum Level 
Controller 
(MFLOP)
Main Steam 
Temperature 
Controller 
(MFLOP)
Percentage 0 2 
Controller 
(MFLOP)
Gradient Search Convergence at 
minimum
1.20 0.02 0.07
Genetic
Algorithms
60 generations 16.37 0.59 2.98
Genetic
Algorithms
Target Error 10.21 0.34 0.59
Genetic
Algorithms
Target Error, 
given previous 
set of solutions
8.87 0.07 0.40
Table 9.11 Comparison of MFLOP for Genetic Algorithm and Gradient Search Optimisation
The first and very simple termination criteria is that optimisation is terminated after 60 
generations. In this case it can be seen that the gradient algorithms execute between 390% and 
3600% more MFLOP than the gradient search algorithms. This termination criteria does not take 
into account that the genetic algorithms may have determined a good solution after just 1 or 2 
generations, however. This can be taken into account by specifying that optimisation is 
discontinued when the genetic algorithms have achieved a cost function which is below a 
specified target. In the case of percentage O2 controller, this reduces the number of MFLOP by 
480%. The effect of changing the termination criteria to a target cost function is dictated to a 
large extent by the size of the specified target cost function and by the contours of the error 
surface. The target cost function is based upon the maximum allowable error between the desired 
prediction horizon and the predicted plant output at the coincidence point. The maximum 
allowable error specified for each of the controller variables is presented in Table 9.12.
Controlled Variable Target Error
M ain Steam Pressure 1 e-4 MPa
Drum Level 1 e-3 mm
Main Steam Temperature 1 e-3 °C
Percentage O2 Controller le  -3 %
Table 9.12 Target Error for Genetic Algorithm Optimisation
In the case of the multivariable main steam pressure and drum level controller, it cannot be
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gauranteed that the target error is achieved for both variables as the cost function for a 
multivariable controller is a function of the combined target errors. For example, the predicted 
main steam pressure error may slightly exceed its target error if the predicted drum level error 
compensates for this by achieving a smaller error than the target error.
One more factor should be taken into consideration. For gradient search optimisation, the 
optimisation algorithm is provided with a good initial solution at each sampling period - the value 
of the current controller action. However, the genetic algorithm has been randomly initialised and 
may be at a computational disadvantage as a result. This can be investigated by including the 
current control signal into the initial set of solutions for the genetic algorithm. The last row of 
Table 9.11 show the effect of this on computational effort. For all three controllers, the 
computational effort has been significantly reduced - (by 45% for the multivariable main steam 
pressure and drum level controller, 79% for the main steam temperature controller and by 32% 
for the percentage 0 2 controller. This is the termination criteria used to generate the results in 
Fig. 9.17.
Even in the “best case” scenario, however, the computation overhead of the genetic algorithms is 
substantially greater than that of the gradient search algorithm - 633% greater for main steam 
pressure and drum level controller, 337% greater for the main steam temperature controller and 
497% greater for the percentage O2 controller. This is not surprising as genetic algorithm 
optimisation requires that the cost function is evaluated at each sampling period for a set of 10 
possible solutions whereas the gradient search optimisation algorithm must evaluate it for one 
solution only. The computational complexity of the genetic algorithms is only an issue if it can 
be shown that it is not to execute this algorithm within the sampling period. The total number of 
MFLOP required to run all three controllers for one second at their respective sampling rates is 
presented in Table 9.13. The “best-case” values are used for the genetic algorithm optimisation 
method.
Optimisation Algorithm MFLOP/S
Gradient Search 2.1
Genetic Algorithms) 13.6
Table 9.13 MFLOPS/s for Gradient Search Optimisation and Genetic Algorithm Optimisation
Both of these controllers can be implemented on a Digital Signal Processing (DSP) board. The 
TMS320C30, for example, can execute 33.3MFLOP per second.
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9.6 Conclusions
The results demonstrate the feasibility of controlling a boiler process using a nonlinear predictive 
control methodology. In particular it demonstrates the feasibility of using a single neural network 
model to act as the internal controller model over the entire operating range of the boiler.
Controller performance has been compared using a conventional gradient search optimisation 
method and a global optimisation technique i.e. genetic algorithm optimisation. Controller 
performance is found to be be identical for both optimisation algorithms. This implies that the 
error surface is relatively smooth and that the conventional gradient search optimisation technique 
is capable of finding the global minimum under the tested conditions. Results also indicate 
however that the genetic algorithms have a much greater computational overhead than the 
gradient search algorithm. This is not a significant advantage, however, since the results shown 
that the control strategy can be executed on a standard PC using either optimisation method 
within the sampling time constraints. Given that gradient search optimisation and genetic 
algorithm optimisation can achieve equal controller performance, the choice of optimisation 
algorithm is essentially dicatated by computational constraints and by the importance of 
achieving a global solution If speed of execution is important, the gradient search algorithm is 
the obvious choice. However, if execution speed is not important, genetic algorithms may prove 
to be a “safer” solution.
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10 Comparison of PI, Fuzzified Linear and
Nonlinear Predictive Control
10.1 Introduction
The boiler process is complex multivariable system with both static and dynamic nonlinearities. 
Given that conventional boiler control strategies rely upon linear control techniques, it is feasible 
that improved control could be achieved through the application of a nonlinear predictive control 
strategy.
A nonlinear controller can be developed by extending or modifying an essentially linear control 
strategy. For example, a nonlinear controller may be based upon a single linear model of the 
plant if the parameters of the model are updated with changes in the plant operating point. The 
fuzzified linear predictive controller, described in Chapter 8, is an example of a nonlinear 
controller which is based upon a linear controller strategy. This controller is based upon three 
linear controllers, designed to operate at the 10%, 50% and 90% operating points. Fuzzy logic 
interpolation is used to combine the output of these three linear controllers so as to provide equal 
control performance over the entire operating range of the plant. Alternatively, a nonlinear 
controller may be based upon a dedicated nonlinear model of the plant. The nonlinear predictive 
controller, described in Chapter 9, is of this type. It is possible that a dedicated nonlinear model 
can model the plant more accurately than a piece-wise linear model and thus yield more accurate 
controller performance.
To date, PI control is widely used for boiler control and is certainly the obvious benchmark 
strategy for any assessment of controller performance. The implementation and tuning of the PI 
control strategy used in this comparison are described fully in this chapter.
The best choice of control strategy for any system is likely to depend on a wide range of factors. 
The most obvious issue is control performance - this must be assessed according to a number of 
criteria and under a variety of different conditions. A second important issue to be considered for 
an advanced control strategy is that of feasibility , whether the controller can be executed within 
the specified sampling period. Both of these issues are addressed within this chapter.
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10.2 PI Control of a D rum -Type Boiler
10.2.1 Development of PI Control Strategy
Conventional boiler control employs SISO PI controllers, which use a single manipulated variable 
to regulate each of the controlled variables. In this instance there are four variables to be 
controlled: main steam pressure, drum water level, main steam temperature and percentage of O2 
in the stack gases. Likewise, there are four variables which may be manipulated: fuel flow rate, 
feedwater flow rate, attemperating water flow rate and air flow rate. A  description of standard, 
industrial boiler PI control is given in Chapter 3.
Implementation of a PI control strategy first requires that a suitable manipulated variable must be 
selected to regulate each of the controlled variables. This requires knowledge about the 
relationship between the manipulated variables and controlled variables. For example, feedwater 
flow rate has a very strong effect on drum level, and is a suitable choice as manipulated variable 
for the drum level controller. It is not difficult to choose the best manipulated variable to regulate 
each of the four controlled variables, as there exists four noticeably strong relationships between 
the controlled and manipulated variables - pressure is strongly affected by fuel flow rate, drum 
level by feedwater flow rate, steam temperature by attemperating water flow rate and the 
percentage of 0 2 in stack gases by air flow rate. This combination of controlled and manipulated 
variables is very common among boiler PI control strategies.
Some boiler PI strategies may include additional controlled and manipulated variables, such as 
reheater temperature and burner tilt respectively. In addition, some boilers may use an alternative 
strategy to control steam temperature, such as allowing some of the steam to bypass the 
superheater (in place of attemperating water). The particulars of each strategy is dependent on 
the construction of the boiler. However, the four controlled variables described here are 
fundamental to boiler control and are included in all boiler control strategies.
Table 10.1. lists the four controlled variables and their corresponding manipulated variables 
employed in the PI control strategy.
Controller ! Controlled Variable M anipulated Variable
1 Steam pressure i Fuel flow
2 Drum level 1 Feedwater flow
3 Steam temperature Attemperating flow
4 Percentage of 0 2 in stack gases ! A irflow
Table 10.1 Controller and Manipulated Variables for each PI Controller
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The overall control strategy is represented schematically in Fig. 10.1
Fig. 10.1 Boiler PI Control Strategy
It can be seen from Fig. 10.1 that air flow demand signal is not wholly dictated by the trim air 
controller. The output of the trim air controller is summed with a feedforward signal, termed the 
primary air flow demand signal which is directly related to the fuel flow rate. The primary air 
demand signal is necessary for safety reasons in a boiler PI control strategy. If fuel flow 
increases, the air flow must immediately be increased. However, the trim air controller does not 
react until measured level of percentage 0 2 in the stack gases drops. This is dangerous as there is 
a significant delay between the decrease of percentage O2 in the combustion gases and the 
decrease of measured percentage O2 in the stack gases. Consequently, the percentage of O2 in the 
combustion gases may remain very low or even drop below zero for some time, resulting in 
unburned fuel and the production of poisonous carbon monoxide gases. To prevent this scenario, 
the percentage 0 2 controller output signal is summed with primary air demand signal. The 
primary air demand signal is a function of fuel flow and usually constitutes 90% of the total air 
ctemanrt signal. The trim air controller is responsible for fine tuning the air flow demand signal to 
keep measured percentage O2 at its setpoint.
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A primary air demand signal is not necessary for the fuzzified linear or nonlinear controller of 
percentage 0 2 as both of these controller include a fuel flow disturbance model. The disturbance 
model allows the controller to react immediately and appropriately to variations in fuel flow.
The PI controllers used to control the boiler process are analog. This is analogous to the widely 
adopted practice of implementing digital PI controllers with a very fast sampling rate in order to 
attain practically the same performance as an analog PI controller.
10.2.2 Tuning of PI Controllers
Each of the PI controllers is tuned on a trial and error basis. The effect of tuning parameter 
variations is evaluated around the operating point for a 10% load. Plant dynamics are slower at 
low loads, so the resulting PI parameters should result in stable control at all loads. The final 
choice of controller tuning parameters is presented in Table 10.2.
Controller Proportional Gain Integrator Gain
Drum Level Controller 1.3 3e-2
Main Steam Pressure Controller 4e-7 2e-8
M ain Steam Temperature Controller -3e-2 -3e-3
Trim Air Demand Controller le-1 8e-3
Table 10.2 Controller Tuning Parameters for Boiler PI Control Strategy
It should be noted that the same PI controller parameters are used at all operating points. It is 
possible that controller performance could be improved by making the tuning parameters a 
function of plant operating point. This is not implemented here as it is not standard practice for 
industrial PI control strategies however, which is the benchmark for the development of this PI 
control strategy.
The same controller tuning parameters are also used at all operating points for the fuzzified linear 
and nonlinear predictive controllers, but the inclusion of an internal controller models in these 
controllers does ensure that the controller behaviour is automatically adapted to the plant 
operating point.
It can also be noted that the controller parameter values for the main steam temperature controller 
are negative. This is explained by the negative gain relationship between attemperation and main 
steam temperature i.e. an increase in attemperation produces a decrease in main steam 
temperature.
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10.3 Comparison of Controller Performance
10.3.1 Description of Comparison Criteria
Controller performance is assessed by subjecting each controller to tests which are designed to 
demonstrate the ability o f the controller under different conditions. Two types of tests are used:
• Step Load Disturbance Tests
• Step Setpoint Change Tests
In order to test the performance of each of the controllers over the full operating range of the 
plant, the tests are carried out at each of the following operating points - 10%, 30%, 50%, 70% 
and 90%. The performance of each of the controllers under these tests may be objectively 
compared using suitable performance indices. Six performance indices have been selected which 
provide a good measure of controller performance under a variety of conditions. The first four 
performance indices provide a measure of system response. The last two performance indices 
provide a measure o f controller action.
1. Integral Squared Error - ISE
This is defined as the sum of the squares of the error between the controlled variable and the 
setpoint over a defined time-span.
2. Maximum Deviation from the Setpoint - DEVmax
This is equal to the maximum absolute deviation of the controlled variable from the setpoint, 
following a disturbance.
This index is not applicable for setpoint tests.
3. Response Time - Tres
The response time is defined as the time required for the controlled variable to reach a 
specified region around the setpoint - yra. In the case of a setpoint change this value is taken 
to be 37% of the difference between the new and the old setpoint. The response time is
2
where ( 10. 1)
SP = Setpoint 
y  = Controlled variable
(10.2)
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measured from the time at which the setpoint change occurs.
>V„ = SPnew -  037(SPnew -  SPoli) (10.3)
In the case of a load disturbance, yTts is specified in terms of the maximum deviation from the 
setpoint. The response time is measured from the time at which the disturbance occurs.
y resp= S P ± 0 3 1 (D E V max) (10.4)
The maximum deviation from the setpoint following a load disturbance is dependent on the 
magnitude of the disturbance, the current operating point and to a lesser extent on the 
controller response. In order to perform a fair comparison between each of the three 
controllers, it is necessary to specify the same value of for each of the three controllers. At
each operating point, the maximum deviation from the setpoint is calculated for all three
controllers for a 5% load disturbance. The mean maximum deviation of the fuzzified linear 
and the nonlinear predictive controller is then used to calculate a common value of yres.
y « f = ( y » Sl + y « V() / 2  (10.5)
The maximum deviation of the PI controller is not included in the calculation of the mean 
maximum deviation because it greatly exceeds that of either of the predictive controllers. For 
example, in the case of main steam temperature, the maximum deviation for the predictive 
controllers will never exceed yres if the maximum deviation for the PI controller is included in 
the calculation o f yres.
The value of yres used for each of the controlled variables at each operating point for a 5% 
change in load is presented in Table .10.3
Controlled V ariables yres
1 0 % 30% 50% 70% 90%
Main Steam Pressure 23e-3
MPa
23e-3
MPa
23e-3
MPa
23e-3
MPa
23e-3
MPa
Main Steam Temperature 0.13°C 0.12°C 0.04 °C 0.03 °C 0.05 °C
Drum Level 1.1 mm 1.0 mm 1.0 mm 1.0 mm 1.0 mm
Percentage O2 in the stack 
gases
0.26% 0.28% 0.10% 0.07% 0.01%
Table 10.3 Response Time Value for Controlled Variables
It can be seen from Table 10.3 that practically the same value of yTts can be used by main 
steam pressure and drum level at all 5 operating points. This not the case for the percentage
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of O2 in the stack gases or for main steam temperature. At lower operating points, the 
maximum deviation from the setpoint is greater and as a result a larger value of yKS is 
employed.
It can be seen that the response time is intended to correspond in an approximate manner to 
the 63% response time of the controlled variable.
4. Settling Time - Tse,de
The settling time is defined as the time required by the controller variable to reach and stay 
with a specified tolerance band around the setpoint (SP ±  ysi,tu). In the case of a setpoint 
change, the tolerance band is ±5% of the difference between the old setpoint and the new:
y settU = 0.05|iSPnew -  SPoli | (10.6)
In the case of a disturbance the tolerance band is approximately ±5% of the maximum 
deviation from the setpoint:
y senle = ±0.05 (DEVmax) (10.7)
In order to compare the three controllers it is necessary to use the same value of ysenie. for all 
three controllers in the case of a load disturbance. The value for ysenie is calculated from the 
corresponding value for ynSp.
y,"'le=-^(yres) (10-8)
The value of ysettu used for each of the controlled variables at each operating point is presented 
in Table 10.4.
C ontrolled Variables y  s ta le
10% 30% 50% 70% 90%
Main Steam Pressure 3e-3 MPa 3e-3 MPa 3e-3 MPa 3e-3 MPa 3e-3 MPa
Main Steam Temperature 0.01 °C 0.01 °C 0.01 °c 0.01 °C 0.01 °C
Drum Level 0.1 mm 0.1 mm 0.1 mm 0.1 mm 0.1 mm
Percentage 0 2in the stack 
gases
0.05% 0.035% 0.01% 0.01% 0.01%
Table 10.4 Settling Time Value for Controlled Variables
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5. Maximum Overshoot/Undershoot of Manipulated Variable - 0Smax
This is the maximum overshoot or undershoot of the manipulated variable measured in 
relation to its final steady state value. It provides a measure of initial controller activity in 
response to a setpoint change or load disturbance.
6. Integral Squared Control Action- ISU
This is equal to the sum of the squares of the deviation of the control signal from its mean 
value over a defined time span. It is a measure of total “energy” of the control signal over that 
time span.
10.3.2 Step Load Disturbances
Step disturbances in load are triggered by several common operations in the downstream plant - 
opening or closing a valve, switching on or off a steam consuming process. Step load 
disturbances cause a sudden increase (or decrease) in the plant energy reserves - the control 
system must react swiftly to match the new steam consumption requirement and maintain process 
variables such as drum level, steam pressure and temperature at their setpoints.
A 5% step load disturbance is applied to the plant at five different operating points - 10%, 30%, 
50%, 70% and 90%. The response of each of the controlled variables is shown together with that 
of its associated manipulated variable for the test at the 70% operating point only. The response 
at the other operating points is shown by plotting the performance indices obtained at the 10%, 
30%, 50%, 70% and 90% operating points.
Main Steam Pressure
Fig. 10.2a and 10.2b shows the response of main steam pressure and fuel flow rate to a 5% step 
change in load when the plant is at the 70% operating point. The following legend is used to 
distinguish the response of the three controllers:
O S ^ x = maxi (10.9)
where ( 10.10)
u =
+1m ax m m
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Main Steam Pressure Fuel Flow Rate
Fig 10.2a Response o f Main Steam Pressure Fig 10.2b Fuel Flow Rate after a Step 
to a Step Change in Load Change in Load
Good pressure control has been achieved by both the fuzzified linear and nonlinear predictive 
controllers. The predictive controllers increase fuel rapidly after the load disturbance to minimise 
the deviation of main steam pressure from the setpoint and then apply just sufficient fuel to move 
main steam pressure to its setpoint on a smooth exponential trajectory. This is a very economical 
response in terms of fuel costs. The PI controller injects a very large amount of fuel and 
consequently produces the fastest response. Despite this large injection of fuel however, the PI 
controlled system shows the greatest deviation of pressure from the set-point. This deviation 
could be reduced by increasing the proportional gain of the PI controller but this is likely to result 
in main steam pressure overshooting the setpoint. This is to be avoided if possible - it yields no 
benefits in terms of plant performance and requires fuel to be expended unnecessarily. The 
predictive control strategies reduce the maximum deviation by reacting immediately to the load 
disturbance. This immediate reaction is in fact a feedforward control action, which is driven by 
the effect o f a load disturbance on the internal controller model.
This test highlights an important advantage of predictive control. It is designed to accurately
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track a specified reference trajectory. This offers the possibility of specifying optimal reference 
trajectory i.e. a trajectory which optimises boiler efficiency or minimises stresses on the metal 
tubes in the boiler (Dieck-Assad et al (1987)).
Fig 10.3 presents the performance indices for main steam pressure for each controller for a 5% 
step load disturbance at 10%, 50% and 90%. The four plots on the top two rows are 
performance indices of system response. The two plots on the third row are indices of controller 
action. The following legend is used:
Max. Deviation
Response Time Settling Time
0 08
ISU
10% 30% 50% 70% 90%
Max. Overshoot
Fig 10.3. Performance Indices of Main Steam Pressure following a 5% Step Change in Load at 
10%, 30%, 50%, 70% and 90% Operating Point
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The average ISU  index of the PI control strategy is approximately 400% greater than the 
average ISU  index of the nonlinear predictive controller at all operating points. Despite this, 
the average ISE  index of the PI controller is just 12% smaller than the average ISE index of 
the nonlinear predictive control strategy.
1. The fuzzified linear controller also applies a less energetic control signal than the PI control 
strategy, in terms of its ISU  index but achieves a smaller ISE  index at all operating points. 
This can be understood by comparing the maximum deviation of main steam pressure from 
the setpoint for both controllers. At all operating points, the PI control strategy records a 
considerably larger maximum deviation from the setpoint(approximately 30%) than either the 
fuzzified linear or nonlinear predictive controller. These large deviations from the setpoint are 
penalised quite heavily by the ISE  index.
2. It can be seen that the settling time of the nonlinear predictive controller is noticeably slow at 
the 10% operating point. This is be explained by the fact that the neural network model of the 
nonlinear controller is considerably less accurate at the 10% operating point than at the 90% 
operating point. Integral action is used to move the plant output exactly to the setpoint, but 
this a lot less effective than predictive control action. To illustrate this, the settling time and 
the final steady-state value of the integrator output at the 10% operating point are compared to 
the same values at the 50% and 90% operating points. The final steady-state value of the 
integrator output is comparable to the prediction error of the nonlinear model.
Index O Derating Points
10% 50% 90%
Settling Time (s) 338 199 133
Steady-State Prediction Error (MPa) 4.5e-3 2.5e-3 7.2e-4
Table 10.5 Settling Time and Integrator Output of Nonlinear Controller at 10%, 50% and 90%
Operating Points
Table 10.5 confirms that the settling time of the controller and its final steady-state value of 
integrator output (prediction error) are strongly related. The integrator output is greatest at 
the 10% operating and smallest at the 90% operating point. Likewise, the settling time is 
longest at the 10% operating point and shortest at the 90% operating point.
In order to provide an overall measure of controller performance, the mean ISE and ISU  indices is 
first calculated for each of the three controllers. For example the mean ISE  (MISE) index for the 
PI control strategy is calculated as follows:
MISEpj = mean(ISE l0 + ISE30 + ISE50 +  ISE10 +  ISE90) (10.11)
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The MISE  and mean ISU (MISU) indices of all three controllers are then calculated as a 
percentage of the largest MISE  and MISU  index of the three controllers. For example the 
percentage M ISE (PMISE) index for the PI controller strategy is calculated as follows:
MISEp,
PM ISE PI = ----------------------------------------------   x  100 (10.12)
max( MISE P[, MISE u n e a r  > MISE n o n l in e a r  )
Ideally, both the PMISE  index and the PMISU  index should be as low as possible. A good 
control strategy should apply controller action as effectively as possible in order to minimise 
tracking error. To generate one single measure of controller performance the mean of the PMISE 
and PMISU  index of each controllers is calculated and normalised with respect to the largest 
calculated value. The resulting value, termed the Pressure Control IndexV is a measure of the 
overall performance of that controller with respect to the control of main steam pressure.
The PMISE, percentage M ISU  (PMISU) and Pressure Control Index are presented in Table 10.6.
Index PI Controller Fuzzified Linear 
Controller
Nonlinear
Controller
PMISE (%) 87 69 100
PMISU  (%) 100 70 47
Pressure Control Index (%) 100 74 77
Table 10.6 Indices of Controller Performance for Main Steam Pressure (in Response to a 5%
Step Change in Load)
The indices confirm that the PI control strategy did not apply controller action to best possible 
effect. For example, the PMISU  index of the PI controller is 53% greater than of the nonlinear 
controller, even though the PMISE index of the nonlinear controller is just 13% greater than that 
of the nonlinear controller. The fuzzified linear controller achieves the minimum Pressure 
Control Index, and the nonlinear controller also achieves a similar rating.
In summary, by this measure, fuzzified linear predictive control can improve main steam pressure 
control by 26% in comparison to conventional PI control. Nonlinear predictive control can 
improve main stream pressure control by 23%.
Main Steam Temperature
Fig. 10.4a and Fig. 10.4b shows the response of main steam temperature and attemperating flow 
rate respectively to a 5% step load disturbance at the 70% operating point
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Fig 10.4a Response o f Main Steam Fig 10.4b Attemperating Flow Rate after a
Temperature to a Step Change in Load Step Change in Load
A step change in load triggers two distinct effects on main steam temperature. The first effect is 
a non-minimum phase response in main steam temperature. A step increase in load causes a 
sharp increase in temperature which is followed by a decrease in temperature. This sudden 
increase in temperature is explained by comparing the thermodynamic properties of two volumes 
of steam which are at the same temperature but at different pressures. The volume of steam at 
the higher pressure has a higher enthalpy than the volume of steam at the lower pressure. If the 
pressure of the high pressure volume should suddenly drop, the steam temperature will increase 
until the “excess” enthalpy has been lost. A step increase in load causes a sudden decrease in 
steam pressure and as a result, a short increase in steam temperature.
Following this short, sharp increase in temperature, the steam temperature starts to decrease. This 
decrease is caused by the increased load which increases the mass flow rate of steam through the 
superheater. Less heat is now available to the steam flowing through the superheater per mass of 
steam., thus reducing the temperature of the superheated steam leaving the superheater. If no 
corrective action were taken, the reservoir of steam in the drum would be gradually depleted and 
steam pressure and temperature would decrease indefinitely. Under controlled conditions, the 
decrease is halted by increasing the fuel flow rate and thus increasing the steam generation rate 
and the heat available to the superheated steam.
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This sequence of events can be seen clearly in the plot of PI controlled temperature. The first and 
narrow spike corresponds to the nonminimum phase effect. The second and wider spike 
corresponds to the affect of increased fuel flow. Essentially, the first spike is generated by fast 
processes occurring with the superheater whereas the second spike is cause by the effect of 
slower drum processes. The two spikes cannot be clearly seen in the plot of temperature for 
either the nonlinear or fuzzified linear predictive controllers. In both cases, the effects of a 
change in load have been pre-empted to a great extent by controller action. In both cases, a 
sudden increase in attemperation may be seen which limits the non-minimum phase effect of a 
step load increase. This is followed by a slower change in attemperation which limits the effect 
o f an increased fuel flow on temperature.
The performance indices of the PI, fuzzified linear and nonlinear main steam temperature 
controllers at the 10%, 30%, 50%, 70% and 90% operating point are shown in Fig. 10.5
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Fig 10.5 Performance Indices of Main Steam Temperature at 10%, 30%, 50%, 70% and 90%
Operating Points
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1. The most striking feature of Fig. 10.5 is the very superior performance of both the fuzzified 
linear and nonlinear predictive controllers at all operating points However, this improved 
controller performance is not accompanied by a large increase in the ISU  or maximum 
overshoot index. In effect, the timing of the applied control action is far more significant in 
this instance than the magnitude of the control action. This significant improvement in 
performance can be attributed to the use of an internal controller model. The exact role of the 
internal controller model and how it achieves this improvement is described in full in the 
preceding paragraphs.
Index PI Controller Fuzzified L inear 
Controller
Nonlinear
Controller
PMISE  (%) 100 6 3
PM  ISU  (%) 100 77 89
Temperature Control Index (%) 100 41 46
Table 10.7 Indices of Controller Performance for Main Steam Temperature (in Response to a 5%
Step Change in Load)
The fuzzified linear and nonlinear predictive control shown an MISE  index of just 6% and 3% 
respectively of the M ISE  error for the PI control strategy. As stated earlier, this reduction in 
tracking error does not require extra control action. The MISU  index of the fuzzified linear 
controller and nonlinear controller is in fact smaller than the MISU  index of the PI control 
strategy.
According to this measure of controller performance the fuzzified linear controller can improve 
conventional PI control of main steam temperature control by 59% and nonlinear predictive 
control can improve it by 54%.
Drum Water Level
The response of drum water level and feedwater flow rate to a 5% step load disturbance is shown 
in Fig. 10.6a and Fig. 10.6b respectively.
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Drum Level Feedwater Flow Rate
Fig 10.6a Response o f Drum Level to a Step Fig 10.6b Feedwater Flow Rate after a Step 
Change in Load Change in Load
The function of an internal controller model is again very evident in the control of drum water 
level. A step increase in load causes a nonminimum phase effect in drum water level i.e. a short­
term increase in drum water level due to transient decrease in fluid density, followed by a long­
term decrease in drum water level due to the increased steaming rate. The predictive controllers 
first predict the transient increase in drum water level and compensate by quickly decreasing 
feedwater flow. This prevents the drum level from rising as high as for the PI controlled system. 
Likewise, both of the predictive controllers then predict that drum level will start to fall and 
proceed to increase feedwater flow before the drum water level reaches the setpoint. This is very 
important as it ensure sufficient feedwater is available to match the increased steaming rate.
The PI controller continues to decrease feedwater flow until the drum water level reaches the 
setpoint with the consequence that a large undershoot of drum water level occurs. Feedwater 
flow must again be increased to bring drum level to its setpoint and to match the increased rate of 
evaporation from the drum. If the feedwater pump cannot increase the feedwater flow rate
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sufficiently quickly, there exists a danger that the drum will “dry-out”. To prevent the possibility 
of dry-out, steam flow can be added to the PI controller output as a feedforward signal. This 
ensures that the steam flow leaving the drum is matched by the feedwater flow entering the drum. 
The effect of using steam flow as a feedwater flow signal is illustrated in Fig. 10.7. The PI drum 
water level controller is de-tuned to ensure that it does not cancel the effect of the feedforward 
flow signal. The proportional gain, P, is set to le-1 and the integrator gain is set to 0.
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Fig 10.7 Response o f Drum Level to a 5% Step Change in Load Using Steam Flow as a
Feedforward Signal
In this case feedforward signal decreases controller action, but causes the transient increase in 
drum water level to increase. The results presented below are based on the original drum level 
controller (i.e. no feedforward flow signal) on the basis that the controller action does not cause 
feedwater pump limitations to be exceeded and yields better drum level control.
The performance indices of the three controller at the 10%, 30%, 50%, 70% and 90% operating
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points are shown in Fig. 10.8, using the following legend:
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Fig 10.8 Response of Drum Level to a 5% Step Change in Load at 10%, 30%, 50%, 70% and
90% Operating Points
1. The PI controller applies a considerably more energetic control signal than either of the 
predictive controllers (approximately 500% greater, as measured by the ISU  index) at all the 
operating points and in consequence achieves a smaller ISU  signal at the 30%, 50%, 70% and 
90% operating points.
2. At the 10% operating point, increased control activity has not paid off in terms of system 
performance for the PI controller. This can be understood by noting that the maximum 
undershoot of feedwater flow is identical for all three controller. This is the maximum
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possible undershoot without reducing feedwater flow below zero. As a result all three 
controllers were limited in terms of controller activity.
The overall performance of each of the three controllers in terms of the PMISE, PM1SE, and the 
mean of these two indices (Drum Level Control Index) is presented in Table 10.8.
Index PI Controller Fuzzified Linear 
Controller
Nonlinear
Controller
PM ISE (%) 55 100 99
PMISU (%) 100 17 20
Drum Level Control Index 91 100 85
Table 10.8 Indices of Controller Performance for Drum Level (in Response to a 5% Step Change
in Load)
According to this measure, the performance of the PI, the fuzzified linear and the nonlinear 
predictive controllers are broadly comparable. The additional controller activity of the PI 
controller has been balanced by the resulting reduction in tracking error.
Percentage Q? in the Stack Gases
Fig. 10.9 and Fig. 10.9b shows the response of percentage 0 2 and air flow rate respectively to a 
5% step load disturbance at the 70% operating point.
% 0 2  in Stack Gases Air Flow Rate
Fig 10.9a Response of % 0 2 to a Step Change Fig 10.9b Air Flow Rate after a Step Change
in Load in Load
The percentage 0 2 controllers are required to respond to both a change in load and a change of 
set-point. Again a smaller maximum deviation from the setpoint occurs using the predictive 
controllers than using the PI controller.
The performance indices of the percentage 0 2 controllers at the 10%, 30%, 50%, 70% and 90% 
operating points are shown in Fig. 10.10, using the following legend:
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Fig 10.10 Performance Indices o f Percentage 0 2 following a 5% Step Change in Load at 10%,
30%, 50%, 70% and 90% Operating Points
1. The performance of the PI controlled system is extremely poor at the 10% operating point. At 
the 10% operating point the maximum deviation from the setpoint using the PI controller is 
approximately twice as big as the maximum deviation for of either the fuzzified linear or
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nonlinear predictive controller. This is not surprising as the time delay of percentage O2 is 
longest at the 10% operating point and the PI control strategy has no specific mechanism for 
controlling time delay systems. A reduction in the maximum deviation of the percentage 0 2 
from its setpoint can have important economic benefits. This issue is described in full in 
Section 8.2
Index PI Controller Fuzzified Linear 
Controller
Nonlinear
Controller
PMISE (%) 100 27 31
PMISU  (%) 47 100 44
Percentage O2 Control (%) 
Index
100 86 52
Table 10.9 Indices of Controller Performance for Percentage O2 (in Response to a 5% Step
Change in Load)
The indices confirm that a predictive control strategy can reduce tracking error considerably. 
The PMISE indices of the fuzzified linear controller and nonlinear predictive controller are about 
70% smaller than the PMISE  index of the PI controller. The PMISE index of the fuzzified linear 
controller is 4% smaller than that of the nonlinear predictive controller, but it is interesting to that 
the PMISU  index of the fuzzified linear controller is 66% greater than the PMISU index of the PI 
control strategy. It can be seen from Fig. 10.10 that the extra controller action is applied by the 
fuzzified linear controller at the 10% and 30% operating points. The reason for this extra 
controller effort is explained in Section 8.5.3.
10.3.2 Set-Point Variations
It is described in Section 10.2.1 how boiler efficiency can be improved by relating the setpoint of 
the percentage of O2 in the stack gases to the boiler operating point. This feature has been 
implemented for each of the three controllers and verified by applying a step load disturbance. A 
change in load results in a change in fuel flow which in turn results in a change in the setpoint of 
the percentage of 0 2. in the stack gases. The percentage 0 2 controller must simultaneously react 
to the disturbance and to a change in setpoint. The performance of the three percentage 0 2 
controllers under these conditions has been presented in Section 10.3.2.
Boiler efficiency may also be improved by relating the main steam pressure setpoint to load. 
When the load demand is low, the steam from the boiler is reduced by partially closing a single 
throttling valve or by fully closing some of the valves in a bank of valves for example. This has 
the undesirable affect of increasing the pressure loss associated with these fittings. To counteract 
this the pressure must be held at a higher pressure than necessary. This in turn requires that the
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boiler feed pumps consume more power than necessary, thus reducing the overall boiler 
efficiency. If the main steam pressure setpoint is reduced at low loads, the cross sectional area 
of the throttling valve can be increased and the pressure loss across the throttling valve is 
reduced. This in turn reduces the power which must be consumed by the feed pumps merely to 
overcome the pressure head across the throttling valve. This type of operation is referred to as 
“sliding pressure” mode.
A  step change in the setpoint of main steam pressure is applied to the plant at five different 
operating points - 10%, 30%, 50%, 70% and 90%. The response of main steam pressure is 
shown together with that of fuel flow (as defined for the PI control strategy), for the test at the 
70% operating point only. The response at the other operating points is shown by plotting the 
performance indices obtained at the 10%, 30%, 50%, 70% and 90% operating points.
Main Steam Pressure Fuel Flow Rate
Fig 10.1 la  Response o f M ain Steam Pressure Fig 10.1 lb  Fuel Flow Rate after a Step 
to a Step Change in Setpoint Change in Setpoint
The step change in main steam pressure setpoint is successfully tracked by each of the three 
controllers. The PI controller produces the fastest response, but at a significant cost in terms of 
controller action. The controller action of the fuzzified linear and nonlinear predictive controller 
is much more economical and in addition is The nonlinear controller also causes main steam
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pressure to overshoot the setpoint but to a lesser extent. This overshoot is caused by inaccuracy 
of the internal controller model and is gradually reduced by integral action. There is no overshoot 
in the main steam pressure signal for the fuzzified linear controller. This is the best response in 
terms of conservation of energy.
Fig 10.3 presents the performance indices measured for each of the three controllers for the 
setpoint change: The four plots on the top two rows are performance indices of system response. 
The two plots on the third row are indices of controller action. The following legend is used:
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30%, 50%. 70% and 90% Operating Points
1. The performance indices follow a similar trend at all five operating points. The PI control
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strategy achieves the smallest ISE, response time and settling time at all five operating points. 
This is not surprising given that the PI controller provides a more active control signal, as 
measured by the ISU  and maximum overshoot index.
2. The response of the fuzzified linear and nonlinear controllers are very similar at all operating 
points. These two controllers employ similar control signals and achieve a comparable 
performance in terms of ISE, response time and settling time.
Index PI Controller Fuzzified Linear 
Controller
Nonlinear
Controller
PMISE  (%) 52 98 100
PMISU  (%) 100 35 37
Pressure Control Index (for 
Setpoint Variation) (%)
100 88 91
Table 10.10 Indices of Controller Performance for Main Steam Pressure (in Response to a 0.1 
M Pa Step Change in Main Steam Pressure Setpoint)
By this overall measure of controller performance, the fuzzified linear and nonlinear predictive 
control can improve upon PI control of main steam pressure following a setpoint change by 12% 
and 9% respectively. In the case of a step change in load, however, the fuzzified linear controller 
and nonlinear predictive controller can improve upon PI control of main steam pressure by 26%. 
The apparent discrepancy between PI control performance for a setpoint test and a load test can 
be attributed to the relatively simplicity of the setpoint test - load is constant so the benefits of a 
model-based control methodology are not as significant. The primary advantage of predictive 
controller for a setpoint test is that it forces main steam pressure to follow an approximately 
exponential reference trajectory This reduces overshoot and conserves fuel. Overshoot can be 
completely eliminated if the internal controller model represents the plant exactly.
10.3.2 Summary of Controller Performance
The overall performance indices calculated for the load response and set-point response tests are 
presented again in Table 10.11. A global performance index is calculated for each controller by 
calculating the mean of these indices and then normalising with respect to the maximum of the 
calculated mean indices.
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Index PI Controller Fuzzified
Linear
Controller
Nonlinear
Controller
Pressure Control 
Index(%)
100 74 77
Temperature 
Control Index(%)
100 41 46
Drum Level 
Control Index(%)
91 100 85
Percentage 0 2 
Control Index(%)
100 85 52
Pressure Control 
Index (for Setpoint 
Variation) (%)
100 88 91
Normalised 
Overall Index(% )
100 76 70
Table 10.11 Indices of Controller Performance for Main Steam Pressure (in Response to a 
0.1 MPa Step Change in Main Steam Pressure Setpoint)
According to this overall index, the nonlinear predictive controller can improve boiler control 
performance by 30% in comparison to conventional PI control and by 6% in comparison to the 
fuzzified linear controller. This index gives a measure of performance of each controller in terms 
o f controller action and tracking error, relative to the performance of the other controllers.
10.4 Effect o f Controller M odels on Controller Perform ance
It can be seen from Table 10.11 that the fuzzified linear and nonlinear predictive controller 
achieve comparable performance in terms of ISU  and ISE. It can also be seen from Fig 10.2a to 
10.12 that performance of both controllers is also comparable with respect to maximum deviation 
from the setpoint and plant response time. Despite this the performance of the nonlinear 
controller is generally inferior to that of the fuzzified linear predictive controller with respect to 
plant settling time. The mean settling time for both controllers (measured for setpoint and load 
step change tests over five different operating points) are presented in Table 10.12.
Fuzzified Linear 
Controller
Nonlinear Predictive 
Controller
Mean Settling Time 85 138
Table 10.12 Mean Settling Time of Fuzzified Linear and Nonlinear Predictive Controller
It can be seen that the mean settling time of the nonlinear predictive controller is 62% larger than 
that of the nonlinear predictive controller.
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One possible reason for the difference in settling time index is that the internal controller model of 
the fuzzified linear controller is more accurate. It is not possible to prove or disprove this for all 
cases, but simulations results presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 demonstrated that both the 
linearised boiler models and the neural network models can represent the first-principles model 
very accurately. The accuracy of the neural network model is demonstrated by applying a 1 % 
step change in fuel flow to the first principles models at 90%, the internal controller model of the 
fuzzified linear controller and the internal controller model of the nonlinear controller. A 16-step 
ahead prediction of main steam pressure is calculated by both controllers and compared to the 
first-principles model output - which has been advanced by 16 steps. The predicted and advanced 
process outputs are plotted in Fig. 10.13.
Fig. 10.13 Comparison of Accuracy of Internal Controller Model of Fuzzified Linear and
Nonlinear Predictive Controller
The Integral Absolute Error (IAE) and Integral Squared Error (ISE) of the neural network model 
and the fuzzified model output are presented in Table 10.13.
Controller IAE ISE
Linearised Model 1.2e7 4.7el0
Neural Network Model 3.7e6 5.7e9
Table 10.13 Comparison of IAE  and ISE  of Linearised and Neural Network Models
It can be seen from Table 10.13 that the accuracy of the neural network model is in fact 
considerably better than that of the linearised model.
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The second possible reason for the difference between the performance of the two controllers is a 
difference in the cost function definition of the controllers. The cost function of each linear 
controller is defined incrementally whereas the cost function of the nonlinear controller is defined 
in absolute terms. In the case of a linear controller the controller is required to minimise the error 
between the predicted change in model output and the desired change in plant output. In the case 
of the nonlinear controller, the controller is required to minimise the error between the predicted 
plant output and the desired plant output. The cost function is stated incrementally for the linear 
controller because it is shown in Section 8.3.3 that this yields an incremental or integral control 
law which eliminates steady state errors. This is a very attractive feature but it is only feasible 
provided that the model can achieve steady-state conditions when the plant is in steady-state. For 
this reason, it cannot be applied to the neural network controller, as the neural network model, is 
not guaranteed to attain a steady-state condition when the plant is in steady-state. This problem 
is illustrated in Fig 10.14
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Fig. 10.14 Neural Network Single-Step and Multi-Step Prediction of First-Principles Model
It can be seen from Fig 10.14 that the single step ahead and multi-step ahead neural network 
predictions are constant. This is due to the fact that the inputs to the neural network model are 
the inputs, states and outputs of the first-principles model. If the first-principles model is in 
steady-state, it follows that the neural network inputs will be constant and likewise the neural 
network model output. It is also clear from Fig. 10.14 that the single- and multi-step ahead 
neural network prediction are unequal. This can be understood if it is noted that the single step- 
ahead prediction o f the first-principles model output is not exactly equal to the first-principles
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model output i.e. the neural network did not learn the conditions for steady-state exactly and is 
predicting that the first-principles model output will change by a small amount. The one-step 
ahead neural network output is then used to be update the neural network inputs in order to 
calculate the two-step ahead prediction. At each prediction step, the error between the prediction 
and actual model output increases slightly.
Weak integral action is added to the nonlinear control law to eliminate steady-state errors but this 
is not as effective as the inherent integral action of the fuzzified linear model. This can be seen 
by comparing the response time and settling time of main steam pressure following a 5% setpoint 
disturbance.
Criteria Fuzzified Controller Nonlinear Controller
Response Time 33.9 36.6
Settling Time 103 338
Prediction Error 2.19e5 4.5e3
Table 10.14 Comparison of Settling Time, Response Time and Prediction Error of Fuzzified
Linear and Nonlinear Controller
It is interesting to note that the response time of the fuzzified linear controller and nonlinear 
controller are practically identical. The settling time of the nonlinear controller is over three 
times longer than that of the fuzzified linear controller however. To demonstrate that this is not 
attributable to greater model inaccuracy on the part of the nonlinear controller, the prediction 
errors of both controllers are also included. The prediction for the fuzzified controller is nearly 
4.8 times greater than the prediction error for the nonlinear controller.
Clearly, the benefits of inherent integral action are most noticeable when the plant is close to the 
setpoint, (relatively to the accuracy of the neural network model). In practical terms, the neural 
network model is sufficiently to accurate to bring the plant output to the setpoint. Given that the 
neural network model is very accurate, the nonlinear controller is not at a serious disadvantage in 
terms of controller performance. This is confirmed by the fact that the global performance index 
of the nonlinear controller is smaller than that of the fuzzified linear controller.
10.5 C om parison o f Controller Im plem entation Requirem ents
Implementation requirements address the specific hardware requirements of each controller. 
These include:
1. Hardware Requirements to Implement Control Law
2. Sensors and Actuators Required
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The computational overhead of the PI controller cannot be evaluated on the basis that it is an 
analog controller. This is not really significant, however, as it can be assumed that it almost 
negligible. The computational overhead of calculating the solution of the nonlinear controller 
using both gradient search and genetic algorithm optimisation is discussed in Section 9.5. The 
number of MFLOP per second required to implement the nonlinear controller is presented in 
that section and is shown here again, for comparison with the fuzzified linear controller.
Controller M FLOP/S
Fuzzified Linear Controller 0.017
Nonlinear Controller (Gradient Search Optimisation) 2.1
Nonlinear Controller (Genetic Algorithm Optimisation) 13.6
Table 10.15 MFLOP/s for Gradient Search Optimisation and Genetic Algorithm Optimisation
It can be seen that the computational overhead of the nonlinear controller using gradient 
search optimisation is over 100 times smaller than that of the fuzzified linear controller. This 
does not present any implementation problems however, as a standard Digital Signal 
Processing board (TMS320C30) can execute 33.3 MFLOP per second.
The extra computational overhead of the nonlinear controller can be attributed mainly to 
differences in the computational overhead of the optimisation algorithm. The nonlinear 
controller uses a numerical optimisation algorithm (gradient search or genetic algorithms). A 
numerical optimisation algorithm finds the optimal solution by iteratively calculating the cost 
function for varying values for controller action. The fuzzified linear controller uses least 
squares optimisation, an analytical optimisation method which calculates the cost function 
only once during each sampling period. It is also important to compare the computional effort 
required calculate the cost function - this is proportional to the computational effort of 
predicting the plant output. The number of MFLOP used to predict the plant output using the 
internal controller model of the fuzzified linear controller and the nonlinear controller is 
presented in Table 10.16. The internal controller model of the fuzzified linear controller 
incorporates three linearised models and is referred to here as a fuzzified linear model.
Model Main Steam 
Pressure and 
Drum Level 
(MFLOP)
Main Steam 
Temperature 
(MFLOP)
Percentage 0 2 
in Stack Gases 
(MFLOP)
Fuzzified Linear 
Model
3.98 e-3 5.6 e-4 3.0 e-5
Neural Network 1.28 e-3 1.8 e-4 2.8 e-4
Table 10.16 MFLOP/s for One-Step Prediction Using 3 Linearised Boiler Models and Neural
Network
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It can be seen that the neural network model of main steam pressure and drum level uses 
approximately one third as many MFLOP as the corresponding fuzzified linear model, 
whereas the neural network model of percentage O2 in stack gases uses approximately 10 
times more M FLOP than the corresponding fuzzified linear controller. In any case, it can be 
seen the computation overhead of the neural network models is broadly comparable to that of 
the fuzzified linear model.
2. Actuator and Sensor Requirements
Each of the four SISO PI controllers is supplied with the output of a single sensor and 
activates a single actuator. A further device is required to provide the primary air demand 
signal;. In total, the full PI controlled system requires 4 sensors and 4 actuators plus a .device 
to generate the primary air demand signal.
The fuzzified linear predictive controller requires a sensor for each of the four controlled 
variables and an actuator for each of the four manipulated variables. A further three sensors 
are required to measure three disturbance inputs - feedwater flow temperature, number of 
open valves at boiler output and main steam flow.
The nonlinear predictive controller uses the same sensors and actuators as the fuzzified linear 
predictive controller. However, it also needs an additional set of sensors to measure the value of 
boiler state variables. In all 11 additional sensors are required. These additional measurements 
are required to initialise the neural network model at the start of each sampling period.
The hardware requirements for each of the three controllers are summarised in Table 10.17.
Hardware
Requirements
PI Control Strategy Fuzzified Linear 
Predictive Control 
Strategy
Nonlinear Predictive 
Control Strategy
Computational Analog or PLC 
Circuitry
DSP Board DSP Board
Actuators 4 (plus device to 
generate primary air 
demand signal)
4 4
Sensors 4 7 18
Table 10.17 Comparison of Hardware Requirements
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10.6 C onclusions
The three boiler control strategies have been compared on the basis of controller performance and 
implementation requirements.
The comparison demonstrates that nonlinear predictive control can achieve significantly improved 
boiler control performance than conventional PI boiler control. Two types of nonlinear predictive 
control strategy are assessed. The first strategy is based upon a set of linear controller which are 
interpolated using fuzzy logic. According to a defined index of controller performance, which 
considers controller action and tracking error, this fuzzified linear controller can improve boiler 
control by 24% in comparison to a PI control strategy. The second nonlinear predictive control 
strategy is based upon dedicated nonlinear plant models. According to the defined index of 
controller performance, this strategy can improve boiler control by 31% in comparison to a PI 
control strategy.
In particular, the comparison highlights some attractive features of the nonlinear predictive and 
fuzzified linear controllers:
• The maximum deviation of the controlled variable from the setpoint is reduced by prompt 
control action following a load disturbance. This is illustrated very clearly by the main steam 
temperature response. The control signal of the PI controller is not more active than that of 
the fuzzified linear or nonlinear predictive controller. The mean ISU of the PI controller 
(measured over 5 operating points, following a 5% increase in load) is in fact twice than of the 
nonlinear predictive controller. However, the predictive controllers include internal 
disturbance models and can react more quickly to a disturbance than the PI controller. As a 
result, the mean maximum deviation of steam temperature from the setpoint is reduced from a 
value of 0.8 °C for the PI control strategy to approximately 0.2 °C for both of the predictive 
controllers.
• The important of an internal controller model is also demonstrated in the case of drum water 
level control following a load disturbance. The fuzzified linear and nonlinear controllers can 
predict that drum water level is subject to a nonminimum phase effect and react accordingly. 
The PI controller can not predict that drum water level is subject to a nonminimum phase 
effect and as a result allows drum level to fall below its setpoint. This could result in drum- 
’dry-out’. The risk of ‘dry-out’ can be decreased by using steam flow as a feedforward 
control signal for drum level control, but this increases the drum level tracking error 
significantly.
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• The importance of taking plant time delay into account in the controller design has been 
confirmed. The percentage O2 measurement delay increases as the operating point of the plant 
decreases. At the 10% operating point the measurement delay is 12s. At this operating point 
the nonlinear and fuzzified linear predictive controller can reduce the maximum deviation of 
percentage O2 from the setpoint from a value of 1.7% to approximately 0.7%.
There is little difference between the performance of the fuzzified linear predictive controller and 
the nonlinear predictive controller. The two controllers achieved comparable performance indices 
in all situations with the exception of the performance index for settling time. The mean settling 
time of the nonlinear controller is 62% longer than the mean settling time of the fuzzified linear 
controller. The fuzzified linear controller can eliminate steady-state errors more effectively than 
the nonlinear controller because the control law has inherent integral action. In practice, this is 
not a significant problem in  terms of controller performance as it only indicates small deviations 
from the setpoint.
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11. Conclusions
The capacity of nonlinear predictive control to deal systematically with all of the boiler controller 
issues and  to yield superior control to industry-standard PI control has been demonstrated in this 
work. Using a general measure of performance, which considers both tracking error and 
controller action for four controlled variables, a nonlinear predictive control strategy based upon 
a nonlinear plant model improves boiler control performance by 30% in comparison to a boiler PI 
control strategy. A nonlinear controller strategy which uses fuzzy logic interpolation to combine 
the outputs of three linear controllers improves boiler control performance by 24%. The 
performance index is measured for four controlled variables, subject to both load disturbances 
and setpoint variations at five different operating points.
The significance of this improvement in terms of overall plant efficiency is illustrated by 
considering some of the important areas where improvements are achieved:
• Both the nonlinear and fuzzified linear predictive controllers apply just sufficient control 
action to move the controlled variables to the setpoint along an approximately exponential 
trajectory. This practically eliminates setpoint overshoot and consequently excess controller 
action. This has obvious benefits for the control of a variable such as main steam pressure - 
setpoint overshoot increases fuel costs and yields no benefits. Setpoint overshoot can also be 
eliminated in a PI control strategy by decreasing the P and I gains, but only at the cost of a 
greatly increased maximum deviation from the setpoint following a load disturbance.
• Average maximum deviation of main steam temperature from setpoint after a 5% step change 
in load is reduced from 0.8 °C for the PI control strategy to approximately 0.2 °C for both 
predictive control strategies. Reducing steam temperature variations increases plant life-time 
by reducing thermal stresses on the superheated metal tubes.
• Average maximum deviation of percentage O2 in the stack gases from the setpoint after a 5% 
step change in load is reduced from 1.7% for PI strategy to 0.7% for fuzzified linear and 
nonlinear predictive strategy. This implies that the percentage O2 setpoint can be reduced 
without increasing the risk of sub-stoichiometric combustion. A reduction in the percentage 
O2 setpoint causes the excess air in the combustion gases to be reduced with a direct impact 
on combustion efficiency.
The nonlinear predictive controller, based upon a dedicated nonlinear model, achieves a 
marginally better performance than the fuzzified linear controller according to the defined 
performance index. However, this does not necessarily imply that the nonlinear controller is a 
“better” controller. Controller performance must be weighed against other design issues, such as
development and implementation effort. Each aspect of the fuzzified linear and nonlinear 
predictive controller design is considered here - the motivation for choosing a particular design 
approach, advantages and disadvantages of that approach, and with the benefit of hindsight, 
whether it was the best choice for the problem.
Controller Methodology
A predictive control methodology was chosen for the following reasons:
• Predictive control strategy is a model-based strategy. All knowledge about the plant is 
incorporated directly into the controller design This is a far more systematic approach than 
conventional PI control. For example, in conventional PI controller, fuel flow must explicitly 
be provided to the percentage 0 2 controller as a feedforward flow signal. In effect, controller 
performance is dependent on human a-priori knowledge that fuel flow is a disturbance input 
which effects percentage 0 2 by a given amount. In a model-based controller, the effect of 
each plant input on the controlled variables is provided to the controller via the model so that 
appropriate feedforward control action can be taken automatically.
• Controller objectives are defined via a cost function definition. Effectively, a cost function 
translates controller objectives and modelled information about plant behaviour into a 
mathematical optimisation method.
• Plant constraints can be explicitly specified by the plant engineer in the controller cost 
function. If this is not possible, the controller must be tuned in a way which ensures that the 
plant constraints are not violated. This is not a rigorous approach, its success depending 
largely on the skill of the plant engineers.
• Predictive controller can be based upon any type of model, including nonlinear and 
multivariable models.
• It can be adapted without difficulty to control time-delay systems.
Predictive control proved to an excellent choice of control methodology for the boiler process. A 
predictive controller can be developed quickly - discounting model development which accounted 
for 90% of the design effort. The developed controllers are also easy to tune since the response 
time of the controlled variables could be specified to a high degree of accuracy. For example, 
specifying a desired 63% response time of 24.68s for main steam pressure yielded an actual 
response time of 25.28s in the case of the fuzzified linear controller and 26.98s in the case of the 
nonlinear controller.
A nonlinear approach is used because of the nonlinearity of the boiler dynamics. Initially, the 
nonlinear approach focused on the approach which yielded maximum flexibility - i.e. a nonlinear
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controller, based upon a neural network model of the plant and optimised using a numerical 
optimisation algorithm, either gradient search or the global, genetic algorithm optimisation 
technique. The fuzzified linear controller was developed for comparative purposes - to determine 
whether comparable controller performance could be achieved by a simpler and less 
computationally intensive, but still nonlinear approach.
Control Configuration
It was intended to use a full multivariable approach, but this was not practicable because of the 
stiffness of the boiler plant. A sampling period of Is is suitable for the control of both main 
steam pressure and drum water level and of 0.1s for the control of main steam temperature and 
percentage 0 2 in the stack gases. To overcome this problem, a hybrid single-loop, multi-loop 
controller structure is developed:
• M ain steam pressure and drum level which show a strong level of interaction are controlled by 
a multi-loop controller using feedwater flow rate and fuel flow rate as the manipulated 
variables. All other inputs to the boiler, including attemperation and air flow, are provided to 
this controller as disturbance inputs.
• Percentage O2 in the stack gases is affected by the air flow rate and fuel flow rate only. It is 
controlled by a single-loop controller using air flow as the manipulated input. Fuel flow rate 
is provided as a disturbance input.
• Main steam temperature is controlled in the superheater by a single-loop controller using 
attemperation as the manipulated variable. The controller is based upon a model of the 
superheater only. It is provided with all the inputs the first-principles superheater model, 
including drum outputs.
This approach addresses the problem of boiler stiffness but still retain most of the benefits of a 
full multivariable design by providing each controller with all the relevant disturbance inputs.
Internal Controller Model
It was decided to base the nonlinear predictive controller upon neural network models for a 
number of reasons. Neural network models have the potential to model any nonlinear, 
multivariable plant. They are generated from data so development effort should minimal and they 
are computationally efficient
Simulation results confirm that the neural network modelling can yield accurate nonlinear models 
of a boiler plant. For example, over a 4 step prediction horizon, a neural network can typically 
predict main steam temperature to within 0.001 °C. It has also been confirmed that the 
computational overhead of simulating a neural networks is very similar to that for a linearised
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boiler model. The neural network model of main steam pressure and drum water level executes
1.28 MFLOP for each one-step-ahead prediction. A linearised model executes 1.33 MFLOP for 
a one-step-ahead prediction.
Development of a “stand-alone” superheater model for the main steam temperature controller 
presented serious difficulties. Many of the disturbance inputs of the superheater model are in fact 
drum outputs. These variables are highly correlated both with each other and with other 
disturbance inputs such as boiler load and fuel flow rate. The neural network model was unable 
to learn the true relationship between the model input and output variables because of the degree 
of correlation between these variables. A short-term solution was to effectively “detach” the 
first-principles model of the superheater from the first-principles model of the drum and generate 
data by applying square wave type input signals for each of the superheater input variables. This 
is a feasible solution if a good first-principles model of the boiler is available but, obviously, 
cannot be used to generate data from a real boiler plant. Alternatively, it may be necessary to 
model the full boiler and superheater process in order to predict main steam temperature. This is 
more logical approach given that the source of the problem here is trying to generate a “stand­
alone” superheater model using data which is not “stand-alone”.
A fundamental problem of using neural network models for control is that the neural network 
models cannot be guaranteed to reach a steady-state condition, even if the model is provided with 
steady-state inputs. Neural networks can learn the conditions for steady state plant output but 
only to a certain degree of accuracy. In other words, even if the plant is in steady state, the 
neural network model is likely to predict that it is changing slowly. This has implications for the 
control law. It is not possible to build implicit integral action into the control law by stating the 
cost function incrementally. W eak integral action has been added to the output of the nonlinear 
predictive controller to eliminate steady-state errors due to prediction error but this is not as 
effective as the inherent integral action of the fuzzified linear controller. This problems does not 
arise for linear or first-principles nonlinear model as in both cases, there is guaranteed to exist 
combinations of inputs and states which yield a steady-state model output.
The fuzzified linear predictive control is based upon linearised models of the first-principles 
model. Consequently, this particular controller requires the availability of a first-principles boiler 
model, however, the method could also be implemented using a data-based linear model. 
Linearised models are limited in that each linearised model can represent the plant at one 
operating point only. However, fuzzy logic interpolation is used effectively to develop a 
nonlinear controller based upon several linear controllers. The success of this approach is 
confirmed by comparing the performance of the fuzzified linear control strategy with the
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performance of the nonlinear predictive control strategy. Using an index of controller 
performance which measures the performance of each controller over the entire operating range 
of the plant, the fuzzified linear controller is rated within 6% of the nonlinear predictive 
controller.
A  first-principles model was developed to simulate the plant behaviour for the purposes of 
assessing the proposed control strategies. The fundamental advantage of the first-principles 
model is that it preserves the physical laws of conservation of mass and energy. The output of a 
the first-principles model is not highly accurate but is guaranteed to be make realistic predictions 
of plant behaviour under all conditions. It can also be used to provide an understanding of the 
boiler processes and can be customised to model various drum-type boilers. The disadvantages 
of this method are that it requires a very large development effort and is not suitable for use as an 
internal controller model because of its computational overhead. As the first-principles model is 
a continuous model it is not possible to make a direct comparison of the computational overhead 
of first-principles model with the computational overhead of the neural network and fuzzified 
linear models. However, 2.45e-3 MFLOP are used to execute a single integration step for the 
first-principles model. This is equivalent to the number of MFLOP required to simulate the 
neural network model main steam pressure and drum level for one second. To simulate the first- 
principles model for one second it may be necessary to run over a hundred integration steps.
Choice o f  Cost Function
A very simple cost function is found to be sufficient to ensure good controller performance for 
both the fuzzified linear and nonlinear controller.
The cost function has two parameters - time constant of the desired reference trajectory and the 
position of a single coincidence point on the reference trajectory. In addition, the cost function 
assumes that controller action is a step function. Despite the simplicity of the cost function, it is 
found that plant response can be specified very accurately using the time constant of the desired 
reference trajectory.
Controller Optimisation Algorithm
The nonlinear predictive controller is optimised using either gradient search optimisation of 
genetic algorithm optimisation. Results confirm that genetic algorithms can determine the 
optimal solution with the same degree of accuracy as the conventional gradient search 
optimisation. Genetic algorithms increase the computational effort of control law calculation by
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approximately a factor of 6, but a count of the number of MFLOP required to execute the 
nonlinear predictive controller using genetic algorithms shows that the controller can be 
implemented on a DSP board within the sampling time constraints. The nonlinear controller 
using gradient algorithm optimisation runs 13.5 MFLOP per second and a DSP board can 
execute 33.3 MFLOP per second. If execution time is not crucial, genetic algorithms should be 
used in  preference to gradient search optimisation because this method is more likely to find the 
global minimum in a nonlinear eiror surface than a gradient search algorithm.
Least squares optimisation is used for the fuzzified linear controller. The primary advantage of 
this method is that it can be calculated very quickly. The number of MFLOP required to execute 
the fuzzified linear controller 123 times less than that for the nonlinear predictive controller using 
gradient search optimisation. The disadvantage of this method is that it is unable to handle 
constraints. This strongly outweighs the “advantage” of a fast control solution for several 
reasons. The boiler process is relatively slow and does not require a fast control algorithm, 
computational power is cheap and the ability to operate the boiler on the constraints is important 
in order to achieve maximum efficiency and plant response times.
Implementation Issues
Both the fuzzified linear and nonlinear predictive controllers are feasible control solutions in that 
it is possible to execute both controllers within the sampling period constraints on a DSP board.
The fuzzified linear control strategy requires 7 sensors and the nonlinear control strategy requires
18. There is no absolute restrictions on the number of sensors which may be used, but in 
practical terms, increasing the number of sensors, increases the risk of using a badly calibrated 
sensor. A badly calibrated sensor has consequences in terms of model accuracy. For that reason, 
it would be preferable to reduce the number of sensors required by the neural network model.
The fundamental concepts of predictive control can be readily understood and conceptualised. 
Controller objectives and controller performance can be presented visually by displaying a 
receding horizon plot of the desired plant output, the measured plant output, and optionally the 
projected plant output. An reasonably easily understood methodology is very important in terms 
of implementation of the controller in a boiler plant. A decision to implement an advanced 
control methodology is generally based both on human factors, such as acceptance by plant 
engineers and operators, as well as on controller performance.
Controller tuning is based upon a physically meaningful tuning parameter, the time constant of 
the desired reference trajectory rather than on cost function weighting matrices.
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Summary
To summarise, the many advantages of neural networks models, such as their ability to model 
any nonlinear function and their accuracy are to some extent outweighed by the fact that a 
predictive controller based upon a neural network model cannot incorporate inherent integral 
action. Given, that the fuzzified linear controller can achieve almost comparable performance to 
the nonlinear controller and includes in-built integral action, it is felt to be a more effective 
control strategy. The power of the fuzzified linear controller can be attributed to a fuzzy logic 
interpolation technique, which has been demonstrated to achieve good performance at all 
operating points. The performance of the fuzzified linear controller could be further improved by 
replacing the linear least squares optimisation method with genetic algorithm optimisation.
Future Work
Two areas are identified for further investigation;
The potential of predictive control could be examined further. For example, the ability of the 
controller to force plant output to follow a specified trajectory could be exploited to optimise the 
shape and speed of the reference trajectory profile with respect to a plant performance criteria, 
such as efficiency or thermal stress reduction. In addition, it should be investigated whether a 
more sophisticated cost function definition can improve controller performance further. For 
example, the control horizon could be set to a value greater than one, i.e. the projected plant 
output is not assumed to remain constant after the first sampling period.
The performance of the nonlinear controller could be improved if inherent integral action could be 
included in the control law. Mechanisms for ensuring that neural networks can reach steady state 
conditions should be investigated.
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Appendix A. Nomenclature for Chapter 4
p = Density kgm '3
c = Specific Heat at kJ (kg'
Constant Pressure
h = Enthalpy kJkg '1
k = Heat Transfer
Coefficient
m = Mass Flow Rate k g s 1
V = Velocity m s'1
X = Steam Quality
A = Area m2
C = Calorific Value kJkg '1
D = Diameter m
L = Length m
M = Mass kg
N = Number o f Pipes
P = Pressure Pa
Q = Heat Transfer Rate kJ s'1
T = Temperature °C
V = Volume m3
Subscripts
air = Air
d = Drum
ds = Drum Steam
dw = Drum Water
do = Downcomers
e = Economiser
fu = Fuel
g = Gas
gm = Gas-Metal
1 = Load
m = Metal
m f = Metal-Fluid
r Risers
s = Superheater
Sub-subscripts
i = inlet
o = outlet
